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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Immanuel Kant's Critique of Judgment has 
commanded the respect of many major philosophers and 
aestheticians since its publication in 1790. They have 
usually applauded it as a truly seminal text, both in 
its historical influence and in its contemporary relevance 
Despite the increase in published treatments during 
recent years, however, Kant's Third Critique has under
gone much less scrutiny than his earlier Critiques, at 
least in the English-speaking world.

The tenuousness of aesthetics partially ex
plains such a disparity. Another reason is the difficulty 
of analyzing a text that assumes and completes Kant's 
critical philosophy, with its elaborate terminology and 
conceptual apparatus. As someone who would contribute 
to the understanding of Kant's philosophical aesthetics,
I feel it is important to show why and how I have formu
lated the ensuing discussion. To do so, I shall consider 
the status of aesthetics as a distinct academic discipline 
And I shall establish my conceptual framework and metho
dology for presenting Kant's contributions to aesthetics.



1.1. The Status of Aesthetics

The reviving interest in Kant's Critique of 
Judgment during recent decades is perhaps an accouterment 
to the resuscitation of aesthetics itself since the early 
1940's, as heralded by the appearance of two societies 
for aesthetics in Britain and the United States. The 
meetings and journals of those societies have promoted 
considerable discussion of Kant's aesthetics. This 
fact perhaps illustrates that contemporary aestheticians, 
like so many scholars, find they must either assimilate 
or reject the nourishment of the eighteenth century roots 
to their discipline. It probably illustrates something 
else. Aestheticians today are finding that the Critique 
of Judgment is the one major work in philosophical aes
thetics that has channeled eighteenth century theories 
into subsequent aesthetics. They are discovering that 
Kant, in Wellek's words, "must be considered the 
first philosopher who clearly and definitely established 
the peculiarity and autonomy of the aesthetic realm."'1'
Even if they would replace their eighteenth century 
roots, modern students of aesthetics can not afford to 
ignore Kant's Third Critique. The tradition of their 
discipline rests on that seminal text.

Most students of Kant's aesthetic theory justify 
their labors by advancing some declaration about its 
historical and contemporary significance. I would agree.
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Such studies can give us a stronger grasp on the basic 
issues of aesthetics. It is reassuring to be in a 
respectable company of fellow workers. But it also 
places one in a position of mutual embarrassment when, 
as frequently happens, someone questions the legitimacy 
and fruitfulness of aesthetics itself. Why do we wrestle 
aesthetic theories out of the Third Critique if all 
such theories are dead-end streets?

I suppose that the man on the street, if he 
even knows about aesthetics, could expect aestheticians 
to proffer enriching insights for his daily life. But 
who besides academicians really believe anymore that 
theorizing is relevant to living? Put more specifically, 
who besides aestheticians view aesthetics as an impor
tant avenue leading to some real benefits? Is aesthetics 
anything more than a dead-end street where certain 
eccentric scholars like to congregate?

One can pronounce the questioner blind and 
ignore his question. But then one hears other people mut
tering that there is no street called aesthetics, not even 
a dead end. These are fellow academicians who, since 
the eighteenth century birth of aesthetics, have 
challenged its right to exist. Societies, journals, and 
international congresses may be winning some tolerance
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towards the notion that aesthetics is a distinct dis
cipline. Yet even today, according to Seerveld's apt 
description, aesthetics "runs the risk in the halls of 
scientific academia, of seeming to be a displaced

?orphan, not to say, a professional bastard." The 
risk is still rather great, especially when a sus
piciously hybrid lineage surfaces in the purpose state
ment of the American Society for Aesthetics:

The purpose of a Society is to 
promote study, research, discussion 
and publication in aesthetics. The 
term 'aesthetics,1 in this connection, 
is understood to include all studies 
of the arts and related types of ex-> 
perience from a philosophic, scien
tific, or other theoretical standpoint, 
including those of psychology, sociology, 
anthropology, cultural history, art 
criticism, and education.3

If aesthetics is only a hybrid, a "professional bastard,"
then whatever goes by that name is not a distinct
discipline. Then the aestheticians must be gathering
at an academic crossroad or in a barren desert. And the
aesthetically-minded entourage of Kant analysts will be
wasting their time.

Unless a theorist locks himself away in a 
windowless tower, he can not avoid the opinions of his 
fellows, whether they be professional scholars or not.
I want to make evident, therefore, why I am exploring 
Kant's Third Critique for aesthetic insights. It is 
my conviction that aesthetics is not a dead end street.



Rather it is still in the early stages of construction.
If contemporary aestheticians do their work well,
aesthetics will begin to look more like an avenue
leading the man on the street into shalom. I am simply
reiterating here what Seerveld has expressed in
"Turnabout," p. 11:

If aesthetics as a rigorous scientific 
discipline shall indeed give a win
some account of the aesthetic hold 
the Lord God has for creaturely 
existence, so that men may order 
their everyday lives more obediently, 
then that aesthetics can be a 
blessing to God's people, society 
at large, artists too, every other 
science, and even other institutions 
within society.

It is one thing to state such a conviction, but quite
another to defend it satisfactorily before skeptical
fellow academics. Perhaps it should not be defended.
Lengthy debates can be waged about the legitimacy and
character of aesthetics. One usually finds, however,
that the disputants have taken certain positions and
can not be theoretically dissuaded. So rather than
argue for my conception of aesthetics, I shall simply
describe it now. At the same time I shall begin to
present the concepts that orient my inquiry into Kant's
aesthetic theory.



1.2. Conceptual Framework for a Philosophical Aesthetics

Criticisms of Kant's aesthetic theory as a 
series of deductions necessitated by his philosophic 
system are misdirected, in my opinion. Kant's aesthetics 
does not purport to be anything more than a philosophical 
critique of taste. Nevertheless Kant's reflections 
upon aesthetic matters did revise his basic philosophy 
in some important respects. It is thus more fruitful 
to approach the first half of the Third Critique as a 
work that lies in the same field as the present inquiry 
--in the field of philosophical aesthetics. What I 
have in mind here is a discipline that probes the mutual 
implications of philosophy and of scientific aesthetics 
for each other.

This all suggests, obviously, that I regard 
aesthetics as a special science, not as a mere sub
division of philosophy. Engaging in the philosophy of 
aesthetics makes as much sense to me as studying the 
philosophy of mathematics, of history, or of other 
sciences.

If one calls aesthetics a science, he must 
begin to show that it investigates a distinct region of 
existence by means of its own methodologies and concepts. 
Those who would oppose such a view, should indicate 
that "aesthetic" phenomena are essentially emotional, 
intellectual, or other phenomena, and that aesthetics
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does not have its peculiar methodologies and concepts.
It is my view that aesthetics is indeed a special 
science. It investigates the nature, functions, and 
laws of aesthetic experiences, aesthetic objects, 
artistry, and art spectation.

The entire field of aesthetic research can 
be designated by the abstract (slightly barbaric) noun, 
"aestheticity." In the sequel I shall be using 
"aestheticity" to refer to all subjective and objective 
responses to aesthetic laws. Those responses share a 
set of family resemblances which make them peculiarly 
"aesthetic." The discovery and formulation of that 
set is the task of scientific aesthetics.

Philosophical aesthetics, so far as I can 
discern, centers around three sorts of philosophical 
issues. As soon as one grants that "aestheticity" 
designates a distinct region of existence, ontological 
questions arise: What is the structure of aestheticity 
like? And how does aestheticity relate to whatever is 
non-aesthetic? A second issue is the problem of the 
lawfulness or validity of aestheticity. The third has to 
do with the verity or certainty of aestheticity. Issues 
of verity, lawfulness, and synthetic relations are 
all philosophical issues par excellence. But in
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philosophical aesthetics they become more tightly con
centrated upon the assumptions and results of aesthetic 
research. Such concentration can be very rewarding for 
both philosophy and aesthetics.

I shall now deal with each of the three 
philosophical problems just mentioned. I hope thereby 
to articulate the hypotheses that enter and arise from 
my interaction with Kant’s philosophical aesthetics.^

Aspectual and Typical Structures

Aspectual structures and typical structures 
are two of the most important sorts of structures 
displayed by existences. An aspectual structure is a 
way of functioning that is present in all created exis
tences, either subjectively or objectively. For example, 
the physical aspect with its laws of thermodynamics is 
an aspectual structure of every creature. A typical 
structure is a certain groupage of concrete functions 
that is common to a particular class of creatures.

When aesthetics began to aspire to scientific 
status in the eighteenth century, it was thought to be 
concerned with both aspectual and typical structures.
The big question at that time was the nature of beauty, 
which was generally conceived as a peculiar harmony 
between nature and humans. But a second important 
question, closely connected to the first, concerned
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the typical character of beautiful arts as a particular 
class of objects. Under the culturalistic impetus of 
nineteenth century "aestheticism," however, aesthetics 
has gradually narrowed into an investigation of what
ever is typically artistic. Contemporary aesthetics, 
accordingly, mostly addresses itself to problems of art 
theory, art criticism, artistic perception, and art 
education.

If one were to follow the lead of Kant and his 
contemporaries, he would say that aesthetics should 
examine both the typical structures of artistry and the 
aspectual structure of "beauty" in general. This is,
I believe, one of the crucial correctives that Kant's 
philosophical aesthetics offers to contemporary aes
thetics. I should elaborate on this point.

I can not avoid viewing the structure of 
aestheticity from both typical and aspectual angles.
In the first place, much of that which is called aes
thetic is typically artistic. There exist countless 
things and manners of functioning that can not be 
explained except as members of an artistic type of 
existence that is dominated by its aestheticity.
For example, the concrete existence of an art work is 
experienced as a typically aesthetic object. On the 
other hand, much aestheticity is not typically aesthetic. 
For example, a human being and a "beautiful" landscape
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are present to one another through certain aesthetic 
relations and functions. Neither the human nor the 
landscape is typically aesthetic. Their aesthetic 
relationship is certainly not artistic. Rather it is 
one instance of the fact that an aesthetic aspect 
permeates all creaturely existence.

Subjective and Objective Structures

The examples just given turn up another side 
to the structure of aestheticity. Subject-object re
lations seem to figure prominently in aestheticity.
So the subjective and objective structures of aestheti
city need to be considered. But first I should define 
my terms.

In its most basic sense, a "subject" is any 
creature whatsoever, for every existence is subject to 
the laws which make it possible. Not only humans or 
"knowing subjects," but also all physical things, 
plants, and animals are subjects, in the sense that 
they exist subject to laws. But for the sake of 
clarity, I shall generally designate creatures as 
"respondents", as unitary individuals that respond to 
their laws or conditions. The terms "subject" and 
"object" apply to respondents that sustain a certain 
sort of functional relation towards one another, the 
subject-object relation. Any respondent is an object 
in relationship to another respondent if it does not
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share the kind of functions by which that second 
respondent guides their relationship. The first is 
the object, the second, the subject in such a 
relationship. For example, soils, which function subject 
to physical laws but not subject to biotic laws, are 
objects in relation to the plants that derive nourish
ment from them. The plants are the biotic subjects 
that lead the relationship.

I believe it will be readily recognized 
that humans are the only sort of creature who actually 
function as aesthetic subjects. So the aestheticity 
attributed to non-human respondents objectively depends 
on human aestheticity. Flowers exist as biotic sub
jects. But when humans treasure them, say, for their 
colorfully perfumed cheeriness, flowers function as 
aesthetic objects. The case is somewhat different with 
art works. Art works are aesthetic objects not only 
aspectually but also typically. They are artistic 
objects. They depend on human aestheticity not only 
for their objective aestheticity, but even for their 
very existence as typically aesthetic objects. Art 
works bear the indelible stamp of having come into 
existence through human artistic functioning, functioning 
that is aesthetically dominated. They are, in Mikel 
Dufrenne's phrase, "quasi-subjects." Even though they 
actually function subject to physical laws, their 
primary mode of existence is aesthetic, not physical.
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Their physical functioning is wrapped up with their 
objective aestheticity. The physical functioning of 
art works is typically artistic. In fact, art works owe 
their precise physical existence to the artistic, 
typically aesthetic functioning of the human subjects 
who make and appropriate them.

In other words, the difference between typi
cal and aspectual aestheticity shows up in its objective 
structures. The cherished flower and the painterly 
flower are differently structured as aesthetic objects. 
For to be an art work is to be an object whose total 
existence is permeated by its typical aestheticity.
To be a flower is to be a particular biotic subject.
To be a ’’beautiful" flower is to be a biotic subject 
that can and does function as an aesthetic object in 
the presence of an aesthetic subject. But the concrete 
functions of the flower are not dominated by its aes
thetic objectivity in its daily existence. The flower 
is not a typically aesthetic object.

The complex subjective structures of 
aestheticity seem to resist easy generalizations. For 
one thing, there seem to be several types of aesthetical 
approaches to art works. "Creation" by artists (both 
compositionally and performatively) and appropriation 
by spectators are the major types of aesthetically- 
dominated subjective functionings. Those functionings
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bring art works into their typically aesthetic exis
tence .

Besides such artistic functionings, there 
seem to be less specialized forms of subjective aes
theticity. Awareness of nuances, stylization, and 
playing can be seen as subjective aesthetic functions 
common to all humans. All humans, then, can be said 
to share an aesthetic aspect. They all call forth 
objective nuances, styles and ludicity from non-human 
respondents. And they experience aesthetic commonness 
with one another because they fashion styles of life and 
situations or recreationally play together. It is 
such general aesthetic functions that contemporary 
aesthetics tends to ignore. And yet it is those functions, 
with their objective correlates, that mark out the 
parameters of aestheticity as a universal aspect of 
human existence. Perhaps many people do not create and 
appropriate art. But most, if not all, play and stylize.

Interconnections

Philosophical aesthetics initiates broad in
vestigations into the structure of aestheticity. But 
detailed analyses of aestheticity remain the task of 
scientific aesthetics. Philosophical aesthetics, for 
its part, is more adept at exploring how aestheticity 
interconnects with the non-aesthetic. A philosophical
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overview is required for a full description of how 
distinct aspects and various types of creatures inter
connect. Special sciences such as aesthetics and art 
theory view inter-aspectual and inter-typical connections 
one-sidedly, from the aspect or type they are examining.
In contrast, philosophy views such connections from 
many sides. It tries to gather the findings of the 
various sciences into a systematic account of how all 
existences are, become, and cohere.

One of the primary tasks of philosophical 
aesthetics, then, is to investigate the interconnections 
between aestheticity and that which is non-aesthetic, 
drawing both from aesthetical science and from the 
other sciences. This is clearly a major portion of 
Kant's philosophical aesthetics, which tries to tie 
aestheticity to perception, cognition, and morality 
without equating it with any one of these. It does so 
both on the more aspectual level of a critique of taste 
judgments, and on the more typical level of a philosophy 
of art that tries to relate art to both nature and 
culture.

Aesthetic Lawfulness

As will become apparent later, Kant finds it 
difficult to explain how aesthetic and cognitive functions 
interrelate. But he stresses this interrelation as the
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means to address an intersecting problem, the problem 
of the lawfulness of aestheticity. One may reject the 
rationalism that guides Kant’s analysis here, and yet 
suppose that there is some structural basis to his 
discussion. Why else do the problem of aesthetic 
validity and the de gustibus non disputandum est maxim 
always seem to involve a theory of cognition?

I want to advance two hypotheses relative to 
the question of aesthetic lawfulness. First, I think 
that aesthetic lawfulness is not merely a cognitive 
construct. Rather, it is the conditionality displayed 
by aesthetic responses to universally valid aesthetic 
conditions or laws. Secondly, logical functioning 
sustains such unique relations towards aesthetic law
fulness (and all lawfulness) that one must examine how 
logical and aesthetic functions interconnect in order 
to account for aesthetic lawfulness. To test my hypo
theses, I shall have to look into the identity of 
aesthetic judgments and into their validity, for all 
those matters hang together in Kant's philosophical 
aesthetics.

Aesthetic Truth

If conflicting opinions are accurate indicators, 
the nature of truth is one of the most important issues 
in modern philosophy. Likewise the nature of aesthetic
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truth is a central question for philosophical aesthetics. 
We have witnessed a demise of representational art and 
a loosening of traditional sanctions in the twentieth 
century. These developments have completely upset 
traditional notions about the verity and meaning of 
artistry. The advent of the leisure society has added 
to the crisis. Rationalistic definitions of aesthetic 
truth no longer suffice for the contemporary world, 
if they ever did. Today philosophical aesthetics must 
meet the issue of aesthetic truth afresh.

Although he does not examine aesthetic truth 
per se, Kant is enough of a Platonist to realize that 
Beauty, Truth, and Goodness belong together. Thus he 
is not content to account for aesthetic lawfulness by 
tying aesthetic awareness to cognition. He delves into 
the truthfulness and certainty of aestheticity and 
arrives near the supersensible realm of rational morality. 
There is, I feel, something instructive in Kant's search. 
For he recognizes that aesthetic truth is not a matter 
of merely logical correctness. He sees that it involves 
a communal certainty shaped by a shared perspective on 
the origin, office, and hope of human existence.
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Summary

Hopefully my basic concepts and hypotheses 
have surfaced by now. For these will guide the remainder 
of my discussion, especially in Chapter 4 and there
after. The fourth chapter will summarize how Kant's 
critical philosophy handles the three kinds of philo
sophical issues listed on page 7 above. Chapter 5 
will hunt for Kant's views on subjective aestheticity.
The next chapter will discuss the problem of aesthetic 
objectivity in terms of the aesthetic subject-object 
relation. Chapter 7 will look into how Kant connects 
aesthetic and logical functionings in his theory of 
taste judgments. And Chapters 8 and 9 will deal with 
Kant's explanations of aesthetic lawfulness and of 
aesthetic truth, respectively. Thus it is clear that 
the concepts just discussed guide my overall approach.
But some other comments about my methods of research 
are needed yet.

1.3. Methodology

The subsequent analysis will seek to elicit 
and assess what I take to be Kant's main contributions 
to philosophical aesthetics. The pitfalls for such an 
endeavour are> numerous. One could easily read into 
Kant what he himself wants to find there. One could 
also spend so much time in painstaking technical exegesis 
that few worthwhile insights are forthcoming. It is
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even possible that the abstract character of the Third 
Critique can blind one to its historical situatedness 
amidst concrete aesthetic matters.

I have used several different procedures in 
order to bypass such pitfalls if possible. In the 
first place, I have tried to bring out the general 
historical background of the Critique of Judgment.
All of Part One aims at characterizing the philosophi
cal and aesthetic climate surrounding Kant's mature 
aesthetic theories. I have included appropriate 
historical remarks in the later chapters as well.

Secondly, I have tried to stay very close 
to the text of the Third Critique wherever this was 
feasible. Much of Parts Two and Three is devoted to 
exegetically reformulating Kant's theories. In such 
passages I have tried to keep the discussion fluid 
but accurate. In those places where I have not completely 
avoided stagnant pedantry and vaporous speculations, I 
trust the reader will still be able to follow the main 
thrust of the discussion.

The third procedure, and perhaps the most 
difficult, has been to assess Kant's aesthetics in terms 
of his own theory and in terms of my own orientation.
My main concern has not been to score Kant for logical 
inconsistencies. Rather I have tried to extricate the 
main elements of his theory, pointing out where I agree
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or disagree, and why. My total thesis, then, seeks 
to place Kant's theory in its historical and textual 
setting in order to elicit and evaluate its important 
contributions to philosophical aesthetics.

NOTES

1 René Wellek, "Kant's Aesthetics and Criticism," 
in Discriminations : Further Concepts of 
Criticism (New Haven, Conn.: Yale Univ. Press, 
'1070), p. 124.

2 Calvin G. Seerveld, "A Turnabout in Aesthetics 
to Understanding" (Toronto: Institute for 
Christian Studies, 1974), p. 6 (hereafter cited 
internally as "Turnabout").

3 Quoted from the inside cover of The Journal of 
Aesthetics and Art Criticism fJAÂC). which is 
published by the American Society for Aesthetics.

4 The main published sources of my conceptual 
framework, other than Kant's writings, are 
cited under "Systematic Sources" in the Biblio
graphy, p. 479 below. My concentration on the 
three sorts of philosophical issues mentioned, 
especially in Chapter 4 and thereafter, is 
derived from the "problem-historical method" 
developed by the Dutch, Christian philosopher 
D. H. Th. Vollenhoven and by his students and 
colleagues, many of whom have also been my 
professors.



PART ONE. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
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Any historical survey must be selective. 
The apparently simple task of showing the sources 
and changes of Kant's aesthetic theory could easily 
mushroom into several volumes. Yet only historical 
research can give one a solid sense for what Kant 
is saying. The next three chapters try to impart a 
dimension of historical awareness to my treatment 
of Kant's aesthetics. That general goal constitutes 
the criterion of selection as well.

Parts Two and Three will focus on Kant's 
theories of taste and beauty, to the exclusion of 
his theories of art, genius, and sublimity. The 
latter three topics are important to Kant, as they 
were to many of his eighteenth century predecessors. 
But they simply lie outside the scope of this paper. 
Accordingly, Part One takes an historical look at 
taste, beauty, and related philosophical topics. 
Chapter Two summarizes the broad philosophical move
ments in post-Renaissance Europe and shows how some 
key thinkers were talking about taste and beauty.
Tke next chapter traces how Kant’s own aesthetic re
flections on taste and beauty matured. The final 
chapter in Part One (Chapter 4) brings out the 
structure of Kant's critical philosophy, especially 
as it emerges in the Critique of Judgment.
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CHAPTER 2. BEAUTY, TASTE, AND THE AGE OF REASON

One striking characteristic of Kant's 
literary style is that he seldom explicitly identifies 
the sources of the notions being considered. A 
careful reading of the Critique of Judgment will turn 
up only a few passing references to other eighteenth 
century writers such as Hume, Burke, Lessing, and 
Batteaux. It is well-known, nevertheless, that Kant, 
a prolific reader and excellent conversationalist, 
was acquainted with a phenomenal number of theories 
in diverse fields. So it is safe to assume that he 
had assimilated most of the major eighteenth century 
aesthetic theories by the time he completed his own.

Several scholars have worked at uncovering 
the history behind Kant's aesthetic. I have found 
Baeumler's study especially helpful with respect to 
the concept of taste. Cassirer's masterful Philosophy 
of the Enlightenment and Gilbert and Kuhn's standard 
History of Esthetics also provide solid accounts, as 
do the other writings cited in the historiographic 
section of my Bibliography (see pp. 477-78 below).

The present chapter compresses the 
findings of those sources into several themes. These

three themes constitute an historical prelude to
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Kant’s philosophical aesthetics: (1) the broad philo
sophical movements between 1650 and 1775, approximately; 
(2) some prevalent artistic styles and aesthetic 
notions during those years; (3) the key aesthetic 
concepts of four thinkers whom Kant admired. The 
unifying motives of the prelude are the concepts of 
taste and beauty. These deserve a brief comment at 
the outset.

The bulk of Kant’s aesthetics deals with 
taste and beauty. This fact is of historical interest. 
The notion of taste is a recent development in Western 
thought, while the notion of beauty has a venerable 
tradition that goes back to Greek philosophy.

Tatarkiewicz has shown that, with some
supplementary theses and occasional reservations, the
Greek theory of beauty was "the Great Theory of
European aesthetics" until its decline in the eighteenth
century. He epitomizes that theory as follows:

The general theory of beauty formu
lated in ancient times declared that 
beauty consists in the proportion 
of the parts, more precisely in the 
proportions and arrangement of the 
parts, or still more precisely, in the 
size, equality, and number of the  ̂
parts and their interrelationships.

The eighteenth century decline mentioned by 
Tatarkiewiez was, interestingly enough, the obverse 
to the rise of the notion of taste. The latter
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emphasized spontaneous, pleasant, subjective perception 
rather than the calculable proportions of objects.
Kant, with his unusual ability to assimilate old 
and recent theories into his own encompassing 
system, manages to reconcile beauty and taste, turning 
the latter into a reflective feeling, and the former 
into a delightful mental proportion. Rather than run 
ahead of the story, however, I turn to the basic 
tendencies in European philosophy and aesthetics 
after the Renaissance.

2.1. The Age of Reason

Although Enlightenment thinkers claimed 
their era to be an "Age of Reason," that title can 
be affixed to much of the seventeenth century as 
well. The Renaissance and the Reformation had un
raveled the medieval synthesis of Christianity with 
Hellenism. Something had to replace it. Most major 
philosophers in the next few centuries found their 
belief in human autonomy to be an exciting alternative. 
And they usually enthroned the contents and products 
of the mind as king of human autonomy. In other 
words, seventeenth- and eighteenth-century philosophers, 
tended to locate the source and conditions of meaning
ful existence in reason. These centuries were an 
Age of Reason. The dominant philosophies, including
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those more empiricistically inclined, were not only 
humanistic but rationalistic as well. Still the 
rationalism of the seventeenth century was foreign 
in many respects to that of the ensuing century.
The former was more systematic, the latter, more 
encyclopedic, as I shall presently indicate.

Systemic Scientialism

Descartes’ famous dictum "Cogito, ergo 
sum" embodies his trust in a particular sort of 
reason. He, along with many of his contemporaries, 
believes in the a priori clear and distinct ideas 
of the mathematical sciences, and in the systematic 
deductions that can follow therefrom. Thus it is 
not unfair to label Cartesian philosophy as a type 
of systemic scientialism. For Descartes and Newton, 
and even for Locke, mathematical and mechanical 
ideas and systematic deductions are the essence of 
human rationality. Rationality, in turn, is the 
essence of existence. Their philosophies attempt to 
deduce a grand system of eternal truths out of a 
few scientific ideas.

The resulting systems contain mainly 
mechanistic views of the universe and static con
ceptions of truth. Galileo's discoveries and his 
distinction between primary and secondary qualities
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had given philosophy and natural sciences the task 
of explaining everything in terms of primary, 
mathematical qualities. The scientialists' world 
is a machine subject to exact rules; rules that can 
be mathematically deduced; rules that are therefore 
universally valid and eternally necessary. To know 
the truth, one must grasp those rules rationally and 
live accordingly: "I think, therefore I am."

If more broad generalizations be permitted, 
one can say that the scientialistic philosophies of 
the seventeenth century nearly equate reason, nature, 
and truth. Reason is made up of mathematical-mechanical 
ideas and deductions. Nature, or all existence, is 
a scientifically deducible mechanism. And truth is 
the scientific, systematic knowledge of nature, a 
rational knowledge.

Vibrations sympathetic with those rather 
elitist philosophical views abound in the cultural 
policies of the time--mercantilism, absolutism, and 
colonialism. They also sound within aesthetic and 
artistic classicism during the Age of Louis XIV.

French Classicism

Descartes and his fellow philosophers write 
very little about aesthetic matters. Perhaps this 
is because such matters have little scientific
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worth, can seduce reason, and can obscure the
truth. Yet, not surprisingly, one of the major
aesthetic schools does share the basic tenets of
scientialism. French classicism, like its philosophic
counterpart, tends to weigh beauty and art
in the scales of systemic truth. Gilbert and Kuhn
go so far as to state: "The art-critics during this
period had more philosophy in them than philosophers

2had art-sensitiveness."

The French classicists accept scientific 
reason as the supreme ruler of experience. His divine 
rights are beyond question. Nature for them is a 
rational mechanism. And truth is rational knowledge 
of that mechanism. Beauty, taste, and art have 
their rational places, functions, and goals.

Such views come out in the aesthetic 
maxims of French classicism. Beauty is truth. Art 
imitates nature. Taste is refined reason. Chenier's 
didactic poem, quoted by Cassirer, reveals the 
rationalistic impetus to those maxims:

It is good sense, reason, which 
achieves all: virtue, genius, 
spirit, talent, taste. What 
is virtue? It is reason put 
in practice. And talent? Reason 
brilliantly set forth. Spirit?
Reason well expressed. Taste is 
simply refined goo^ sense, and genius 
is reason sublime.
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This poem also articulates the penchant for order, 
propriety and simplicity evident in the style of 
French classicism.

At the core of that style is the ideal of 
verisimilitude, according to Gilbert and Kuhn 
(pp. 219-223). Above all else, the classicists 
expect a style that simply and properly pictures nature's 
rational, moral order. They want art to represent 
the rational system of the universe. Art has a 
rational, didactic purpose: to teach the truth 
beautifully and to teach beauty truthfully. The 
artist, in other words, should represent things 
generically-- as belonging to a mechanical system--by 
following the proper rules of his craft. For the 
beautiful is whatever pleases and arouses admiration 
because of the way it fits into that system. Further
more, to make and to enjoy art and beauty requires 
taste. People must love reason if they would admire 
beauty and profit from art., for taste is good sense 
refined. Beauty is truth. Art imitates nature.
Taste is refined reason. These, in their most basic 
formulations, are the rationalistic aesthetic maxims 
of French classicism.

But classicism becomes unfashionable in 
France after the death, of Louis XIV in 1715.
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Scientialism too has nearly run its course. The 
Enlightenment is dawning in France soon to warm all 
of Europe. Like a miniaturized offshoot, rococo 
daintiness is budding where classic grandeur once 
grew. Similarly, Enlightenment philosophy spells 
th.e demise of systemic scientialism even while it 
thoroughly applies rationalism to European culture.
If the transition from classic to rococo style resembles 
a walk from the grand ballroom to a guest bedroom, 
the transition from scientialist to practicalist 
philosophy is like a descent from the tower of mathe
matical deductions to the courtyard of cultural 
implications.

Encyclopedic Practicalism

If any one feature marks Enlightenment 
philosophy, it is its unsystematic, indeed, anti- 
systematic character. At mid-century the philosophies, 
the popularizers and propagandists of the Enlighten
ment, undertook a project that replaced seventeenth- 
century systems with the Encyclopedie. But this 
project was not the result of any irrationalism.
Rather it represented a more committed rationalism, 
one which wanted to free Europe from encrusted 
impediments to the normal rationality of human beings. 
"Reason," as the Encyclopedie article on philosophe 
proclaimed, "is to the philosophe what grace is to 
the Christian."^
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The philosophes share the scientialists' 
belief that reason is on the throne of human autonomy. 
Such rationalism is the basis for their attacks upon 
traditional institutions and ideas to propose pervasive 
cultural reforms. But those activities would have been 
beneath the dignity of scientialism. And it is pre
cisely the scientialists' arid, elitist view of reason 
that the philosophes oppose together with classicism, 
mercantilism, absolutism, Catholicism, Protestantism, 
superstition, ignorance, prejudice, poverty, vice, 
and any other unreasonable form of intolerance.

A priori ideas and systematic deductions 
are not in charge of the enlightened Age of Reason.
The philosophes enthrone natural intelligence and 
scientific discoveries that sharpen this intelligence 
to benefit humanity. Reason is not so much a good 
sense as a common sense. It does not dwell on 
the heights of systemic splendor. Reason lives among 
all people to guide them in the ways of virtue 
and happiness _if they be educated to hear its voice 
once more.

Such rationalism is thus practicalistic 
as well as encyclopedic. This is not to say that 
the philosophes favor practical life over science.
Most of them are scientists themselves. But they 
believe that science can and must improve the condition
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of human life in this world. Scientists should not 
lose themselves in deductive arguments. They should 
discover simple, uniform laws of nature which all 
humans can understand.

"Nature,” for the practicalists, is 
not a mere mechanism. It is th_e original uncorrupted 
state of rational human life that must be regained. 
Said differently, the practicalists, while rejecting 
Descartes' deductions, accept Newton's experimental 
discovery of the mechanical laws as their model.
Now other Newtons must explain the psychological, 
artistic, social, political, and moral laws so that 
people can regain a rational peace and freedom by 
following these natural laws. In the words of Pope, 
"The proper study of mankind is man." Scientists 
and philosophes are not system builders. They are 
collaborating analysts of culture. They contribute 
their findings to a common encyclopedia of knowledge 
which helps people achieve happiness and freedom. 
Brinton summarizes their practicalism excellently as 
"an optimistic, this-worldly belief in the power of 
human beings, brought up rationally from infancy on 
as nature meant them to be, to achieve steady and 
unlimited progress towards material comfort and 
spiritual happiness for all men on this earth*. .
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Practicalism, with, its Newtonian model of 
science and its encyclopedic interests in human life, 
includes a new philosophic fascination with aesthetic 
topics as well. The philosophes need not fit beauty, 
art, and taste into grand systems. Nor are these 
beneath, the dignity of science and philosophy. Where 
scientialists would tiptoe cautiously, if at all, 
the practicalists eagerly lounge in witty discourse.
In fact, many philosophes are themselves art critics.

Art criticism is quite natural for prac- 
ticalists. They measure all cultural traditions, 
authorities, institutions, and products against the 
standard of common sense. Kant's essay "What is 
Enlightenment?" expresses that standard in the motto 
"Have courage to use your own understanding!"^
Behind the motto are assumptions which give the 
philosophes their critical turn of mind. If, as 
the motto implies, everyone has understanding (when 
properly educated), regardless of nationality or 
culture, it follows that everyone is a human being 
with inalienable rights to live reasonably. Human 
reason is the only dependable guide to happiness and 
virtue. People are neither weak nor sinful, but 
essentially good when free to think. And any impedi
ments to freedom of thought and to the free pursuit 
of happiness are intolerant, unreasonable, and therefore 
intolerable. Thus the philosophes, especially after
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mid-century, constantly criticize whatever obstructs 
the universal fraternity, equality, and freedom of 
reasonable people. And their criticisms take the form 
of measuring everything against the rules for life, 
the natural laws that science uncovers and common 
sense recognizes. Aesthetic matters are among their 
favorite topics, for these clearly show traditional 
authorities and ideas to be inadequate. They also 
seem to resist scientific and common sense explanations.
To find out what laws govern beauty, art, and taste 
is a tantalizing challenge for Enlightenment thinkers.
Not surprisingly, art criticism is a central part of 
their broad cultural criticism.

The close connection between art criticism 
and philosophy is the spark that ignites aesthetics, 
in Cassirer’s opinion (Enlightenment, p. 275):
"Systematic aesthetics sprang from this... interdependence 
and unity of philosophy and criticism." What was 
noticeably absent during the seventeenth century is 
very common among the bright speakers in enlightened 
salons. The philosophers are critics and vice versa.
Many of the critically primed philosophers are philo
sophically oriented art critics. The enlightened Age 
of Reason is a "century of criticism" as well as a 
"century of philosophy." And a new science, 
aesthetics, is being born.
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Rococo Style and Practicalist Aesthetics

It would probably be anachronistic to view 
the practicalists* belief in common sense as a 
democratic emphasis. Certainly democracy is latent 
in many of their thoughts. Around the time of the 
American and French Revolutions, advocates of 
democracy become more numerous. But for the most 
part, the practicalists favor a common sense that 
strolls among manicured gardens and lounges in 
intimate salons. It does not live among the peasants. 
People who truly possess common sense are the educated, 
witty, graceful connoisseurs of fêtes and tête-à-têtes.

That is to say, the practicalist common 
sense mentality is imbued with the pastel tints of 
a politely refined, rococo atmosphere. The rococo 
style saturates eighteenth-century France. From 
there it spreads over most of Europe, replacing the 
proper order and elaborate grandeur of classicist and 
baroque styles with its own charming variety and 
crystalline elegance. Watteau's delicate garden 
scenes supplant Poussin's lofty landscapes. The 
adventures of Tom Jones substitute for the epic 
struggles of Paradise Lost. J. S. Bach's fugues give 
place to his sons' sonatas.
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It is the genteel style Theodore Greene 
pictures which colours enlightened aesthetic notions:

The genteel tradition of the 
eighteenth century... expressed 
itself in rococo art, a style 
whose most typical manifestations 
are to be found in the minor arts 
of landscape gardening, interior 
decoration, furniture, and personal 
attire. It was par excelienee 
the style of the politely cultured 
aristocrat--at its best, hardly 
to be excelled in grace, delicacy, 
and charm--at its worst, showy, 
superficial, and sensual. That 
miracle of blue, silver, and glass 
in the Amalienburg, the gardens 
of the Residenz in Wurzburg with 
their charming putti, and the ceilings 
of Tiepolo all exemplify the loveliness 
of the rococo style in those arts 
whose function it was to create 
an appropriate setting for the y
gatherings and fetes of the period.

Within such a rococo setting the philosophes and their
friends discuss art and taste, beauty and genius.
They follow their common sense rather than prescribed
rules, prizing encyclopedic, charming variety in
their conversations and knowledge even as in their
decor. Yet several collective aesthetic notions run
through their unsystematic, diverse observations,
especially those of taste and of fine art or beautiful
art.

The notion of taste, like that of fine 
art, first gains wide currency during the eighteenth 
century. The critics and philosophes generally agree 
that taste is the refined inner sense that is needed 
to be a virtuous person, a good artist, or a connoisseur.
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Taste is a finer feeling which, takes disinterested 
delight in the beauties it discerns in art, nature, 
and human life. Taste is educable. Within a reasonable, 
polite society taste progresses as a humane sympathy. 
Taste.is, in fact, refined common sense. Thus it 
also has a universal standard that can be discovered 
scientifically.

According to the new conception of fine 
art, certain crafted objects are designed simply to 
please and entertain connoisseurs. These arts are 
more refined than decorations and crafts because they 
are beautiful. The tasteful connoisseur can discern 
that such arts imitate nature, and so can gracefully 
learn how to live naturally.

Even a certain conception of beauty is fairly 
widespread. For one thing the character of beauty 
is open for questions. Many thinkers range beauty 
alongside the picturesque and the sublime, according 
to Tatarkiewiez (p. 175). Often they say that beauty 
eludes theorizing. Others turn it into a matter of 
pleasant subjective perception, a tertiary quality.
Yet most still agree that beauty involves harmony, 
proportion, and design. It is the charmingly unified 
variety that immediately pleases.
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It is not difficult to see such, aesthetic 
conceptions as practicalist precisionings of the 
seventeenth century aesthetic maxims: beauty is 
truth; taste is refined reason; and art imitates 
nature. Reason remains enthroned. But it reigns more 
as an enlightened monarch who discovers laws to 
ensure happiness and virtue. Reason is no longer a 
sun king handing mathematical edicts down through 
the bureaucratic machinery of deductions. The 
truth reason speaks, remains the criterion of beauty, 
although it now consists of humanly applicable laws 
discovered by science. The nature imitated by fine 
art is no longer a cold machine, but a pleasantly 
ordered human habitat.

Practicalist aesthetic theories do not 
share identical notions about beauty, taste, and art, 
of course. I have presented a collage, as it were, 
of the key eighteenth century ideas that enter Kant's 
aesthetics. Differences between the first and second 
generations of practicalists become quite 
noticeable after 1750. Besides, writers such as 
Addison, Dubos, Hutcheson, Batteaux, Hume, Burke,
Homes, and Lessing each have their own approach, even 
when they share aesthetic assumptions. Yet there is 
at least one important historical circumstance that, 
in addition to the high degree of international exchange 
and a cementing common sense mentality, produces wide
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regions of similarity among diverse aesthetic 
theories. Despite their opposition to restrictive 
schools and systems, the practicalists derive many 
of their basic aesthetic notions from two contemporaries 
whose theories are remarkably alike. I refer here 
to Leibniz and Shaftesbury.

One would not expect to find resemblances
in aesthetic conceptions imbedded in philosophies
with obviously different backgrounds, interests, and
methodologies. But Shaftesbury's view of taste is
like a planetary twin to that of Leibniz. These orbit
around a common center, as Gilbert and Kuhn suggest
(pp. 236 - 237):

...a sense of harmony connoted 
for [Shaftesbury] a spiritual kinship 
with the harmony of the universe 
and the 'inner numbers' of a 
noble life. His inner sense was 
like Leibniz's sympathy: a magic 
bond which predetermined the well- 
disposed soul to vibrate in unison 
with the divine harmony.

Harmonious sympathy solidifies Leibniz's miscella
neous aesthetic notions on the one side: taste is 
a quasi-instinctual sympathy that is rationally 
cultivable; beauty, a purposeful emanation; art, 
a delightful symbol of metaphysical purposes. On 
the other side, the same sense of harmony impels 
Shaftesbury to acclaim beauty as Nature's self-given 
design; art, as an admirable, spiritually uplifting 
imitation of natural beauty; and taste, as a refined,
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disinterested, innate sense of beauty.

Although this comparison is more suggestive 
than precise, perhaps it does indicate why so many 
eighteenth century aestheticians share similar notions.
For the philosophies of both Leibniz and Shaftesbury 
were in vogue during the first half of the eighteenth 
century, especially in Germany. The practicalists 
transform the timbre of their mentors' theories, 
replacing metaphysical with common sense overtones.
But one could argue, with some justification, that the 
commonplace Enlightenment aesthetic notions described 
above (p. 36) largely stem from Leibniz and Shaftes
bury.

Certainly some key notions in Kant's aesthetics, 
such as purposiveness and disinterested satisfaction, 
derive from these two philosophers whom he admired.
The next section tries to show that more clearly. It 
summarizes the theories of taste and beauty advanced 
by four important thinkers with whose writings Kant was 
quite familiar: Leibniz, Shaftesbury, Diderot, and 
Baumgarten.

2.2 Four Theories of Taste and Beauty

Discussions about the aesthetic "theory" of 
Leibniz or of Shaftesbury probably employ a misnomer.
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Leibniz makes a few passing comments on aesthetic 
topics within his philosophical writings. Shaftesbury, 
though he devotes much attention to specifically 
aesthetic matters, has a rhapsodic style that makes 
one hesitate to call his reflections a theory. Inevi
tably, a summary account of their "aesthetic theories" 
will make their reflections seem more cohesive than 
they actually were. Thé reader is asked to keep that 
circumstance in mind.

Leibniz: Purpose and Prescientific Perception

The philosophy of Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz 
(1646-1716) can be characterized as scientiali-stic.
It is systematic and deductive, and it stresses 
the ideas of the mathematical and physical sciences 
in which he was well versed. But it does mark a 
transition from scientialism to practicialism in at 
least one important respect. Unlike many of his 
contemporaries, Leibniz refuses to regard the tradi
tional Aristotelian idea of purpose as an unscientific 
fiction. He agrees that nature is a mechanism 
explanable through a rational system of mathematics 
and mechanics. But this mechanism, he holds, is sub
ject to metaphysical as well as to mechanical causes. 
The metaphysical causes that must be kept in mind 
are the good purposes and the delightful order that 
God providentially pre-established when he created 

this world as the best of all possible worlds, a
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world in which maximum variety harmonizes with 
maximum order.

The relativization of scientific reason 
implicit here is supported by Leibniz's complementary 
doctrine of the four stages of knowledge. According 
to that doctrine, the distinct knowledge in definitions 
and scientific explanations is not the highest degree 
of knowledge any more than mechanical causality is 
the ultimate causality. The highest degree--intuitive 
knowledge--exhaustively gathers all the marks of an 
object into one complete survey. It gives metaphysical 
insight. The next highest is definitional and scien
tific. The two lower degrees, in order of descent, 
are the clear but confused knowledge that recognizes 
phenomena sufficiently for the purposes of daily life 
without defining them; and the obscure and dark know
ledge comprised of little perceptions such as dream 
images or unrecognized sensations.

The notions of purpose and of knowledge 
degrees, according to Gilbert and Kuhn (pp. 226-29), 
form the context for Leibniz's comments on beauty and 
taste. Leibniz's beauty is not simply the admirable, 
rational harmony of a mechanical system. It is 
sensibly pleasurable as the purposeful order that 
emanates from God's complete, harmonious light. After
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years of refinement at the hands of Wolffian prac- 
ticalists, a similar teleological, supra-mechanical 
emphasis will come through in Kant's account of 
beauty, which, being critical rather than metaphysical, 
replaces God with the playing cognitive faculties of 
humans.

Similarly, Leibniz's view of taste does not 
regard it so much a refined scientific reason as pre- 
scientific, confused but clear perception. Taste must 
be cultivated in rational patterns even though it is 
a nearly instinctual sympathy. "Taste," Gilbert and 
Kuhn (p. 228) quote Leibniz as saying, "as distinguished 
from understanding consists in confused perceptions 
of which one cannot adequately render an account.
It is something approaching instinct." By thus locating 
taste on the second rung of the ascending scale of 
knowledge, Leibniz gives the cue for Baumgarten's 
aesthetics. He also qualifies the scientialists' 
tendency to identify taste with deductive reasoning 
in a refined form. Practicalists acquainted with 
Leibniz’s description can thus easily turn taste into 
a non-scientific feeling that is still a part of common 
sense. Later Kant will argue that taste is neither a 

brute sensation nor a theoretical or moral cognition, 
but a noncognitional common sense that judges beauty 
by feeling the play of the cognitive faculties.



Shaftesbury: Integral Order and Disinterested Delight

It is easier to understand why Kant ties taste 
to common sense when one finds out about his fondness 
for the writings of The Third Earl of Shaftesbury (An
thony Ashley Cooper, 1671-1713). Herder, in fact, 
eulogized the Kant he remembered from his student years

g
as "a German Shaftesbury"! Shaftesbury-- a student of 
his grandfather's friend, John Locke--set great store 
by common sense, as is shown by the title of his essay 
"Sensus Communis, An Essay on the Freedom of Wit and 
Humour" (London, 1709).

Shaftesbury's writings are elegantly styled 
9meditations. They proffer an urbane humanism in place 

of Hobbesian scientialism and Christian orthodoxy, dis
missing bleak selfishness and pessimistic religions 
alike through pleasant witticisms and serene reflections. 
Playful freedom of thought and a social sense of part
nership with mankind are paramount for the new genera
tion of cultured Englishmen Shaftesbury envisions. The 
latter is a moral sense of integrity. It balances 
"natural affections" for the public good with "self
affections" for one's private good. If they are free 
to cultivate this common sense, humans are not evil 
and selfish. Rather they are the good, integral people 
that Nature has designed them to be. Shaftesbury writes 
in "An Inquiry Concerning Virtue or Merit":
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To stand thus well affected, and to 
have one's affections right and entire, 
not only in respect of oneself but of 
society and the public, this is rec
titude, integrity, or virtue (1:280). 
And to have this entire affection or 
integrity of mind is to live according 
to Nature, and the dictates and rules 
of supreme wisdom. This is morality, 
justice, piety, and natural religion 
(1:301-302).

The life according to Nature is integral, 
since Nature itself is the integral whole of existence 
that so wondrously designs itself. Everything reflects 
Nature's glory, especially human beings who reproduce 
its harmony in their own lives. In "The Moralists, A 
Philosophical Rhapsody," Theocles sings:

0 glorious nature! supremely fair and 
sovereignly good.' all-loving and all- 
lovely, all-divine.' whose looks are so 
becoming and of such infinite grace; 
whose study brings such wisdom, and whose 
contemplation such delight; whose every 
single work affords an ampler scene, and is 
a nobler spectacle than all which ever 
art presented! 0 mighty Nature! wise 
substitute of Providence! empowered 
creatress! ...whilst thus inspired 
with harmony of thought, though unconfined 
by words, and in loose numbers, I sing 
of Nature's order in created beings, and 
celebrate the beauties which resolve in 
thee, the source and principle of all 
beauty and perfection (2:98).

The "beauties" Shaftesbury celebrates here are the 
fit design, the form, the integral order that Nature 
gives itself in all its parts. His conception of 
beauty is thus very close to Leibniz's. Kant's purpose
less purposiveness is a critical version of the same 
basic thought.
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Beauty is an omnipresent integrality for 
Shaftesbury. It comes and goes as the cosmic Mind of 
Nature designs and orders its parts into a harmonious 
whole like Leibniz's best of all possible worlds. The 
integral life according to nature is especially beauti
ful. Elsewhere in "The Moralists" Theocles explains 
that beauty is formal:

...the beautiful, the fair, the comely, 
were never in the matter, but in the 
art and design; never in body itself, 
but in the form or forming power."
Does not the beautiful form confess 
this, and speak the beauty of the design 
whenever it strikes you? What is it you 
admire but mind, or the effect of mind?
Tis mind alone which forms (2:132).

It is natural for us to admire beauty, just 
as it is natural to love the integral life, Shaftes
bury writes. Nature has endowed us with a common 
sense of integral order. This inner sense is taste.
It is an inner feeling of disinterested delight for 
beauty, an "inward eye" that pursues a "rational and 
refined contemplation of beauty" ("The Moralists," 
2:128). Taste thus has all the immediacy Locke assigns 
to the senses, as modes of direct apprehension. Osborne 
quotes Shaftesbury as saying that beauty "is immediately 
perceived by a plain internal s e n s a t i o n . Y e t  it is 
only perceived contemplatively by those politely 
polished genteel men of letters who have cultivated 
their common sense to be integrally natural. Only



the enlightened few, as Willey notes,^ truly have the 
taste to perceive beauty and to live according to 
Nature. The full sense of beauty blossoms in the company 
of virtuous virtuosi whose lives are naturally refined 
and beautiful.

Thus Shaftesbury's notion of taste--a common 
inner sense of disinterested delight--prepares the 
way for his practicalist successors and for Kant. He 
endorses taste as a natural good. The term "disinterested" 
benignly leans a polemical edge against the traditional 
detractions from human nature. It cuts taste loose 
from Hobbesian self-interest and from orthodox original 
sin. And the polite refinement needed to take disinterested 
delight sets the stage for the interaction of "taste" 
and "fine art." Osborne (Aesthetics, p. 158) makes this 
point: "The concept of disinterestedness in theory of 
art had its analogue in the notion of 'fine art,' which 
first came to prominence at the same time." It is no 
mere happenstance that Shaftesbury's notion of 
"disinterested delight" enjoys widespread currency among 
philosopher-critics who are trying out the novel 
idea that certain objects are "fine arts." Both con
ceptions fit easily into the practicalist common 
sense mentality, with its dual emphasis upon universal 
rational insights and upon the refinement of these 
common sense insights within a gracious society that 
uses science to regain natural rationality.
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Diderot: Relation and Ideal Standard

Denis Diderot (1713-1784)--philosopher,
scientist, satirist, dramatist, novelist, and editor
of the Encyclopedie--was an acute art critic as well.
His criticisms, in Artz's opinion, "helped make

12esthetics a part of philosophy." Diderot was 
sufficiently proficient in the English language to 
translate Shaftesbury's "Inquiry Concerning Virtue 
and Merits" in 1745. A few years later that pro
ficiency enabled him to cover both English and French 
aesthetics in his major Encyclopedie article on beauty, 
"Du Beau" (1751).^ Interestingly enough he 
also contributed an article on Leibniz which, -according 
to Cassirer (Enlightenment, p. 35), "bestows enthusias
tic praise on the philosopher." As one who admired 
both Shaftesbury and Leibniz, Diderot was probably best 
suited of all the philosophes to collate recent aes
thetic theories that partly derived from those two 
thinkers.

The article "Du Beau" has added significance. 
It is one of the few rigorous expositions of beauty 
to surface outside Germany during an age when the 
theory of beauty was in decline. It forms the implicit 
background to the aesthetic reflections of other 
writers who had access to the Encyclopedie. Apparently
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Kant was among them. In 1759 he and J. C. Berens 
tried to wean J. G. Hamann away from his orthodox 
Christianity by giving him some Encyclopedie articles 
to translate, among them "Du Beau." Apparently the 
ruse failed, however. In a letter to Kant dated 
July 27, 1759, Hamann wrote: "It is...but vanity 
and a curse to leaf through a part of the Encyclopedie. 
The article concerning beauty is a piece of chattering 
and a summarizing of Hutchinson [sic]."^

The "piece of chattering" is actually quite
carefully constructed. After a critical summary of
his predecessors--Plato, Augustine, Wolff, Crousaz,
and Hutcheson--Diderot's article investigates the
origins, formation, and characteristics of beauty.
Stated summarily, the article explains beauty as the
general concept of relation (rapports). Beauty is an
abstraction that humans derive from sensory perception
in order to satisfy the basic human need for order.
Diderot writes: "I call all that outside myself
beautiful which contains in itself that which can
reveal to my understanding the idea of relation, and
I call all that beautiful as related to myself which

15can reveal this idea." Although people usually 
feel pleasure when the idea of relationships is 
awakened, the beautiful is primarily a matter of 
understanding, not of feeling. Thus Diderot clearly 
grounds beauty in human intellectual constructions
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that have cosmic extensions. Humans abstract the re
lational concept of beauty to fulfill human purposes.

In later writings, Diderot goes further 
into th.e matter of how beauty is experienced. He 
defines taste as "a facility acquired by reiterated 
experiences for grasping the true or the good along 
with the circumstances that render it beautiful, and 
for being readily and vitally moved by this perception. 
Since taste is acquired experientially, it differs 
according to the diverse interests, education, customs, 
etc. of the percipients. To practicalists, with 
their common sense mentality, such diversity raises 
questions about the standard of taste. Traditional 
authorities and scholastic rules are intolerable imposi
tions on reasonable people. So what scientifically 
discoverable law governs disparate tastes, reconciling 
these within a rational community that lives together 
in peace and freedom?

Diderot often returns to that question in 
his art and literary criticisms. In one poignant 
passage, he acknowledges that disputes about taste 
will be endless and taste judgments will be false 
or uncertain if each individual takes himself as 
judge. The only alternative is to seek a measure out
side oneself by constructing an ideal man or a perfect
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model as the standard of taste:
But where shall I find the invariable 

measure I am looking for and do not have?
...In an ideal man whom I shall form, to 
whom I shall present objects, who will 
judge, and of whom I shall be merely the 
faithful echo?. ..But that man will be 
my own work....What does it matter, if
I create him according to unchanging 
elements ....And these unchanging elements, 
where are they?...In nature?...Very well, 
but how can I assemble them?...Even if I 
could not hope to form a perfect model, 
am I absolved from trying?...No....Then 
let's try....But if the model of beauty 
to which the sculptors of antiquity 
afterwards related all their works 
required so many observations, studies 
and labor, what am I committing myself 
to?...Yet I must do that, or always 
hear myself„called Ariste the philosopher, 
and blush.

Here, as with his account of beauty, Diderot is a 
consistent humanist. The standard of taste is a human 
construction, as is the idea of beauty. Both are 
empirical generalizations to meet human needs. In 
the words of Gilbert and Kuhn (p.286) "the nature of 
beauty and the taste of the observer were both according 
to Diderot to be built up out of infinite explorations 
into Nature's own courses...." For Kant too, the 
standard of taste is an ideal posited by humans to 
meet their need for empirical order. And his concep
tion of beauty as the form of the purposiveness of 
an object is remarkably similar to Diderot's concept 
of relation, although Kant does not call it a concept.
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While Diderot is humanizing beauty and the
standard of taste, his German contemporary, Alexander
Gottlieb Baumgarten (1714-1764) is accomplishing the
"humanization of sensibility," as Cassirer puts it
(Enlightenment, p. 354). In Cassirer's assessment,
Baumgarten's "original contribution to the history
of thought lay in the philosophical foundation of
aesthetics" (p. 339). Copleston calls him "the real

18founder of German aesthetic theory." Similarly, 
Gilbert and Kuhn say that "the recognition of the 
intellectual problem involved in a distinct sphere 
of esthetics" is now seen as Baumgarten1s contribution 
to scholarship (p. 289).

Certainly for Kant, Baumgarten was one of 
the major thinkers on aesthetic matters, although he 
considered Baumgarten's endeavor to raise the critique 
of beauty to scientific status "an abortive attempt" 
(CPR: A21n-B35n, p. 66n), Kant's esteem for
Baumgarten is readily understandable. Both men were 
indebted to Christian Wolff's (1679-1754) interpreta
tion of Leibniz for many of their own theories. Baum
garten was Wolff's student. Kant studied under Martin 
Knutzen, another of Wolff's disciples. Baumgarten's own 
influence on German philosophy was considerable because 
his Latin handbooks on ethics and metaphysics were
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standard textbooks in many German universities during 
his lifetime and afterwards. Kant himself based his 
lectures in metaphysics upon Baumgarten's Metaphysica.

Already as a young man, Baumgarten coins
the title aesthetica for a new philosophical science
in his Meditationes philosophicae de nonnullis ad

19poema pertinentibus (1735). Later, with the close
collaboration of his pupil G. F. Meier (1718-1777),
he describes its contours and concepts in an incomplete
two-volume work, Aesthetica (Frankfurt, 1750-58).
One of the arguments he uses to justify his labors
is typically practicalistic:

It can be objected to our science 
that it is beneath the dignity of 
philosophers, and that deliverances 
of the senses, fables, and stirrings 
of the passions are below the philo
sophical horizon. I answer: A philo
sopher is a man among men. Indeed 
he does not think alien to himself 20 
so great a portion of human knowledge.

Sensible knowledge may not yield distinct logical
knowledge. But it is human, and therefore worthy
of philosophic investigation.

Extending Leibniz's doctrine of the four 
knowledge stages, Baumgarten locates aesthetics along
side logic as a major subdivision of the science of 
"gnoseology" or theory of knowledge. Aesthetics is 
the science of sensible knowledge in general. It 
deals with the two inferior stages of knowledge. So
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it has a subordinate (but nonetheless proper) position 
among the philosophical sciences. Sensible knowledge 
may not match mathematical or logical knowledge in 
distinctness. But it is governed by its own inner 
law. That law is not a logical or mathematical law. 
Rather it is an analogue of reason that only aesthetics, 
not logic, can articulate for the benefit of mankind.

Baumgarten seems to mix the field of 
aesthetics--sensible knowledge--with, the science it
self. He sets up strict parallels: logic studies 
(and is) logical knowledge; aesthetics studies (and is) 
sensible knowledge. His definition of aesthetics is 
broad and perhaps confusing: "Aesthetics (the 
theory of the liberal arts, inferior knowledge, the
art of thinking beautifully, the art of the analogue

21of reason) is the science of sensory cognition."
That is the definition Kant presupposes when he en
titles the doctrine of sensibility an "aesthetic," 
and when later he calls judgments upon beauty and 
sublimity "aesthetical judgments."

"The art of thinking beautifully" is both 
the procedure and goal of aesthetics, it seems. Thus 
beauty is an important topic in Aesthetica, since 
it is the perfection of sensible knowledge, the goal 
of aesthetics itself. As the perfection of clear but 
confused knowledge, beauty parallels the logical
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perfection of clear and distinct knowledge. Yet
the two perfections are separate. Beauty has "extensive
clarity" as its law or ideal; logical perfection,
"intensive clarity." Beauty is attained when perception

2 2combines or con-fuses many different characteristics 
vividly in a concrete ratio. Logical perfection, in 
contrast, occurs when the higher cognitive faculties 
distinguish various characteristics clearly in an 
abstract definition. This close connection of beauty 
with perception recurs in Kant's account, with its 
emphasis on imaginative apprehension that is freely 
harmonious with understanding. But Kant raises two 
objections: The perception of beauty is completely 
noncognitional. And beauty is not a perfection of 
any sort.

Baumgarten never relinquishes the strict 
parallel between phenomenal and logical perfection. 
Accordingly, he argues that the beauty of nature can 
not be expressed in abstract concepts. Baumgarten 
sees perfection along Leibnizian lines as unity in 
variety. The beauty of nature is its profusely varie
gated unity. Logical concepts miss such beauty.
They abstract from those concrete individuals within 
nature which impart vivid richness to its unity. The 
beauty of nature can only be known sensibly, but not 
therefore less reliably. This sensible knowledge is 
attainable through art and aesthetics, the "art of



thinking beautifully." When we attain it, we feel 
a pure pleasure in contemplating nature, swayed by 
no desires, simply experiencing the life of sensory 
cognition. The nonlogical character of beauty and 
the importance of individuality for beauty return in 
Kant's conception of taste judgments as formally 
singular, aesthetical (alogical) judgments about 
beauty.

Conclus ion

It seems to me that the four aesthetic 
theories just examined all bear close affinities to 
Kant's own. They consider beauty differentlyy as 
purposiveness, integral order, relation, or sensible 
perfection. They treat taste variously as pre- 
scientific perception, disinterested delight, ex- 
perientially-acquired perception, or as sensory 
knowledge. Nevertheless they all seem to enter into 
Kant's aesthetic reflections, either as notions he 
adapts or as notions he opposes. In addition, the 
rationalist perspectives of scientialism and practicalism, 
the rococo style, and certain widespread aesthetic 
notions belong to the milieu within which Kant 
developed his own tastes and aesthetic theories. In 
the next chapter I shall attempt to make such genera
lizations more concrete.
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CHAPTER 3. KANT'S LIFE, WORK, AND EARLY AESTHETICS

The uninitiated reader first meets Kant's 
mature aesthetic theory as a solid wall of ponderous 
jargon. Though painful, such a collision is hardly 
avoidable. The Critique of Judgment presupposes 
the complex theoretical history of one of Europe's 
foremost philosophers. In order to gain entrance 
to it, one must at least be acquainted with the two 
earlier Critiques.

But there are other acquaintances, less 
formidable than the Critiques, that can offer assis
tance. Biographies, of which there are several. Kant's 
correspondence and the notes from his lectures. And es
pecially his only other publication on aesthetic matters, 
the Observations on the Feeling of the Beautiful and the 
Sublime. With the help of such sources, the present 
chapter will sketch in the biographical and biblio
graphical background I find significant for under
standing Kant's mature philosophical aesthetics.^

3.1. Kant's Life and Early Writings

Life

Although his philosophy has shaped the 
modern world in many ways, the life of Immanuel Kant
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seems to have been singularly "unnewsworthy." Born 
in 1724 in Königsberg, the son of a saddler, he never 
travelled far from this cosmopolitan commercial 
center, making his home there until his death in 1804.
A frail man, small and thin, and a bit of a hypo
chondriac, Kant worked steadily and prolifically 
as a student, teacher, and writer. His major writings 
were completed well after his fiftieth birthday. 
Throughout his adult life, Kant lived alone with 
a manservant. Meals were times of socializing at 
hotels or in the homes of friends. Kant loved these 
"gesellig" hours, as his frequent references to meals 
and gustatory delights in the Third Critique show.
When he eventually hired a cook and set up housekeeping 
at the age of 63, there were always guests to grace 
the midday meal.

No doubt the stability of Kant's life 
partially derives from his upbringing in the Pietistic 
Christian home and schools of his youth. Even in 
later years, long after he had turned away from 
Pietism, Kant retained a secularized version of its 
emphasis on personal faith and moral earnestness 
and of its dislike for theological dogmatism.

While studying mathematics, philosophy, 
and theology at the University of Königsberg in the 
early 1740's, Kant became a favorite student of



Martin Knutzen, a Wolffian professor of logic and 
metaphysics. Thus Kant acquired a knowledge of 
Wolffian-Leibnizian philosophy, as well as Knutzen's 
fascination with Newtonian physics.

Kant was unable to continue full-time 
studies when he was graduated in 1746. The death of 
his father meant that he would have to earn his own 
living. Kant became a private tutor for various 
families, meanwhile continuing his studies. Upon 
completion of his doctorate in 1755, he was hired 
as a lecturer at Königsberg University. Two unsuccess
ful applications for the professorship of philosophy 
Cleft vacant by Knutzen's death) followed, as well 
as several offers for chairs in poetics, which Kant 
declined.

For the next fifteen years Kant lived on 
the fees from his lectures in logic, metaphysics, 
moral philosophy, physics, mathematics, physical 
geography, mineralogy, and pedagogy. Meanwhile he 
was publishing treatises on equally diverse topics. 
Students respected him as an excellent instructor 
whose lively lectures made them think for themselves. 
Many years later, Herder painted this fond portrait 
of the man known around Königsberg as "the beautiful 
magister":

I had the good fortune to know a
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philosopher, who was my teacher. He 
was in his best years, and possessed 
the cheerful vivacity of youth....
His open brow, formed for thought, 
was the seat of undisturbed serenity 
and joy; language freighted with thought 
flowed from his lips; wit and humour 
were at his command; and his instruc
tive lecture was a rich entertainment.
In the same spirit with which he in
vestigated Leibniz, Wolf, Baumgarten, 
Crusius, and Hume, and traced the laws 
of Newton, Kepler, and the scientists 
generally, he examined the writings of 
Rousseau then appearing, namely his 
"Emile" and his "Heloise." He placed 
the true estimate on every physical dis
covery which came to his notice, and always 
returned from other studies to an im
partial scrutiny of nature and the 
moral worth of man. He drew the in
spiration for his lectures from the 
history of men, of nations, and of 
nature, as well as from natural science, 
mathematics, and his own observations.
He was not indifferent to anything worth 
knowing. No cabal, no sect, no advan
tage to himself, no ambition, had the 
least influence over him compared with 
the development and illustration of the 
truth. He encouraged, and obliged his 
hearers, to think for themselves; des
potism was foreign to his mind. This 
man, whom I mention with the highest  ̂
esteem and gratitude, is Immanuel Kant.

Herder is here remembering a true Enlightenment philo-
sophe, a refined, educated gentleman whose style of
life and lecturing are perhaps best preserved in the
Observations on the Feeling of the Beautiful and the
Sublime, published in 1764, the same year Herder left
Königsberg. Herder's portrait offsets the familiar
caricature that derives from Kant's later years--a
thrifty, unemotional, unimaginative Verstandesmensch,
whose punctual afternoon walk served as an accurate
timepiece for Königsberg matrons.
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The caricature is, of course, not un
founded. Kant’s weak constitution and his enormous 
theoretical undertakings required him to conserve 
his time and energies in later years. These en
deavours started receiving a specific focus around 
the time he finally was appointed to the chair of 
logic and metaphysics at Königsberg in 1770. A 
professor, for the first time in his life at the age 
of 46, Kant now had a new financial security that 
made more sustained reflection feasible. Historians 
usually see Kant's inaugural lecture as signaling a 
shift in his philosophizing. It pulled together much 
of his "pre-critical" work while initiating the 
critique of philosophical issues that occupied most 
of his later life.

Precritical Writings

By 1770 Kant had already written numerous 
essays and treatises ranging encyclopedically from 
topics in Newtonian physics, such as fire and as
tronomy, to the more esoteric reaches of metaphysics, 
such as the proofs of God's existence. The attitude 
of practicalism became especially strong in his 
writings of the 1760's. Many of them criticize abstract 
metaphysics. They also assume that theoretical work 
should adopt the model of Newtonian physics in order
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to further human happiness and virtue. It was during 
the same decade that Kant learned from Rousseau to 
respect human nature even in the uneducated common

3man. The simultaneous exposure to the philosophies 
of Shaftesbury, Hutcheson, and Hume undoubtedly 
reinforced his growing skepticism towards the 
abstract speculations of Wolffian metaphysics.

Meanwhile he continued to reaffirm his 
early conviction that mathematics and Newtonian 
physics give firmly valid knowledge of the world.
In fact, the 1764 Enquiry into the Distinctness of 
the Principles of Natural Theology and Morals con
cludes that metaphysics can not attain mathematically 
certain knowledge because its procedure differs 
radically from that of mathematics. Mathematics 
arbitrarily and synthetically constructs its definitions; 
thus it is not plagued by unanalyzable concepts and 
indemonstrable propositions. But metaphysics must 
begin by analyzing the confused concepts contained 
already in daily experience, concepts which resist 
abstraction. Metaphysics can attain certain know
ledge only if it abandons arbitrary construction of 
definitions to adopt a Newtonian model for its 
method. That is, metaphysicians must first describe 
the phenomena of inner experience accurately; ascertain 
the immediately certain judgments those phenomena
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support; and only then try to synthesize the diverse 
concepts under a single concept or definition. Such 
a procedure would completely reverse the empty specu
lations from general definitions to specified par
ticulars common in Wolffian philosophy.

Kant's earliest publication on aesthetic 
matters appeared in the same year as that Enquiry. 
Without stretching the point too far, one can say 
that the Observations on the Feeling of the Beautiful

4and the Sublime illustrates Kant's new stress upon 
the common experiential bases to metaphysics. The 
title and opening paragraph indicate that Kant is 
casting his gaze on a certain area of inner experience 
to see "more with the eye of an observer than of 
a philosopher" (Observations, p. 45) what generali
zations he can gather inductively.

Of course the Observations are much more 
than an illustration of Kant's empirical emphasis.
Other than the Critique of Judgment, it is Kant's 
only published writing on aesthetic matters. John 
Goldthwait, in his Translator's Introduction, describes 
the Observâtions as "the epitome of Kant's pre- 
Critical thought" (p. 1) that "shows the conception 
of human nature and experience which was the starting 
point for the Critical philosophy" (p. 12). Greene
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says it "has great cultural interest as a typical 
eighteenth century document."^ To those, I shall 
add another reason why Observations merits close 
attention by students of Kant's aesthetics. In its 
own witty, charming way, Observations presents most 
of the aesthetic notions Kant adapted from his pre
decessors and contemporaries into the Critique of 
Judgment nearly thirty years later. With that reason 
in mind, I now turn to Kant's Observations, fully 
aware that the analysis of a thinker's early writings 
in terms of his later ones usually sees more in the 
former than the thinker himself would have recognized 
at the t ime.

3.2. Kant's Observations

Anyone acquainted only with Kant's cumbrous 
critical writings, upon reading his Observations, 
will begin to fathom why universities asked him to 
lecture on poetics and German style, why students 
loved his lectures, and why Herder later called him 
"a German Shaftesbury." The style is lucid and 
subtle. Diverse topics follow one another smoothly, 
effortlessly, interestingly. Yet, without obvious 
repetitions, they circle around a few unifying ideas.
As Goldthwait comments (Translator's Introduction, p. 16): 
"It is not a worfc ojf philosophy, taking up a position 
and arguing it as fully as possible; but it is a work 
that has a philosophy, implicit and sometimes explicit,
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around which the empirical observations are gathered."

Practical ist Perspective

Perhaps one can say that Observations, 
with its charming variety and elegant clarity, displays 
a rococo style. Clearly it evinces beliefs common 
among practicalists after 1750. Besides the penchant 
for inductions modeled after Newtonian science, there 
is the assumption that human nature provides "a 
rich source for discoveries that are just as pleasur
able as they are instructive" (p. 45). Kant pens 
those words only a few years before he introduces an
thropology as a branch of studies in German universities.

A concomitant belief is that man's highest 
calling is to virtue--to do one's duty to self and 
to others as members of humankind--principially grounded 
on the "feeling of the beauty and the dignity of human 
nature" (p. 60). Furthermore, a critical attitude 
prevails, not only towards philosophy "distorted by 
many subtleties" (p. 57), but also towards such in
tolerant religious excesses as "credulity, supers - 
tition, fanaticism, and indifferent ism" (p. 10 7).

There is the provincial cosmopolitan outlook, 
willing to recognize all human beings out of curiosity, 
but usually belittling toward uncivilized "savages":
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"The Negroes of Africa have by nature no feeling 
that rises above the trifling" (p. 110). And there 
is the temperate optimism towards polite education, 
that refining agent which frees humans from bondage 
to their lower natures. It is especially desirable 
"that the as yet undiscovered secret of education 
be rescued from the old illusions, in order early 
to elevate the moral feeling of every young world- 
citizen to a lively sensitivity..." (pp. 115-16).

The practicalist perspective is thus quite 
pervasive in Observations. But what are the philo
sophy and aesthetic theory of this salon conversation?

Underlying Philosophy

In my opinion, the main philosophic ten
dencies in Observations recall those of Baumgarten 
and Leibniz. Parallels are maintained between the 
distinct regions of understanding and of feeling.
It is unjust, for example to rejoin "that he does 
not understand it" to someone blind to the beauty we 
enjoy, since "here it does not matter so much what 
the understanding comprehends, but what the feeling 
senses" (p. 72). Within the region of feeling, 
there are the coarser sensations and the more deli
cate, finer feelings. The latter consist of the 
feeling of the sublime for that which moves us, and 
the feeling of the beautiful for that which charms.
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And so the pattern continues.

But the distinct regions and subregions 
are interconnected by means of intermediate areas 
that share characteristics of both sides. Between 
the beautiful and the sublime is the subspecies of 
beautiful sublimity--the splendid--a feeling especi
ally strong in the German, a person inferior to 
the sublime Englishman and the beautiful Frenchman, 
who "yet surpasses both so far as he unites them"
Cp. 104). Between lower self-interest, which moti
vates most people, and the higher good-hearted impulses 
that motivate many, "the love of honor has been dis
seminated to all men's hearts," so that "the different 
groups unite into a picture of splendid expression, 
where amidst great multiplicity unity shines forth..." 
Cp. 75).

As the previous quote indicates, the unity 
that Janus-faced intermediates give to parallel diver
sities, ultimately contributes to the unity of parts 
in the whole. Each individual part may have its own 
particular configuration according to the regions 
that predominate in its nature. But a bond of re
semblance welds all parts into a whole without melting 
their individuality. Human beings are able to weld 
their own bonds insofar as they act according to
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their constant universal principle of respecting 
the human species within themselves and in others.
Humanity and the feeling for humanity are the uni
versal similarities residing within individual humans 
and binding them all together. Providentially, since most 
people are so weak, nature has also placed feelings 
of sympathy and complaisance within us, feelings 
that propel us towards beautiful (but not therefore 
sublimely virtuous) deeds beneficial to all humanity 
within and outside us.

Such, thoughts upon the Janus-faced resemblance 
bonds of individual parts to the whole of humanity 
are especially evident in Section Two, from which. I 
now quote a crucial explanation of the fundamental 
feeling-principle:

Accordingly, true virtue can be 
grafted only upon principles 
such that the more general they 
are, the more sublime and noble 
it becomes. These principles 
are not speculative rules, but 
the consciousness of a feeling 
that lives in every human breast 
and extends itself much further 
than over the particular grounds 
of compassion and complaisance.
I believe that I sum it all up 
when I say that it is the feeling 
of the beauty and the dignity of 
Human nature. The first is a 
ground of universal affection, 
the second of universal esteem; 
and if this feeling had the 
greatest perfection in some one 
human heart, this man would of 
course love and prize himself, 
but only so far as he is one of



all those over whom his broadened 
and noble feeling is spread. Only 
when one subordinates his own 
inclination to one so expanded 
can our charitable impulses be 
used proportionately and bring 
about the noble bearing that is 
the beauty of virtue (p. 60).

In view of that passage, and others like it, I dis
agree with those who see Observations as an em- 
piricistic document. Certainly it shares with 
Shaftesbury's Lockean successors an inductive metho
dology; an emphasis on sensory experience; and con
cepts such as moral feeling, sympathy, the sublime, 
and the beautiful. But such features are common in 
many practicalist philosophies. With respect to 
the historical origins of the philosophical framework 
Kant places around those features, I prefer the 
interpretation advanced by Baeumler, who spies rem
nants of Wolff's psychology and Baumgarten's meta
physics amid the charming sentiments.^

Aesthetic Theory

To say Observations contains an "aesthetic 
theory," one must, of course, use the term rather 
loosely. Kant is considering topics central to many 
eighteenth century writings in which aesthetic con
siderations mingle with what have since become dis
tinctly philosophical, anthropological, psychological, 
and ethical issues. Thus the contemporary aesthetician
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must extricate some of the relevant themes for his 
discipline from this conglomerate, a not always 
pleasant task, since it runs counter to the style 
and mood of the essay.

Four sections divide the essay. A look 
at beautiful and sublime attributes found among 
people in general follows the initial description 
of two feelings common to everyone's experience-- 
the feelings of the beautiful and the sublime. The 
third section discusses their appearance in the two 
sexes; the fourth, in national characteristics.

The initial description of those two 
feelings recapitulates views common throughout Europe 
by 1764. Like all feelings, they are feelings of 
enjoyment or of displeasure. They vary with different 
people, even with regard to the same things. Com
pared to coarser satisfactions in foods or in vulgar 
obscenities, which "take place without any thought 
whatever," they are finer feelings "of a more deli
cate sort" that can make the soul fit "for virtuous 
impulses" (p. 46). Yet ordinary souls are all capable 
of having these feelings. Objects of the feeling 
of sublimity tend to be large, lonely, simple, or 
terrifying. Objects of the feeling of beauty tend 
to be small, joyous, ornamental, or cheerful.
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Only two thoughts may be Kantian innovations 
here. One is his insistence that feelings depend 
more on a human's disposition than on external ob
jects (p. 45). The other is that he consistently 
uses "feeling" (Gefiihl) rather than "sense" (Sinn).
The latter distinction advances beyond Shaftesbury, 
Hutcheson, and Kames, although Baeumler (Kant's 
"Kritik," pp. 128-35) demonstrates its occurrence 
among other German thinkers such as Sulzer and 
Tetens. The distinction later recurs in the Third 
Critique, which discriminates between inner, subjec
tive sensation or feeling and objective sensation.
The other characterizations of the feelings of beauty 
and sublimity given in Section One also return in the 
Critique of Judgment.

Section Two, "Of the Attributes of the 
Beautiful and Sublime in Man in General," provides 
excellent glimpses of Kant's later aesthetics. A 
cursory comparison with the "General Remark upon 
the Exposition of the Aesthetical Reflective Judgment" 
(CJ: s.29, B106-120), for example, uncovers many 
striking similarities, despite the 26-year span 
between them.

But one major difference appears immediately. 
Whereas the Observations tend to identify the feeling
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of the beautiful and the sublime with both the moral 
feeling and the universal moral principle, the 
Critique of Judgment keeps all these separate, 
although not unrelated. Careful attention to that 
difference may clarify such enigmatic statements in 
the Third Critique as the following: "...the 
judgment [of taste] has validity for everyone... 
because its determining ground lies perhaps in the 
concept of that which may be regarded as the super
sensible substrate of humanity" (CJ: s.57.5, B185).
Or, "...the beautiful is the symbol of the morally 
good..." (s.59.5, B198). Or, "...taste is at bottom 
a faculty for judging of the sensible illustration 
of moral ideas..." (s.60.4, B202). Behind those 
statements lies the fact that Kant always regarded 
feeling, taste, beauty and morality to be closely 
connected, as did Diderot, Baumgarten, Shaftesbury, 
and Leibniz.

By 1790, Kant has firmly established his 
critical approach to grounding all human awareness 
in the a priori principles of the cognitive faculties. 
So he no longer slides freely from a priori principles 
that make feelings possible to the empirical prin
ciples derivable from observing those feelings; 
and he can not as easily equate feelings with their 
a priori principles. In addition, he has already 
isolated the moral law as an a priori principle of
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reason that makes possible all morality, including 
the universal moral incentive, the feeling of res
pect. So the Critique of Judgment recognizes reflective 
judgments upon beauty and organic purposiveness to be 
a region of human awareness distinct from morality, 
possessing its own peculiar a priori principle.
Having made such distinctions, Kant finds that he 
must show how the irreducible regions interconnect.
Their precritical unity, as present in the Observa
tions , must be critically explained in the manner 
of the statements just quoted.

The precritical unity is so strong that 
the universal, constant principle of true virtue is 
a feeling, according to the Observations: "the 
feeling of the beauty and the dignity of human nature" 
(p. 60). Strictly speaking, principles are and can 
only be intellectual constructs. But what emerges 
here is a two-sided intermediate that binds the 
parallel sensible and intellectual sides of human 
nature--a feeling-principleI The Observations, 
as I mentioned earlier, tend to center part-whole 
resemblance bonds around such a Janus-like intermediate. 
Recognizing that tendency is especially helpful for 
understanding Kant's precritical and critical accounts 
of taste.
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The moral-aesthetic feeling-principle is 
a central source of unity within every human and 
between humans. By centering a feeling-principle 
in the nexus of sensible-intellectual parallels and 
of part-whole relations, Kant plays a prelude, as 
it were, to his critical opera. That becomes most 
audible in his critique of taste, whose key is the 
solution of the question whether feeling precedes 
or follows judging (CJ: s.9), and whose finale is 
the sensus communis which necessarily binds all humans 
by means of an indeterminate a priori principle 
that people feel but can not conceptualize (CJ: 
ss.22, 40, 57).

Kant's infrequent references to taste in 
Observations equate it with feeling in general.
Finer taste is the finer feeling of beauty and 
sublimity. Since feelings vary so much from one 
individual to the next, disputes about taste are 
foolish. Disputes should concern matters of under
standing, not matters of feeling.

But in the last part of Section Two (pp. 70-75), 
Kant nearly smuggles in a principle or standard of 
taste. He uses three guises. First, the great 
parallel interconnectedness of the soul's capacities 
lets us assume that varying degrees of feeling
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correspond to varying degrees of intellectual ex
cellence (p. 72). This implies, though Kant does 
not make it explicit, that there are comparative 
standards of taste. Almost anyone can appreciate 
whatever satisfies coarser sensations. But one should 
only expect more educated, more refined people to 
savor a decorative porcelain vessel more than a 
useful kitchen pot. That is to say, rather than 
fruitlessly disputing feelings with people who do not 
share them, one should compare his feelings with those 
possessed by people who share his level of intellect 
and feeling.

Beneath that guise is a second: All humans 
resemble one another in their humanity; that resemblance 
is their common bond. Thus even a "man of the most 
coarse and common sensation" will see that the "finer 
charms and pleasures" have their usefulness, and that 
moral actions are more moving, more sublime, the less 
self-interest motivates them (p. 73). The assumption, 
not explicitly stated here, is that the feeling of 
human beauty and dignity "lives in every breast"
(p. 60). Even though few people follow it as a prin
ciple in all their actions, it is a common feeling 
(common sense!) which gives a common rule to our diverse 
feelings or tastes.
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The foundation for both comparison and 
commonality must still be unwrapped. Kant is more 
explicit on this point. The reason one may assume a 
correspondence between intellectual and sensible re
finement is that "it would be in vain to have bestowed 
these talents upon him who has many intellectual ex
cellencies, if he had not at the same time a strong 
feeling for the true noble or beautiful, which must be 
the motive to employ these gifts well and regularly"
(p. 72, my emphasis). Feeling and intellect corres
pond because nothing is in vain; everything has its 
purpose. Purposiveness is the basis, then, on which 
we compare our feelings with the tastes of people en
dowed as we are.

If one looks for what lies beneath the 
common feeling-principle, the same purposiveness meets 
his glance. It is according to "the design of nature 
on the whole" (p. 73) that few people "behave according 
to [sublime] principles," more "act out of [beautiful] 
good-hearted impulses," and most "turn everything around 
[coarse] self-interest" (p. 74). Even the latter, 
whose weak rather than noble side predominates, "give 
support and solidity to the whole, while without in
tending to do so they serve the common good..." (p. 74).
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Should Kant paraphrase Leibniz, he could 
exclaim, "This is the best of all possible human 
worlds 1" Or, paraphrasing Shaftesbury, "0 glorious 
human nature!" We all feel the beauty and dignity of 
humanity, Kant suggests, because each of us has a de
signed place in "the whole of human nature" (p. 73). 
Conversely, each of us serves a purpose in that whole 
because each of us shares the same feeling-principle.
This similarity binds us together. In addition, although 
most people fail to act according to that sublime 
feeling-principle, all share a second feeling, "the 
love of honor," a feeling inferior to beautiful sympathy 
and complaisance and much lower than the sublime feeling- 
principle, and yet a finer feeling (PP• 61-62). Provi
dentially, this sense of honor "has been disseminated 
to all men’s hearts” (p. 74). Within each person it is

. . .a secret impulse to take a stand
point outside himself in thought, 
in order to judge the outward 
propriety of his behaviour as it 
seems in the eyes of the onlooker.
Thus the different groups unite 
into a picture of splendid ex
pression, where amidst great mul
tiplicity unity shines forth, and 
the whole of moral nature exhibits 
beauty and dignity (p. 75).

In other words, because "Providence has 
placed within us" the fine feeling of honor, which balances 
"coarser selfishness and common sensuality" (p. 61), 
and because the universal feeling-principle of human 
beauty and dignity lives within every one of us, we
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humans resemble one another. Bound by our resemblances, 
we serve the common good, the whole of human nature. 
Those resemblance bonds in a purposive whole let us 
compare or judge beyond ourselves, to take a stand
point outside ourselves, as it were, in order to judge 
ourselves. The universal stance-taking that Kant uses 
here as a standard for the sensible appearances of 
behavior later transforms into a standard of taste 
judgments upon beautiful appearances, a common sense 
which Kant describes as "a faculty of judgment which, 
in its reflection, takes account (a priori) of the mode 
of representation of all other men in thought, in order, 
as it were, to compare its judgment with the collective 
reason of humanity...” (CJ: s.40.2, B136) .

The purposiveness of nature, human and other
wise (each individual part seems to be bound to every 
other in the whole that they purposively serve); common 
feelings of beauty, humanity and honor; and comparative 
standards of taste (the feelings of people like me are 
acceptable models for my feelings)--those are the in
gredients out of which Kant later shapes the peculiar 
a priori principle of taste, feeling, and reflective 
judgment. His critical approach grounds feelings in 
an a priori principle. Yet the principle will be 
something of which we are only conscious through 
feeling.
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Observations to the critical aesthetic theory. The 
latter specifies the purposiveness of nature as a prin
ciple that can be felt, that unifies the higher and 
lower natures within every human, and that binds to
gether all humans as members of both nature and the 
moral world. The humanness of sublimity and beauty is 
emphasized, being traced back to the basic functions 
and products of human awareness. They are treated as 
matters of feeling, not of understanding, although 
the Third Critique shows that both feelings involve 
higher cognitive faculties. That development, in 
turn, deepens the precritical description of them as 
cultivable, finer feelings, active and immediate, which 
are not simply useful or pleasant gratifications of 
basic, selfish needs.

3.3. From Observations to the "Critique of Taste"

I mentioned earlier that historians of philo
sophy often say Kant's inaugural lecture of 1770-- On 
the Form and Principles of the Sensible and Intelligible 
Worlds --channels his precritical work into the issues 
that occupy him until his death in 1804. It takes him

beyond the critical attitude of practicalism towards
7the principial Critiques of his critical idealism.

Two decades would pass before Kant could write 
in the Preface to the Critique of Judgment, "Here, then,
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completing that undertaking, which included a first 
(1781) and a second (1787) edition of the Critique 
of Pure Reason and a Critique of Practical Reason 
(1788), Kant kept amazingly active, teaching and writing 
until a few years before he died. Among his other major 
publications were the Prolegomena to Any Future Meta
physics (1783); Religion within the Bounds of Reason 
Alone (1793); and the Metaphysic of Morals (1797). 
Noticeably absent from even the most complete list of 
his writings is any further work in the theory of beauty 
and taste. The precritical Observations and the Critique 
of Judgment constitute Kant’s entire aesthetic oeuvre.

The temporal, stylistic, and conceptual dis
tance between those two writings invites one to detect 
what may lie between them. At least two major attempts 
were made in that direction earlier in the present 
century by Schlapp and Baeumler. Using the notes of 
Kant's lectures and his correspondence, they tried to 
show how certain thoughts and problems led Kant to the

Oaesthetic theory of the Third Critique. The scope 
of the present discussion precludes any duplication of 
their thorough genetic analyses. But I believe a quick 
review of the issues Kant was continually raising may 
prove to be illuminating.
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Inaugural Dissertation and Critical Project

At first Kant planned to revise his inaugural
dissertation. He soon abandoned that project for a
larger one, explaining in a letter to Marcus Herz,
June, 1771:

Thus I am now busy with a work 
which, under the title "The Bounds 
of Sensibility and Reason," is to 
contain the relation of the funda
mental concepts and laws determined 
for the world of sense, together 
with the design (to be worked out 
in detail) of that which fixes the 
nature of the theory of taste, meta
physics and ethics. ^

The work soon received more definite contours. Nine months 
later, on February 21, 1772, Kant wrote Herz another des
cription of his forthcoming book:

I had already previously made con
siderable progress in the effort 
to distinguish the sensible from 
the intellectual in the field of 
morals and the principles that 
spring therefrom. I had also long 
ago outlined, to my tolerable satis
faction, the principles of feeling, 
taste, and power of judgment 
[Beurteilungskraft], with their 
effects--the pleasant, the beauti
ful, and the good--and was then 
making plans for... "The Limits 
of Sense and Reason." I planned 
to have it consist of two parts, 
a theoretical and a practical.
The first part would have two sec
tions, (1) general phenomenology 
and (2) metaphysics, but this only 
with regard to its nature and 
method. The second part likewise 
would have two sections, (1) the 
universal principles of feeling, 
taste, and sensuous desire and 
(2) the basic principles of morality.
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Kant then went on to explain that the problem of 
the ground of the relation of representations to objects 
had complicated his work and had led him to search out 
some basic categories. He expected to publish the 
theoretical part of a "Critique of Pure Reason" within 
three months.

What I find especially significant in those 
letters is that a principial "Critique of Taste," as 
Kant was to designate it later, belonged to the critical 
enterprise from its inception. Eventually the first 
section of the practical part of Kant's project ("the 
universal principles of feeling, taste, and sensuous 
desire") became the first part of the Critique of 
Judgment.

Already in his dissertation of 1770, Kant had 
made a significant advance over Baumgarten's theory of 
knowledge."^ While retaining the distinction between 
sensible and intellectual knowledge, he argued that 
the former is no less clear and distinct than the latter. 
In fact, sensible knowledge is much less confused than 
intellectual metaphysics. The sources of sensible 
clarity are two intuitional forms, space and time, which 
coordinate all sensations, imparting Baumgarten's ex
tensive clarity to all sensible knowledge whatsoever. 
Space and time are not Newtonian absolute realities.
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They are not real properties of objects. Nor are they 
Leibnizian confused ideas. Rather, space and time 
are subjective and ideal. They are the universally 
necessary subjective conditions of all sensible know
ledge --pure intuitions and ideal schemata through which 
all human minds naturally coordinate every external 
sensa. Without them, humans would have no sensible 
knowledge.

Principial Problem of Taste

During the 1770’s, apparently, Kant toyed
with grounding the universality implicit in the feeling
of beauty (taste) through his newly-discovered conditions
of sensible knowledge, conceiving beauty as that which

12pleases universally. But several difficulties faced 
him. For one thing, Kant began to recognize that taste 
and feeling are not coextensive. Taste involves some 
sort of sociable judging. Thus it has an intellectual

13side, while feeling is purely a matter of sensibility.
In the second place, recognizing beauty involves feeling; 
and yet this feeling is unlike normal spatio-temporal 
knowledge, because it is a merely internal sensation 
of the human subject’s own state. Feelings do not 
relate to objects, so they can not be subject to the 
universal space-time conditions of sensible knowledge.

Besides, there is a peculiarity in the uni
versality attached to the recognition of beauty. When
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people recognize beauty, they never assume that every
one else senses beauty as they do. Nor can they 
successfully defend their recognition through logical 
arguments. They expect others to share their feeling 
toward beauty without being surprised when they do 
not. Taste is "gesellig." When someone enjoys what
pleases everyone, then he has taste. Yet people often

14lack taste. Certainly the universality of taste 
and of a feeling for beauty is not like that of normal 
sensible knowledge. The spatio-temporal conditions 
requisite for sensible knowledge are inadequate ex
planations for the peculiar universality of taste.

Once Kant had formulated his distinction be
tween a priori and empirical principles, he could 
state the principial problem of the critique of taste 
succinctly. He did so in a footnote to the First 
Critique that contrasts his usage of the term "aesthetic" 
to Baumgarten’s. His argument in the first edition 
implies that the rules of taste are not the a priori 
forms of sensibility (sPace and time). Rules of taste 
are not a priori rules at all. They are not conditions 
which make possible the awareness of beauty. Rather 
they' are empirical rules generalized from actual 
awarenesses of beauty.

Changes introduced into the second edition version 
of the same footnote indicate that Kant’s opinion
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was shifting as he began to work on his "Critique 
of Taste" in 1787. The implication remains that rules 
of taste are empirical, not a priori. But Kant now 
suggests that there may be some principle of taste 
which is an a priori condition of beauty-awareness, 
though not a determinate one: "The said rules or 
criteria are, as regards their chief sources, merely 
empirical, and consequently can never serve as 
determinate a priori laws by which our judgment of 
taste must be directed (CPR: A24-B36n, p. 66n, 
with second edition additions underlined).

The "Critique of Taste"

The modifications in that note acknowledge 
what had been a central tenet for Kant since he began 
his critical enterprise: taste, feeling,and beauty 
must rest on some fundamental concepts or laws, on 
universal principles, as the two letters quoted above 
indicate (see p. 83). The very fact that he 
included these aesthetic matters in his critical pro
ject shows that he had long planned to trace them back 
to the fundamental cognitive principles that make 
them possible. It is the very character of such 
principles to be a priori, universal, and necessary. 
When the spatio-temporal forms proved inadequate as 
conditions making taste possible as a universal mode of 
awareness, some other a priori principle had to be 
found.



There is another evidence that Kant thought
he had discovered the requisite principle in 1787
already. In a famous letter to Karl Leonard Reinhold,
dated December 28, 1787, he wrote:

I am now at work on the critique 
of taste, and I have discovered a 
kind of a priori principle different 
from those heretofore observed. For 
there are three faculties of the mind: 
the faculty of cognition, the faculty 
of feeling pleasure and displeasure, 
and the faculty of desire. In the 
Critique of Pure (theoretical) Reason,
I found a priori principles for the 
first of these, and in the Critique 
of Practical Reason, a priori 
principles for thethird. I tried 
to find them for the second as well, 
and though I thought it impossible 
to find such principles, the systema
tic nature of the analysis of the 
previously mentioned faculties of 
the human mind allowed me to dis
cover them, giving me ample material 
for the rest of my life, material 
at which to marvel and if possible
explore,

Kant then listed the three parts of philosophy, each 
having its own a priori principles (theoretical philo
sophy, teleology, and practical philosophy), and ex
pressed his hope to complete the manuscript, entitled 
"Critique of Taste," by Easter, 1788. The a priori 
principle that makes possible taste and the feeling 
for beauty was already in sight, and a connection 
between taste and teleology was becoming clear.

But the manuscript was not ready by Easter, 
perhaps because the connection just mentioned considerably 
broadened the range and depth of the work. Interestingly
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enough, Kant continued to refer to the forthcoming 
work as the "Critique of Taste" until May 12, 1789, 
when he wrote to Reinhold: "I am eager to hear of 
your theory of the faculty of representation [Vorstellungs- 
vermögen], which should appear at the same book fair 
as my Critique of Judgment (a part of which is the 
"Critique of Taste") next Michaelmas. The new
title captures the important development that had 
occurred. What had begun as an outline of "the prin
ciples of feeling, taste, and power of judgment, with 
their effects" (February 21, 1772), and had narrowed 
into a critique of taste searching for its a priori 
principle, had become a critique of all indeterminate 
judging, both aesthetical and teleological. No doubt, 
as Baeumler argues, that development was accompanied 
by a focus of Kant’s attention upon two concepts that
had always been wrapped up with taste and teleology

17for him: reflection and purposiveness.

The Observations had specified the sense 
of honor as a finer feeling which impels every human 
to judge universally, "to take a standpoint outside 
himself in thought..." (p. 75). Kant's subsequent 
lecture notes picture taste in a similar fashion.
Taste is a "gesellig" ability for one person to delight 
in what pleases everyone, and to feel dishonor when
he fails: "Man schämt sich, wenn unser Geschmack mit

•* 18 anderer ihrem nicht ubereinkommt." Taking such a
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universal stance, judging as an individual from a uni
versal viewpoint, placing oneself outside himself 
in thought--these are a basic part of "reflection” 
for Kant. And the fact that the Observations see 
the love of honor as having "been disseminated to 
all men’s hearts" for the purpose of uniting different 
groups of people into a beautiful, dignified "whole 
of moral nature," together with the fact that taste, 
according to the lecture notes, aims at universal 
harmony among humans--these facts indicate that the 
concept of "purposiveness" resides along with "reflec
tion" within Kant's understanding of taste and beauty.

Reflection involves the reference of one's 
sensations, actions, or thoughts to a universal that 
lies within each individual and yet outside him, 
to that which is common to all but (ideally) present 
in each. Reflection transfers every individual into 
an ideal whole of judging ones. So reflection is 
purposive for that ideal whole, and is possible be
cause it is purposive. Such reflection and purposive
ness are intrinsic to taste. Taste judgments, Kant 
finally concludes, are reflective judgments based on 
feelings and made possible by the a priori principle 
of reflective judgment-power, the principle of the 
subjective purposiveness of nature.
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It was in 1790 that those conclusions
appeared in print, shortly after Kant's sixty-sixth
birthday. By then the various issues and concepts
had crystallized into the three critical questions
posed in the Preface to the Critique of Judgment:
Does judgment-power have

...independent a priori principles?
If so, are they constitutive, or 
are they merely regulative, thus 
indicating no special realm?
And do they give a rule a priori 
to the feeling of pleasure and 
displeasure, as the middle term 
[Mittelglied] between the faculties 
of cognition and desire, just as 
understanding prescribes laws 
a priori for the former and reason 
Tor the latter? (CJ: Pref.3, M4)

To understand those questions and their answers more 
fully, one must see the contours of the critical philo
sophy itself. That is the concern of my next chapter.
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length in Chapter 4.

18 N.640--Ak. XV; quoted in Baeumler, p. 2 78.
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CHAPTER 4. PHILOSOPHIC THEMES IN THE CRITIQUE
OF JUDGMENT

The previous two chapters have sketched 
part of the historical background to Kant's mature 
aesthetics. Chapter 2 scanned the philosophical move
ments of scientialism and practicalism, and it high
lighted the aesthetic conceptions of some leading 
rationalists. Chapter 3 reviewed Kant's life and 
writings, especially his Observations. But one more 
topic must be drawn in to finish the sketch. I have 
said very little about the critical philosophy to which 
the critique of taste belongs. In the present chapter, 
my historiographic focus will move towards an exegesis 
and appraisal of Kant's philosophical aesthetics by 
concentrating upon the main contours of Kant's critical 
philosophy.

That Kant explores aesthetic issues such 
as beauty and taste within the final work of his 
critical trilogy, poses special difficulties for contem
porary aestheticians. If they ignore the integrative 
role Kant's critique of taste performs within his philo
sophy, they will only skim its surface with flimsy 
interpretations. If, on the other hand, they try to 
penetrate through Kant's aesthetics to its deepest 
philosophical dimensions, they risk sinking permanently 
in an ocean of Kantian philosophy.
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One way to proceed without remaining endlessly at sea, 
is to launch an analysis specially equipped to explore 
the philosophical depths above water. Hopefully a 
thematic analysis will be just that. What I have in 
mind is not a detailed look at the many distinctions 
crucial to Kant's philosophy. Nor is it a reproduction 
of the careful arguments by which Kant ties together 
a coherent system. Rather, I want to note some main 
philosophic tendencies, primarily in the Critique of 
Judgment, but with frequent references to the other 
Critiques as well. I plan to indicate the unitary 
philosophic structure of the Third Critique, while 
avoiding some of its complexities.

As was remarked in my introductory chapter,
I find three clusters of philosophic themes to be 
central to philosophical aesthetics (cf. pp. 7-16 
above). The first is a group of ontological themes. 
These concern such traditional philosophic issues as 
being and becoming; unity and diversity; and higher 
and lower realms. As I shall explain later, Kant's 
ontology in the Critique of Judgment, his basic views 
about the character of structured existences, is one 
that can be called "ennoetism" or "synthetic mentalism." 
A second set--which can be entitled conditional 
themes--have to do with universality, individuality, 
and their interrelationships. Kant's views about
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necessity and contingency; possibility and actuality; 
law-conditions and responses; and validity or lawful
ness in general, can be summarized as "transcenden
talism." I shall clarify that label later, as well 
as the term "critical idealism," by which I designate 
Kant's perspective, his basic outlook on the perspec- 
tival issues of the truth and meaning of existence.

It should be obvious that those three clusters 
of themes are not independent parts of Kant's philo
sophy. Rather, they are intersecting directions present 
throughout the Third Critique. By treating each group 
separately, I hope to explore the philosophic founda
tions to Kant's aesthetic theory, ferreting out what 
is relevant for my subsequent discussion, without sub
mersing my readers in all the intricate substrata of 
the critical philosophy. I shall begin with Kant's 
critically idealistic perspective. I shall conclude 
with his transcendentalism.

4.1. Critical Idealism

The shift in Kant's philosophizing around 
1770, I have said elsewhere, took him beyond critical 
common sense practicalism towards the perspective of 
critical idealism. I say perspective, not just method, 
advisedly. The celebrated critical method, as Kroner 
has argued incisively, is only the means by which



Kant articulates his Weltanschauung.'*" Kant himself 
sees his revolutionary* method of thought as necessi
tated by his vision of the meaning of human life, 
especially of the human enterprises he loved dearly: 
the natural sciences, metaphysics, and taste.

The critical method, as Kant calls his manner
of philosophizing, operates out of at least three
epistemological assumptions: Cl) Th-e objects of human
cognition can be known only because they are governed
by human cognitive faculties. C2) Human cognitive
faculties and their objects function within the limits
of their own a priori principles, principles those
faculties posit to govern themselves and their objects:
"we can know a priori of things only what we ourselves
put into them" CCPR: Bxviii, p. 23). C3) Phenomena
can be experienced, subject to the a priori principles
of experience, but noumena can only be thought, subject
to the a priori principles of thinking. This third
assumption is the crucial doctrine of transcendental
idealism, articulated already in 1770 and constantly

2reiterated throughout the critical trilogy. Working 
out of those three assumptions, the critical method 
handles the traditional problems of philosophy by 
expositing and deducing the a priori principles which 
make human awareness possible. The Critiques are 
self-ejcaminations> conducted bŷ  cognition of the sources, 
character, and limits of its own a priori principles.

- 97 -
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In other words, Kant’s epistemological 
assumptions are thoroughly rationalistic. Yet Kant's 
rationalism is different from scientialism and prac- 
ticalism. It has the systematic emphasis of the 
former and the practical stress of the latter. But 
Kant's overriding concern is to ensure that rational 
human ideals are rationally protected against all en
croachments. That concern lies behind his critical 
method, as the prefaces of the three Critiques indicate.

For Kant, the Critiques serve definite 
purposes. The one large purpose is to purify the 
various sorts of human knowledge from illicit admixture, 
to restrict them to their legitimate realms, and to en
able them to strive after their legitimate types of 
knowledge.

For theoretical knowledge, the critical 
method performs the invaluable task of restricting 
it to experience. That restriction guarantees, on 
the one hand, that metaphysics, an important human 
endeavor, will not lose itself in illusionary clouds 
of speculation about supersensibles, as many scien- 
tialistic philosophies had done. On the other hand, 
the restriction keeps metaphysics firmly planted on 
experiential ground, secure as a science despite 
practicalist criticism and skepticism. But the 
critical method performs a task that is even more
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valuable. It defends general human interests, protec
ting morality from injurious metaphysical speculations 
about freedom, immortality, or God.

Thus the critical method resists false
dogmas and supports true science and morality:

Criticism alone can sever the root of 
materialism, fatalism, atheism, 
free-thinking, fanaticism, and super
stition, which can be injurious uni
versally; as well as of idealism 
and skepticism, which are dangerous 
chiefly to the Schools, and hardly 
allow of being handed on to the 
public (CPR: Bxxxv, p. 32).

This quote shows that Kant's Copernican Revolution,
his critical method, paradoxical as this may seem, is
molded out of a conservative perspective. The method
conserves the scientific and moral pursuits of rational
humans. It defends them, ensures their legitimacy.
Neither scholastic hair-splitting nor common sense
popularizing can do that, but only a systematic,
thorough critique of cognition, one which does not
evade the issues.

But one may wonder why science, morality, 
and even taste are so important that they require a 
revolutionary method of conservation. And that 
question brings one into the center of Kant's critical, 
idealistic rationalism. His philosophy aims at giving 
principial forcefulness to a dynamic belief in the 
autonomy of humans as rational beings, to a pervasive
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perspective that had become increasingly powerful in 
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Since 
humans are autonomous only to the extent that their 
reason rules them, the interests of reason must be 
defended, whether those interests be theoretical or 
moral. According to Kant, "All the interests of 
my reason ... combine in the three following questions: 
1. What can I know? 2. What ought I to do?
3. What may I hope?" (CPR: A805-B833, p. 635).
In other words, the interests of reason are in the 
truth and meaning and goal of autonomous human exis
tence. If those interests can not be rationally 
defended, then human existence is doomed to uncertainty 
and meaninglessness.

Kant's critical idealism is cogently re
stated in the final section of his last Critique.
Read in conjunction with the Second Critique, the 
"Methodology of the Teleological Judgment" reveals 
a perspective in which human reason is the ruler, human 
freedom is the meaning, and an ideal moral world is 
the final destiny of existence, both human and nonhuman.

Kant claims that nature as a teleological 
system finds its final purpose (letzte Zweck) in human 
culture. Ruman culture, in turn, including the sciences 
Kant has~ critically' legitimized, serves the purpose 
of morality. Culture produces "the aptitude of a
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rational being for arbitrary [beliebig] purposes in 
general" (CJ: s.83.3, B281) , and thus prepares humans 
to be free from bondage to natural inclinations, 
free to obey the voice of their own reason: "The 
beautiful arts and sciences which...make man more 
civilized, if not morally better, win us in large 
measure from the tyranny of sense propensions, and 
thus prepare men for a lordship in which reason 
alone shall have authority..." (CJ: s.83.6, B283-84).

Human lordship through reason--rational 
morality--is the final purpose (Endzweck) of the 
existence of the world. Man as a free noumenon who 
builds an ideal moral world through obeying his own 
reason--

...man is the final purpose of creation,
Only in man, and only in': him as 

subject of morality, do we meet with 
unconditional legislation in respect 
of purposes, which therefore alone 
renders him capable of being a final 
purpose, to which the whole of nature 
is subordinated (CJ: s.84.5, B286).

Man is worthy to be the final purpose of creation
because he has an idea of his own highest final purpose
(CJ: s.91.5, B321-22) , that of bringing the ideal
moral world into existence through moral actions.
Reason itself commands this ideal goal through the
a priori laws it gives itself as a pure will.
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Through the same laws, reason makes men 
free, free to obey reason and so to realize the ideal 
moral world. In that world, virtuous obedience to 
reason's moral laws prevails and appropriate happiness 
rewards obedience. Such a world does not exist 
tangibly at present. It is an ideal, a thing of rational 
faith. We can not know it theoretically. Yet we 
have good reason to believe in it, because that ideal 
enables us to obey reason's moral laws and so to be 
free. In fact, all freedom, all dutiful obedience, 
aims at bringing about the ideal moral world. As we 
strive unceasingly to attain the model world, as reason 
demands, we are supported by two rational postulates. 
First, we assume that God exists as a holy, beneficient 
Author who so orders the world that free morality 
and natural happiness will eventually harmonize.
Secondly, we hypothesize that humans have immortal 
souls, so that we can make unending progress towards 
true virtue without becoming discouraged at our weak
nesses and at the present lack of rewards.

In answer, then, to the question "What can 
I know?", Kant says: You can know a priori that you 
are free as a rational, moral being. And you can 
rationally assume that God exists and your soul is 
immortal. "What ought I to do?" Be rationally free.'
Kant answers. That is, do your duty. Obey the moral
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law your reason gives you through "the unceasing 
striving towards the precise and persistent obedience 
to a command of reason which is stern, unindulgent, 
truly commanding, really and not just ideally possible" 
(CPrR- p.127). "What may I hope?" Hope to be reali-

3zing the ideal moral world, the Kingdom of God, 
through virtuous actions! Hope to pattern your life 
so that it reflects and realizes a world where mora
lity and happiness are reconciled, where reason reigns 
supreme.

If one asks, "Why ought I so act, and why 
may I so hope?", the answer is as follows. Our reason, 
the supreme ruler of human existence, commands us to 
be free. Our freedom "proves its objective reality 
in nature by means of the effects it can produce 
there..." (CJ: s.91.11, B327). Since we can be free as 
reason commands us to be, we can hope to attain the 
ideal world by acting freely rather than in bondage 
to nature. Freedom is the meaning of existence. The 
ideal moral world is its goal. And reason is the 
ruler whose categorical imperative makes freedom and 
morality certain.

Reason, the truthful source of meaningful 
existence, guarantees the meaning of existence-- 
rational human freedom--as well as its final
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purpose--the ideal moral world where virtue and 
happiness harmonize. That is the fundamental drive 
of Kant's critically idealistic rationalism. The ideal 
world is very real. The critiques must defend it from 
all heretical denigrations, even if that defense re
quires a second Copernican Revolution. Kant's critical 
philosophy advances an apologetics for a rational, 
moral faith, for a secular piety tolerant towards any 
faith that does not undermine it. His philosophy 
ensures that human endeavors, and all existence, are 
certain and meaningful because they can serve reason, 
can contribute to rational freedom, and can lead to
wards the ideal moral world.

The critique of taste, I believe, belongs to 
Kant's critical apologetics. This will be made appar
ent in Chapter 9, which will measure the perspectival 
dimensions of Kant's philosophical aesthetics.

4.2. Synthetic Mentalism

The perspective of critical idealism meshes 
thoroughly with Kant's ontology. As is especially 
clear in the Introductions to the Critique of Judgment, 
Kant tends to see structured existences as synthetic 
unities in which mental aspects have priority. And 
that tendency is oriented by a perspective which 
assigns preeminence to reason, supersensible freedom,
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and the ideal moral world as the source, meaning, 
and goal, respectively, of existence.

Commentators usually note, often with dis
approval, that Kant’s Introductions stress the systema
tic unity wrought by the Third Critique. It is mis
taken, in my opinion, to interpret that emphasis as 
the artificial maneuverings of an elderly philosopher 
indulging his passion for a tidy system. Not only 
does this ignore the fact that Kant had planned a 
critique of taste for nearly two decades, but it fails 
to appreciate the strong monistic leanings of Kant's 
philosophy.

There is a push to uncover unity in all 
Kant’s writings, even if it be in the two-sided 
intermediaries between separate parallels, as in 
the Observations. The critical philosophy investi
gates how synthetic unity is possible. That there is 
such unity is neither questioned nor denied, though an 
original ground of unity may surpass the limitations 
of human knowledge. Indeed, a critical investigation 
is needed precisely because human cognition does 
achieve unitary syntheses of perception and cognition. 
That is the only way it can proceed.
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Cognitive elements may have priority, but 
sensible ones remain essential to synthetic unities. 
Without sensibles, only the unity of contentless forms 
is possible, which is not a true unity because it lacks 
diversity. "Thoughts without contents are empty, 
intuitions without concepts are blind" (CPR: A51-B75, 
p. 93). Likewise, moral laws without sensible 
actions are inapplicable, and actions without moral 
laws are amoral. Taste judgments without feeling lack 
taste; feelings without judgments lack shareability.

The ontology which comes through in the 
Third Critique is one which synthetically binds the 
constitutively and regulatively prior unity of the 
cognitive faculties with sensible diversities that 
are nevertheless essential for synthetic unity. I 
choose to characterize that ontology by means of the 
phrase proposed previously: synthetic mentalism.
I shall now point out four of its proclivities.

A priori Constancy and Empirical Processes

In the history of Western philosophy, various 
types of answers have been given to the age-old issue 
of being and becoming, or constancy and process. Some 
philosophies have concentrated their attention on 
constancy and structure, impoverishing their appreci
ation of genesis. Others, such as evolutionistic 
monisms, have viewed constancies as emergences from
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on-going processes. Kant's monism is neither struc
turalistic nor geneticistic. It is a structural- 
genetic monism, or, more accurately, a type of priority 
monism. That is to say, Kant's philosophy tends to 
see a unity underlying both constancy and process, 
but it views constancies as unchanging structures 
that govern the changing processes. Structures remain 
distinct from processes, and yet they connect intimately.

The first two Critiques identify three basic 
constancies. All are unchanging, a priori features 
of human cognition. They either determine or regulate 
fluctuating empirical processes. There are the two 
a priori forms of intuition (space and time); the 
twelve a priori categories of understanding (unity, 
plurality, totality; reality, negation, limitation; 
inherence/subsistence, causality/dependence, community; 
possibility/impossibility, existence/non-existence, 
necessity/contingency); and the four a priori ideas 
of reason (soul, world, freedom, God). Of those, only 
rational ideas do not directly determine experience. 
Rather, they extend experience regulatively, by deter
mining a supersensible realm of noumena which somehow 
grounds experiential phenomena while surpassing 
experience. When practically employed, furthermore, 
the rational ideas determine what ought to happen in 
the fluctuating sensible world.
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The Third Critique argues that there is a 
fourth basic constancy: the a priori principle of 
reflective judgment-power (the formal purposiveness 
of nature for human cognition, both theoretical and 
practical). This is a peculiar constancy, especially 
since it ensures that the other constancies can 
exercise their legitimate control over empirical processes, 
while it itself has little or no such control. When 
the critique of taste treats this peculiar constancy, 
it nearly merges a priori constancy with empirical 
processes in the notion of the sensus communis. Even 
though he repeatedly explores that possibility, however, 
Kant never loses his priority monist's grasp on the 
problem. He refuses to derive constancy from empirical 
processes, just as much as he disallows any slight 
to processes for the sake of constancy.

Unity and Synthesis of the Manifold

Philosophies which deny any primary unity, 
splitting all existence into two or more irreducibly 
diverse regions, can be described as dualistic.
Monistic philosophies, in contrast, affirm an original 
unity within which diversities interconnect. As a 
critical philosopher, Kant discusses the original 
unity of all existence very cautiously. The assump
tion that a basic unity underlies all apparent 
diversity, nevertheless, is fundamental to his philosophy.
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Kant does not question or deny unity, but tries to 
explain how it is possible.

Two complicating factors enter here. The 
first, noted earlier (see p. 105 above), is this:
Kant's Critiques accept the limitations of human know
ledge, even while they probe those limits. Since 
human knowledge always involves diverse elements-- 
sensible and intellectual--humans can never know the 
original unity that they must assume. A second compli
cation, linked to the first, is that those unities 
which can be known, belong to one side of existence, 
the supersensible side of constancy. Thus Kant 
usually combines unity with constancy and diversity 
with processes. Those combinations pose difficulties 
in accounting for unitary processes as processes, 
such as the unity of actual experience.

The Critique of Judgment tries to surmount 
such difficulties through the conception of a reflec
tive judgment-ability with its own self-given principle. 
Reflection according to the a priori principle of 
purposiveness treats diverse processes as if unity 
and constancy reside within them, as if some original 
intellectual intuition has organized diverse processes 
in a constant unitary system. By assuming a priori 
that intellectual unity exists in the empirical
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diversities, reflective judgment-power posits an ori
ginal unity hypothetically, yet necessarily, without 
imposing constancy on processes or unity on diversities, 
and without modifying constant unities in terms of 
diverse processes.

Reflection according to the purposiveness 
principle is, then, Kant's critical explication of 
an assumed original unity which must remain theoreti
cally unknown. The two introductions to the Third 
Critique employ that explication to show how one can 
view various diversities as_ if_ they diverge from an 
original unity, even though one can not know them to 
be unitary bifurcations. Cognition, feeling, and 
desire; understanding, judgment-power and reason;
Nature, Art, and Freedom; law-conformity, purposiveness, 
and final purpose--these all have an underlying unity 
that can be thought but not known.

But with respect to unities that can be 
known, either theoretically or practically, Kant con
tinually argues that they involve diversities dis
tinct from the unities. Diversities can never be 
known purely in terms of their unity. They must 
always become synthetically unified. Accordingly,
Kant arranges cognizable unity and diversity in two-way 
triads of manifoldness, synthesis and unity. Unity 
is the unity of synthesized manifolds. Synthesis
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is always the synthesis of manifolds in terms of 
unity. Manifolds are not pure diversities. They are 
diversities which are, can be, or ought to be syn
thetically unified. Manifold sensations, for example, 
though received sensibly as diversities, are synthesized 
by the imagination and are united by the understanding 
into synthetically whole perceptions.

Obviously the synthesis of manifolds in 
terms of unity is a crucial operation. Synthesis 
imparts an otherwise empty unity to otherwise haphazard 
diversities. It maintains unity as a unity of diver
sities and diversity, as a unified diversity, even 
though unity and diversity may themselves belong to 
diverse poles of an unknown unity.

Triads centered around synthesis occur through
out the Critiques, often as superimposed triads. 
Understanding's categories unify schematically- 
synthesized, manifold intuitions. Theoretically em
ployed, reason's ideas unify judgmentally-synthesized, 
manifold categories. Practically employed, the 
various ideas derive from the basic idea of supersensible 
freedom, a moral law that unifies the will's intentions 
for action.

The Critique of Judgment adds a culminating 
quasi-synthesis to those others. It suggests that
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the freedom idea, which morally specifies the idea 
of the supersensible, unites with theoretically regu
lative ideas of the supersensible substrate of nature, 
such as the idea of the uncaused cause. The ground 
of that unity, the ultimate near-synthesis, if you 
will, is judgmental reflection according to its own 
necessary, hypothetical, a priori idea of the super
sensible as "the principle of the subjective purposive
ness of nature for our cognitive faculty" (CJ: S.57.R2.4, 

B191) . With that principle, human cognition has 
reached the limits for explaining the synthetic unity 
of diversity. At the same time, it has nearly attained 
that original pre-synthetic unity to which all exis
tences seem to belong in Kant's monistic conception.

The Sensible and the Supersensible

A basic reason why original unity can not 
be known is that, according to Kant, there is a basic 
division in all existence between the sensible and 
the supersensible. That division is determined by 
the nature of the human cognitive faculties, the 
highest of which are themselves supersensible.

All human faculties are either sensing or 
thinking faculties. The higher cognitive faculties 
(understanding, judgment-power, reason) are thinking 
abilities, merely intelligible. At the same time
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those work together with sensory faculties of sensa
tion, sensate desire, and sensory feeling. Both 
sides are intrinsic to human awareness.

Since the nature of existences as we know 
them must conform to our modes of knowing, all existences, 
whether human or not, so far as we can tell, are 
either sensible or supersensible, empirical or intelli
gible, natural or free. Human cognition applies two 
distinct kinds of constant a priori laws to two distinct 
kinds of objects--conceptual laws for sensible pheno
mena, and ideational laws for supersensible noumena.

The constant a priori principle of reflective 
judgment-power does not apply to any object at all 
except to judgment-power itself and to reflective 
feeling. Thus the Third Critique does not modify the 
fundamental contrast between the sensible and the 
supersensible. However by connecting sensory feeling 
so intimately with intellective judgment-power in its 
critique of taste, it does promote a smooth transition 
from one pole to the other.

A priori and A posteriori

A fundamental problem for monistic philosophies 
is to explain how the divergent poles of the original 
unity interrelate. Certain explanations have been 
used repeatedly in the European tradition of philosophy.
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Some philosophers have accounted for the interpolar 
relation as one of self-generating opposition; others, 
as a mutual interaction; still others, as a parallel 
determination, or as an influence of higher upon lower. 
In places, the first edition of the Critique of Pure 
Reason seems to explain relations between sensibles 
and intelligibles as parallel determinations by means 
of two-sided intermediates, in the fashion of Observa
tions . But by the time of the second edition, Kant's 
ontology is more like Newton's ennoetism than Leibniz's 
parallel determinism. "Ennoetism" here designates 
a type of mentalist priority monism in which the 
higher, mental regions of existence oversee the lower.

The relation between noumena and phenomena, 
Kant maintains, is one of intellectual a priority and 
empirical a posteriority. Unitary intelligible con
stants mold, guide, and regulate diverse empirical 
processes. However, the former do not use the latter 
as instruments. Neither do they animate lifeless, 
self-changing empiricals. Nor do they exercise a 
merely occasional influence upon the empiricals.
Rather, the supra-temporal, unchanging noumena 
constantly oversee the changing, temporal phenomena.

Phenomena can not initiate relations with 
noumena. But neither should noumena merely transcend 
phenomena in complete independence. The noumena are
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transcendental. Of themselves, and prior to the 
empiricals, they maintain relations with phenomena. 
Constant intelligibles are the a priori conditions 
of the a posteriori empirical processes.

The first two Critiques catalogue the rela
tions among noumena and phenomena as either constitu
tive or regulative relations. The cognitive facul
ties and their a priori principles either determine 
(constitute) or contemplate (regulate) their objects.

The understanding determines all phenomena 
through its a priori categories. Since nature is the 
sum total of all phenomena, the categories are pure 
conceptual rules through which "the understanding 
legislates a priori for nature as an object of 
sense..." (SI: IX.1, B32). The categories then, 
make possible all sensible experience of nature, for 
they constantly determine all sensible experiences 
and, by extension, all phenomena that are experienced 
sensibly.

Reason also determines certain objects.
By employing its a priori ideas practically, reason 
determines all noumena. Those supersensible objects- 
in-idea all belong to the realm of freedom. By 
using its a priori idea of freedom practically, 
"Reason legislates a priori for freedom and its
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peculiar causality as the supersensible in the subject..." 
(SI: IX.1, B32). The rational idea of freedom makes 
possible not only freedom but also all the good objects 
or effects that human freedom intends to bring into 
existence.

So the higher cognitive faculties maintain 
two constitutive relations: categorical legislation 
for sensible nature, and ideational legislation for 
supersensible freedom. In addition, reason has two 
regulative relations to phenomena. In both relations, 
it contemplates nature without legislating for it, 
utilizing the understanding to do so.

First, the theoretical task of reason is 
to urge conceptual understanding on towards a complete 
systematic unity of which reason alone is capable.
In this relation, reason does not impose systematic 
unity upon nature and experience. It merely contem
plates nature as a possible experiential system.

Secondly, besides determining freedom as 
a supersensible causality, the practical task of reason 
includes contemplating nature as a world in which
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the effects intended by freedom ought to take place.
It looks upon nature as an ectype of the archetypal 
moral world, as a world that ought to be a moral 
system even though presently it is not. Using the 
understanding's general concepts of lawfulness, reason 
considers the morality of concrete sensible actions 
to see if the maxims of those actions are lawful 
and therefore moral. Practical, rational contemplation 
allows people to decide on the morality of an intended 
action. All they need do is to ask whether the maxim 
of the intended action could hold as a universal law 
of a nature to which the actor could willingly belong. 
Such contemplation extends specific maxims and sensible 
actions toward a unitary moral system without imposing 
morality upon concrete actions, many of which are 
immoral, irrational, and merely natural.

Through those two regulative relations, 
reason looks at nature as if it were a system with
out constitutively imposing a systematic mold upon 
nature. Similar relations exist between reflective 
judgment and nature, according to the Critique of 
Judgment. Possibly these are the same relations con
sidered from two vantage points, those of reason and 
of judgment-power, respectively.
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The Second Introduction describes judgment- 
power's a priori principle as "a regulative principle 
of the cognitive faculties--although the aesthetic 
judgment on certain objects ... which occasions that 
concept [of purposiveness], is a constitutive principle 
in respect of the feeling of pleasure or displeasure"
(SI: IX.3, M39). In other words, judgmental reflec
tion according to the principle of nature's subjective 
purposiveness regulates our experience of nature and 
determines our feeling of delight in phenomenal 
purposiveness. But perhaps this is a new kind of a 
relation between noumena and phenomena, neither cons
titutive nor regulative so much as it is merely 
reflective.

Kant seems to suggest that reflective judgment- 
power guides its own relation to phenomena according 
to its own a priori hypothesis that nature, in all 
its empirical diversity, can be considered as a 
completely unified system that serves the purposes 
of human awareness. Such reflection does not impose 
unity on nature constitutively. Rather it posits 
a heuristic assumption that points understanding towards 
the ideal of the complete systematic unity that reason 
regulatively requires. By viewing natural phenomena 
as if they actually belong to an empirical system, 
reflective judgment-power posits a priori that it is 
possible theoretically;and practically to systematize
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nature for the sake of reason. Mere reflection 
guarantees the possibility of rational systemization 
without regulatively demanding or constitutively 
imposing any system. Reflective judgment, in brief, 
reinforces the priority of the mental pole of exis
tence by harmonizing the higher cognitive faculties 
that constantly oversee the phenomenal world.

For more insight into the a priori reflec
tive relation, one must consider Kant’s "transcenden
talism," the topic of the next section. First, a 
short recapitulation is in order. If my discussion 
has been accurate, the drift of Kant's ontology in 
his final Critique is towards synthetic mental’ism or 
ennoetism. He tends to merge constancy and unity in 
the supersensibles.which oversee diverse sensible 
processes through the filter of various synthetic 
operations. His ontology assumes that an original 
unity lies beneath all existence. Kant nearly locates 
that original unity in the features of human aware
ness that first receive full critical attention in 
the Third Critique: reflective judgment-power, 
purposiveness, and feeling.
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I have already mentioned that the "Critique 
of Taste" seems to have grown into a Critique of 
Judgment while Kant was focusing his attention upon 
two concepts that he had always tied to taste and 
teleology--reflection and purposiveness (see chap.3, 
pp. 89-91 above). The analysis of Kant's ontology 
has noted three salient features of those two concepts: 
They nearly merge a priori constancy with empirical 
processes. Pointing towards an original unity that 
can not be known, they treat unity as if it resides 
within actual diversities. And they involve neither 
determination nor regulation of phenomena, but mere 
reflection upon them in a manner advantageous to 
determinations and regulations.

However, to catch the central significance 
of reflection and purposiveness for the critical 
philosophy, one must probe its conditional themes.
My discussion of Kant's perspective and ontology could 
not avoid references to those themes. For the cons
tant cognitive a priori's, whether conceptual or 
ideational, are constitutive and regulative conditions 
or laws. They hold universally and necessarily for 
every object and mode of human awareness that they 
make possible a priori. Kant's approach to traditional 
questions of conditionality-- contingency and necessity,

4.3. Transcendentalism
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individuality and universality, actuality and possi
bility, subjectivity and objectivity--winds through, 
the Critiques like a main artery. Analyzing the con
ditional themes in Kant's philosophy takes one into 
its heart. For the critical enterprise pulses with 
a resolution to uncover the constant cognitive a 
priori's that universally and necessarily condition 
synthetical possibilities.

Kant's Critiques investigate all those 
principles that, though not derivable from experience, 
make experience, morality, and beauty-awareness possible. 
They search out the transcendental a priori prin
ciples for all modes and objects of human awareness.
The fundamental direction of their search moves toward 
seeing both individuality and universality in terms 
of each other, while focusing on the universal con
ditions that make individuality possible. Kant's own 
terminology suggests an appropriate label for such 
partial universalism--transcendentalism. Before I 
return to the Third Critique, it may be helpful to 
review Kant's transcendentalist conceptions in the 
other Critiques.
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Conditionality from a New Angle

The Critique of Pure Reason exhibits 
"completely and systematically all the transcendental 
principles of the use of the understanding" (A14 8- 
B188, p. 188) - - the axioms, anticipations, analogies, 
and postulates. It does so on the basis of three 
prior sections. The "Transcendental Aesthetic" has 
exposited space and time as the universal, formal 
conditions for intuiting appearances. The "Analytic 
of Concepts" has explained and validated the categories 
of the understanding as universally necessary con
ditions for synthetically knowing phenomenal objects.
The "Schematism of the Pure Concepts of Understanding" 
has shown imaginative schemata to be universal pro
cedures of synthesizing appearances so that judgment 
can subsume them as phenomenal objects under categories.

Those earlier sections enable Kant to un
cover the sources, kinds, and applications of under
standing’s transcendental principles as universally 
valid, necessarily objective a priori conditions 
constitutive for nature, experience, and theoretical 
cognition. The "Transcendental Dialectic" then pro
ceeds to show how certain rational ideas (soul, 
world, freedom, God), though they transcend experience, 
function, nevertheless, as universally unavoidable 
conditions which regulate experience, leading it
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towards complete systematic unity.

The Critique of Practical Reason argues 
for the supremacy of reason's autonomous moral law 
as the final condition of freedom, morality, and 
pure practical cognition. The moral law is an a priori 
idea by which reason commands itself to be a free 
will, to be a pure practical reason which obligates 
all rational people to intend to act freely according 
to moral maxims, maxims that function formally as 
universal laws. The moral law-idea guarantees and 
defines human freedom in independence from all sensible 
experience. Because of that independence, the moral 
law has universal validity and objective necessity.
It declares a priori that all rational men always 
ought to act from moral intentions, regardless of 
what experience shows to be possible or desirable, 
and regardless of their own contingent circumstances 
and preferences as individuals.

Insofar as the supreme moral law a priori 
determines concepts about good objects of the will, 
those concepts of freedom are also universally 
necessary conditions of morality. The understanding's 
general concept of lawfulness is another such condition, 
one by which freedom concepts can be applied to concrete 
individual actions. In addition, there is one universal,
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subjective incentive to morality: the feeling of 
respect for the moral law, a feeling that inevitably 
arises whenever a will submits freely to the moral 
law. And two ideas, God and immortality, function 
as subjectively necessary conditions of morality.
Humans need those ideas to act morally, but the two 
ideas do not necessarily obligate them to be moral.
For the supreme condition constantly determining 
freedom, morality, and practical cognition of immor
tality and God, is always the autonomous moral law-idea 
of reason: "So act that the maxim of your will could 
always hold at the same time as a principle establishing 
universal law" (CPrR, p. 30).

In the Preface and Introductions alike,
Kant emphasizes that his Critique of Judgment completes 
the search for all the transcendental conditions 
that make possible human awareness. The three prefa
tory questions quoted above (p. 91) ask about the 
source, character, and application of the a priori 
principle(s) of judgment power. It soon becomes 
apparent, however, that Kant is viewing the relation
ship between universal conditions and conditional 
individuality from a new angle. Whereas the other 
Critiques looked for universally valid and objectively 
necessary principles of cognition, the Third Critique 
seeks out a universally valid and subjectively 
necessary transcendental principle which, strictly
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speaking, does not make cognition possible.

To someone familiar with. Kant's terminology, 
his new search immediately seems paradoxical. Since, 
by definition, "a transcendental principle is one by 
means of which is represented, a priori, the universal 
condition under which alone tilings can be in general 
objects of our cognition" (SI: V.1, B17), how can a 
principle that does not make cognition possible be 
transcendental?

I believe Kant would answer along these 
lines: I am inquiring into a universally necessary, 
a priori principle which, although it conditions a 
priori neither theoretical nor practical cognition, 
yet makes possible certain peculiar ways of reflecting 
upon contingent individuality. These ways of reflec
tion are so crucially supportive for theoretical 
and practical cognition that the latter could not 
function properly without them.

Whereas cognition imposes universally 
necessary conditions upon every individual act or 
object of cognition, these modes of reflection consider 
the individuals as individuals and search for their 
universal conditions. Without such reflection, cog
nition would be drastically impoverished. For we could 
never expect that our theoretical inductions and
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practical decisions will move toward the rational 
goal of all cognition--i.e., complete systematic order. 
The transcendental principle governing these beneficial 
modes of reflection originates in reflective judgment- 
power. Its two a priori applications are limited to 
reflective judging itself and to feeling. That answer 
can be heard in Kant's introductory explanations of 
reflective judgment-power and the purposiveness prin
ciple, to which I now turn.

Reflective Judgment-Power

The First Introduction defines reflection thus:
"To reflect (or to deliberate) is to compare and com
bine given representations either with other represen
tations or with one's cognitive powers, with respect 
to a concept which is thereby made possible" (FI: V.l, 
p. 16). Judgment-power (Urteilskraft), according to 
Kant, "is the faculty of thinking the particular as 
contained under the universal" (SI: IV.1, B16). 
Judgment-power that proceeds reflectively--reflektierende 
Urteilskraft, "a mere capacity for reflecting on a 
given representation according to a certain principle 
to produce a possible concept" (FI: V.l, p. 16)--does 
not think how a given universal concept applies to some 
particular representation. Rather it considers how 
a given particular representation leads to some universal 
concept.
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The Critique of Judgment is a critique of 
the capacity of reflective judging. The earlier Cri
tiques dealt with judgment-power as an ability to 
subsume particular representations under the a priori 
categories and ideas of understanding and reason. In 
that capacity, judgment-power was an "in no wise 
independent cognitive capacity" (FI: II.4, p. 9), be
cause the a priori principles governing it were dic
tated by the understanding and reason. It was merely a 
"determinant judgment-power" (b estimmende Urteilskraft) 
whose determinations (of whether particulars fall 
under universals) were themselves determined a priori.

The Critique of Judgment considers judgment- 
power from a new angle, as a capacity for searching 
out universal concepts for given particulars. That 
reflective procedure is not governed by the a priori 
categories or ideas Kant had treated earlier. Re
flection upon that in individuals which can not be 
determined a priori, must lead to universal concepts 
empirically. Kant is considering the universal 
connections among individuals from the standpoint of 
actual individuality and possible universality, not 
from the previous standpoint of the a priori universals 
that make individuals possible. Yet he must show that 
some universal principle makes possible reflection-in- 
search-of-universals.
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Kant illustrates the procedure of reflective 
judging in terms of the problem of theoretical induc
tion (FI: IV, V; SI: V). Even though the trans
cendental principles based on a priori categories are 
universal conditions that make possible experience 
of nature in general, our actual experience meets a 
multitude of natural forms whose empirical unity 
can not be determined by those transcendental principles 
alone. One can find the empirical unity of those 
forms only by reflecting upon them, comparing and 
combining them in order to gain unifying empirical 
concepts or rules. For example, we know a priori 
that every change has its cause. Yet the only way to 
know that certain changes have a common cause is to 
compare and combine various changes until we arrive 
at an empirical concept that unifies various changes 
as the results of one cause.

The goal of understanding, marked out by 
regulative ideas, is to bind all our experiences and 
empirical concepts into a completely unified, logical 
system. In that system, every particular form of 
nature would be united in increasingly more general 
classes, and every class concept would be divided 
exhaustively into its species and subspecies. The 
system is an empirical one, to be attained through 
induction from actual experience. It is not determined 
a priori by the transcendental system of principles
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that make the experience of nature generally possible.
From the transcendental standpoint, an empirical 
system of experience is quite contingent.

The process of theoretical induction requires 
numerous reflective judgments upon the similarities 
and differences of actual particulars. At the same 
time, inductive reflection is an indispensable feature 
of human cognition. Thus the question must arise,
What a priori principle makes reflective judging possible?

The only principle that suffices, is the 
assumption that empirical concepts, rules, laws, or 
universals can be found for all the particular forms 
of nature we actually experience. Reflection must 
assume that the contingent particulars are lawful in 
their contingency; that experience actually has the 
form of a lawful system even though this, transcendentally 
speaking, is a contingent system. Reflective judgment- 
power must hypothesize "the conformity to law on the 
part of that which in itself is contingent" (FI: VI. 2, 
p. 22). Since the lawfulness of contingency is 
purposiveness, the reflective hypothesis is the prin
ciple of the formal purposiveness of nature: "Thus 
the principle of judgment[-power], in respect of the 
form of things of nature under empirical laws generally, 
is the purposiveness of nature in its variety" (SI: IV.4, 
B17) .
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The Transcendental, Subjective Principle of Purposiveness

Both Introductions constantly reformulate 
the principle of purposiveness. Not only is it a 
new principle in the critical philosophy, but also 
it is absolutely essential to the Critique of Judgment.
If judgment-power did not possess that transcendental 
principle a priori, there could not be a Critique of 
Judgment (see Pref.3-5, B4-5). The important role 
Kant assigns the principle should not be overlooked.

It may not be clear yet why Kant calls the 
contingently lawful system of experience a "formal 
purposiveness of nature." A purpose, in Kant'-s con
ception, is either an object created by means of an 
intentional concept, or an intentional concept of what 
an object ought to be (cf. SI: IV.4 and CJ: s.10.1;
B17, 55). When something has a form that could only 
be possible if some concept of the purpose of that 
thing brought the thing into existence, then that 
thing's form is said to display purposiveness. The 
form of nature is the logical system of its empirical 
laws, the system of empirical concepts that are 
derivable from reflection upon the diverse forms of 
nature. Insofar as the form of nature seems to have 
been designed according to a concept of its purpose, 
nature is said to display a purposive form.

When reflection assumes the formal purposiveness
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of nature, then, it assumes that the empirical 
laws or concepts it uncovers, constitute a system 
that serves some preconceived purpose. The purpose 
this system is supposed to serve, is human cognition 
itself, which aims at completely systematic knowledge 
and experience.

Like all candidates for the rank of a tran
scendental principle, the principle of the formal 
purposiveness of nature for cognition must originate 
in some higher cognitive faculty. It must also have 
certain characteristics and a distinct area of appli
cation. The principle of purposiveness can not 
derive from experience, since it makes reflective 
experience possible. It can not derive from the 
understanding. It does not determine experience a 
priori. Nor can it derive from reason, for it neither 
regulates nor transcends experience, but merely 
guides reflection upon experience. The origin of 
the principle of nature's formal purposiveness is re
flective judgment-power itself.

That origin entails certain characteristics. 
It is indeed a transcendental principle, a universally 
necessary, a priori condition that makes cognition 
possible. Yet it is only a subjective principle. 
Unlike the transcendental principles of understanding 
and reason, it does not determine any object a priori.
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It merely represents what reflective judgment-power 
must assume if it is to work at discovering universals 
that bind given empirical particulars into a system.

The transcendental principle of reflection, 
then, applies a priori to a purely subjective 
field. It legislates a priori for no realm of objects, 
neither nature nor freedom, although it has an in
determinant reference to the territory of nature. It 
only holds a priori for reflective judgment-power it
self, not for the objects of reflection. In addition, 
it a priori determines a feeling, a purely subjective 
aspect of human awareness. Kant summarizes:

Such a transcendental principle, 
then, the reflective judgment 
[-power] can only give as a law 
from and to itself. It cannot 
derive it from outside (because 
then it would be the determinant 
judgment [-power]); nor can it pre
scribe it to nature, because reflection 
upon the laws of nature adjusts 
itself by nature, and not nature by 
the conditions according to which we 
attempt to arrive at a concept of it 
which is quite contingent in respect 
of nature (SI: IV.2, B16).

One could justifiably say that the purpos
iveness principle seems fully as hypothetical and 
postulatory as the rational ideas of God and the 
immortal soul. The latter, according to Kant, instruct 
theoretical cognition to proceed as_ i_f it can attain 
fully systematic unity. They also enable people to 
strive unceasingly to obey the moral law as if their
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souls are immortal and God will reward their virtue 
hereafter. Similarly, the principle of purposiveness 
allows reflective judgment-power to work at creating 
a system of experience aŝ  îf some creative understanding 
has already designed nature according to a concept 
of the purpose nature must serve, as far as we are 
concerned--the rational goal of human cognition, a 
complete system of experience and morality.

The First Introduction stresses this point 
through the continual use of the term technic' 
where natural objects are judged as if their possibility 
rested on art" (FI: I.11, p. 8). The principle of 
purposiveness is an hypothesis posited by reflective 
judgment-power that nature can be viewed as if it is 
a work of art, taking "art" (in the broad sense that 
Kant gives it) as anything produced according to some 
plan or purpose. And yet that hypothesis is a trans
cendental principle: it alone makes reflective judging 
possible (cf. FI: V.6, pp. 18-19).

The Transcendental Principle of Taste

Within reflective judgment-power in general, 
Kant singles out two modes of reflection needing 
special critical attention. Each mode perceives or 
represents the purposiveness of nature in its own 
peculiar manner: the one, aesthetically; the other, 
teleologically. But, like all reflective judging,
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both aesthetical judgment-power and teleological 
judgment-power presuppose the principle of the formal 
purposiveness of nature as the transcendental condition 
of their possibility.

When he contrasts these two modes of reflec
tion, Kant emphasizes that only aesthetical judgment- 
power needs a critique in order that the transcen
dental principle which makes possible its judgments 
be exposited and deduced. At the same time, it is 
the critique of aesthetical judgment-power which un
covers the transcendental condition of all reflection:

In a critique of judgment[-power] the 
part containing the aesthetical judgment 
[-power] is essential, because this alone 
contains a principle which the judgment 
[-power] places quite a priori at the 
basis of its reflection upon nature, viz. 
the principle of a formal purposiveness 
of nature, according to its particular 
(empirical) laws, for our cognitive 
faculty, without which the understanding 
could not find itself in nature 
(SI: VIII.3, B30).

More exactly, the critique of taste, which had long
been the entire Third Critique, is the part that
explains and validates the peculiar transcendental
principle of reflective judgment-power.

There is only one deduction or validation 
in the Third Critique. Though entitled a "Deduction 
of [Pure] Aesthetical Judgments," it only focuses 
on the principle of taste judgments and of taste, a 
principle it describes as "the subjective principle
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of judgment [-power] in general" (CJ: s.35.1, B128). 
The "Analytic of the Sublime" and the "Critique of 
Teleological Judgment[-power]" simply map out the 
territory reflective judgment-power can cover as a 
distinct mode of human awareness that has its own 
transcendental principle:

The power of judgment thus reveals 
itself in taste alone, and indeed 
that concerning natural objects, 
as a faculty having its own dis
tinctive principle, and thereby 
claims a place in the general 
critique of the higher faculties of 
cognition which one might not have 
believed it deserved. But once 
the capacity of the judgment for 
setting itself a priori principles 
is granted, it is necessary to determine 
its domain, and for this completion 
of the critique both its aesthetic 
and its teleological powers must be 
recognized as contained in a single 
faculty and as resting on the same 
principle,...(FI: XI.7, p. 48).

Thus the critique of taste continues to figure
prominently in the transcendental approach of the
critical philosophy, even as it had for a couple of
decades before 1790.

Review

Before I begin my exegetical analysis of 
that critique of taste, I should summarize my inter
pretation of Kant's transcendentalism. The issues of 
conditionality, lawfulness or validity are important 
ones in all the Critiques. Kant deals with them by 
searching for transcendental principles in the a priori
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principles of the higher cognitive faculties. Those 
principles are universally necessary conditions which 
make possible all actual, contingent individuality. 
Individuality is important to Kant, but it must be 
looked at in terms of the universal conditions. Con
versely, the transcendental principles must be seen 
in terms of the individual experiences and actions 
they make possible.

But in the Third Critique, two problems 
implicit in Kant's transcendentalism surface. One 
is how to account for modes of awareness in which 
individual experiences can not be determined a priori 
by transcendental principles, but can only be brought 
to universality through comparisons and combinations 
of individual experiences. Kant calls those modes 
"reflective judgment-power." He explains that every 
single reflective judgment presupposes a transcendental 
principle of nature's formal purposiveness. But that 
principle differs from other transcendental principles. 
It applies a priori only to the judging subject's re
flection and feeling, not to any objects.

That peculiarity raises the second problem.
How can a transcendental principle (which, by defini
tion, holds universally and necessarily for every 
single process in a certain mode of objective awareness) 
be subjective? Or, formulated differently, how can
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such a principle guarantee that all people will (or 
ought to) always agree when they engage in reflective 
judging? How can a subjective principle bind together 
all individual reflections when it does not determine 
a priori how those reflections must relate to a 
common world of objects?

Much of the critical enterprise hangs on 
Kant's answer to the latter problem. His answer deals 
with one of the underlying assumptions of transcenden
talism. Kant assumes that transcendental principles 
originating in the higher cognitive faculties give 
universal validity and objective necessity to every 
single experience, judgment, or action that accords 
with those principles. But one of the questions he 
must face is this: What guarantees that those trans
cendental principles are common to all those who 
experience, judge, or act? Certainly not objects, 
for these are themselves made possible by the trans
cendental principles. Then the only guarantee can 
be a transcendental principle that makes it possible 
for all human subjects to share the other trans
cendental principles. If one asks what guarantees 
that that transcendental principle itself is common 
to all human subjects, he is courting skepticism, which 
for Kant is not permissible.

I shall analyze Kant's answer more carefully
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in Chapter 8. But now it is time to turn from the 
philosophical tendencies and the historical background 
of the Critique of Judgment to an exegesis and 
appraisal of its aesthetic theory.

Notes

1 Richard Kroner, Kant's Weltanschauung, tr.
John E. Smith (Chicago: Univ. Chicago Press,
1956), especially the Introduction, pp. 1-5.

2 Kant states the doctrine of transcendental idealism 
thus: "...everything intuited in space or time, 
and therefore all objects of any experience possible 
to us, are nothing but appearances, that is, mere 
representations, which, in the manner in which
they are represented, as extended beings or as 
series of alterations, have no independent exis
tence outside our thoughts" (CPR: A490-91-B518-19, 
p. 439).

3 See Kant's discussion of the ideal world in 
Chapter 2 of the CPrR "Dialectic," where he commends 
Christian ethics because of its notion of "the 
Kingdom of God, in which nature and morality
come into a harmony, which is foreign to each 
as such, through a holy Author of the world..."
(p. 133).
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The nature of aesthetic awareness and aesthetic 
objects is one of the perennial puzzles that eighteenth 
century practicalists planted for their scholarly des
cendants to tend. Is there a distinctly aesthetic region 
of existence that calls for special scientific investi
gation? And if so, what is that region like? Kant's 
Critique of Judgment contains one of the first cogent 
affirmations of aestheticity, although it recommends 
no special science of aesthetics. The next two chapters 
will try to ferret out Kant's conception of aestheticity, 
giving special attention to the aesthetic subject-object 
relation.

However a cautionary note needs to be sounded 
here. One could object to my interest in Kant's views 
on aestheticity, and rightly so. Kant never conceived 
the Third Critique as an analysis of aesthetic aware
ness and objects. He was conducting a critique of 
aesthetical and teleological judgments. Certainly ex- 
positing and deducing aesthetical judgments differs from 
identifying an aesthetic region of existence.

I respect such an objection. I would, in 
fact, place a similar lion in the path of those who
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desiccate the Third Critique into an obscurantic 
treatise on art and biology. But aesthetical judgments 
seem to be very complex phenomena. I prefer to hear 
first what Kant has to say on some more narrowly de
fined, though no less important, topics. To do so,
I shall have to bracket off many of the complicating 
themes that actually occur simultaneously in the text.
If justification be required for my procedure, I can 
point to Kant's own modus operandi. He begins his 
"Critique of Aesthetical Judgment" by isolating the 
qualities that make taste judgments aesthetical, even 
though he thereby departs from the categorical order 
outlined in the First Critique.

Traditionally, questions about the identity 
of aestheticity have arisen in various forms, such as 
these: What is beauty? How are we aware of beauty?
What makes an object beautiful? What makes an experience 
aesthetic? Kant's method is to examine what goes into 
calling objects beautiful, and to uncover the a priori 
principles that make it possible to call objects 
beautiful. His philosophical aesthetics is, as Part 
Three will explain further, a phenomenological de
scription and a transcendental validation and confirma
tion of taste judgments. Within that "Critique of 
Taste," Kant unveils certain features that distinguish 
beautiful objects and the awareness of beauty from 
other kinds of objects and awareness. I hope to extract
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those features now, reserving th.e broad context of 
the "Critique of Taste" for Part Three.
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CHAPTER 5. PRIME FEATURES OF AESTHETIC AWARENESS

It is fairly easy to summarize some of the 
prime features Kant attributes to aesthetic awareness. 
Aesthetic awareness is nonconceptual, disinterested, 
playful, and unintentionally purposive. It is con
siderably more difficult to understand what such 
characterizations mean, both within Kant's own system 
and in terms of the realities he is trying to capture.
If the present chapter evidences some such understanding, 
it will-have met its goal.

5.1. "Aesthetical" Awareness and Feeling

The First Moment locates the essential 
quality of taste judgments in their aestheticity. "The 
judgment of taste is aesthetical," declares the caption 
of section 1. Since the earlier Critiques had used 
the term to designate sensibility in general, Kant 
must explain what "aesthetical" signifies in this con
text. Negatively it means: noncognitional, alogical, 
not objective. Positively it means: determined by 
feeling, based sensorily, merely subjective. Although 
those explanations are fully as stipulative as they 
are descriptive, the resultant exclusion of cognition 
from aesthetical judgments and awareness is a crucial 
operation. The implication is that aesthetic awareness 
is a unique kind of awareness, distinct from ordinary
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perception; from theoretical cognition, which for 
Kant merely intensifies ordinary perception; and from 
all practical cognition, whether moral or otherwise.
Since the separating operation requires a complex 
formula, the factors involved--representation, refer
ence, and determining ground-- deserve an elucidation 
beyond that which Kant gives.

Representation, Reference, and Determining Ground

Kant uses the term "representation" (Vor^
Stellung)to cover any constituent of human awareness 
whatsoever. The First Critique presents the following 
diverse elements in its Stufenleiter of representations 
(A320-B376-77, p. 314): perception (Perception), sensa
tion (Empfindung), knowledge (Erkenntnis), intuition 
(Anschauung) , concept (Begriff) , notion (Notio) , and 
idea (Idee). When he divides representations into 
aesthetical (sensible) and logical (supersensible or 
intelligible), Kant draws the line at intuition.

No matter what they are like, all representations 
can be related in various ways. Relating or referring 
representations, either to one another or to the re
presentational faculties (Vorstellungskräfte or Vorstellungs- 
vermögen, is the general function that Kant calls 
judgment-power (Urteilskraft). Judgments (Urteile)
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are intellectual functions that relate representations, 
of whatever sort those latter may be. The distinguishing 
mark of a judgment is not the sort of representation it 
relates, but rather the kind of reference (Beziehung) 
it gives the representations.

Two basic judgmental references are possible: 
to the judging subject or to the represented object. 
Judgment-power accomplishes the former reference solely 
by means of sensory functioning. It simply connects 
the representation with a sensory self-consciousness; 
i.e., with a feeling or sensation of the internal state 
of the subject's representational faculties. Relations 
that bind representations to the judging subject by 
means of feelings are aesthetical judgments. On the 
other hand, references to represented objects always re
quire logical functioning or understanding (Ver stand). 
They connect representations with concepts of the object 
represented. Relations that tie representations to 
represented objects by means of concepts are logical 
or cognitional judgments. So the reference, not the 
sort of representations.referred, marks a judgment as 
aesthetical or logical. Kant's example makes this 
clear: "Given representations in a judgment can be 
empirical (consequently, aesthetical); but the judgment 
which is formed by means of them is logical, provided 
they are referred in the judgment to the object"
(CJ : s.1.2, B38).1
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Kant uses the phrase "determining ground" 
(Bestimmungsgrund) to designate the means by which judg
ments refer representations. That phrase has several 
layers of meaning. In the first place, as Walter Cerf 
correctly claims, Kant uses "determining ground" as 
a generic term for both "cause" and "reason." Thus, 
for example, Kant connects feelings to judgments as 
links in the causal chain between the represented object 
and the judging subject. At the same time, he treats 
feelings as the reasons why aesthetical judgments declare 
objects to be pleasant or beautiful. Sometimes feelings 
seem to cause aesthetical judging; in other contexts, 
feelings seem to arise out of such judging; in still
other places, they merely provide the basis upon which

2aesthetical judgments are pronounced.

Said differently, just as he treats judgments 
both as propositional statements and as functional 
relations, Kant employs "determining grounds" both as 
propositional predicates and as means of referral.
Usually the functional meaning predominates, however.
The basic separation Kant draws between functional 
determining grounds is the familiar one between aesthe
tical (sensory) and logical (intelligible). In the 
example quoted above (p.145), both the reference to 
represented objects and the logical determining ground-- 
a concept--distinguish the judgment as a logical one, 
even though it refers aesthetical representations.
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Likewise the proposition ’’This rose is beautiful" em
bodies an aesthetical judgment, not because it states 
a relation between aesthetical representations, first 
of all, but because it signifies a reference of the 
represented rose to the judging subject by means of an 
aesthetical determining ground--through a feeling of 
pleasure. As propositions, all aesthetical judgments 
"can...be defined as that sort of judgment whose pre
dicate can never be...a concept of an object..."
(FI: VIII.4, p. 28). As functional relations, aesthetical 
judgments are references "whose determining ground can 
be no other than subjective" (s. 1.1, B37) .

Kant's description of taste judgments in 
section 1 is plain if one has grasped the ramifications 
of the terms "representation," "reference" and "deter
mining ground." Taste judgments are "aesthetical" or 
noncognitional because their determining grounds are 
feelings. A thing is called beautiful when a feeling 
of pleasure is bound up with the representation of that 
thing during the act of judging it. In other words, 
the aesthetic awareness of beauty seems to be mainly 
a matter of feeling, unlike other modes of awareness.
An inquiry into Kant's conception of feeling is thus 
in order here.
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Feeling

Kant never deviated much, from the descriptions 
of feeling laid down in his precritical Observations.

3The feeling of pleasure and displeasure is an inner 
sense that rests more upon the disposition of a subject 
than upon the characteristics of external objects.
That conception fits into the prevalent eighteenth- 
century view of feelings as psychic occurrences within 
the knowing subject. They are not material; but material, 
external objects usually cause them to arise, although 
Kant, for one, also claims that feelings are aroused 
by the subject affecting itself.

As he was formulating his critical philosophy, 
Kant also began to refine his anthropology significantly. 
Rather than simply classifying human capacities as 
either sensible or intellectual, he began to distinguish 
three irreducible faculties of the mind: representation, 
desire, and feeling, each of which had its sensible 
and intellectual sides. That refinement reinforced an 
implicit demarcation between feeling and representation

4or cognition. Kant already notes a demarcation in 
the First Critique: "feeling is not a faculty whereby 
we represent things, but lies outside our whole faculty 
of knowledge..." (A801-B829n, p. 633n). He draws the 
line even more firmly in his Introductions to the 
Third Critique (cf. FI: III; SI: III. 3 and IX. 3) .
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The separation of feeling from representation 
entails, among other things, Kant's argument that 
feeling is not the same as sensation. A sensation is 
a representation that can function cognitionally, 
while a feeling "must always remain merely subjective 
and is absolutely incapable of functioning as re
presentation of an object..." (s.3.3, C7).^ The 
noncognitional, nonrepresentational character of feeling 
also entails its mere subjectivity, as the sentence 
just quoted indicates. For Kant restricts the aware
ness of objects to cognitional or representational aware
ness. Feelings thus are merely subjective--noncognitional, 
private, psychic occurrences that perhaps can not be 
shared.

The notion that feelings are merely subjective 
because they are noncognitional [and vice versa) is as 
questionable as it is equivocable.̂  Nevertheless it 
decisively informs Kant's conceptions of feeling and 
of aesthetic awareness, and it constitutes a basic 
premise in his argument that taste judgments are aesthe- 
tical because feelings serve as their determining grounds.

Given that feelings are not representations 
nor sensations, one can ask what feelings are. Kant 
has surprisingly little to say on this point. Perhaps 
less surprisingly if one grants Kant his claim that 
noncognitional constituents of human awareness can not
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be grasped conceptually:
...pleasure and displeasure, not being 
inodes of cognition, cannot be defined 
in themselves; they can be felt, but 
not understood. One can see, therefore, 
that they can only receive an 
explanation, a very inadequate one at 
best, through the influence which 
a representation exerts by means of 
this feeling on the activity of the 
mental powers (FI: VIII.14, p. 36).

One could, of course, say with equal plausibility that
noncognitional functions can be more easily understood
than cognitional ones. Nevertheless, Kant repeats his
claim that feelings are nearly ineffable in the
"Introduction" to his Metaphysic of Morals. The same
passage gives a succinct description of feeling worth
quoting:

But we call the capacity for pleasure 
or pain at a representation "feeling" 
because both of these comprise what is 
merely subjective in the relation to our 
representation and contain no reference 
to an object which could give us knowledge 
of the object (or even knowledge of our 
own state). Even sensations have, over 
and above the quality (e.g., red or sweet) 
added to them by the subject's nature, a 
reference to an object, which is part 
of our knowledge of the object. But 
pleasure or pain (at red or sweet) 
expresses nothing at all in the object, 
but simply a relation to the subject.
For this reason we cannot give a more 
precise description of pleasure and 
pain in themselves. We can at most 
only make them recognizable in usage 
by citing the results they have in cer
tain relations.'7

In a footnote to that paragraph, Kant calls feeling 
"the effect of the representation (which may be either 
sensuous or intellectual) on the subject, [which] belongs
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to sensibility, although the representation itself may 
belong to understanding or reason" (MM: I.3n, p. 8n).

Such descriptions lead me to interpret Kant's 
conception of feeling as follows: Feeling is the 
noncognitional, sensory consciousness that the epistemic 
subject has of its own mental state. Feelings accom
pany representations and are caused by representations, 
but they themselves are not representations. There
fore they have no intrinsic ties to objects, but only 
to the subject's own mental state. Understandably,
Kant calls judgments based on feelings aesthetical, non
cognitional, subjective. In particular, taste judgments 
upon beautiful objects are aesthetical because they 
refer given representations of objects by means of 
a feeling; i.e., by means of a nonrepresentational, 
noncognitional, non-objective kind of consciousness.
The awareness of beautiful objects rests upon a sensory 
self-consciousness that is non-objective. Here al
ready the crucial paradox in Kant's aesthetics begins 
to appear. How can the aesthetic awareness o£_ ob jects 
be merely subjective? I shall be returning to that 
paradox frequently.
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5.2. Disinterested Favor

The first section of the "Analytic of the 
Beautiful" isolates the awareness of beauty as a 
uniquely noncognitional mode of feeling-awareness by 
calling taste judgments "aesthetical." But more is 
needed to differentiate taste judgments from other 
judgments that involve feelings. Sections 2-5 therefore 
examine the kind of references and the sorts of feelings 
tied up with such judgments. Kant's conclusion is 
that only when someone calls an object beautiful does 
he refer representations to the subject merely by means 
of feeling.

In other words, taste judgments about beauty 
are the only kind of feeling-judgments that bind up 
a pure feeling of pleasure with the given representations. 
Occasionally Kant calls that pure feeling "favor"
(Gunst--s.5.2, B44), a designation I shall utilize much 
more extensively than Kant. The other kinds of feeling- 
judgments determine objects to be pleasant, useful, or 
good by means of feelings controlled by sensate desires or 
by intentional concepts. Kant contrasts the pure feeling 
for beauty from these other feelings by calling it 
"an entirely disinterested satisfaction or dissatisfaction. 
The object of such satisfaction," he adds, "is called 
beautiful" (s.5.4, B45).
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The quality that sets taste judgments apart 
from all. other feeling-judgments--disinterestedness-- 
is the distinguishing mark of beauty-awareness or 
"aesthetic awareness" in Kant's conception. Kant has 
inherited the notion of disinterest from Shaftesbury 
and his successors. It has similar connotations for 
him as- for Shaftesbury— free from all private, selfish 
interests, and free from all pragmatic and moral 
interests as well.

Kant defines an interest as "the satisfaction
we combine with the representation of the existence of
an object" (s.2.1, B38). So taste judgments based on
a purely disinterested satisfaction are "indifferent
as regards the existence of an object..." (s.5.1, B43-44):

Everyone must admit that a judgment 
about beauty in which the least interest 
mingles, is very partial and is not 
a pure judgment of taste. We must 
not be in the least prejudiced in favor 
of the existence of the things, but 
be quite indifferent in this respect, 
in order to play the judge in things 
of taste (s.2.1, B39).

That is to say, to be aware of beauty we must merely
feel favor in its presence, without wanting to own,
use, define, or revere it. Accordingly, judgments that
articulate an awareness of beauty have an entirely
disinterested favor as their determining ground, unlike
other judgments that involve feelings.
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Judgments that call things pleasant 
(angenehm) should not be confused with taste judg
ments, Kant argues. The former report personal prefer
ences for certain things because those things stimulate 
sensations that are felt to be gratifying an individual's 
inclinations. People are very interested in the exis
tence of such gratifying objects. Judgments that call 
something good (gut) are also unacceptable candidates 
for the status of a taste judgment. Actually there 
are two kinds of judgments here: a pragmatic one which 
says something pleases because it is good for some 
purpose; and a moral one which says something pleases 
as a good purpose in itself. Both utilize concepts.
The feeling of pleasure articulated in the predicate 
"good" is one that arises only if the object can be 
represented as an existent object that fulfills some 
preconceived purpose. It is a feeling of respect for 
an object that meets our intentional concepts as to 
what ought to exist.

Thus the essential differences between the 
various kinds of feeling-judgments hinge on their 
references and on the sorts of feelings they involve.
A pathological judgment such as "This food is pleasant" 
reports that the flavor of this food is felt to 
gratify the subject's private, sensate inclinations.
A pragmatic judgment such as "This is good food,"
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properly formed, refers the representation of the food 
to a concept of healthfulness. It declares that the 
food meets with a feeling of approval for something that 
fulfills our intentions to be healthy. A moral judg
ment such as "That is a good deed," properly formed, 
refers the representation of the deed to the moral law 
which determines what deeds fulfill its demands. It 
decides that the deed ought to meet with a feeling of 
respect for something that fulfills moral intentions.
But a true judgment of taste such as "This flower is 
beautiful" simply connects the representation of the 
flower with the subject's feeling of delight. It says 
that the flower pleases in itself, regardless of whether 
the existent flower gratifies sensate inclinations or 
meets with esteem because it fulfills intentional concepts 
about its purpose.

Some commentators have scored Kant's notion of
disinterested favor as an insufficient and unnecessary
delineation of aesthetic awareness. Crawford contends
that beautiful objects not only "maintain our interest
by holding our attention when we are experiencing...
them," but also "hold our attention by keeping us
interested in them, even after the experience of them

8has ended." Knox bemoans the fact that "Kant's 
analysis of the disinterestedness of the judgment of 
taste... divorces the aesthetic experience from all 
content and meaning and transforms it into a 'no-man's
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land* of detached and abstract feeling."

Nevertheless, the notion of disinterestedness 
has become, as White observes, "one of the hallmarks 
of modern aesthetics, and with good reason, I believe. 
For Kant has used that notion to show that the aware
ness of beauty is a unique mode of awareness, and that 
judgments articulating such aesthetic awareness are a 
unique kind of judgment. That move is historically 
irreversible. Despite some valid criticisms that have 
been raised against the notion of disinterested favor, 
Kant's successors have only two alternatives. If they 
object, they must either replace disinterestedness with 
a more penetrating description of aesthetic awareness, 
or, if they choose to, show that the unique mode Kant 
isolates can actually be reduced to some other kind of 
awareness.

Both alternatives have been attempted. Yet 
somehow the notion of disinterestedness has remained 
strong, even though it is predominantly a negative 
description. The dearth of influential alternatives 
suggests to me that perhaps Kant has laid his finger 
on a distinct region of awareness that seems highly 
elusive to the Western mind. I do have some difficulties 
with his characterization of aesthetic awareness, how
ever, even though I can not propose a better one at 
this point.

9
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Questions about "Disinterested" Aesthetical Awareness

In the first place, I question whether a pure 
feeling of disinterested favor can adequately separate 
aesthetic, awareness from the realm of sensory aware
ness that psychologists study. At best, Kant has iso
lated a special sort of sensory awareness. Even if 
feelings are merely consciousnesses of internal mental 
states, they are sensory consciousnesses, functions 
of an "internal sense" (s.9.7-9, B53-54). The feeling 
of disinterested favor can only be a peculiarly aesthetic 
feeling or sense. But then the nature of aesthetic 
awareness itself must still be explained, unless one 
is content to equate aesthetic awareness with -sensory 
awareness of a special sort. Kant takes the latter 
option, it seems. Disinterested favor, for him, is 
that constituent of beauty-awareness which distinguishes 
it from all other composites of feeling and judgment.
This raises a second difficulty.

What I call "aesthetic awareness," Kant always 
discusses in terms of taste. Where I would say that 
taste judgments articulate an awareness of beauty, Kant 
apparently sees no distinction. Being aware of beauty 
is the same as passing a taste judgment in Kant's 
account. Given his anthropology, with its three 
irreducible faculties, I can understand why Kant would
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not find a new faculty for the awareness of beauty, 
explaining it instead by means of taste as a composite 
of cognition and feeling, as a "faculty of judging... 
by means of an entirely disinterested satisfaction"
(s.5.4, B45). Yet the paradoxes that ensue, indicate 
this treatment is fundamentally misconceived.^ Aesthetic 
awareness is distinct from both sensory and logical modes 
of awareness. It is not some special mixture.

In this connection, I have problems with Kant's 
equation of "aesthetical," "based on feeling," "subjec
tive," and "noncognitional." What is any more subjective 
about a feeling as compared to a sensation or a concept? 
If, as Kant seems to acknowledge, feelings accompany the 
awareness of certain sorts of objects, then feelings 
must have objective reference. What apparently misleads 
Kant's discussion is his view that awareness refers to 
objects only under the aegis of concepts or logical 
functioning. Feelings, being nonconceptual, can not 
refer to objects, then, except when judgmental functioning 
connects feelings with representations that have been 
given objective reference conceptually.

But why should objective reference be tied 
to conceptual awareness? It would seem that even animals, 
to whom Kant does not assign conceptual awareness, are 
aware of objects and have feelings toward objects.
Besides, the isolation of a pure feeling of favor as
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a cognitively disengaged determining ground seems a 
tortuous way to say that our awareness of beauty differs 
from our normal sensory or cognitive awareness. If 
conceptualizing is a fundamental part of human awareness, 
even feelings of favor must be bound up with conceptualiz
ing. Kant runs the risk of denying that truism because 
he has tied objectivity to conceptual cognition, and 
has equated beauty-awareness with a "merely subjective" 
form of noncognitional judging.

Despite such difficulties, however, I still 
assume that Kant is arguing for the unicity of aesthetic 
awareness. His argument takes on more depth when he 
specifies the kind of mental state that accompanies 
a feeling of disinterested favor.

5.3. Free Interplay

The notion that a mental state of free inter
play accompanies the feeling of favor is a significant 
one in Kant’s aesthetics. It allows him to follow 
Diderot's lead in placing the harmony, proportion, and 
relationality that was traditionally connected with 
beauty within the human subject who is aware of beauty.
It enables him to explain the peculiar universality 
and necessity of judgments whose determining ground is 
merely subjective. It introduces another influential 
concept into modern aesthetics, the concept of play.
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And, in my opinion, it captures a prime feature of 
aesthetic awareness.

Kant's first detailed explanation of free 
interplay occurs in the last section (9) of the Second 
Moment. The notion figures prominently thereafter in 
Kant's phenomenology and validation of taste judgments, 
as Chapters 7 and 8 will show. All that is required 
in the present context is a general summary of what 
free play has to do with aesthetic awareness in Kant's 
theory.

Two of the basic functions required for 
any awareness of sensible objects are, according to 
Kant's general epistemology, imaginative apprehension 
and verständlich conceptualization. A third is the 
judgmental relating of those two. Beautiful objects 
are sensible, so all three of the basic functions are 
required to be aware of beautiful objects. But 
beauty-awareness is distinct from normal perception.
The former is bound up with a peculiar feeling of dis
interested favor. Part of its peculiarity is that when 
people call something beautiful, they do so on the 
basis of that feeling, not as a private preference, 
nor as a conceptually determined feeling of respect, 
but as a self-consciousness of a mental state they 
assume all humans should share. This mental state is 
the playful harmony that they feel between their
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imagination and understanding while they are aware of 
the beautiful object.

The precise nature of that harmonious inter
play is never very clear in Kant's theory. Imagina
tion seems to awaken a noncognitional thinking in the 
understanding, and understanding seems to keep imagina
tion from irregular flights of fancy that would take 
it away from the object at hand. The act of taste 
judging refers the represented object to this playful 
mental state by means of the disinterested favor 
called up by that mental state. Three points are impor
tant for Kant in view of his validation of taste 
j udgments.
Cl) Imagination and understanding are in free play

since "no definite concept limits them to a
definite rule of cognition" Cs.9.4, B52).

C2) They are in a harmony , and interfacuity harmony
is requisite for any cognition whatsoever.

C3) This freely harmonious interplay comes to
consciousness as a feeling of disinterested
favor, and only in that manner:

In the case of a relation based on no 
concepts at all..., there is no other 
consciousness of it possible than 
through sensing its effect; and this 
effect consists in the easier play of 
both mental powers Cimaginati°n an<l 
[understanding]), animated by their 
mutual harmony Cs*9.9, C2 3).



Kant seldom becomes more explicit about the nature of 
the free play relation itself and the sorts of functions 
it involves.

Yet, in my view, Kant’s conception of play 
pinpoints the unique character of aesthetic awareness 
more effectively than the correlative notion of 
disinterested favor. For it sets aestheticity apart 
from other modes of awareness, especially that of 
ordinary cognition. Meanwhile it also indicates the 
close interconnections among the various modes.

Being aware of beauty, Kant seems to say, 
is a special sort of act. It involves apprehending 
and thinking about a represented object playfully, 
without any concern to use, define, or classify it.
When we ordinarily meet objects, we try to determine 
what they are and how we should act towards them. But 
when we meet them as beautiful objects, we simply let 
our attention play with them. These playful acts,
Kant indicates on the other hand, are not so special 
that they differ completely from acts of ordinary 
cognition. The two kinds of acts involve the same 
functionings (imaginative apprehension, conceptualiza
tion, and judgmental reference), but differently 
qualified. Apprehension and thinking are both playful 
in an aesthetic act. They are both definitional in a 
cognitive act.

- 16 2 -
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The "General Remark" appended to section 2 2 
tends to confirm my interpretation of Kant's conception. 
There Kant suggests that during the act of taste 
judging, the beautiful object furnishes the imagination 
with, a form it would have produced itself if it were 
functioning as a poetic imagination that freely creates 
intuitional forms which always harmonize with the 
lawfulness CGesetzmassigkeit) of the understanding. That 
is to say, in apprehending the form of a beautiful 
object, imagination plays freely, not bound by the 
conceptual laws of understanding. Yet this playful 
apprehension agrees with the lawfulness of the under
standing, which itself is in a state of free lawfulness, 
playing nonconceptually with the apprehended form.
The forms of beautiful objects have a free regularity 
CRegelmassigkeit) that permits "a free and indefinite 
purposive entertainment of the mental powers with what 
we call beautiful, where the understanding is at the 
service of imagination, and not vice versa" (s.22GR.4), 
B79). In the act of recognizing a beautiful object, then, 
both imagination and understanding retain their 
essential functionings. But those are integrated as 
playful rather than as definitional functionings.

Although it may be a fruitful way to isolate 
aestheticity as a peculiar mode of awareness, I see 
a major difficulty in Kant's attempt to retain cognitive
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functionings but qualify them playfully. To do so
properly, he would need to specify the prime functioning 
that integrates apprehension and thinking in a playful 
act--i.e. playing itself.

So far as I can discern, Kant argues that 
free interplay is just a relation instituted during 
the act of taste judging. But I wonder: What functioning 
in the act of taste judging institutes the free play 
relation? Imaginative apprehension? Conceptualization 
or thinking? Judgmental reflection? If any of these, 
what leads it to deviate from its ordinary manner of 
functioning? Certainly not the beautiful objects. Those 
come to be recognized as beautiful only if the free play 
relation has been instituted and felt. Nor does the 
feeling of favor initiate the free play relation, since 
favor is based on the effect of that relation.

I shall reconsider those questions in the 
sequel, where I shall suggest that if one acknowledges 
play as a distinct kind of functioning, then one has 
a way to distinguish aesthetic awareness from ordinary 
cognition while retaining their interconnections. But 
first I must examine how Kant's notion of purposiveness 
handles the problem of what initiates the free play 
relation, as well as related issues in the ontology 
of aesthetic awareness.



5.4. The Form of Purposiveness

Kant develops purposeless purposiveness as 
a unique characteristic of aesthetic awareness in 
the Third Moment. The lengthiest and most obscure 
part of the "Analytic of the Beautiful," this Moment 
has spawned several conflicting interpretations of 
Kant's aesthetic theory. One could even claim that 
any assessment of Kant's aesthetics hinges on a grasp 
of his notion of purposiveness, a crucial notion for 
the entire Critique of Judgment, as my fourth chapter 
pointed out.

If my subsequent analysis proves correct, 
there are at least three levels of relations in the 
purposiveness Kant connects with aestheticity. The 
primary level, at least for Kant's inquiry into the 
subjective functionings that allow us to call objects 
beautiful, is "the form of purposiveness." It will 
become evident during the rest of the present chapter 
that that form is the fundamental intrasubjective 
relation within acts of aesthetic awareness. That 
form of purposiveness is identical to the state of 
free play, in other words. Chapter 6 will traverse th 
other two relational levels in aesthetic purposiveness 
the relation between aesthetic awareness and aesthetic 
objects, and the relations within aesthetic objects;
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or, in Kant's terminology, formal purposiveness, and 
the forms that are subjectively purposive, respectively.

General Purposiveness and Purposeless Purposiveness

No small amount of obscurity stems from 
the introductory section (10) of the Third Moment, 
entitled "Of purposiveness in general." Unless it 
be clarified, the subsequent sections will remain largely 
unintelligible.

Kant begins with a general definition of pur
posiveness. Purposiveness is the ability of a concept 
to realize the purpose it intends to bring into exis
tence: "...purposiveness (forma finalis) is the causality 
of a concept with respect to its obj ect" (s.10.1, C24).
In the following paragraph, he mentions a "purposiveness 
without purpose." One immediately must wonder whether 
such a purposeless purposiveness shares anything with 
general purposiveness other than the same designation.

Purposes, as Kant conceives them, are objects 
that can be regarded as the objects of intentional 
concepts, the latter being concepts according to which 
humans create or obtain the objects they desire:
"If the concept of an object is regarded as the cause 
of the object (as the real source of its possibility), 
then that object is a purpose;..." (s.10.1, C24). An
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example of a purpose is the artefact a craftsman 
designs according to a plan that precedes and governs 
his work. If someone asks the craftsman why he is 
working in a certain way, he will reply that he must 
do that in order to realize the purpose he intends.
His plan or intentional concept is purposive when it 
results in the intended purpose. Whenever we come 
across such an artefact, we think that it exists only 
because someone made it according to a plan or inten
tional concept:

Hence, where not just the knowledge 
of an object, but the object itself 
(its form or existence) is thought 
to be an effect that is possible 
only through a concept of this effect, 
there we conceive of a purpose. The- 
[representation] of the effect here 
determines the cause to its action and 
is prior to [that cause] (s.10.1, C24).

Having generally defined purpose and purposive
ness, Kant then declares that certain phenomena are 
perceived to be purposive. This is a strange twist.
Kant has just said that intentional concepts are pur
posive when they cause their purpose to exist. How, 
then, can phenomena such as "an object, or a state of 
mind, or even an action [be] called purposive" (s.10.2, 
B55)? Kant seems to be reversing the direction of 
purposiveness completely. He speaks now as if the in
tentional concept lies outside the human mind; the 
purpose, within the human mind; and the causality which 
realizes the purpose, in phenomena.
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The "as if" is very important here. Kant 
rejects metaphysical speculations upon a superhuman 
intelligence that realizes its purposes through pheno
mena. Instead, he argues that humans simply must call 
certain things purposive. Why? Because we can only 
grasp how these phenomena are possible by assuming that 
they realize the intentional concepts of some will, 
without saying that that will actually makes those 
phenomena possible. Since the purposivenesses of such 
phenomena are not actually known to be realizations of 
intentional concepts (either human or superhuman), they 
have a purposiveness without purpose:

It follows that there can be purposive
ness without purpose, if, namely, we 
do not assert a will to be the cause 
of this form, but yet cannot render 
its possibility intelligible to our
selves in any other way than by 
deriving it from a will.... Thus 
we may at least observe a purposive
ness of form and--though by reflection 
only--discover it in objects without 
presupposing a purpose ... (s . 10 . 2 , C25) .

The remainder of the Third Moment takes beauti
ful objects to be prime examples of phenomena reflec
tively perceived to be purposive without purpose. The 
description of their purposiveness as "subjective" 
and "formal" reveals the reverse direction Kant has in
troduced into his general conception of purposiveness.
The purposiveness of beautiful objects is "subjective" 
in the sense that they bring about a certain subjective 
state of mind without actually realizing intentional
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concepts. Their purposiveness is "formal" in the 
sense that no intentional concepts are actually realiz-
ing real human purposes through those beautiful objects. 
Reflective perception of beautiful objects considers 
them as bringing about a certain subjective state just 
as if nature intended to realize that state through the 
beautiful objects. Reflection does not cognize beauti
ful objects as purposes realized by human intentional 
concepts. The representations of beautiful objects, 
then, are perceived as formally and subjectively pur
posive in the sense that they are perceived as uninten
tionally occasioning a certain subjective state. That 
state is one of free interplay.

Free Play: The Form of Purposiveness

Among the various purposive factors Kant 
mentions--the represented objects, the feeling of favor, 
the free interplay between imagination and understanding 
--the latter relation seems to be the rock bottom to 
any awareness of the subjective purposiveness of beauti
ful objects. Section 9, as my eighth chapter will demon
strate, grounds the universal shareability of favor upon 
that universally shareable mental state. So too, 
section 11 grounds the favor felt for subjectively pur
posive representations upon the free play relation 
occasioned by the representations.

12
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The free play relation, so far as we feel
it, is the ground upon which we stand to determine
whether an object is beautiful. This seems to be Kant's
meaning when he announces in the caption of section 11,
"The sole ground of the judgment of taste is the form
of [the] purposiveness of an object (or of the mode
of representing the object)" (C25), and when he concludes:

Therefore what constitutes the 
satisfaction that we judge to be 
universally sharable apart from 
any concept, can be nothing else 
than this--the subjective purposive- 
ness in the representation of an 
object without any purpose (either 
objective or subjective); thus the 
mere form of purposiveness, so far 
as we are conscious of that form in 
the representation whereby an object 
is given us--this constitutes that 
satisfaction and, consequently, this 
form of purposiveness is the deter
mining ground of the judgment of 
taste (s.11.2, my translation).

If the free play relation is the basic form 
of the purposiveness reflectively perceived in the 
representation of a beautiful object, the concluding 
definition of the Third Moment raises a problem. That 
definition reads: "Beauty is the form of the purposive- 
ness of an object, so far as this [form] is perceived 
in it [the object] without any representation of a 
purpose" (s. 17. 7, B73) . Is Kant saying that beauty 
is the free play of imagination and understanding?
Or, in other words, is beauty merely a certain kind of 
intrasubjective relation within acts of aesthetic
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awareness for Kant?

I have suggested earlier that one's evaluation 
of Kant's aesthetics hinges on grasping his notion 
of purposiveness. If such be the case, one's answers 
to the questions just posed will turn his assessment 
in a definite direction. For the questions concern 
Kant's attempts to solve, via the notion of purposive
ness, an enigma central to aesthetics since its birth 
under the midwifery of rationalist philosophy-- the 
puzzle of whether beauty is subjective, objective, or 
both.

I am asking, therefore...Does Kant completely 
"subjectivize" beauty? Does he recognize aesthetic 
objects? If so, how does he characterize them? How 
does he explain their relationships to aesthetic aware
ness? And so I turn to Chapter 6, which will consider 
how Kant's notion of purposiveness deals with the 
subjective-objective distinction in aestheticity.
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All subsequent internal citations refer to the 
Critique of Judgment, unless otherwise indicated.
The letters "B," "C," and "M" designate the 
translation used, whether Bernard's, Cerf's, 
or Meredith's, respectively.
See Walter Cerf, Translator's Introduction to 
Analytic of the Beautiful, by Immanuel Kant 
(Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, Library of Liberal 
Arts, 1963), pp. ix-x. I shall return to the 
causal side of feeling as a determining ground 
for taste judgment in Chapter 6.
J. H. Bernard translates "das Gefühl der Lust 
und Unlust" as "the feeling of pleasure and pain." 
"Pain" is too narrow. "Displeasure" is probably 
more accurate, and it is the term I am using to 
indicate "Unlust."
It should also be noted that Kant conceives 
"das Gefühl etc." as a general faculty. Particular 
feelings are functions of that faculty, just 
as judgments are functions of judgment-power 
(Urteilskraft). A "satisfaction" (Wohlgefallen) 
is the pleasurable result of the functioning of 
the feeling-faculty. But it is rather cumbersome 
always to translate "das Gefühl etc." as "the 
feeling of pleasure and displeasure," and 
"Wohlgefallen" as "satisfaction." I think that 
using the term "feeling" to cover all those 
phenomena streamlines my discussion without 
obscuring Kant's meaning.
So far as I can determine, the general faculty 
of representation (Vorste1lungsvermögen) is iden
tical for Kant to the general faculty of cognition 
(Erkenntnisvermögen). All representations, whether 
sensations, intuitions, concepts or ideas, can 
function cognitionally.
Cf. SI: VII.1-2, B25-26 > and pp. 385- 89 below. Kant 
often invites misinterpretation by using the terms 
"sensation" or "subjective sensation" when he 
properly means "feeling."

Walter Cerf gives an excellent critique of the 
mere subjectivity of feeling in his Translator's 
Introduction (cf. n.2 above). My discussion of 
Kant's conception of feeling owes much to Cerf's 
insightful analysis.
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7 In The Doctrine of Virtue: Part II of "The 
Metaphysic of Morals," tr. with an Introduction 
and Notes by Mary J. Gregor, with a Foreword
by H. J. Paton, (New York: Harper and Row,
Harper Torchbooks, 1964), pp. 7-8.
The reader may also want to consult excerpts 
from the Second Book ("The Feeling of Pleasure 
and Displeasure ") of Kant's Anthropology, trans
lated by Cerf, op. cit. , pp. 1T9- 70’.

8 Donald W. Crawford, Kant's Aesthetic Theory 
(Madison: Univ. Wisconsin Press, 1974), p. 51 
(hereafter cited internally as Kant's Aesthetic 
Theory).

9 Israel Knox, "Kant's Aesthetic Theory," in 
The Aesthetic Theories of Kant, Hegel, and 
Schopenhauer. (London: Thames § Hudson, [1936]; 
rpt. ed., New York: Humanities Press, 1958), p. 23.

10 David A. White, "The Metaphysics of Disinterested
ness: Shaftesbury and Kant," JAAC 32 (Winter 1973):
239 .

11 Israel Knox's unsympathetic, slightly grandiose 
analysis at least recognizes that something is 
awry in a Critique that must continually call upon 
paradoxes for its main insights: noncognitional 
judgments, subjective universality, purposeless 
purposiveness, non-apodictic necessity. See "Kant's 
Aesthetic Theory" in The Aesthetic Theories, pp. 23-24.

12 It seems to me that the exclusion of the actual 
realization of intentional concepts from the 
purposive objects lies behind Kant's later claim 
that beautiful art, though intentionally designed, 
must seem as if it is not, as in the following 
sentence from s.45.1: "In a product of beautiful 
art, we must become conscious that it is art, not 
nature; but yet the purposiveness in its form 
must seem to be as free from all constraint of 
arbitrary rules as if it were a product of mere 
nature" (B149) .
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CHAPTER 6. OBJECTS OF AESTHETIC AWARENESS

The longevity enjoyed by the problem of the 
ontic status of beauty probably derives as much from 
the way it was born as from the way it has since exer
cised the reflections of philosophers and aestheticians. 
For that reason, a short historical review, with a few 
systematic comments appended, should preface this 
chapter on Kant's theory of beauty.

6.1. Aesthetic Objectivity: A Compound Problem

According to Chapter 2, Leibniz regarded beauty 
as a purposeful emanation. Shaftesbury extolled it as 
Nature's orderly, self-given design. However, their 
eighteenth-century successors soon began to "humanize" 
beauty into something we feel but can not theoretically 
comprehend, into a sensory impression, or into some 
other feature of the knowing subject. Diderot, for 
example, explained beauty as the general concept of 
relation which humans construct to meet their need for 
order. Baumgarten called beauty the perfection of 
sensible knowledge.

The humanizing process accompanied a growing 
recognition of the differences between individual human
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beings. Nourished by empiricism, that recognition 
tended to challenge the universality of various regions 
of human experience, including the awareness of beauty. 
Tatarkiewicz observes that "from about mid-century on 
the prevailing attitude became increasingly radical: 
all beauty, it was now urged, is subjective, relative, 
and a matter of convention" (p. 174). But the recognition 
of individual differences in beauty-awareness did not 
spell the immediate elimination of the universality 
traditionally attached to beauty.

Quite the contrary occurred. Practicalists 
saw as their task the scientific discovery of a universal 
law of beauty, a simple, uniform law that, if followed, 
could help people establish the worldwide community for 
which they longed. They usually opted for locating the 
law of beauty within taste as a form of the common sense 
that rules all autonomous humans. In this way beauty 
became a subjective quality, a feature of human awareness 
itself that is immediately recognized by taste.

Yet a nagging problem remained, since even 
the most tasteful people disagreed in their recognition 
of beauty. What is the standard of taste? And, by 
extension, what is the universal law of beauty? And, 
within the rationalist framework of those questions, 
what is beauty? Is it a universal feature of existences, 
like the primary qualities of extension, figure, or number?
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Is it a quality that different people attribute differently 
to existences, like the secondary qualities of color, 
sound or smell? Is it a tertiary quality? Or, in the 
terms commonly used to identify the problem, is beauty 
objective, subjective, or both?

It seems to me that the practicalists mixed 
three distinct issues indiscriminately, further com
pounding the problem of the ontic status of beauty.
Their fundamental belief in common sense as the king of 
human autonomy melded ontic subjectivity and objectivity 
with individuality and universality into the question 
of cognitional certainty. The result of that epistemo- 
logical subjectivism'*' has been to confuse the issue of 
whether beauty (or its equivalent) is subjective or 
obj ective.

Seldom do the disputants realize that the 
debate can be joined in at least three ways. One can 
ask whether or not beauty is a feature of nonhuman exis
tences. He can also inquire into the universal con
ditions holding for actual beauties. Furthermore, he 
can investigate the kind of certainty tied in with 
human awareness of beauty. Translated into ordinary 
parlance, the eighteenth-century collapse of those 
three levels lies behind the common rejoinder to an
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exclamation of delight--"That's just your personal 
preference." In other words, "Beauty is in the eye of 
the beholder," meaning
(1) beauty is not a feature of the beheld;
(2) the conditions of beauty lie within the individual 

beholder; and
(3) knowledge of beauty is a matter of mere opinion.

Perhaps because the critical philosophy main
tains a more consistent epistemological subjectivism 
than most practicalist theories, some analysts see 
Kant's notion of purposiveness as a fruitful solution 
to the problem of aesthetic objectivity. If it retains 
the indiscriminate mixture present in the problem, however, 
Kant's solution may prove unsatisfactory. It may fail 
to address the component problems adequately.

At the risk of artificializing his theory, 
the present chapter focuses on how Kant accounts for 
the ontic status of beauty through his notion of pur
poseless purposiveness. It wonders how Kant answers 
these questions: Is beauty a feature of non-human 
existence? If so, how does it relate to human aware
ness? The conditional problem of universality and in
dividuality, which is uppermost in Kant's transcenden- 
talist conception, awaits a later treatment, as does 
the perspectival issue of the certainty of beauty-awareness. 
This, despite the fact that the notion of purposeless
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purposiveness also contains Kant's position on both 
those matters.

6.2. Subjective Purposiveness: Bilateral Causality

As unveiled in the Third Moment, Kant's notion 
of purposiveness centers around the relational category 
of causality. Causality is, in fact, one of the most 
important categories in Kant's critical philosophy, 
being the denominator that divides freedom from nature. 
Crudely stated, the Third Moment tries to classify 
the causal relations discernible in aestheticity, whether 
those be natural, free or otherwise. One must see that 
subjective purposiveness involves causally related 
causal factors if he would grasp Kant's account of 
aesthetic subjectivity and objectivity.

Purpos ive PI ay

The previous chapter did not stress that 
the very ground to the reflective perception of beauty 
is a purposive causal relation. Kant does, however, 
describe the nonconceptual harmonization between imagina
tion and understanding as a causal process of free play. 
Section 21, for example, says "the imagination excites 
[in Tätigkeit bringt] the understanding," and describes 
their harmony as "this internal relation, by which one 
mental faculty is excited by another [dieses innere 
Verhältnis zur Belebung feiner durch die anderer') ]"

(B75, 76). Elsewhere Kant portrays the free play relation
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as a "harmonious activity" in which imagination and 
understanding are "animated by mutual agreement"
(s. 9.9, B54); the relation is a "reciprocal animation"
(s.35.1, B129).2

Similar passages identify the reciprocal 
play causality as subj ectively purposive for cognition 
in general. Kant repeatedly claims that the intrasub- 
jective relation within the aesthetic act unintentionally 
serves the purposes of cognition in general. That rela
tion institutes a harmony between imagination and under
standing such as is requisite if any cognition is going 
to take place. But since no concepts govern it, the 
relation contributes to cognition unintentionally and 
subjectively. The mutual animation of free play gives
harmony to the cognitive faculties without engaging

3them in objective cognition. Kant succinctly 
summarizes "the reciprocal subjective purposiveness"
Cs.34.2, B128) of free play in his section on the sensus 
communis:

Only where the imagination in its free
dom awakens [erweckt] the understanding 
and is put by it into regular play [in 
ein regelmässiges Spiel versetzt], with- 
out the aid of concepts, does the re - 
presentation communicatc itself, not 
as a thought, but as an internal feeling 
of a purposive state of mind (s.40.5, B138) .

The representation mentioned here is also a subjectively
purposive causality, as I shall presently demonstrate.
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Subjectively Purposive Representations

All feeling, according to the general definition 
advanced in section 10.1, involves a causal relation 
between some representation and the state of the re
presenting subject: "What we call pleasure can in this 
context be indicated...as awareness of a causality which 
a representation has with respect to the state of the 
subject, namely, of maintaining the subject in this 
state" (C24). The context makes clear that "causality" 
equals "purposiveness" in that definition. The defi
nition could be plausibly revised to read: Pleasure is 
an awareness of the subjective purposiveness of a re
presentation, a consciousness that a representation is 
causing the subject to remain in the same state.

The feeling peculiar to aesthetic awareness-- 
disinterested favor--is a particular sort of pleasure.
The favor bound up with a representation during the act 
of taste judging is an awareness that the representa
tion is occasioning and maintaining a state of reciprocal 
free play. When a representation is perceived with 
favor, then it is perceived as formally and subjectively 
purposive; it is perceived as unintentionally inducing 
a purposive, playful state of mind.

According to Kant, then, representations per
ceived with favor have a causality. They are subjectively
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purposive for the free play relation, or at least 
they are perceived as such. The causality Kant ascribes 
to representations of beautiful objects can be easily 
documented. In general terms, imagination and under
standing enter a harmonious state "when a given object 
by means of sense excites [in Tätigkeit bringt] the 
imagination to collect the manifold, and the imagination 
in turn excites the understanding to bring about a 
unity..." [s.21, B75). With regard to the harmonious 
relation instituted by reflection upon beautiful objects, 
Kant calls the representation of the object a stimulus 
(Anlass) which excites imagination and understanding 
to play freely:

The excitement [Belebung] of both 
faculties (imagination and under
standing) to indeterminate but yet, 
through the stimulus of the given re
presentation ,̂  harmonious activity... 
is the sensation whose universal commu- 
nicability is postulated by the judg
ment of taste (s.9.9, B53-54).

An empiricist, when he hears Kant calling 
representations the stimuli of free play, might conclude 
that Kant excavates the bedrock to subjective purposive
ness out of the effect beautiful objects have upon the 
mind. Such a conclusion would misread Kant’s argument.
He would counter, I believe, that only the free play 
relation itself allows us to perceive the representation 
as subjectively purposive for playful harmonizing.
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Awareness of subjective purposiveness involves a complex 
relationship in which every factor is important--play, 
favor, and the representation. But only one factor-- 
free play--is the transcendental condition that makes 
the relationship possible.

Complex Reciprocity of Subjective Purposiveness

The complexity of subjective purposiveness 
includes the fact that, as I have just shown, each 
factor is itself subjectively purposive. Said differently, 
the total relationship is bilaterally causal. Free 
reciprocity characterizes the total relationship as well 
as its free-play fundament. The mutual animation of 
imagination and understanding (which is subjectively pur
posive for cognition in general) only occurs in the 
presence of representations that are reflectively per
ceived to be subjectively purposive for free interplay. 
Conversely, the only representations that can be re
flected upon as subjectively purposive are those which are 
felt to be inducing the favorable state of free play, 
to be harmonizing with the cognitive faculties, and to 
be placing them in harmony, without being used for 
cognition. In the midst of such bilateral harmonizing 
between a subjectively purposive mental state and 
a subjectively purposive representation, is the feeling 
of favor, an awareness of this noncognitional harmoni
zation that itself is subjectively purposive because it 
encourages a continuance of the harmonization.
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To be sure, the feeling of favor binds that 
entire relationship within itself. This feeling is 
a self-consciousness of subjectively purposive free 
play; a perception of a representation as subjectively 
purposive; and an awareness of the unintentional, 
reciprocal harmonization occurring between the represen
tation and the playing faculties. Resting on the free 
play relation, the feeling of favor is the determining 
ground upon which beauty is ascribed to objects. This 
feeling is, so to speak, identical to subjective pur
posiveness (cf. SI: VII.2). Here is Kant's picture of 
the entire bilateral relationship of subjective purposive
ness within the framework of the feeling of favor:

The consciousness of the mere 
formal purposiveness in the play 
of the subject's cognitive powers 
at the occasion of a representation 
whereby an object is given, this 
consciousness is the pleasure itself.
For this consciousness is a conscious
ness of a ground which determines the 
subject's activity in respect to the 
animation of its cognitive powers.
It thus is consciousness of an internal 
causality (which is purposive) in 
respect to cognition in general, yet 
without being restricted to any par
ticular cognition. Hence this conscious
ness [i.e. the pleasure in the beautiful] 
is the consciousness of a mere form of 
subjective purposiveness belonging to 
a representation judged esthetically 
(12.2, C2 7).

A grasp upon Kant's conception of subjective 
purposiveness via the notion of bilateral causality 
dispels the suspicion that major inconsistencies plague
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his account of beauty, I believe. One could wonder 
how Kant can say that certain beautiful representations 
occasion free play, when he continually argues that free 
interplay is the only condition that makes possible 
our awareness of those representations. Which causes 
which? Does free play bring about beautiful represen
tations, or do the latter bring about the former? On 
Kant’s view, such questions are misguided. The rela
tionship between the playing faculties and the playable 
representations is reciprocal. The empirical causal 
processes in which certain representations induce a 
playful state can not be ignored. But for Kant, as 
Chapter 4 noted, the constant conditions that make 
empirical processes possible are prior to the processes, 
and they govern those processes. Representations are 
perceived as inducing free play only because free play 
grounds that reflective perception.

If a loose usage of Kant's terms be permitted, 
one can say that a subjectively purposive representa
tion is the empirical cause of free play in any par
ticular awareness of beauty. But free interplay is the 
transcendental condition which makes possible any and 
all awareness of those representations as being sub
jectively purposive or beautiful.
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As long as one acknowledges both the empirical 
and the transcendental directions, no serious inconsis
tencies surface in Kant's account of beauty. One may 
reject the transcendental-empirical distinction as 
incorrect. But in my judgment, one must admit that 
Kant uses it consistently to deal with the ontic status 
of beauty. His transcendental argument that the judging 
subject attributes beauty to objects solely on the basis 
of feeling favor for his own mental interplay, does 
not exclude the correlative stance that certain represen
tations call forth an awareness of their beauty. The 
transcendental claim that beauty is not a characteris
tic of objects need not prevent Kant from specifying 
the kinds of objects that can be called beautiful. On 
one hand, judging subjects initiate the relationship 
in which objects are called beautiful. On the other 
hand, certain objects occasion an awareness of their 
beauty. The two ways of viewing the relationship between 
aesthetic awareness and aesthetic objects do not con
flict in Kant's conception.

Representations and Aesthetic Objects

The reader may have noticed that the previous 
paragraph moved from the relationship between interplay 
and purposive representations to that between aesthetic 
awareness and objects. I have already tried to show 
what my phrase "aesthetic awareness" covers in Kant's

conception. But it may be asked whether subjectively
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purposive representations may be equated with aesthetic 
obj ects.

In his general epistemology, as I understand 
it, Kant considers representations to be the unavoidable 
media between awareness and objects of awareness. Ob
jects are never known in themselves, but only as re
presented. The first effect a sensible object has upon 
the epistemic subject is to stir up a representation.
That is why I take "subjective purposiveness of a repre
sentation" and "subjective purposiveness of an object" 
to be equivalent phrases in the Third Critique.

Whenever Kant speaks of an "object," one should 
read "object as represented." If "beautiful objects" 
may be called "aesthetic objects" in more contemporary 
parlance; and if Kant maintains, as I think he does, that 
we are only aware of beautiful objects as objects given 
in subjectively purposive representations, then my 
identification of those representations with aesthetic 
objects is justifiable. Incidentally, Kant tries to 
ensure the reading "object as represented," it seems, 
by qualifying the word "object" through parenthetical 
references to the mode of representing objects (Vorstellungs- 
art--cf. ss.5.4, 11 (title); B45, 56]. Having clari
fied my terminology, I shall now try to sift out 
Kant's theory of aesthetic objects.



6.3. Characteristics of Aesthetic Objects

I began the present chapter by wondering how 
Kant portrays the ontic status of beauty. Is beauty a 
feature of nonhuman existence? If so, how does it 
relate to human awareness? Thus far I have concentrated 
on the second question. But obviously the second depends 
upon the first, which can now be reformulated. What 
features, in Kant's terms, characterize representations 
or represented objects that are called beautiful? Or, 
as I would prefer to raise the question: What features 
of objects characterize them as aesthetic objects corre
lative to aesthetic awareness?

Both Introductions to the Third Critique show 
that the key feature of a beautiful object is its 
form. That form, according to Kant, is an empirical 
form, a form present in the empirical intuition of an 
object:

If, then, the form of a given object 
is so produced in empirical intuition 
that the apprehensionof the manifold 
in the imagination agrees with the 
presentation [by judgment-power] of a 
concept of the understanding (regardless 
of which concept), then in simple re
flection understanding and imagination 
mutually harmonize for the furtherance 
of their work and the object is per
ceived as purposive for the judgment 
alone (FI: VII.5 , p. 25 f myempnases).

Kant's explanation is more expansive in the Second
Introduction (VII.3, B26-27). There he argues that a
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represented (empirically intuited) object is perceived 
to be beautiful (subjectively purposive) when its em
pirical form is such that the imaginative apprehension 
of its form initiates free play through the work of 
reflective judgment-power, arousing a feeling of favor 
for the representation and for the state of free play.
In other words, the empirical form of the represented 
object is the factor that, along with free play and 
favor, maintains the bilaterally causal, harmonious 
relationship between aesthetic awareness and aesthetic 
objects.

The inclusion of empirical forms within those 
introductory passages calls to mind certain analogies 
between beauty and time. The free play relation, 
which I have equated with the form of subjective pur
posiveness up to now, seems to be the a priori form of 
purposiveness. The forms of objects perceived to be 
beautiful are empirical forms of purposiveness, just 
as actual temporal relations are the empirical forms 
of intuitions whose a priori form is time. As free play 
makes possible our awareness that certain empirical forms 
of objects are subjectively purposive, so the a priori 
form of time makes possible our empirical intuitions 
of particular temporal relations. Conversely, certain 
subjectively purposive forms occasion free play; empirical 
intuitions give content to the a priori intuition of time. 
The ramifications of such analogies need to be considered
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carefully in a later context. But now more must be 
said about the empirical forms of beauty, beginning with 
a review of Kant's general notion of form.

Empirical Forms of Beauty

The distinction between form and content C°r 
matter) pervades not only the Third Critique but the 
entire critical philosophy. With reference to relation
ships among concepts, Kant himself observes: "These 
two concepts [form and matter] underlie all other re
flection, so inseparably are they bound up with all 
employment of the understanding" (CPR: A266-B322, p. 280). 
The pervasiveness of those two concepts makes Kant's 
notion of form rather elusive, since, as Crawford 
CKant's Aesthetic Theory, p. 97) writes, "he applies 
the distinction at several different levels in his 
analysis of experience."

On the same page Crawford finds four over
lapping levels of application in the First Critique:
Cl) a proposition, whose copula gives a form linking 
intuitions and/or concepts as subject and predicate;
(2) an experience, whose form--the functioning of 
understanding Ccategories and concepts)--unifies its 
matter--the representations of sensibility (intuitions 
and sensations);C3) an intuition, whose forms--space 
and time--unify its matter--the particular sensations; 

and C4) a sensation, whose form is the degree of intensity
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and magnitude, and whose matter is its peculiar 
quality. Regardless of the level to which they apply, 
however, "matter" is a manifold or diversity of elements, 
and form is a relation which combines, orders, and 
unifies those elements.

The introductory passages mentioned earlier 
indicate that the forms of represented objects perceived 
to be beautiful are forms "produced in empirical intuition" 
and imaginatively apprehended (FI: VII.5; SI: VII.3; see 
pp. 187-88 above). In other words, what I have styled "the 
empirical forms of beauty" and what Kant designates as 
"beautiful forms" (schone Formen) are unifying relations 
within the empirical intuitions of certain objects.
Kant places various stipulations on the awareness of 
beauty, confirming that he uses the notion of "beautiful 
forms" on the level of empirical intuition or perception.
He excludes sensations and concepts from beauty-awareness. 
He says that a priori specification of what objects 
are beautiful is impossible. Furthermore, taste judg
ments, he says, can only be singular, implying that 
aesthetic awareness focuses on single empirical objects.
But such stipulations fail to tell us what the empirical 
forms of beautiful objects are like.
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Beautiful Forms as Figures and Plays

According to the First Critique, two main 
kinds of intuitional forms are possible: spatial relations 
of extension, motion, and moving forces; and temporal 
relations of succession, coexistence and endurance 
CCPR: B67, p. 87). The a priori forms of intuition, 
space and time, make those relations possible. However 
the forms or relations perceived in particular objects 
also derive from our empirical intuitions, which give 
exact awarenesses of the specific spatio-temporal forms 
apparent in the objects of intuition.

In the Third Critique, Kant delineates the 
specific relations given in empirical intuition as figure 
(Gestalt) and play (Spiel) :

F,very form of the objects of sense (both 
of external sense and also mediately of 
internal) is either figure or play. In 
the latter case it is either play of 
figures (in space, viz. pantomime and 
dancing) or the mere play of sensations 
(in time) (s.14.8, B61).$

Thus the empirical forms of beauty are spatial figures, 
if the objects are perceived mainly through external 
sense; or, temporal plays of spatial figures, if per
ceived through both external and internal sense; or, 
temporal plays of sensations, if the "objects" are 
representations or mental states perceived mainly through 
internal sense--space being "the form of all appearances 
of outer sense" (CPR: A26-B42, p. 71), and time, "the
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immediate condition of inner appearances" (CPR: A34- 
B50 , p. 77).

Kant's classification of the beautiful arts 
confirms that his "beautiful forms" are spatial figures 
and temporal plays. After categorizing the arts on the 
basis of their forms, Kant reminds his readers that "in 
all beautiful arts the essential thing is their form 
which is purposive as regards our observation and judg
ment..." Cs.52.1, B170). The three classes of arts 
involve three different kinds of empirical forms.
Arts of speech (rhetoric and poetry) involve play with 
ideas. Formative arts (sculpture, architecture, painting 
proper, landscape gardening) "express ideas by figures 
in space" (s.51.7, B166). Music and color art are 
"art of the beautiful play of sensations" and "can be 
concerned with nothing else than the proportion of the 
different degrees of the disposition (tension) of the 
sense [either hearing or sight] to which the sensation 
belongs...” (s.51.10, B168).

Besides the sections (43-54) on beautiful 
art, there are a few illustrational passages in which Kant 
uses his notion of beautiful form to differentiate between 
pure and impure judgments. I have in mind sections 13-17, 
22 ("General Remark"), and 41-42. Those passages certainly 
are not, in my opinion, the crux of Kant's philosophical
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aesthetics. Their function is to elucidate the impli
cations of his search for whatever allows us to call 
objects beautiful. But they merit some attention in the 
present context. For they hint at the features Kant 
finds crucial in the figures or plays that call forth 
aesthetic awareness. For example, it is in such passages 
that Kant names the following as objects whose empirical 
forms allow them to be perceived as pure, free beauties: 
pure colors and tones, flowers, sea shells, insects, 
birds and their songs, instrumental music, delinea
tions a la grecque, foliage for borders or wall papers, 
room decorations, pleasure gardens, furniture, clothes, 
mineral crystallizations, snow figures, and beautiful 
views of dancing fires or rippling brooks.

Charms, Perfection, and Beautiful Forms

Kant’s argument in section 14 opposes the 
claim that sens ate charms or emotions aroused by objects 
are the determining grounds of pure taste judgments in 
addition to favor for empirical forms or instead of it. 
Some people would conclude from the ’’beauty" of a mere 
color or tone that a feeling of sensate charm is the 
only sufficient basis for calling something beautiful. 
Kant counters: Sensations of color and tone should be 
called beautiful only when they are pure, because only 
favor for the form of those sensations and not the 
charm of their matter can make one aware of their beauty.
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Kant then explains why beautiful colors and 
tones, properly designated, must be pure. The quality 
of sensations--chromatic saturation and tonal timbre, 
for example--is their matter. Different people perceive 
those secondary qualities differently, according to "the 
particular constitution of the sense organs" (CPR: A29, 
p. 74). So different people feel differently about 
the quality of sensations. Conceivably, however (upon 
Euler's theory that colors and sounds are isochronous 
vibrations of ether and of air, respectively), we all 
notice a certain form or relation when we perceive pure 
colors and tones. Besides sensing the effect those sensa
tions excite in sense organs, we can reflect upon the 
regular play which combines the different impressions 
into the pure sensation of a simple color like green 
or of a simple pitch like A. The regular play of the 
impressions stirred by isochronous vibrations is a 
temporal relation, an empirical form. It gives a definite 
degree of intensity and magnitude to a simple sensation.
It unifies the impressions, and it is "the only [element] 
of these representations which admits with certainty of 
universal communicability" (s.14.3, B60). Empirically 
speaking, then, only the temporal relation, only the 
regular play of impressions, allows a feeling of favor 
to arise, on the basis of which feeling people can call 
pure colors and tones beautiful.



Kant then tackles the common but erroneous 
opinion that the charm of an object can augment "the 
beauty attributed to the object on account of its form"
(s.14.6, B60). He says that charms are only admis- 
sibe as enticements to interest people who have little 
taste, provided the charms do not turn into grounds for 
judging beauty, and "do not disturb the beautiful form 
in cases where taste is yet weak and unexercised"
(s.14.6, B61). Thus delineation (Zeichnung), not 
color, is the essential thing in the graphic arts. A 
spatial form, the former can arouse favor; the latter 
arouses charm, perhaps enlivening the object, but not 
making it "worthy of contemplation and beautiful" (s.14.7, 
B61). So too, in instrumental music, favor for compo
sition [Komposition] rather than pleasure in the tones is 
the essential ingredient for awareness of musical beauty.

By emphasizing the empirical forms of intuited 
objects, Kant can exclude all concepts of perfection as 
well as sensate charms from pure awareness of beauty.
In section 16 he argues that pure taste judgments have 
to do with free beauties, with objects such as birds 
and flowers that please merely through reflection upon 
their empirical forms. Impure taste judgments have to do 
with dependent beauties such as human beings, horses and 
buildings, objects that inevitably strike us as having 
an internal purpose. Those beauties please us not merely 
because we feel favor for their beautiful forms, but also
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because we know that their diverse parts unitedly serve 
the purpose by which we conceive what they ought to be.
We tend to respect their perfection. The only way to 
pass a pure taste judgment based on freely disinterested 
favor towards such dependent beauties is to be ignorant 
of their purposes or to abstract from our concepts of 
their purposes.

Obviously the notion of empirical form helps 
Kant delimit a class of aesthetic objects. Nevertheless, 
it seems equally obvious that although many objects dis
play figure or play, Kant would never regard them as 
beautiful objects. The question, from an empirical view
point, is this: What is it about the empirical forms of 
beautiful objects that calls forth beauty-awareness.
Kant does not raise that question himself. But he does 
suggest in the "General Remark" to section 22 that there 
is a special distinctive feature in beautiful forms 
beyond the fact that they are spatial figures and tem
poral plays.

Freely Regular Empirical Forms

Kant begins the remark with a summaric definition 
of taste as "a faculty for judging an object in reference 
to the imagination's free conformity to law [die freie 
Gesetzmassigkeitl" (S.22GR.1, B77). Explaining the 
imagination's free lawfulness, Kant says beauty-awareness 
requires that the imagination apprehend a certain kind
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of empirical form. The form must contain such a collec
tion of the manifold as imagination itself would produce 
if it were poeticizing spontaneously. He then excludes 
certain forms from the class of beautiful forms, and 
describes the special feature of beautiful forms.

Although critics often adduce "geometrically 
regular figures [geometrisch-regelmässige Gestalten], 
such as a circle, a square, a cube, etc....as the 
simplest and most indisputable examples of beauty" 
(s.22GR.2, B78), Kant disagrees. Such figures are 
regular (regelmässig) because they exemplify concepts 
that prescribe rules (Regeln) for the figures. Their 
regularity belongs to cognition. We enjoy them because 
they serve various purposes for cognition. Our pleasure 
in geometrically regular figures "does not rest immediately 
on the aspect of the figure [Gestalt], but on its availa
bility for all kinds of possible designs (s.22GR.3, B79). 
But for disinterested favor to arise, a different kind of 
regular form is needed.

Freely beautiful objects such as pleasure 
gardens or room decorations maintain favor and free 
play because "regularity [Rege1massigkeit] that shows 
constraint [Zwang] is avoided as much as possible"
(s.22GR. 5, B79). Whereas "all stiff regularity [Steif- 
Regelmässige] (such as approximates to mathematical regu
larity) has something repugnant to taste," it is in objects
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whose forms display "separation from every constraint 
of rule...where taste can display its greatest perfec
tion in the enterprises of the imagination" (s.22GR.5-6, 
B79-80).

The notion of free regularity is, so far as I 
can discern, as close as the Third Critique comes to 
describing the specific feature which distinguishes empi
rical forms as beautiful forms that can call forth 
beauty-awareness. Only a freely regular form "with which 
imagination can play in an unstudied and purposive manner 
is always new to us, and one does not get tired of 
looking at it" (S.22GR.6, B80). Freely regular forms 
produced in the empirical intuition of objects are forms 
that let imagination play when it apprehends them. They 
are forms which place imagination and understanding in 
harmonious play during the process of judgmental reflec
tion. As spatial figures or temporal plays of represen
tations that are regular and free, beautiful forms occasion 
a freely disinterested feeling of favor, one devoid of 
the gratifying sensations represented objects may arouse, 
and detached from any concept of the purposeful perfection 
of those objects.

In brief, such forms qualify objects to be 
regarded as beautiful, subjectively purposive objects.
If I may play with "favor "... Objects possessing
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freely regular forms are judged with favor because their 
forms are favorable for judging. Conversely, beautiful 
forms are judged to be favorable because they meet 
with favor.

6.4. The Ideality of Beauty

A focus on one area of a picture allows others 
to glide to the periphery. That often happens in dis
cussions of Kant's so-called "aesthetic formalism."
Their tendency is to worry over whether sensations can 
be beautiful, without stepping back far enough to see 
that the notion of beautiful forms is not the whole 
picture. It is just one part of the complex notion of 
subjective purposiveness by which Kant explains the ontic 
subjectivity and objectivity of beauty. Beautiful forms 
playfully apprehended are empirical stimulants of aes
thetic awareness. But the transcendental condition of 
such awareness is the free interplay instituted by 
reflective judgment-power when it acts upon the imagina
tively apprehended forms.

Kant puts some finishing touches on his notion 
of subjective purposiveness in section 58, entitled "Of 
the idealism of the purposiveness of both nature and art 
as the unique principle of the aesthetical judgment 
[-power]." The question at issue here is whether 
the principle governing taste derives empirically from 
many sensible experiences of beauty, or whether, being
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given a priori, it makes awareness of beauty possible.
Kant calls the first alternative the "empiricism," the 
second, the "rationalism" of the principle of taste.
He opts for rationalism, idealistically rather than 
realistically interpreted.

First he states that rationalism can never 
hold beauty to be objective, "because a judgment of 
taste is not a cognitive judgment and beauty is not a 
characteristic of the object, considered in itself...."
So the difference between realistic and idealistic ration
alism merely concerns how subjective purposiveness or 
beauty must be regarded: "as an actual (designed) 
purpose of nature (or art) harmonizing with our judgment 
[-power], or...as a purposive harmony with the needs 
of judgment [-power]...which [harmony] shows itself, 
without purpose, spontaneously and contingently" (s.58.2, 
B192-93)? That is to say, do taste judgments assume 
a priori that nature (or art) displays beauty because 
it intends thereby to harmonize with our judging? Or 
do they assume a priori that nature just happens to 
display beauty which harmonizes purposively with our 
judgment-power?

The second, idealistic alternative is supported 
by beautiful products of purely mechanical, unintentional 
processes, such as crystals and snow figures. Those show 
that we need not regard beauty as a purpose intended
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by nature, even though the beauty of plants and animals 
might incline us to do so. But the clinching argument 
for "the principle of the ideality of the purposiveness 
in the beauty of nature...is the fact that, in judging 
beauty, we invariably seek its gauge in ourselves a 
priori. . .." We do not just learn empirically what we 
should find beautiful from nature. The important point 
in an aesthetic act "is not what nature is,...but how 
we take it...." The subjective purposiveness is ideal, 
not real. Beauty depends "upon the play of the imagina
tion in its freedom, where it is we who receive nature 
with favor, not nature which shows us favor." A beautiful 
form merely "gives us occasion to perceive the inner 
purposiveness in the relation of our mental faculties 
in judging" that form. (s.58.9, B195, 196)

As the concluding paragraph in section 58 
shows, and as I have already hinted (see p. 188 above), 
Kant's solution to the ontic status of beauty resembles 
his solution to the ontic status of space and time.
Kant had argued since his decisive dissertation of 1770 
that space and time are neither absolute realities, nor 
real properties of objects in themselves, nor confused 
ideas. Rather, they are a priori forms through which 
all humans intuit any and all objects of sensibility. 
Spatio-temporal objects are never known as things in 
themselves. They are only known ideally, as they appear
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to us. Their spatiality and. temporality depends on 
the ideal forms of space and time through which we 
intuit them, just as their causal relations depend on 
the a priori causality category through which we cognize 
them.

During the 1770's, as Chapter 3 noted, Kant 
had tried out space and time as the forms that a priori 
condition awareness of beauty. He abandoned that approach 
long before writing the Critique of Judgment. But he 
retained at least two tenets, apparently: only an 
a priori form or relation can make beauty-awareness 
possible; and beautiful objects do display certain 
spatial and temporal forms. Understandably, then, his 
idealism of beauty is patterned along the lines of the 
idealism of space and time.

Kant never denies that sensible objects display 
extension or succession. But he claims they display 
such relations because humans always intuit objects 
spatio-temporally. So too he does not deny that 
certain objects display beauty or subjective purposive
ness. His argument is that such objects display sub
jectively purposive forms only because an a priori 
subjectively purposive form--the free play relation-- 
makes us aware of them. The "inner purposiveness in 
the relation of our mental faculties in judging certain 
of nature's products" (s.58.9, B196) makes us aware
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of the subjective purposiveness of the objects for 
that mental interrelation.

In this manner we are brought back to Kant's 
definition of beauty in terms of purposiveness: "Beauty 
is the form of the purposiveness of an object, so far 
as this [form] is perceived in it [the object] without 
any representation of a purpose" (s.17.7, B73). If my 
analysis has been correct, Kant's definition does not 
entail the conclusion suggested in Chapter 5 (see p. 170 
above). It does not say that beauty is merely an intra- 
subjective relation within the act of aesthetic aware
ness. Nor does it allow the conclusion, which Kant 
explicitly rejects, that beauty is a characteristic of 
the object. In its broadest definition, beauty is the 
form of purposiveness. It is the complex, reciprocal 
relationship of subjective purposiveness, the freely 
harmonious bond between an intrasubjective, harmonious, 
free play relation and various freely regular, empirical 
forms.

That reciprocal harmonization exists whenever cer
tain objects are called beautiful (subjectively purposive) 
on the basis of the favor felt for their purposive em
pirical forms and for the purposive a priori form. Em
pirically, one can say the beautiful forms of represented 
objects arouse the bond between aesthetic subject and 
object. The free regularity of those forms induces a
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free play that is regular, harmonious, and purposive 
for cognition in general, which always requires a harmony 
between imagination and understanding. But transcenden- 
tally considered, the free interplay relation itself 
initiates the bond, since we could never feel favor for 
beautiful forms nor notice their subjective purposive
ness without the purposive interplay set in motion by 
the act of taste judging those forms.

Beauty is, to quote Kant out of context,
"the purposive harmony of an object...with the mutual 
relations of the cognitive faculties (the imagination 
and the understanding), [faculties which are] requisite for 
every empirical cognition" (SI: VII.5, B28). Kant 
assigns beauty the peculiar ontic status of a subjectively 
purposive, reciprocal, causal relationship. Since the 
factors beauty relates--free play and freely regular 
forms--are themselves subjectively purposive causalities, 
one can easily understand why Kant seems to speak of 
beauty as only an intrasubjective relation sometimes, and 
at other times, as an "objective" form.

6.5. Functional Relations between Aesthetic Awareness
and Objects

I find Kant’s discussion of beauty as subjective 
purposiveness highly significant. Within his philosophy, 
it uncovers a new kind of causality, one neither natural



nor free, but reciprocal, like the relationship between 
a priori and empirical time. At the same time, it 
uncovers an important dimension within aestheticity 
which is not peculiar to aestheticity as such but per
meates all existence. That dimension I would designate 
as the functional subject-object relation.

Three Sorts of Functional Relations

The first two Critiques use the theoretical 
category of causality to explain how two creatures 
functioning in the same way interrelate. Thus Kant 
models functional subject-subject relations along the 
lines of irreversible cause and effect. He uses his 
practical idea of freedom to discuss how the products 
of human activities relate to those activities as their 
means or ends. Thus he accounts for functional subject 
product relations in terms of intentional means and end

But one of the basic relations for the entire 
critical enterprise had always been that between 
cognizing subjects and cognizable objects which are not 
themselves cognizing subjects. Neither irreversible 
causality nor creative causality were adequate models 
for epistemic subject-object relations. Kant was aware 
of that from the very outset. In the February 21, 1772 
letter to Herz from which I quoted earlier, he wrote:
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However, our understanding, through its 
representations, is not the cause of the 
object (save in the case of moral ends), 
nor is the object [Gegenstand] the 
cause of the intellectual representations 
in the mind (in sensu reali).6

But it seems to me that Kant does not fully explore 
the crucial relation between existences that are func
tionally distinct until he treats beauty as a subjective 
purposiveness binding awareness to objects of awareness 
and vice versa.

The entire critique of how human awareness is 
possible, rests on an assumption that such awareness is 
possible because the functions of awareness and the 
objects of awareness are bound together mutually. Kant 
accepts neither material idealism, which doubts or 
denies the existence of things in themselves, nor empirical 
skepticism, which derives all awareness from the in
fluence of objects. The relationship between awareness 
and its sensible objects is not merely one of stimulus 
and response, such as binds man as a physical being to 
other physical beings. Nor is it an arbitrary means- 
end relation, such as that in which man generates his 
own objects spontaneously. Sensible objects are given, 
not created; they are received according to certain 
a priori relations, not merely reacted to.

Kant lays the general groundwork of the 
relations between epistemic subjects and their objects 
in the a priori intuitional forms, imaginative schemata,
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categorical rules, and rational ideas. With respect 
to sensibly given objects, those functions are the 
ways in which human subjects always relate to objects, 
constitutively or regulatively. For example, Kant's 
doctrine of the ideality of space and time accounts for 
certain functional subject-object relations fundamental 
to human awareness. As Kant rightly argues, humans never 
perceive physical things simply as physical things, 
but always as things that function objectively before 
human perception. Purely physical interaction only 
occurs between merely physical things. But humans per se 
are more than physical. At a minimum, they exist per
ceptually. Thus even their energy exchanges with physical 
things are guided by perceptual functionings. Certainly 
perceptual functioning is intrinsic to the way they meet 
things. In an account of spatio-temporal perception, 
the relation between the human perceiver and the perceived 
non-human existence should not be simplified to merely 
physical cause and effect.

In the Third Critique, Kant strengthens his 
general framework by showing that lawful interrelations 
can be assumed to exist between epistemic subjects 
and objects even in those areas of concrete experience 
that surpass general functional conditions such as 
space and time, even in that which is contingent from 
a transcendental viewpoint. A prime exemplification
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of these contingently lawful subject-object relations 
is the reciprocal relationship of subjective purposive
ness or beauty. In that relationship, objects occasion 
awareness and awareness plays with objects, but 
neither determines the other in a causally irreversible 
or in a spontaneously creative fashion. Aesthetic 
awareness relates to its objects without constituting 
them a priori. Beautiful objects relate to aesthetic 
awareness without simply building that awareness 
through their influence. Aesthetic awareness and objects 
are given to one another.

As an epistemological subjectivist, Kant 
does ground the possibility of such a mutual relation
ship in an a priori principle of human awareness--i.e., 
in the principle of nature’s subjective purposiveness 
for awareness. This principle, however, is not so much 
a dictate for objects as an unavoidable hypothesis 
given by reflective judgment-power to itself, thereby 
guaranteeing the mutual interrelation without deter
mining it a priori. Kant stresses the free play rela
tion within aesthetic awareness as the condition of 
that awareness and of awareness in general. But the 
very playfulness of this condition prevents it from 
being constitutive of the playable objects.
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Functional Subject-Object Relations

It seems to me that Kant's arguments for the 
ideality of beauty seek to establish that functional 
subject-object relations are intrinsic to the very 
fabric of existence as we are aware of it. Furthermore, 
Kant gives an insightful analysis of such relations 
within the domain of aesthetic functioning. Beautiful 
objects, according to Kant, do not exist in themselves, 
but only in relation to an awareness of their beauty.
On the other hand, aesthetic awareness requires that 
some feature of the object supports that awareness. Such 
correlativity is central to subject-object relations in 
general. Thus I read Kant's account of beauty- as a 
general explanation of functional subject-object rela
tions from the specific viewpoint of aesthetic subject- 
object relations. An example will help me clarify my 
interpretation.

Consider the relation between a flower and 
soil. As a concrete thing, soil functions physically. 
Plants function both physically and biotically. The 
chemico-molecular processes and energy exchanges between 
soil and a flower involves a relation between two 
beings that function towards each other physically.
Such a functional relation can be termed a physical 
subject-subject relation, one which occurs according 
to physical laws.
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There is more to the relation between a 
flower and its soil than between two physical things 
such as soil and water, however. The decisive kinds 
of functions that make a flower a plant are its biotic 
functions as a being which grows, reproduces, and dies, 
functions which are foreign to purely physical things.
In fact, it is the relation between the flower as a 
biotic creature and the soil as a physical thing which 
guides their energy exchanges. Special chemico-molecular 
processes such as photosynthesis, which occur only in 
biotic creatures (plants)t transform the chemicals in 
soil into nourishment that supports plant growth and 
reproduction.

Thus it makes sense to call sustaining living 
plants a function of soil. Soil functions as an object 
of biotic functioning, even though it does not function 
biotically. The term "soil" implies that the chemico- 
molecular compound so designated is a "biotic object," 
a physical thing that supports biotic functioning. If 
one wants to speak of it merely as a physical thing,

7he calls it a "compound."

Abstractly stated, a functional subjcct- 
objcct relation is a cohcrence between two respondents, 
one of which does not share the kind of functions that 
guide the functioning of the two towards each other.
The being that possesses the guiding functions is
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the functional subject; the existence that does not 
possess those guiding functions is the functional object 
in the functional subject-object relation.

Most subject-object relations are much more 
complex than ones between soil and a plant, however, 
especially in the case of relations between humans and 
non-humans. Kant recognizes such complexity. So he 
does not propose an easy solution to the problem of 
the ontic status of beauty and of aesthetic subjec
tivity and objectivity. The fruitfulness of his treat
ment derives from its firm rootage in the intricacy 
of aesthetic subject-object relations.

Aesthetic Subject-Object Relations

Besides the obvious fact that aesthetic objects 
as such exist only in the presence of aesthetic subjects,
I believe that Kant has indicated the functional 
correlativity of aesthetic subjects and objects by 
assigning them similar features. In this way he recog
nizes that, if aesthetic awareness is a distinct kind 
of awareness, objects of that awareness must be a dis
tinct kind of objcct, correlate to distinctly aesthetic 
awareness. They must be objects whose represented forms 
are beautiful. They must be aesthetic objects. Aesthetic 
awareness is a purely subjective act based on disinterested 
favor and subjectively purposive free play. Beautiful
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objects sustain such awareness through freely regular 
forms that can be met with favor as subjectively 
purposive forms calling forth neither sensate nor con
ceptual interest in the existent objects. Favor 
corresponds to favorable empirical forms; harmoniously 
free interplay, to freely regular forms with which 
one can play.

Nor does Kant oversimplify the aesthetic 
subject-object correlation. If anything, he keeps it 
confusingly complex by dealing with aesthetic acts rather 
than aesthetic functions. Chapter 5 suggested that 
Kant's notion of free interplay pinpoints a special sort 
of act, an act of aesthetic awareness distinct from 
other acts of awareness and yet related to them. The 
difficulty found with Kant’s notion was that it treats 
play as a special act of judgment, rather than as a 
distinct kind of functioning that modifies feeling, ima
ginative, conceptual, and judgmental functions, integrating 
them into an act of aesthetic awareness.

Be that as it may, playing is a dominant 
function in an act of beauty-awareness for Kant. It is 
characteristic for such an act that imagination plays 
with the apprehended object, understanding plays with 
imagination, and a feeling of favor for this playing 
arises. Likewise, a dominant feature of a beautiful 
object--its freely regular form--is one which is conducive
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for play because it always seems new and it does not 
engage us cognitively or practically (cf. 22GR.6, B80). 
Although I would not call it a special act of judgment,
I think Kant’s notion of play gives aestheticians an 
excellent handle on the complex interrelation between 
aesthetic awareness and aesthetic objects. For it lets 
them see that many distinct kinds of functionings may 
surround an aesthetic subject-object relation, and yet 
all kinds cohere as functions in a playful relation 
between an aesthetic act and an object of that act.

Few theorists would try to deny that the 
aesthetic act of treasuring a flower for its colorful, 
perfumed cheeriness involves much more than the sub
jective function of taking delight and the objective 
function of being delightful. Sensing colors and 
scents; feeling cheerful; collating these sensations 
and feelings as perceptions of that flower; recognizing 
the flower as a flower--and no doubt many more functions 
--are all present within the act of delighting in the 
flower. So too, the flower is not merely delightful.
In order to be a delightful flower, it must exist as 
a biotic subject that is perceptible and recognizable 
as a colorful, perfumed flower. Yet the subjective 
function that integrates perception and recognition 
into an act of aesthetic awareness, is the function of 
delighting in the flower, of being playfully aware of
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the flower. The objective function of the flower 
which integrates its perceptibility and recognizability 
into functions of an aesthetic object, is its cheeri
ness, delightfulness, playability, or nuancefulness.
Kant seems to argue for such an integration of diverse 
kinds of functions within aesthetic acts and objects 
as distinctly playful correlates.

Since Kant’s time, unfortunately, many 
aestheticians and philosophers have lost sight of how 
complex the aesthetic subject-object relation is.
They have also made frequent attempts at deriving aesthetic 
awareness from the influence of objects and at deriving 
aesthetic objects from the aesthetic attitude. Those 
attempts turn up in various interpretations of Kant's 
aesthetic theory as well. Some accuse him of a barren 
aesthetic formalism. Others decry his introverted 
idealism. Perhaps only phenomenological aesthetics 
has tried to follow Kant between the horns of the 
dilemma, seeing aesthetic subjects and objects as a 
distinct class of existences that relate functionally 
and reciprocally towards one another in specifically 
aesthetic ways.

Kant's claim for the ideality of beauty rightly 
indicates that the relationship between aesthetic 
subjects and objects is open-ended, unlike subject- 
subject relations. There is aesthetic objectivity only
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in the presence of subjective aesthetic functions and 
acts. The flower one person treasures, someone else 
might completely ignore in his rush to catch a bus.
Later that flower might catch his eye and brighten 
his day as he returns from work. But if someone uproots 
the flower and leaves it to die, this event is irrever
sible, since it eliminates the key subjective functions 
of the flower as a living being that could also proffer 
delight as a living flower.

When someone ignores the flower, he eliminates 
no subjective functions of that flower, but simply does 
not call forth the objective cheeriness latent in it.
The flower will function as an aesthetic object only 
if a creature that functions as an aesthetic subject 
initiates an aesthetic relation with it. The flower 
can also function objectively in other ways, depending 
on how human subjects relate to it. A florist might 
pick it to sell it, transforming it into an economic 
object. A host might put the flower into a floral 
arrangement, turning it into a conversation piece.

Such open-endedness is especially characteristic 
of all subject-object relations that involve peculiarly 
human functionings towards nonhuman existences. In
sofar as humans are the only creatures who are aesthetic 
subjects, all aesthetic subject-object relations are 
similarly open-ended. Whether such a relation will exist
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between somebody and a particular nonhuman creature, 
depends on whether the human being plays with that 
creature.

At the same time, aesthetic subject-object 
relations are not arbitrary subject-product relations.
Kant indicates this through his emphasis upon natural 
beauty and beautiful forms. In the case of a human 
and a flower, the aesthetic subject-object relation 
does not rest nearly so much on the subject's functioning 
as it does in the case of an aesthetic subject-product 
relation between an artist and his painterly flower.
The features of certain flowers call for playful attention, 
Those features need not be restricted to "freely 
regular" figures, of course. Perhaps their location 
next to the gliding stream, their gentle undulation in 
the wind, their texture, hue, and scent capture our 
attention and invite us to joy in their presence. All 
of those features may enter into what Gerard Manley 
Hopkins has called the "inscape" of an object, the 
latent nuancefulness awaiting someone's playful atten
tion.

What I have termed "aesthetic subject- 
product relations" are a special kind of subject-object 
relation, as Kant conceives those relations. While
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avoiding the anthropomorphic mistake of those who 
regard "natural beauty" as God's art work, as well 
as the culturalism of later Romanticists who would inter
pret natural beauty as a mere human construct, Kant 
sees that "beautiful nature" is not the same thing as 
"beautiful art." Nevertheless, insofar as they are 
"beautiful," they must share a common aesthetic feature 
--beautiful form--and must be appreciated through the 
same act of playful awareness. Even though aesthetic 
awareness can not avoid meeting beautiful arts as pur
posefully designed objects, Kant says their beautiful forms 
should seem to be subjectively purposive (cf. s.45).
Kant sees correctly, in my opinion, that all aesthetic 
objects must have aesthetic features, even if they 
are artistic products which owe their very existence 
to the cultural activity of some human subject. At 
the same time, he recognizes that our aesthetic 
awareness of fine arts unavoidably includes the aware
ness that they are cultural products.

But his fundamental misconception, and one 
which plagues his entire account of aesthetic subjects 
and objects, is that he locates the law for subjective 
and objective aestheticity within the human subject; 
more specifically, within the human subject as one who 
aesthetically judges aesthetic objects. The resultant 
problems of that position will emerge now in Part Three, 
which investigates Kant's critique of taste.
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Notes

1 Philosophies which locate the origin and meaning 
of existence in the epistemic functionings of 
human subjects are epistemologically subjectiv- 
istic. Rationalist philosophies of the seven
teenth and eighteenth centuries are forms of 
epistemological subjectivism, by definition.

2 Bernard translates wechselseitig belebenden
too weakly as "reciprocal activity75 (s. 35.1, B129) .

3 Cf. ss.9.4,5,9, B52-54; 12.2, B57-58; 21, B75-76; 
22GR, B77-78; 35.1, B128-29; 38, B132; and
39.4, B134-35.

4 I have deviated from Bernard’s translation here, 
which apparently mistranslates Vorstellung as 
"sensation" rather than "representation. '* The 
correct reading vitiates David White's conclusion 
(in "The Metaphysics of Disinterestedness,"
pp. 245-46), based largely on Bernard's transla
tion of the sentence quoted, that a given sensation 
triggers "the mental state produced by the represen
tation" (s.39.4, B135--another questionable trans
lation). The only conclusion permitted by a 
correct translation is that a given representation 
stimulates the mental state produced by the re- 
presentation, an obvious tautology that fails to 
justify White's subsequent discussion of the 
connection between sensation and beauty.

5 For other references to the Gestalt of objects, 
see ss.17.4,6,7n, B70-73; 22GR.2-3, B78-79; 30.1,
B120; 42.3, B141; and 58.3,6-8, B193-95. Kant 
mentions the Spiel of impressions in s.14.4, B60. 
Other references to sensate play occur in his 
discussions of music, art of color, and dancing 
(ss.51.10, B169; 52.1, B170; and 53.2-4, B173-74); 
in his second "General Remark" ("play of the 
affections"--s.29GR. 17,B114); and in a later 
"Remark," where he subdivides the free play of 
sensations into the play of fortune (games of 
chance), the play of tone (music) and the play
of thought (wit)--s. [54]R.2- 5, B176-78.

6 In Zweig, Correspondence, pp. 71-72.
7 It is interesting to note that Kant explains the 

functional subject-object relation between plants 
and soil in terms of "relative objective purposive
ness." Cf. CJ: ss.63 and 67, B212-216 and 224-28.



PART THREE. THE CRITIQUE OF TASTE



When he began working on "The Bounds of Sense 
and Reason" in the early 1770's, Kant included the prin
ciples of taste as one of his proposed topics. By 
1790 that topic had become a crucial problem on three 
accounts. First, taste seemed to have a unique but 
puzzling identity. Then too, Kant found it very diffi
cult to explain the principles that make taste possible. 
And he was concerned to show how taste can attain cer
tainty as a peculiarly human sort of awareness. For 
such reasons as those, Kant had long planned to complete 
his critical undertaking with a "Critique of Taste."

Of course the Critique of Judgment contains 
more than a "Critique of Taste." Even the first half, 
the "Critique of the Aesthetical Judgment [-power]," 
analyzes beauty, sublimity, feeling, genius, and art 
as well. Yet "taste" is, as it were, the hitching post 
to which Kant ties his theories of feeling and of 
aesthetic awareness and objects. The three problems of 
taste just mentioned occupy most of Kant's attention: 
What is taste? Does it have principial validity? How 
certain is it? Of those questions, the second is cen
tral in Kant's transcendental approach. Nevertheless, 
each question receives some separate consideration.

- 2 2 0 -
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The three chapters in Part Three will analyze 
his treatment of each question, talcing a pattern similar 
to Kant’s own. Chapter 7, "The Phenomenology of 
Taste Judgments," will look at Kant's description of 
taste in his "Analytic of the Beautiful." The follow
ing chapter, "The Validation of Taste Judgments," will 
concentrate on the complicated problem of principial 
validity, which Kant tries to resolve in his "Deduction 
of [Pure] Aesthetical Judgments." My concluding 
chapter--"The Confirmation of taste"--investigates Kant's 
certification of taste, especially in his "Dialectic 
of the Aesthetical Judgment[-power]."
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CHAPTER 7. THE PHENOMENOLOGY OF TASTE JUDGMENTS

It should be obvious already that Kant did 
not invent the notion to which he tied his philosophical 
aesthetics, though he may have refinished it. So an 
historical reconnaissance of the general notion of 
taste at the outset of this chapter may facilitate my 
ensuing discussion of his critique of taste.

7.1. The Enigma of Taste and Its Standard 

The Dilemma of Aesthetic Criticism

Several developments stamped the eighteenth 
century as the century of criticism and the age of 
taste. Especially significant for the history of 
aesthetics is the fact that certain arts were differen
tiating from crafts fulfilling institutional roles into 
arts designed to please their connoisseurs. Concurrently 
those arts were being conceived as "fine arts" or 
"beautiful arts" that imitate natural beauty and per
haps surpass it. When people began to meet art in
dependently from its decorative, social, and liturgical 
functions, they could pay attention to it as art. But 
they also had to decide which art works were worth 
their attention. It was to help the would-be connoisseurs 
that certain people started engaging in aesthetic criticism.
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Simultaneously, practicalist philosophers, 
many of whom were leading critics of artistic and 
natural beauty, were proclaiming common sense rational
ism as their basic perspective. They believed that 
all humans can attain happiness and virtue through the 
rational insights they possess by dint of their humanity, 
provided that those insights be scientifically formu
lated and be cultivated within a gracious society.
Living out of that common sense mentality, the prac- 
ticalists were constantly excoriating institutions that 
perpetuated unreasonable impediments to human progress-- 
institutions such as absolutist monarchies, rigid 
social classes, and dogmatic churches. Obviously, prac
ticalist criticisms of traditional institutions spurred 
the differentiation of the fine arts. They helped un
dermine the authorities that had been prescribing stan
dards for art works designed to serve those institutions. 
As the arts differentiated and the old authorities 
crumbled, the practicalists were founding a new pro
fession: aesthetic criticism.

From a twentieth-century viewpoint, it seems 
as if the practicalists were pacing a thin line as beauty

critics. While challenging the insight of traditional 
authorities, they were themselves claiming to be the 
new authorities. In their appraisals of the burgeoning 
beautiful arts, they were assuming the authority to
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proffer insights that could help people derive happiness 
and moral improvement from art works. But one might 
ask: Why are critical insights needed if everyone has 
the common sense to choose which works are pleasing and 
worthwhile? What special authority and insight do the 
critics possess?

Understandably, that dilemma was not readily 
apparent to the practicalists. They believed education 
within polite society was needed to exercise proper 
common sense in general and good taste in particular.
Not just any peasant could be a connoisseur. Even 
the genteel should improve their taste.

Perhaps some glimmers of the dilemma material
ized within the continual disagreements among critics 
themselves. If critics disagree, how can they guide 
other connoisseurs? Furthermore, what hope is there 
that universal communion can be achieved in matters 
of taste? If, as the practicalists assumed, the appro
priation of beauty is a peculiarly human activity, and 
if humanness is belonging to a universal brotherhood 
by virtue of common sense, then it must be possible to 
achieve universal agreement in the appropriation of 
beauty. Yet there are dismaying differences in the 
way people meet artistic and natural beauty, even among 
critics whose tastes are supposedly more refined. Such 
differences jeopardize the belief that, when they
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are free to follow their common sense, people will 
build a brotherly community of happiness and virtue where 
the silly disputes and authorities of the past have 
vanished.

The Search for a Standard

Characteristically, the practicalists hoped 
to disentangle the conflict between an assumed common 
sense and obvious differences in actual beauty-awareness 
through scientifically discovering the universal laws 
governing beauty and taste. Thus the standard of taste 
became an important topic for eighteenth-century 
philosophes such as Diderot. Their attempts at formu
lating the standard of taste were not merely precursory 
aesthetic investigations. Rather, as Baeumler shows 
throughout Kants "Kritik," they were attempts at exor
cising a difficulty intrinsic to rationalism. Reason 
may make humans autonomous. But how can rational humans 
institute a free community in those fundamentally human 
modes of existence that seem irrational?

The practicalist's formulae for dispelling 
such a difficulty are scientific articulations of the 
rational (natural) laws governing sensory, artistic, 
economic, and legal life. If set forth plainly, 
those laws can serve as universal bonds among individual
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humans. All people, being naturally endowed with a 
common rationality, shall come to see those laws as the 
truth; shall pattern their lives accordingly; and thus 
shall achieve a rational community. The fervent quests 
for scientific explanations of human life are prac- 
ticalist exorcisms of irrationality. The search is for 
universal, rational laws that bind humans together 
even in regions that seem contingent. Also taste, which 
occasions endless disagreements, must have some scien
tifically articulated standard that will raise appropri
ations of beauty from haphazard, individual preferences 
to evaluations all humans can share.

Anomalous Identity and Validity

The search for the standard of taste gained 
urgency after mid-century. Yet even the earliest des
criptions of taste itself had found it to be curiously 
ambiguous. That puzzling identity, fathered, as it 
were, the problem of a universal standard for taste.

Most scientialist systems had swept right 
past aesthetic matters, sometimes pausing long enough 
to bequeath a respectable title to taste: "refined 
reason." But both Leibniz and Shaftesbury saw that 
the appropriation of beauty is not simply systematic 
reasoning in miniature. Leibniz would baptize taste 
as a prescientific, confused perception of beauty, a
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nearly instinctual sympathy that needs rational culti
vation. Under Shaftesbury's officiation, taste was 
christened as a rationally educable, inner sense which 
apprehends beauty immediately but contemplatively 
through a feeling of disinterested delight. Although 
their successors adopted similar views, they recognized 
that both philosophers had described an anomaly. How 
can a capacity be both sensory and contemplative, both 
immediate and somehow rational? What is taste?

Their questions about beauty and taste show 
that the identity, validity, and certainty of taste 
were tightly interwoven issues for eighteenth-century 
thinkers. Is taste a sixth sense which immediately 
apprehends beauty? they wondered. Is it a disguised 
form of reasoning? If it is the latter, then it must 
measure purported beauty against some rational law.
But if there is such a law, why do actual tastes for 
beauty so often conflict? And if taste is a form of 
reasoning, it is a strange breed, for it reaches con
clusions immediately and refuses to be dissuaded by 
arguments or proofs.

Maybe taste is a sense one shares with his 
fellows in polite society. That would be a peculiarly 
human sense. But if reason is what distinguishes humans 
from other beings, then taste must be some form of 
reason. Besides, if it were a mere animal sense, every-
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one would appropriate beauty as he pleases. Yet 
people obviously wish their tastes to agree with that 
of others, and they want to share their tastes with 
their fellows. Such sharing implies human communion 
in matters of taste. Since only reason guarantees 
such communion, there must be a rational law which guides 
taste into human communion. If so, why do all these 
rational people hold their own individual tastes? And 
what is the rational standard of taste?

Kant's Solution

Interestingly enough, Kant's references to 
such questions in the light-hearted Observations are 
more of an aside than a somber soliloquy. But "the 
general principles of the feeling of taste" do not 
allow of such a facile treatment when the critical 
enterprise is under way. It becomes more difficult 
to discover the standard of taste once the a priori 
forms of space and time prove inadequate as universal 
taste principles. Besides, Kant sees that taste is 
not a mere feeling, but a type of sociable judging, unlike 
intellectual judging in its appeal to a mutual feeling 
everyone is assumed to share. And he concludes that 
the rules commonly adduced as criteria of taste are 
merely empirical generalizations from many actual 
beauty-awarenesses, rather than a priori laws that must 
be followed by all people because they make taste possible. 
(Cf. Chapter 3, pp. 85-87 above.]



When Kant indicates in 1787 that he has found 
an a priori principle for taste, he is announcing a 
resolution to the increasing perplexity among rationalists 
over the enigmatic identity, validity, and certainty 
of taste. The discovery of an a priori principle cer
tifies taste as a bona fide, rationally human area of 
awareness. It guarantees that universal communion in 
matters of taste is possible, at least in principium.
At the same time, Kant is posing a partial solution for 
one of the nagging problems of rationalism in general 
--how can a universal community be built when certain 
aspects of human existence seem fundamentally irrational?

With that historical situation in mind, I now 
turn to Kant's phenomenology of taste judgments. A termi
nological excursus is required,first, however.

Taste and Taste Judgments

The reader may have noticed loose references 
to both "taste" and "taste judgments" in what has pre
ceded. Those are not equivalent terms for Kant. His 
critique of taste scrutinizes both taste and taste 
judgments. The captions of sections 1-22 usually 
mention the latter, not the former. In other words,
Kant's critical focus not only falls on taste (Geschmack) 
as a power (Kraft) , ability (Ye r mo gen) , or way of 
functioning. It also lights upon taste judgments

- 2 29 -
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(Geschmacksurteile), the results of exercising taste, 
the judgments (Urteile) embodied in statements that 
call certain objects beautiful. At the same time, Kant 
often refers to the act of judging (Beurteilung), the 
actual functioning of judgment-power, the judging 
process.

Kant seems to employ such terms carefully.
For that reason I shall try to stay close to his usage 
of "taste" (Ges chmack), "judgment-power" (Urteilskraft), 
"judgment" (Urt'eil), "judging" (Beurteilung), and "taste 
judgment" (Geschmacksurteil). The latter term will be 
the one used most frequently, since Kant's critique of 
taste zeroes in on the identity, validity, and certainty 
of taste judgments, always asking how such judgments 
are possible.

The "Analytic of the Beautiful" can be called 
a "phenomenology" of taste judgments insofar as it 
seeks to isolate their essential features as given 
phenomena. It is a descriptive analysis of certain 
judgments that all people make, patterned according to 
the four logical functions of all judgments--quality, 
quantity, relation, and modality (cf. CPR: A70-76,
B95-101, pp. 106-110).
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Various characteristics catch Kant's attention 
as distinguishing marks of taste judgments. They are 
aesthetical, noncognitional judgments whose determining 
ground is a disinterested satisfaction, he observes.
They express the purposeless purposiveness of objects 
for cognition in general. And they claim their deter
mining ground to be universally shareable and necessary, 
even though it is nonconceptual. Although the two 
previous chapters discussed some of those characteristics 
already, I shall now examine them in a different context.

7.2. Aesthetical Judgments of Reflection

In an illuminating section, the Firs.t Intro
duction tries to remove "the inevitable ambiguity... 
always present in the expression 'an aesthetical mode 
of representation'" by applying "the expression 'aesthe
tic '... solely to the acts of the judgment [-power]"
(FI: VIII.1-2, p. 26). It then defines an aesthetic 
judgment as "that sort of judgment whose predicate can 
never be cognitive, i.e., a concept of an object," 
a judgment "whose ground of determination lies in a 
sensation immediately connected with the feeling of 
pleasure and [displeasure]." The two kinds of aesthetic 
judgments Kant then distinguishes are "an aesthetic 
sensory judgment," whose ground of determination is 
"that sensation which is evoked directly by the empiri
cal intuition of an object;" and "aesthetic judgments
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of reflection," whose determining ground is "that feeling 
brought about by the harmonious interplay of the judg
ment [-power' s] two cognitive faculties..." (FI: VIII.4, 
p . 2 8 ) .

That account, especially the phrase "aesthetic 
judgments of reflection," captures much of Kant's 
phenomenology of taste judgment, including certain am
biguities which even his most careful definitions do 
not eliminate. Each element in the account deserves 
separate exploration.

Aesthetical Judgments

The ambivalent identity of taste judgments 
is already apparent when the opening section of the 
"Analytic of the Beautiful" calls them "aesthetical 
judgments." During the act of judging whether or not 
a represented object is beautiful, according to section 
1, the judging subject merely connects the representa
tion with his own feeling. If the representation 
immediately pleases, the object can be called beautiful.

A judgment identifying the represented object 
as beautiful results from successfully connecting the 
representation with a feeling of pleasure. Thus a feeling 
is the basis or determining ground upon which the object 
is called beautiful. Since feelings only record the 

subject's own mental state and never anything about
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the object itself, that determining ground "can be 
no other than subjective" (s. 1.1, B37) , and taste judg
ments are always aesthetical, never cognitional judg
ments. Stated otherwise, the predicate "beautiful" in 
a propositional taste judgment "This object is beauti
ful" signifies no concept of the object but only a 
feeling of pleasure for the object.

But that explanation seems somehow contra
dictory. Can predicates be nonconceptual? Can judg
ments be noncognitional? On the one hand, Kant says 
that calling something beautiful results from a process 
of identification, distinguishment, and referral. Such 
a process can only be called judging, and its results, 
judgments. Those are basically logical, identificatory 
functions. On the other hand, he says that calling 
something beautiful results from feeling a pleasure 
towards it. That is not a logical process, but a 
feeling process. The statement "This object is beauti
ful" must then embody a feeling rather than a judgment. 
But Kant will surrender neither description, choosing 
rather to describe reports of beauty-awareness as 
aesthetical judgments, thus slightly refining his 
earlier descriptions of the same phenomena as feeling- 
judgments or judgment-feelings (Gefuhlsurteile, Urteils- 
gefiihle) .
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That dual nature is historically under
standable. The notion of taste arose in the eighteenth 
century as an analgam of sensing and reasoning for 
at least two reasons. The practicalists noted that beauty- 
awareness had characteristics of both kinds of functions: 
immediacy, disinterestedness, educability, individuality, 
shareability. And they wanted to ground this important 
region of human awareness in common sense reasoning 
and scientific laws.

Historical indebtedness does not justify 
theoretical contradictions, however. Can the paradox 
inherent in the statement "The judgment of taste is 
aesthetical" be explained systematically? That is to 
say... Is Kant accurately describing real phenomena, 
and does his description make sense outside his own 
theory?

It seems to me that Kant is characterizing 
judgmental products of the act of identifying things 
as aesthetic objects. That is a rather complex act.
It can not be analyzed simply in terms of logical 
functioning, but must rather be seen as a conglomerate 
in which both aesthetical and logical functions pre
dominate. Furthermore, Kant is dealing with judgments 
which people (in the Western world, at least) meet
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frequently in their daily experience when something is 
called beautiful, fascinating, lovely, or aesthetically 
pleasing. But there is more to his description that 
must enter my appraisal. For Kant is not content to 
portray taste judgments merely as aesthetical judgments. 
He differentiates their aesthetical determining ground 
from those of other judgments which could mistakenly 
be called taste judgments because feelings also ground 
them or are grounded by them.

In Kant's century, taste was often equated 
with either sensory relishing or moral propriety. In 
that context, disinterest was usually taken to be a 
mark of morality.^ Or, among those who took immediacy 
to be its prime feature, taste was seen as a species 
of sensate experience, similar to the taste one has 
for flavors.

Kant is one of the first to argue that dis
interested feelings are the distinctive determining 
grounds of taste judgments, as feelings peculiar to the 
awareness of beauty. In contrast, he argues, calling 
something pleasant or good involves sensately or 
rationally interested feelings, respectively. The 
feeling of favor for beauty is both immediate and dis
interested. It is finer than gratification in pleasant 
objects, but not as intellectually refined as
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respect for good objects. It is a distinct type of 
feeling, the peculiar determining ground of taste 
judgments.

The mixed identity of taste judgments becomes 
less puzzling when one notices how Kant uses the dis
interested feeling of favor to delimit them from the 
two other kinds of feeling-judgments. For example, 
he labels reports that certain objects are pleasant 
'’judgments of sense" or "material aesthetical judgments" 
(s.14.1, B59). Now one could raise the old question,
Are those phenomena predominantly judgmental or sensory? 
Kant would answer that they are both. The sensory process 
may be so strong that "those who always lay themselves 
out for enjoyment...would fain dispense with all judg
ment" (s.3.4, B41). Yet judging something to be an 
object of enjoyment involves both sensory and judgmental 
processes. Enjoying pleasant objects is a sensory 
process: "That which pleases the senses in sensation 
is ’pleasant’" (s.3.1, B39). But recognizing that 
the object pleases, and identifying it as a pleasant 
object, is an act of judging based on a feeling of enjoy
ment bound up with sensate desires. The sensory pro
cess is so basic to this judgmental act that no object 
can be called pleasant unless it actually pleases.
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In contrast, taking pleasure in good objects 
is not a mere sensory process, because the feeling 
of respect only arises in conjunction with rational 
functioning: "Whatever by reason pleases through the 
mere concept is good" (s.4.1, B41) . Here, however,
Kant is less clear about whether taking pleasure in 
good objects actually is a sensory process. He des
cribes such pleasure as an "intellectual satisfaction"
Css.16.7, B6 7 ; 29GR.13, Bill; [54JR.1, B175). Probably 
Kant is saying that feeling respect for good objects 
never occurs except when objects are thought to be 
good. Our awareness of good objects is so dominated 
by conceptualization that even our feelings of respect 
for them never arise unless we are measuring their good
ness conceptually. In Kant's terminology, the determining 
grounds of practical judgments are intentional concepts 
about what objects ought to be. Those concepts, in 
turn, are the determining grounds of the pleasure felt 
for good objects. Calling an object good is an act 
of practically cognitive judging, normally attended 
by a cognitively refined feeling.

Because judgments upon goodness and pleasantness 
were the main candidates for the status of taste judg
ments in his century, Kant wants to show the special 
identity of taste judgments. His oft-repeated assertion 
is that feeling disinterested favor for beautiful objects 
is neither a merely sensory process nor a conceptually
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refined sensory process. "The satisfaction in the 
beautiful," he states on the one hand, "must depend on 
the reflection upon an object, leading to any concept 
(however indefinite), and it is thus distinguished from 
the pleasant, which rests entirely upon sensation"
(s. 4.2, B41). On the other hand, favor may depend on 
reflection, but it does not require conceptuali zation. 
Taking pleasure in beauty is an immediate awareness, 
not one guided by identificatory functioning. Thus, 
unlike judgments about goodness, taste judgments are 
"merely contemplative" and "noncognitive." They result 
from a reflection which merely compares the character 
of an object with the feeling of pleasure and dis
pleasure itself, a reflection neither guided by concepts 
nor aimed at producing concepts (s.5.1, B43-44).

In other words, feeling favor for beautiful 
objects is a reflectively refined sensory process. Since 
it is a sensory self-consciousness of the mental state 
brought about by the act of taste judging, feeling 
favor is nearly identical to judging objects with favor. 
The feeling of favor is the determining ground of 
taste judgments: i.e., objects are never called beauti
ful unless they actually occasion a feeling of favor.
Yet that disinterested feeling never occurs except when 
objects are reflectively judged to be beautiful.
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For Kant, then, taste judgments are the 
products of a judgmental act which nonconceptually iden
tifies objects as beautiful on the basis of the favor 
felt in the presence of those objects. There is still 
something strange about such a description, though.
How can identifications be nonconceptual? For an an
swer, one must turn to that which qualifies "aestheti
cal judgments of reflection"--reflection itself.

Reflexive Reflection

Chapter 4 has presented Kant's general concept 
of reflection as the comparison and combination of 
representations in search of some general concept 
(see pp. 126-29 above). Such comparison and combi
nation can tie given representations together with the 
subject's own representational powers. The latter con
nection occurs in the process of taste judging. Given 
representations are merely referred to the subject's 
mental state by means of the feeling of disinterested 
favor. An aesthetical judgment of reflection "is merely 
contemplative" in the sense that it simply compares 
the "character [of the represented object] with the 
feeling of pleasure and displeasure" (s.5.1, B43-44). 
Such judgments thus result from a process of comparison 
that is not just reflective but reflexive.
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That is to say, the act of taste judging 
compares favorable representations to itself. It does 
so by means of an empirical consciousness of itself; 
i.e., by means of the feeling that arises during the 
act of taste judging.

Both introductions emphasize the reflexivity
of taste judgments. The First argues as follows:

A merely reflective judgment about 
a particular object can be aesthetic, 
however, if even before it contemplates 
comparing the object with others, 
the judgment[-power], with no concept 
antecedent to the given intuition, 
unites the imagination (which merely 
apprehends the object) with the under
standing (which produces a general 
concept), and perceives a relation between 
the two cognitive faculties which 
[relation] forms the subjective and 
merely [sensible] condition of the ob
jective employment of the faculty of 
judgment--namely, the harmony of 
those two faculties with one another 
(FI: VIII.3, pp. 27-28).

Similarly, the Second Introduction (VII.3, B26) claims
that whenever the imagination apprehends empirical
forms, reflective judgment-power compares those forms
with its own ongoing function of referring intuitions
to concepts. If such self-comparison places imagination
and understanding in free interplay, a feeling of favor
arises, and the object is judged beautiful on the
basis of that felt self-consciousness.

Thus the reflexivity of taste judging leads 
one back to what I have already called the essential
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notion in Kant's theory of aesthetic awareness-- free 
play. The free play of the cognitive faculties in the 
act of taste judging is the nonconceptual reflection 
and identification that grounds all "aesthetical judg
ments of reflection."

Kant himself acknowledges that playing is 
the crux of aesthetic awareness. He notices that the 
awareness of beauty fastens on certain objects 
with the loose spontaneity of fascination. He explains 
this by saying that imaginative apprehension and con
ceptual recognition are cognitively disengaged, playful 
functions in the act of aesthetic awareness. He also 
sees that a certain kind of feeling attends all acts 
of aesthetic awareness--a feeling of favor, a disinterested 
feeling, a playful feeling, if you will. He explains 
this feeling as the self-consciousness that translates 
playful functioning into sensory awareness.

But because the primary objects for his 
phenomenology are the judgmental articulations of 
aesthetic awareness, Kant calls such a feeling the 
determining ground of taste judgments, and he equates 
playful awareness with the act of reflexive aesthetical 
judging. The result is this: Judging objects to be 
beautiful becomes a reflexive judging about judging 
which, instead of being highly theoretical, as one
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might expect, is completely noncognitional.

As far as I can see, Kant’s analysis goes 
awry because he fails to make playing a kind of function
ing that is distinct from judging. I have already made 
this claim in Chapter 5 (see pp. 162-64 above). I 
reiterate it now, not because I think it can be argued 
on purely logical grounds, but because I see no other 
way out of the paradoxes implicit in the notions of 
aesthetical judgments and nonconceptual judging. Nor 
can I detect any other resolution of Kant's circular 
rationale for taste judging as a reflexive act.

A Resolution

The paradoxes could be plausibly resolved,
I believe, if playing and judging were seen as distinct
functions, and if playful awarenesses were recognized
as aesthetic acts irreducible to acts of judging objects
to be beautiful. If judgments are logical functions
which relate representations in order to conceptually

2identify kinds of objects, as Kant suggests, taste 
judgments must be logical functions also. The pro
position "This rose is beautiful" expresses a judgment 
which identifies the rose as an aesthetic kind of 
object. It seems self-evident that such a judgment 
involves a person's concept of beauty, which may, of 
course, differ from other persons' concepts of beauty.
As a matter of fact, Kant nearly admits as much when



he says that taste judgments refer to an undetermined 
and undeterminable concept (cf. s.57).

Taste judgments, as Kant correctly claims, 
are different from perceptual, utilitarian, theoretical, 
and "moral" judgments. Still they are all judgments.
The unicity of taste judgments is that they include 
dr exclude objects from the class of aesthetical objects 
recognized in a concept of what is aesthetical. But 
such judgments can only arise if one is aesthetically aware 
of the objects in question.

As a full-bodied act, aesthetic awareness 
is dominated by organized, playful perception of the 
object and by perceptual playing with the object; i.e., 
by playful apprehension and by feeling favor. Con
ceivably, one can be playfully aware of aesthetic 
objects without explicitly identifying them as aesthetic 
objects. Normally, however, people articulate their 
aesthetic awareness logically when that awareness

3arises, especially if they are among other people.

The act of judging something to be an aesthetic 
object is a logical act so closely tied to the aesthetic 
awareness which grounds it, that together they form a 
process of playful identification. The functions 
common to all acts of judging--apprehending, comparing, 
conceiving--are aimed at identifying an object as playable.

-■247. -
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Such identification can occur only if the object is 
classified not as a theoretical object, nor an object 
of use, nor an excellent object, but rather as an ob
ject of play and favor.

Certainly the results of taste judging are 
logical judgments subject to the principles of uni- 
vocality, non-contradiction, and excluded middle.
We question the sanity of someone who says one particular 
object is both fascinating and dull, or at least we 
require that he explain his meaning further. But those 
judgments are aesthetico-logical judgments, in the 
sense that they are wrapped up with actual aesthetical 
awareness. They never occur except in connection with 
actual aesthetic awareness. They are formed in order 
to logically state that certain objects are met as 
aesthetic or non-aesthetic objects. The test for the 
correctness or incorrectness of such judgments is not 
logical argumentation, but rather the aesthetic aware
ness they articulate.

Insofar as Kant accounts both for aesthetic 
awareness and for aesthetico-logical judgments in his 
phenomenology of taste judgments, his paradoxical por
trayal of them as noncognitional, aesthetical judgments 
of reflection makes sense systematically as well as
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historically. But there is more to taste judgments.
Kant says they display subjective universality and 
necessity. It is this side of taste judgments that 
calls for a subsequent validation and confirmation.

7.3. Subjective Universality and Necessity

The Second and Fourth Moments try to identify 
the validity of taste judgments. Although his earlier 
Critiques had dealt mainly with judgments having ob
jective validity, Kant sees that taste judgments have 
a peculiar kind of non-objective validity. Validity 
includes both universality and necessity for Kant. In 
his Prolegomena to Any Future Metaphysics, for-example, 
he says "objective validity and necessary universality 
(for everybody) are equivalent terms, and...when we 
consider a judgment as universal, and hence necessary, 
we thereby understand it to have objective validity" 
(PFM: s.19.1, p. 46). Since, however, aesthetical judg
ments are noncognitional and subjective by definition, 
whatever validity taste judgments may have must be 
subjective.

It is obvious to Kant that taste judgments 
have some kind of universality or universal validity.
For one thing, the disinterestedness of favor implies 
that taste judgments presuppose a ground of satisfaction 
that is shared by all people. Being free from selfish
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interest, the judging subject's favor must be regarded 
by him "as grounded on what he can presuppose in every 
other person" (s.6, B46). When someone identifies 
an object as beautiful, he expects everyone to share 
the feeling of favor that he is articulating. He con
siders himself justified in assuming that everyone feels 
a similar favor, that his feeling is universal. That 
is to say, he presupposes that his taste judgment is 
universally valid, just as if it were a logical judg
ment about a property of the object.

But it is not a logical judgment. It does 
not subsume the represented object under objective 
concepts. It simply refers the represented object to 
the subject's own mental state by means of his dis
interested feeling. A taste judgment claims to be 
valid for all judging subjects on the basis of a feeling, 
not for every object subsumed under a certain concept. 
"That is, there must be bound up with it a title to 
subjective universality" (s.6, B46). The question Kant 
does not want to answer immediately is this: What 
ground entitles taste judgments to claim universality? 
What ground do taste judgments presuppose as common 
to all taste judgers?

When someone calls an object beautiful, Kant 
continues, he expects everyone else to agree with his 
judgment and to feel similarly toward the object.



He claims that everyone else must necessarily concur, 
and he questions their taste if they do not. He demands 
agreement. He imputes his feeling of favor to every
one else. In other words, he claims the right to assume 
that his taste judgment is necessarily as well as uni
versally valid. But as aesthetical judgments, taste 
judgments can only claim to be necessarily valid for 
all judging subjects, not for their cognition of 
obj ects.

As the Fourth Moment shows, taste judgments 
claim subjective necessity, unlike cognitive judgments, 
which claim objective necessity. Someone who calls 
something beautiful does not assert thereby that he 
theoretically knows a priori that everyone will feel 
favor for the object he calls beautiful. Nor does 
he claim that everyone absolutely ought to feel this 
favor because such is a universal duty. Furthermore 
he does not claim to have empirically discovered that 
everyone does feel this favor. Rather, he asserts 
his expectation that everyone should share his feeling 
of favor insofar as his judgment exemplifies some 
ground or rule or principle common to all judging 
subjects, some universal that can be felt but not 
s tated.
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Said differently, taste judgments claim 
exemplary, subjective necessity on the presupposition 
that the feeling of favor rests upon something all 
judging subjects can be expected to possess. That 
something is what Kant entitles "common sense"
(Gemeinsinn), "the effect resulting from the free play 
of our cognitive powers" (s.20.2, B75). Because the 
idea of common sense serves to principially to validate 
taste judgments, however, I shall consider it in the 
next chapter. My concern presently is to detect 
whether saying that taste judgments possess subjective 
universality and necessity is an accurate and fruitful 
way of identifying them.

The Validities of Feeling-Judgments

It should be noted first that their peculiar 
validity clearly sets taste judgments apart from the 
two other kinds of feeling-judgments that Kant mentions. 
Aesthetical judgments of sense claim only private 
validity and mere contingency. When someone calls 
canary wine pleasant, he bases his judgment on 
his own individual feeling. He is saying, "I like 
canary wine." Many other people may happen to call 
canary wine pleasant. Yet one never expects such agree
ment. He allows everyone his own opinion, for in such 
matters of Sinnengeschmack (s.8.2, B48), "everyone has
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his own taste" [s.7.1, B47). Judgments identifying 
flavors, colors, or tones as pleasant only assert an in
dividual and contingent subjective validity.

But as soon as someone feels favor towards 
an object, he calls it beautiful, not just pleasant.
By so naming it, he expresses his a priori expectation 
that everyone else should share his feeling: "he judges 
not merely for himself, but for everyone, and speaks 
of beauty as if it were a property of things. Hence 
he says, 'the thing is beautiful'..." (s.7.2, B47).
Even if, as so often happens, others say the object is 
not beautiful, he still demands that everyone feel 
favor towards the object. If they do not, he accuses 
them of lacking the taste he expects them to have.

Yet his judgment imputes his feeling to every
one on the basis of that feeling, not on the basis of 
some objective concept. In this way taste judgments 
differ from judgments upon goodness as well, for the 
latter claim that everyone ought to respect certain 
objects because they conceive them to be good objects 
worthy of everyone's respect. Such practical judgments 
have objective validity.

If taste judgments based their claim to
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universal validity on objective concepts, they would 
call objects "good," not "beautiful," and logical argu
ments could be adduced to force other people to concur 
with those judgments. If they did not claim universal 
validity, they would call objects "pleasant," not 
"beautiful," and everyone would be allowed to feel 
as he pleases toward the objects. But, as a matter of 
fact, when people call things beautiful, they expect 
everyone to share their feeling of favor, even though 
they can not logically persuade others to feel that 
way when they do not. In addition, taste judgments do 
not derive their validity by generalizing from experience. 
Seldom does everyone actually judge the same object with 
favor. Even if they did, empirical agreement would not 
make their taste judgments necessary. I can not con
vince the lone objector that an object is beautiful by 
pointing to the fact that everyone else calls it 
beautiful. He must himself feel favor for that object, 
or he will never call it beautiful.

Thus Kant's description of taste judgments 
as subjectively universal and necessary reinforces 
their peculiarity in comparison to other judgments that 
involve feelings. His description has implications 
beyond his own systematic concerns as well. Kant has 
noted features that argue against both aesthetic solipsism 
and aesthetic universalism. To the individualist, who
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would maintain that every awareness and judgment of 
aestheticity is merely a private matter, Kant assigns 
the difficult task of explaining why people expect others 
to agree or disagree with them, and why they are bothered 
when such sharing is not forthcoming. The universalist, 
for whom every personal appropriation of beauty is 
merely an offshoot of a common consciousness, must 
explain why people actually do differ, often markedly, 
in their aesthetic awarenesses and judgments.

One can question how accurately Kant compares 
the validity of taste judgments with that of other 
feeling-judgments, however. He draws his lines too 
sharply, I think. Perhaps "taste judgments of sense" 
seemed to claim only individual validity and "practical 
judgments," objective validity, in eighteenth-century 
Europe. But the semblance of objective validity has 
disappeared in the twentieth-century world, which is 
characterized by a wide diversity of opinions as to 
what is useful, respectable, or just, not only in any 
particular situation, but even in general. Moreover, 
people do expect others to agree or disagree with their 
judgments about sensations. A typical North American 
expresses incredulity when someone does not find ice 
cream delicious: "You mean you don't like ice cream?.'" 
The same is probably not true in parts of Africa. That 
fact raises an important matter which Kant's analysis 
of feeling-judgments apparently overlooks.



Although people are never mere individuals 
nor mere extensions of a universal community, they do 
belong to certain geographic, racial, personality, 
social, cultic, and other groupings. An account of 
the validity of taste judgments can not afford to ignore 
the fact that people from different cultures, with 
different upbringings, and so forth, tend to appreciate 
"beauty" differently, as the Observations had noted.
The same holds for the pleasure people take in foods 
as well as for the worth they accord to various actions.

Except for ethnomusicologists, musicians, 
and cultic converts, for example, most Westerners find 
Oriental music strange and uninteresting. It is a 
well-known fact that one must learn to savor the 
favorite dishes of other cultures. Theft in one country 
is a sharing of goods in another. I cite such examples, 
not to argue for cultural relativism, but simply to 
emphasize that more enters the question of judgmental 
validity than Kant explicitly recognizes. People 
meet "beauty" or "pleasantness" or "goodness" not only 
as human beings and as unique individuals, but also 
as members of various groupings. This is readily 
apparent in the fact that the connoisseur of avant-garde 
art, if he is wise, does not ask a layman to agree 
or disagree with his judgments, simply because most 
people are incompetent to do so.
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"Subjective" Validity

The main difficulty in Kant's phenomenological 
analysis of tasteful validity, however, and the one 
that exercises most of his attention, is this: Kant 
finds taste judgment to be intersubjectively valid even 
though they are noncognitional and nonobjective. He 
assigns a universality and necessity to taste judgments 
that is merely subjective and yet grounded a priori.
This seems to contradict Kant's analyses of judgmental 
validity in the other Critiques. And it poses formi
dable problems for understanding what he is saying.

The catch-word "subjective" needs further 
scrutiny. Kant uses it as frequently and equivocally 
as its correlate, "objective." H.W. Cassirer distinguishes 
the following three senses in which Kant calls judg
ments "subjective": (1) being concerned primarily with 
the mental state of the judging subject; (2) being 
valid only for the mental state of an individual judging 
the subject; (3) resting on no definite a priori con
cept or idea (but perhaps upon an indeterminate a priori

4principle). To Cassirer's correct listing one can 
add another overlapping sense: (4) being noncognitional, 
which Cerf lists (along with being private and possibly 
being unshared) as a characteristic of the "mere sub
jectivity" of feeling in Kant's theory.^



Now it is clear from my preceding discussion 
that Kant considers taste judgments to be "subjective" 
in the first and fourth but not in the second sense.
It will soon be shown that he uses the third sense 
as well. The same three senses apply to the "subjective 
validity" of taste judgments. Their validity is a non- 
cognitional validity that rests on the mental state 
of the judging subject without being restricted to 
a merely individual mental state, and without being 
tied to any definite a priori concept or idea.

On what does their subjective validity depend? 
What condition imparts subjective universality and 
necessity to taste judgments? Those are the main ques
tions for Kant’s validation of taste judgments. Before
I consider his answers in Chapter 8, I should, while 
reviewing the present chapter, indicate some of the 
issues Kant's validation involves.

7.4. Review

When I discussed the eighteenth-century notion 
of taste in section 7.1 above, I said the enigmatic 
identity of taste spawned questions about the standard 
of its validity and certainty. The close connection 
between those matters is clear in Kant's aesthetics.
When he identifies taste judgments as "aesthetical 
judgments of reflection" whose determining ground can

- 2 54 -
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be "no other than subjective," he is already indicating 
that their validity and certainty is at least problema
tic. He is also pointing towards a solution.

On the surface, Kant is saying that people 
meet beauty by referring represented objects to their 
own ontically subjective mental state by means of 
feeling. He adds further stipulations, however. The 
feeling involved is a disinterested consciousness of 
the state of reflexive judging. It is a reflective 
feeling that accompanies the free interplay initiated 
by judgmental functioning when it simply refers repre
sented objects to itself in the act of taste judging by 
means of feeling.

But here contradictions become apparent, along 
with the circular reciprocity noted in Chapter 6. Kant 
has called the results of taste judging aesthetical, 
meaning they are nonconceptual, noncognitional, non
objective, or subjective. One must wonder how any 
judgments can be nonconceptual or noncognitional and 
still be judgments. In addition, one could ask how 
any judgmental referral of represented objects, by what
ever means, can be called non-objective. Are taste 
judgments any less objective or more subjective ontically 
than so-called "value judgments" or even theoretical
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judgments? If so, what does that have to do with 
their epistemological subjectivity or objectivity, with 
their validity in comparison to other kinds of judg
ments ?

Thus the problem of the validity of taste 
judgments is wrapped up with the problem of their 
identity. I have already argued that the paradox of 
noncognitional judgments can be removed if playful 
and judgmental functionings are kept distinct and if 
aesthetic acts are not reduced to reflective judgmental 
acts, even though the two kinds of functionings and 
acts usually go on concurrently and correlatively. 
Unfortunately, my proposal tends to undermine Kant's 
validation of taste judgments. So it must be set aside 
for now, until Kant's arguments for the universality 
and tasteful validity have been weighed more carefully.

Some important issues hang in the balance, 
not only for aesthetics, but for philosophy in general. 
There is the large perspectival problem of rationalism 
--How can a universal brotherhood be built when some 
regions of human existence seem fundamentally irrational? 
--which requires a confirmation as well as a validation 
of taste. Enclosed by that problem are some basic, 
conditional issues (in the sense of ''conditional" ex
plained in Chapter 4, pp. 95-96 above): Are any aspects
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of human existence, especially the aspect of aesthetic 
awareness, merely individual and contingent or strictly 
universal and necessary? Or, for that matter, is any
thing whatsoever individually contingent or universally 
necessary? How can humans know the individual or the 
universal? How valid is such knowledge? What sort of 
validity attaches to judgments that articulate aesthetic 
awareness? What is the source of that validity?
Logical laws? Aesthetic laws? What is the source of 
those laws?

Such questions bring one into the heart of 
Kant's philosophical aesthetics, into his transcenden- 
talist validation of taste judgments through the 
a priori principle of reflective judgment-power. Some 
such principle must be uncovered if the strange identity 
and the peculiar validity of taste judgments and of 
favor are to be explained. Those "subjective" matters 
are human and interindividual. But they lie outside 
the realms made possible by a priori, "objective" 
categorical rules and ideational laws. An epistemologi- 
cal subjectivist usually grounds them in some rational 
activity or context. That, as we shall see, is how 
Kant validates and confirms taste judgments.
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Notes

1 Kant himself retains the connection between 
disinterest and morality in his descriptions
of moral respect as a disinterested, contempla
tive satisfaction. See CPrR: Chap. Ill, 
pp.- 72 -92 ; and CJ: s.2.2n, B39n).

2 Cf. CPR: A6 7-69-B92-94, pp. 105-106.
3 Cf. Kant's argument that "Empirically the 

beautiful interests only in society....
It is only in society that it occurs to him 
to be, not merely a man, but a refined man after 
his kind.'. ." (CJ: s.41.2,3, B139) . Cf. pp.410-12

4 H[einrich] W[alter] Cassirer, A Commentary on 
Kant's "Critique of Judgment" (London: Methuen, 
1938; rpt. ed., New York: Barnes § Noble, 1970) 
p. 154n.

5 Cerf, Translator's Introduction, p. xxxiii.

below.

>
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CHAPTER 8. THE VALIDATION OF TASTE JUDGMENTS

Kant's validation, or, as he terms it, "deduc
tion" of taste judgments can be fascinating for exegetes 
interested in parsing his repetitious arguments. Uti
lizing Meredith's suggestions about the chronological 
order of the text, Barrows Dunham finds five separate 
deductions. Listed in order of appearance, they are 
Cl) SI: VII; (2) ss.6-9; (3) ss.19-22; (4) ss.38-40; 
and (5) s.57. Dunham takes the fourth to have been 
written earlier than the others; the second and third, 
later; the first, to be the most mature deduction.'*' 
Crawford, in Kant's Aesthetic Theory, argues that "the 
structure of Kant's major connected argument in the 
Critique of Judgment does not correspond to the archi
tectonic structure he himself imposes on his work"
(p. 66). In order to free the structure from an opaque 
superstructure, Crawford divides Kant's transcendental 
deduction into five logical stages: (1) the key to 
the critique of taste (s.9.1-3);C2) the harmony of 
the cognitive faculties in free play (s.9.3-4); (3) 
formal purposiveness; (4) a common sense; (5) aesthetics 
and morality.

It seems to me that Crawford's stages still 
follow the basic order of Kant's text, and that Dunham's 
chronological concerns do not shed much new light on
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the text. Be that as it may, I have found their approaches 
instructive. They indicate where Kant makes the 
same point in different ways, and where he introduces 
new arguments. They also clue one into Kant's assump
tions and suppressed premises. Nor do their approaches 
conflict with the procedure of the present chapter, 
which will align itself closely with the order of the 
text of Kant's Critique, as I shall explain now.

The reader must have noticed that my previous 
chapter by-passed several crucial sections in the "Analytic 
of the Beautiful." It may also have been apparent that 
Kant's "phenomenology" does not merely describe taste 
judgments, an impossible task which would hardly have 
exercised his critical attention. Built into his des
criptions are certain arguments on behalf of the legiti
macy of taste judgments. Those arguments emerge most 
forcefully in sections 8-12 and 20-22, sections that 
indicate why aesthetical judgments of reflection claim 
to be necessarily valid for all judging subjects.

Most of Kant's later "Deduction" elaborates 
upon the sections just mentioned. But it does so in 
terms of the logical peculiarities of taste judgments.
The earlier sections are more like phenomenological 
validations. They show that the paradoxical identity 
of taste judgments includes the fact that, though 
subjective, they must depend on some a priori principle.
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Those sections do not argue that this (and only this) 
a priori principle makes taste judgments possible.
The latter is the task of the "Deduction" proper, the 
transcendental validation.

Accordingly, the present chapter will survey 
the issue of judgmental validity as it is first raised 
in Kant's "phenomenological validation" (especially 
sections 8, 9, 12, 20-22). It will then examine his 
transcendental validation (especially sections 30-40), 
concluding with a lengthy appraisal.

8.1. Phenomenological Validation 

Subjective Universality and the Universal Voice

The first few paragraphs in section 8 recapi
tulate a feature of taste judgments which is "noteworthy 
for the transcendental philosopher" (s.8.1, B48)--their 
subjective universality. As one who examines the

2grounds that make a priori synthetic judgments possible, 
the transcendental philosopher must search out the 
origins of such universality. But the quest is 
difficult. Judgments usually claim cognitions to be 
universally valid on the basis of a priori concepts 
of objects, while a taste judgment merely claims that 
an individual's feeling is universal on the basis of 
that feeling. It claims this without any conceptual 
foundation.
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Cognitive judgments, whether theoretical or 
moral, hold for every object subsumed under certain 
concepts. They automatically hold for every judging 
subject who approaches objects through those concepts.
But a taste judgment is noncognitional and subjective.
It refers a represented object not to concepts but to 
the judging subject and his feeling in the presence 
of the object. Thus a taste judgment can not claim 
objective universal validity.

Nevertheless it does claim subjective uni
versal validity. A taste judgment claims that every 
judging subject should share the feeling articulated 
in that judgment. Everyone who passes a taste judg
ment on the represented object is expected to bind 
the same feeling up with the representation. That 
expectation is, in fact, implied by the predicate 
"beautiful." By declaring something beautiful, one 
is calling upon everyone to feel similarly in the pre
sence of the represented object. A taste judgment claims 
the feeling to be universal on the basis of that feeling, 
even though feelings are by nature private psychic occur
rences.

The call for universal, subjective agreement 
contained in taste judgments is what the concluding
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paragraphs of section 8 explain as "a universal voice" 
(eine allgemeine Stimme). According to Kant, "if we 
call the object beautiful, we believe we speak with a 
universal voice, and we claim the assent of everyone..." 
(s. 8.6, B50). Taste judgments, then, embody a call 
to universal agreement among judging and feeling 
subjects. It is a mere postulate or idea, a normative 
call that perhaps can not be fulfilled.

Kant is merely reiterating what he has 
explained already in sections 6 and 7. A taste judg
ment calls upon everyone to share the feeling on whose 
basis someone has found something to be beautiful. A 
taste judgment postulates that such universal sharing 
is possible. And it imputes such sharing to every
one with the expectation that everyone will share the 
judging subject's feeling. But that postulation and 
imputation is conditioned, as section 19 says, because 
the person passing judgment may be mistaken in postu
lating a universal voice, and therefore may have no 
right to expect universal agreement. He can not be sure 
he indeed is speaking with a universal voice or that 
everyone actually should share his feeling. Nevertheless, 
everyone who judges by taste does presuppose that he 
is speaking universally when he calls something beauti
ful, that he is articulating a universally sharable 
feeling.
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The postulate of a universal voice allows 
someone to expect universal agreement with his own 
feeling of favor without trying to convince others logi
cally or persuade them morally. It also allows him to 
expect disagreements without resting content with them. 
For the universal voice postulated in taste judgments 
is not simply a private feeling nor is it an objective 
concept. It is an idea which everyone always tries 
to actualize without always succeeding. But that 
postulate rests on some further assumptions and condi
tions that must be detected yet.

Thus the discussion of a universal voice leads 
directly into "the question whether in the judgment of 
taste the feeling of pleasure precedes or follows the 
judging [Beurteilung] of the object," a question whose 
answer is "the key to the critique of taste, and so 
is worthy of all attention" (s.9.1, B51). Kant does 
not make an obvious transition. But, in effect, section
9 begins to uncover the conditions that allow people 
to postulate a universal voice. More simply stated, 
this section considers whether and how a feeling can 
be universally shareable even though, unlike the moral 
feeling of respect, it is not tied to any concept of 
the judged object.
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By determining whether the feeling of favor 
precedes or follows the act of taste judging, Kant 
hopes to explain why a noncognitional taste judgment 
can postulate a universal voice when it reports a feeling 
of favor. Kant is not asking whether, in the actual 
process of judging by means of favor, the favor tem
porally precedes or follows the judging. Those happen 
reciprocally, together, simultaneously. Rather the 
question is whether the feeling conditions 
the judging or vice versa. The assumption all along 
is that those are the only alternatives, of course.

Judging Conditions Favor

Kant's answer is clear already in the second 
paragraph of section 9. If the pleasure taken in a 
given object conditioned the judging, he states, it would 
be the kind of feeling that depends on the given sensa
tion of the object. But pleasures tied to sensations 
are only valid for the individual who senses the object, 
since sensations and sensate pleasures vary from one 
individual to the next. Judgments dependent on such 
a feeling can not claim this feeling to be universally 
sharable. What is privately valid can not be shared 
with everyone, much less, imputed to everyone. Since 
taste judgments claim the feeling of favor to be uni

versally shareable, that feeling must depend upon the 
judging itself. The judging must not depend solely on

the feeling.
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In themselves, feelings are not universally 
shareable. They are intrinsically private, merely 
subjective. Indeed, anything that does not belong to 
cognition somehow, can not be shared universally.
A representation can belong to cognition because 
all representations are objective. They are referred 
to objects that everyone must cognize in the same way.
In that manner, representations are universally share
able. But feelings are not even representations, in 
Kant's theory. They can not be ingredients of cognition. 
They are merely subjective self-consciousnesses. They 
have no intrinsic reference to the objects everyone 
cognizes. Nor do representations judged solely by 
means of feelings refer to objects or serve as ingredients 
for cognizing objects.

In a taste judgment, the representation of 
an object is judged to be beautiful as an occasion 
of the feeling of favor, implying that everyone else is 
expected to feel it to be beautiful as well. The 
representation is judged to be universally shareable.
But, by definition, the determining ground of such a 
judgment is a merely subjective ingredient of conscious
ness, an ingredient of which we are aware without 
employing any concepts of the object. Since representations 
can not be universally shareable except they belong to 
cognition somehow, the subjective determining ground 
upon which we judge a representation to be universally
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shareable "can be nothing else than the state of 
mind which is to be met with in the relation of our 
representative powers to each other, so far as they 
refer a given representation to cognition in general 
(s.9.3, B52).

Why? Because insofar as our representative 
powers are referring a given representation to cognition 
in general, they belong to cognition. Thus they are 
in a relation or mental state that can be shared uni
versally. Furthermore, "it is the universal [share- 
ability] of the mental state in the given representation 
which, as the subjective condition of the judgment 
of taste, must be fundamental and must have the pleasure 
in the object as its consequent" (s.9.3, B51). By 
implication, the universal shareability of the repre
sentation, and, more specifically, of the feeling of 
favor judged to be bound up with the representation, 
derives from the universal shareability of the mental 
state.

The further questions to be answered are 
what that mental state is like and how it imparts universal 
shareability to the feeling of favor. Before I turn to 
Kant's answers in section 9.4-6, however, two comments 
are in order.



First, Kant speaks of feelings both as mental 
states and as sensory self-consciousnesses of mental 
states. He also conceives the feeling of pleasure and 
displeasure as a mental faculty whose functions are 
various feelings and whose results are specific satis
factions. Thus what he has argued thus far allows 
of at least two interpretations. Either the universal 
shareability of the feeling attached to a given re
presentation in an act of taste judging is the funda
mental condition of the disinterested satisfaction 
felt for the object. Or the universal shareability 
of the mental state occasioned by the representation 
during the act of taste judging is the fundamental 
condition of the universal shareability attributed to 
the disinterested satisfaction felt for the object, 
a satisfaction that is an awareness of that mental 
state. The latter interpretation is more consonant with 
Kant’s subsequent explanations, and is less tautologous.

In the second place, it is notable that Kant 
has replaced all references to "universal validity"
CM  1 gemeingii'ltigkeit) with the phrase "universal

3shareability" (allgemeine Mitteilbarkeit). Either 
validity and shareability are equivalent for Kant, 
or he is taking a slightly different approach to the 
matter of subjective universality. Both alternatives 
are the case, it seems.

- 268 -
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One of the primary meanings of Kantian objec
tive validity is universal intersubjectivity. An 
objectively valid judgment having logical universality 
applies to all objects subsumed under a certain concept 
in the form, all x are y. This means all people must 
recognize x as y. But that logical universality depends 
on the epistemological assumption that all judging 
subjects subsume such objects under the same concept 
in the same way. Thus the assumption of universal 
intersubjectivity, or universal shareability, or universal 
subjective similarity is a fundamental part of Kant's 
conception of objective validity.

Now if concepts be eliminated as determining 
grounds, judgments can only be subjectively valid. If 
that subjective validity be universal, then all that 
remains, is the universal intersubjectivity or 
shareability which is fundamental to Kant's general notion

4of universal validity. This becomes very evident in 
section 21, as I shall point out later. The opening 
paragraphs in section 9 stress universal shareability 
because they are discussing not judgments per se, but 
rather the functionings that occur during the act of 
taste judging. Kant is here investigating the functional 
sources of the universal shareability that taste judg
ments claim for the feeling of favor. Interestingly 
enough, he has spoken of the private validity
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(Privatgültigkeit) of sensate pleasures (s.9.2, B51). Soon 
he will mention the universal subjective validity 
(allgemeine subjective Gültigkeit) of favor (s.9.6, BS3), 
confirming that universal subjective validity and uni
versal shareability are nearly equivalent for him.

Raving argued that the feeling of favor is 
universally shareable because it is conditioned by 
the universally shareable mental state present during 
the act of taste judging, Kant describes what that mental 
state is like in section 9.4-6. He is investigating 
the fundamental "subjective condition of the judgment 
of taste" (9.3, B51) .

Subjective Conditions of Taste Judgments and Favor

According to Kant's general theory of cognition, 
the judging of empirically represented objects is always 
an act of relating the synthetic apprehension and the 
conceptual unification of sensory manifolds. Taste 
judging is a reflective judging based on feeling, how
ever. Rather than applying unifying concepts to the 
apprehended manifold, it compares the apprehended mani
fold with its own relational functioning via feeling, 
in search of some (indefinite) unifying concept that 
might apply to the empirical order present in that 
apprehension. Taste judging, like all empirical judging, 
involves imaginative apprehension and conceptualization 
(understanding). But, unlike determinative judging,
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it is not governed by definite concepts. In addition, 
taste judging must be discernible by means of feeling, 
since the feeling of the subject's mental state during 
the act of taste judging is what gets reported in the 
taste judgment. Feeling is the means by which taste 
judging reflexively compares the apprehended manifold 
with its own functionings.^

Kant has already argued that the mental state 
during an act of taste judging can be universally share
able only if that state is one in which representational 
powers are so related that they refer the represented 
object to cognition in general. Taste judging, like 
all judging, relates imagination and understanding. All 
judging is a harmonizing of imaginative apprehension 
and understanding's conceptualization. Such harmoni
zation also occurs during taste judging. Since no 
represented object can be cognized unless imagination 
and understanding relate harmoniously, the harmonization 
of imagination and understanding in the act of taste 
judging refers the represented object to cognition in 
general, though without employing any definite concepts 
of the object. That cognitionally disengaged harmoni
zation is the condition without which no judgment of 
taste nor feeling of favor could be. As a harmonization 
that is also requisite for any cognition in general, 
the harmonization in the act of taste judging is shared 
universally by all cognizing subjects. And thus the
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favor-feeling of that harmonization is universally 
shareable as well.

Kant's argument in section 9.4-6 runs some
what differently from the interpretation I have just 
advanced. He simply claims that when imagination 
and understanding are functioning during the act of 
taste judging, they are in a state of free play. That 
is to say, as Kant explains here and elsewhere, they 
mutually harmonize without being ruled by definite 
concepts. They are functioning in a cognitionally 
disengaged state. That state must be universally valid 
and shareable, because it is bound up with the only 
universally valid constituent of consciousness --cognition 
--as a subjective condition of cognition. Without 
a state of harmony, no cognition could take place.

Insofar as feelings are sensory consciousnesses 
of mental states, the mental state which makes taste 
judgments possible "must be a feeling of the free play 
of the representative powers in a given representation 
with reference to a cognition in general" (s.9.4, B52). 
Referring a represented object to that mental state 
is a "merely subjective (aesthetical) judging of the 
object...[which] precedes the pleasure in the same and
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is the ground of this pleasure in the harmony of the 
cognitive faculties..." (s.9.6, B52-53). The favor 
felt for beautiful objects has (or is claimed to have) 
universal subjective validity because the act of judging 
objects to be beautiful places imagination and under
standing in a free play relation that is universally 
valid and shareable.

It seems to me that Kant's inclusion of the 
universal validity of favor is somewhat hasty.
All he has established is that the feeling of favor 
can be universally shareable because it embodies 
the universally shareable mental state of free play.
But validity usually entails necessity, authority, 
verity, or certainty. Kant has shown that it is possible 
for an individual subject to regard his feeling of 
favor as one which is common to all cognizing subjects. 
But he has not yet shown why we expect everyone to 
share the favor we articulate, why we necessarily impute 
our favor to everyone else, why we declare our favor 
t0 be va-lid. for everyone as if the beauty we favor 
were a conceptually determined characteristic of the 
object, which, of course, it is not. Kant rccognizes 
this in section 9.7, apparently, where he says that 
the nccessary imputation of favor can not be examined 
"until we have answered the question whether, and how, 
esthetic judgments a priori are possible" (s.9.7, C22) .
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This is the first time the a priority of taste judgments 
is mentioned in the "Analytic of the Beautiful." It 
returns in section 12, to which I shall turn after 
some concluding comments on section 9.

The main outcome of section 9 is this: It 
grounds the intersubjective shareability of favor upon 
the functionings (judging, apprehension, and conceptua
lization) and the interfunctional relation (harmony 
between imagination and understanding during the act 
of judging) which are the subjective conditions shared 
by all cognizing subjects. But the concluding para
graphs (9.7-9) indicate that more is needed to explain 
the universal validity claimed by taste judgments.

Usually judgments claim to be valid for the 
objects jduged, not just for the judging subjects.
Kant ties such objective validity to concepts. But 
he excludes concepts from taste judgments. So he 
will not say that taste judgments claim to be objectively 
valid. He will not say that the object is necessarily 
cognized as an object of favor, so that the feeling of 
favor must be shared universally.

But at the same time, he realizes that only 
certain objects are judged to be beautiful--objects 
whose represented forms are conducive for free interplay. 
He will not call beauty an objective characteristic
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everyone must recognize. Yet his own explanation of 
the process of taste judging requires that the re
presented object be such that it lends itself to play
ful apprehension and conceptualization. When it is 
apprehended, the object must display an order, a law
fulness, a free regularity, a form which allows it 
to harmonize unintentionally with imagination and under
standing in their state of playful harmony. The empiri
cal form of the represented object must be felt to 
be purposive, must be felt to be occasioning a state 
of free play.

The Third Moment brings those matters to 
the fore. It examines the reciprocal relation between 
the represented object judged to be beautiful and the 
mental state of free play, thus deepening the argument 
of section 9. I have already treated this moment at 
length in Chapter 6. In the present context I need 
only clarify the passage that continues Kant's pheno
menological deduction by suggesting that an a priori 
ground lies behind taste judgments. That passage is 
sectionl2.

The A Priori Ground of Taste Judgments

Kant has argued in section 9 that the repre
sentational powers and their free play relation are 
the conditions without which no universally shareable

feeling of favor could arise. He has also demonstrated



(in 9.7-9) that the feeling of favor is the only con
sciousness we can have that the playful mental state 
is being induced by the represented object, which 
is being judged to be beautiful. According to sections
10 and 11, the feeling of favor tells us that the re
presented object is subjectively purposive for the 
playful harmony of representational powers, and it 
tells us that playful harmony is occurring as we re
flect upon the represented object. The purposive 
relation between subject and represented object, and 
the purposive intrasubjective relation between imagina
tion and understanding--this relation or form of pur
posiveness comes to consciousness as a feeling of 
favor. But it comes to consciousness only when the 
relation is actually present in the act of taste judging. 
Taste judging conditions favor. Yet taste judging 
results in the declaration that something is beautiful 
only if favor has been felt. As section 11.2 states,
"it is the mere form of purposiveness in the represen
tation by which an object is given to us, so far as 
we are conscious of it, which constitutes the satis
faction that we without a concept judge to be univer
sally [shareable]..." (B56).

With those thoughts in mind, Kant announces 
in the caption of section 12, "The judgment of taste 
rests on a priori grounds." It turns out that those 
a priori grounds are "the form of purposiveness,"

- 2 76 -
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the playfully harmonious relation pictured in sections 
9-11.

Section 12.2 portrays the "merely contempla
tive" pleasure in taste judgments as a consciousness 
of an internal causality. That internal causality-- 
the playful mental state--is a ground that "determines" 
the subject’s cognitive powers. Free interplay animates 
the playing cognitive powers. Thus free interplay 
is purposive for cognition in general without being 
restricted to any definite cognition. The mental state 
of free interplay is, as it were, unintentionally good 
for the cognitive faculties. It is a causality in the 
sense that it is unintentionally self-maintaining.
It strengthens and reproduces itself while we lingeringly 
contemplate the beautiful object.

By calling free interplay an "internal causa
lity," Kant indirectly establishes the playful inter
relation as an a priori ground through analogy with 
moral causality. He has explained the latter in sec
tion 12.1. There he noted first that it is impossible 
to establish a priori that a representation causes 
a feeling. This can only be known through experiencing 
the representation and the feeling. For example, we 
can know that a certain object arouses a feeling of 
favor only by feeling favor in its presence.
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Now the Critique of Practical Reason did 
derive the feeling of respect from universal moral 
concepts in an a priori fashion.^ But that Critique 
was dealing with the subject's self-determination 
of its will through the moral law. Such self-determination 
is a free causality which transcends the limits of 
experience. And in any case, the feeling of respect 
was not explained as the effect of the moral law- 
idea. Rather the determination of the will was regarded 
as the effect of the moral law. Respect was simply 
seen as the subject's mental state when he is deter
mining his will through the moral law-idea.

When Kant states "the case is similar with 
the pleasure in aesthetical judgments" (s.12.2, B57), I 
take him to be introducing the following analogies:
In its freely moral causality, the subject determines 
its own will through the moral law-idea. So too the 
subject in its freely playful causality maintains 
its own playing through the free play relation. The 
feeling of favor is a consciousness of the animating 
effects that the free play relation has upon the mind, 
just as the feeling of respect is a consciousness of 
the humiliating and ennobling effects of the moral 
law-idea upon the mind. And as the moral law-idea is 
the a priori ground of morality, so the free play relation 
is the a priori ground of taste judgments. In other
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words, the feeling of favor may be the determining 
ground of taste judgments, but the a priori ground 
(to which favor refers) is the state of free interplay.

My interpretation is on the right track, I 
believe, because it sheds further light on section 9.9. 
There Kant states that the only possible consciousness 
of the free play relation comes "through sensing its 
effect; and this effect consists in the easier play 
of both mental powers..., animated by their mutual 
harmony" (C23, my emphases). In addition, I take the 
indirect identification of free interplay as the a 
priori ground of taste judgments through analogy with 
the moral law--I take that identification to be Kant's 
move to solidify his earlier suggestion that feeling
awareness of free play can be claimed to be universally 
valid as well as shareable when an object is judged 
to be beautiful. Like respect, which we demand of 
everyone, favor can be expected from everyone and imputed 
to everyone as a universally valid feeling, because it 
is a consciousness of the effect an a priori ground has 
upon the mind.

A Common Sense: Subjective Principle of Taste Judgments

Though he has mentioned the subjective univer
sal validity of taste judgments in section 8.4 already, 
Kant takes a leisurely walk through the Third Moment 
towards his main phenomenological account of that peculiar
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validity. When he arrives at the Fourth Moment, however, 
he moves swiftly, uniting the previous stages of his 
trip "at last in the Idea of a common sense" (s.22.2,
C51) .

Kant had begun in the area of a universal 
voice, which seemed to cover both the universality and 
the necessity of taste judgments (s.8). Then he entered 
his crucial explanation of why noncognitional taste 
judgments can claim the universal shareability of favor. 
Taste judging conditions favor, he argued. Imagination 
and understanding in their free interplay during the 
act of taste judging are the universally shareable 
mental state which allows the feeling of favor to 
arise as a universally shareable self-consciousness of 
that mental state (s.9). From there he began to talk 
of the playful interrelation as the form of purposive
ness, as the ground, the a priori ground of taste judg
ments (ss.11-12). Once he begins the Fourth Moment,
Kant needs only five short sections to review the pre
vious phases while tying them into the common ground, 
subjective principle, idea, or ideal norm that truly 
confers necessity as well as universality on taste 
j udgments.

Section 18 brings out the peculiar necessity 
of the connection between beautiful objects and the 
feeling of favor, as this necessity is asserted in a
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taste judgment. We employ neither a priori concepts 
of the way things are nor a priori ideas of how things 
ought to be when we call an object beautiful, thereby 
asking others to share our favor for the object. Rather 
we are saying, in effect, that the connection we find 
between the beautiful object and our feeling of favor 
exemplifies a universal rule that we can not state. So 
a taste judgment claims exemplary necessity. It calls 
upon everyone to assent to it and to share the feeling 
it articulates because it exemplifies some universal 
rule, some ground that is common to all judging subjects.

That necessity is subjective and conditional, 
section 19 explains. Subjective, because it does not 
depend on a stateable, objective, cognitional rule. Con
ditional, because others are only expected to agree 
with the judgment on the condition that this judgment 
correctly exemplifies the universal rule of assent, which 
it does not necessarily do.

According to section 20, the condition of 
this exemplary necessity is the idea of a common sense. 
That idea is "a subjective principle which determines 
what pleases or displeases only by feeling and not by 
concepts, but yet with universal validity" [s.20.1,
B75). Taste judgments, which claim a necessary connection 
between a feeling and a represented object when they
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call something beautiful, are only possible if a common 
sense is presupposed. That common sense, unlike common 
understanding, is not a conceptual commonality. It 
is the common effect or the common feeling of the 
effect "resulting from the free play of our cognitive 
faculties" Cs *20.2, B75). It is a state of mind pre
supposed to be common to all judging subjects.

Now Kant begins his recapitulation in earnest, 
asking "whether there is good reason for presupposing 
a common sense" in the title of section 21 (C48).
His answer, which reshapes "the key to the critique of 
taste" (s.9), brings in the weighty argument that we 
could fall into the trap of skepticism if we did not 
assume a common sense. Since the same argument figures 
prominently in Kant's transcendental validation, I am 
reformulating it in its entirety.

If cognitions and judgments, with their 
attendant convictions, could not be shared universally, 
Kant begins, they would not harmonize with the object. 
That is to say, they would have no objective validity. 
They would be the privately subjective play of the re
presentational powers that skepticism would make them 
out to be. Thus cognitions and judgments must be 
universally shareable.
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If so, then so must that mental state in 
which the cognitive powers are attuned for cognition 
generally. In other words, the proportion between 
cognitive powers that is required to turn a represented 
object into a cognition--that proportion must be uni
versally shareable, for it is a subjective condition 
of cognition. Without that proportion, cognition could 
not take place. The proportion required here is one 
between imagination, which the given object excites to 
synthesize its sensuous manifold, and understanding, 
which the imagination excites to conceptually unify the 
synthesized manifold. Imagination and understanding 
must harmonize, must stand in a proportionate relation 
to each other, if cognition is to occur.

The proportionate relation varies with different 
given objects. However there there must be one internal 
relation whose proportion is most advantageous for both 
imagination and understanding with respect to cognition 
in general. Since that proportionate relation which 
reciprocally animates the cognitive powers can only be 
discovered through feeling, not determined through 
concepts; and since that proportion must be universally 
shareable as a subjective condition of cognition, 
our feeling of that proportion in the presence of a re
presented object must be universally shareable as well.
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The universal shareability of a feeling pre
supposes a common sense, a feeling common to all cog
nizing subjects. Thus we have good reason for assuming 
a common sense. For by means of its connections with 
the subjective conditions of cognition generally, a 
common sense can be assumed

...simply as the necessary condition 
without which [cognition] could not 
be shared universally; and this possi
bility of [cognition] being shared uni
versally is a possibility that is assumed 
in every logic and every principle of 
[cognition] that is not skeptical 
Cs.21, C49).

What I have just reformulated probably is 
Kant's most cogent argument on behalf of common sense 
as the necessary subjective principle of taste judgments, 
not only, but of all cognitions and judgments, whether 
theoretical or practical. At the same time it brings 
many of his basic assumptions to the surface, some of 
which 1 have mentioned in earlier contexts. The objec
tive validity of judgments depends on their intersubjec- 
tive shareability for Kant. Intersubjective shareability 
requires the similarity of cognitive functionings and 
of interfunctional relations within every judging sub
ject. A feeling-awareness of that which is intersubjec- 
tively shareable must itself be intersubjectively share
able and common, a universal similarity among all 
individuals.
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But section 22 makes it plain that Kant has 
not been arguing that a common sense actually exists.
He has only wanted to underscore two points. First, 
our presuming to lay down taste judgments presupposes 
a common sense. Secondly, there are good epistemolo- 
gical reasons for us to presuppose a common sense, 
reasons beyond the circumstance that we make that pre
supposition whenever we call something beautiful. It 
could very well be that there is no common sense. But 
as far as our taste judgments are concerned, they always 
postulate a common sense, whether or not it actually 
exists.

The situation is like this. We base our 
taste judgments on our feelings, not on concepts. However 
we regard our feeling as a common feeling, a common sense, 
for we do not want others to disagree with our felt 
verdict that an object is beautiful. The commonality 
we ascribe to our feeling does not derive from the fact 
that everyone experiences the same feelings in the 
presence of the object. Often they do not. Our taste 
judgments postulate a common sense in order to justify 
themselves as normative judgments, as judgments that 
state how people ought to feel towards the object.
Implied in the statement "This object is beautiful" 
is the expectation that if you have taste, if you have 
common sense, you ought to feel as I do towards this
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object. My taste judgment postulates a universal voice 
for itself. It claims to exemplify common sense. It 
claims to constitute "an example of the judgment passed 
by the common sense and this is why I ascribe exemplary 
validity to my judgments" (s.22.1, C49-50).

Common sense is not an experiential fact.
Rather, it is an ideal norm presupposed by every taste 
judgment. That norm gives everyone the right to convert 
his taste judgment and his feeling of favor for the 
represented object into a universal rule, provided that 
his judgment and feeling meet the norm correctly. In fact, 
if we were certain that our taste judgments agree with 
the ideal norm, the idea of a common sense would demand 
universal assent for those taste judgments just as an 
objective principle does. Although everyone assumes 
that his taste judgment evidences common sense, however, 
no one can be certain a priori that it does. The idea 
of common sense is only a subjective principle. It 
confers a conditioned necessity, an exemplary validity, 
upon taste judgments. It is not an objective principle 
that entails a claim to unconditioned or apodictic 
necessity. The subjective validity claimcd by taste 
judgments differs from the objective validity of theore

tical and moral judgments.
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In most respects, Kant's idea of a common 
sense deepens his earlier idea of a universal voice.
Both are unavoidable presuppositions of taste judgments. 
Both allow each individual necessarily to expect all 
other judging subjects to share his feeling and judg
ment in the presence of the object he calls beautiful.

But what stands out more clearly in the idea 
of a common sense is this: it is both a feeling and 
a principle which confers subjective universality and 
necessity upon a certain class of feeling-judgments.
The idea of a common sense harks back to the basic 
feeling-principle "of the beauty and the dignity of human 
nature" in the Observations. First Kant introduces common 
sense as the supposedly common feeling of that playful 
mental state which is common to all judging subjects 
(s. 20). Then he claims that the presupposed common 
feeling is not a generalized experiential fact, but 
rather an ideal, a norm, a principle that lets every 
taste judgment claim to be universally valid in an exem
plary way Cs.22).

So the feeling of favor bound up with a re
presented object seems to be an individual psychic 
occurrence which yet might embody a universal principle.
As a feeling, favor is private. But as a feeling of 
the universal subjective conditions of cognition in 
general--i.e., imagination and understanding in a
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harmonious interrelation--favor is universally shareable 
and can be claimed to be common to all judging subjects. 
Furthermore, a taste judgment can normatively impute 
the feeling of favor to all judging subjects by presup
posing, with good epistemological reasons, that it is 
a common sense, thus transforming the actual feeling 
into a supposed instantiation of the ideal norm or

7subjective principle.

Kant's validation of taste judgments is by no 
means complete at this stage. He has shown why taste 
judgments claim intersubjective validity despite the 
fact that they, being nonconceptual, do not rest on 
any of the a priori conceptual rules or ideational laws 
that are sources of objective validity. He has argued 
that taste judging conditions the feeling of favor by 
instituting a universally shareable interplay in the 
presence of an object displaying a beautiful form. He 
has characterized that interplay as an a priori ground 
of taste judgments. And he has held that taste judg
ments can rightly claim that a particular feeling of 
favor is a universally valid instantiation of the ideal 
common sense presupposed by every taste judgment (and 
by cognition in general).

But Kant has not considered thoroughly the 
source, character, and applicational limits of the idea of 
common sense as the subjective principle of taste
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judgments. He asks in section 22.2: Is it a consti
tutive principle, one which, makes experience possible?
Or is it a merely regulative principle, one which leads 
us to produce a common sense according to a higher 
(moral) principle of reason, for the sake of rational 
purposes? Is taste a faculty that actually inheres in 
the makeup of man? Or is it one that reason requires 
us to cultivate in order to attain higher purposes such 
as an ideal moral world in which everyone shares the 
same moral feeling of respect? Does the claim that 
everyone "ought” to share one person’s feeling of favor 
only mean that it is possible to arrive at such agree
ment? Do taste judgments only exemplify one way in 
which the principle of common sense can be applied? Those 
questions must await the transcendental validation and 
confirmation of taste.

8.2. Transcendental Validation

The "Deduction of the Pure Concepts of Under
standing," a chapter in the First Critique Kant found 
so important that he completely revised it in his second 
edition, explains how certain concepts (categories) 
can relate a priori to objects.and thus can make possible 
experience in general without being derived from ex
perience (CPR: A85-B117, p. 121). The "Deduction of 
[Pure] Aesthetical Judgments" in the Third Critique 
has a similar task, with one crucial difference. It 
does not deal with concepts, but with a subjective
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principle that makes possible nonconceptual taste judg
ments which claim to be universally valid. It must 
uncover the principial grounds upon which taste judg
ments make their a priori claim that the favor-feeling 
which attends the taste judging of a formally purposive ob
ject, that this feeling is a necessary rule valid for 
everyone else's judgment-power.

Kant wonders what principle guarantees the 
legitimacy of the a priori claim made by all taste 
judgments. His "Deduction," then, is "the justification 
of the claim of such a judgment to universal and neces
sary validity" (s.30.3, B121). It is a principial 
legitimization, a transcendental validation of taste 
judgments. Kant states the problem of his deduction 
thus:

...how is a judgment possible in 
which merely from our own feeling 
of pleasure in an oFJect, indepen
dently of its concept, we judge 
that this pleasure attaches to 
the representation of the same object 
in every other subject, and that 
a priori without waiting for the 
accordance of others? (s.36.3, B130-31).

In other words, what a priori principle makes possible
taste judgments with their a priori claim for inter-
subjective validity?

Logical Peculiarities of Taste Judgments

The method Kant uses for his transcendental 
validation of taste judgments is to note and to explain
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their logical peculiarities. He has mentioned these 
in his phenomenological validation, but develops them 
more extensively in sections 31-34. Taste judgments,
Kant repeats, rest on each individual’s feelings. Yet 
they impute universal agreement with that feeling, while 
not deriving that claim for universal validity from 
concepts.

Such judgments are thus logically peculiar on 
two accounts. First, they are singular judgments claiming 
an a priori universal validity. This validity is not 
a logical universality resting on objective concepts, 
but an aesthetical universality based on subjective 
feelings (cf. s.8.3-5). Secondly, the necessity of 
taste judgments rests on a priori grounds, but their 
necessity can not be proved from those grounds nor 
from any empirical or a priori grounds of proof.

A taste judgment calls one particular object 
beautiful, simultaneously claiming in the very word 
''beautiful” that the individual subject's favor-feeling 
for the object is universal and necessary. "This rose 
is beautiful" claims that al1 judging subjects ought 
to share the feeling of favor towards that rose. That 
claim seems universally objective, for it is made in 
an a priori way, without comparison with other person's 
judgments, just as if the form that arouses favor is 
an objective characteristic everyone must cognize in
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the same way on the basis of universal a priori concepts.

But at the same time, that claim for the uni
versality and necessity of favor seems to be privately 
subjective. One can never persuade all others to share 
his feeling of favor for an object by citing other 
persons' taste judgments or definite rules of beauty.
If someone does not himself feel favor in the presence 
of thè object, he will not call it beautiful. Even 
the models of classical art works are only important, 
influential examples of beauty, not obj ective s tandards 
that prove or disprove our taste judgments.

To explain such logical peculiarities and
so to validate the a priori claim of taste judgments
for the universality and necessity of favor, we need
to find an a priori principle that will justify

...the universal validity of a singular 
judgment that expresses the subjective 
purposiveness of an empirical represen
tation of the form of an object, in 
order to explain how it is possible 
that a thing can please in the mere 
act of judging it (without sensation 
or concept) and how the satisfaction 
of one man can be proclaimed as a 
rule for every other, just as the act 
of judging of an object for the sake 
of a cognition in general has universal 
rules (s.31.2, B122).

What, then, is that a priori principle?
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The Subjective Principle of Judgment-Power: Taste

Kant first specifies the principle as a 
principle of the faculty of taste rather than of taste 
judgments (in sections 34 and 35). He says it is not 
an objective principle that can function as the major 
premise in the syllogistic inference of an object's 
beauty. Despite the efforts of critics like Batteaux 
and Hogarth, there is no universally applicable formula 
of beauty. Indeed, critics should not undertake the 
impossible task of establishing a universally necessary, 
objective, principle of taste. They should content 
themselves with trying to correct and extend our taste 
judgments by pointing to examples of represented objects 
that occasion beauty-awareness. Their task is to 
find out what empirical rules taste actually follows, 
to make generalizations about which objects actually 
occasion favor and free play.

The discovery of an overarching principle 
of taste is the task of Transcendental Critique, 
according to Kant. Even the critique of taste can not 
come up with an objective principle, however, because 
there is no such principle. All it need do is to 
"develop and justify the subjective principle of 
taste, as an a priori principle of the judgment[-power]." 
It must show that "the reciprocal relation between 
understanding and imagination" (s.34.2, B128) is that 
subjective principle of taste which makes taste judgments
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possible as the a priori condition under which those 
judgments subsume the given representation of an object. 
Kant accomplishes this in section 35, which demonstrates, 
as its title says, that "The principle of taste is 
the subjective principle of judgment[-power] in general." 
As I shall try to indicate, that subjective principle 
is taste itself.

Kant's compact argument presupposes much of 
his general theory of cognition. The Critique of Pure 
Reason had said that all experience is made possible 
by the functioning of judgment-power, which applies 
the a priori, conceptual unity-rules (categories) to all 
perceptual diversities via the synthesizing schemata 
produced by imagination. The schemata were explicated 
as universal, temporal conditions that enable categories 
to be employed experientially and that restrict the 
categories to their legitimate use in experience. In 
fact, without schemata, the categories would be merely 
logical functions signifying a bare unity of represen
tations, but they would not represent objects nor 
confer objective validity upon cognitive judgments. Being 
both sensible and intellectual, the schemata mediate 
the judgmental subsumption of all manifold sensory 
appearances under intellectual categories of unity.
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Kant had found a schema paralleling each 
category. Those schemata, or universal procedures for 
the judgmental application of categories to perceptual 
manifolds, are produced in strict accord with the 
categories, Kant had said. The categories determine 
them, even though imagination produces them and judgment- 
power uses them. (Cf. CPR, A137-47-B176-87, pp. 180-87.)

The application of categories to appearances 
via imaginative schemata is the basic functioning that 
Kant calls determinative judgment-power in the Third 
Critique. All particular cognitive judgments, at 
least those that are not moral judgments, are specific 
functions of determinate judgment-power. They pre
suppose and realize the transcendental application just 
described. The subjective side of that application is 
the cooperative functioning of imagination and under
standing together. That cooperative functioning is 
what I take Kant to mean when he says: "The subjective 
[or formal] condition of all judgments is the faculty 
of judgment itself" (s.35.1, B129).

After that statement, the argument goes 
something like this. Judgment-power, by its very nature, 
requires that the synthesizing imagination and the con
ceptually unifying understanding harmonize while particular 
represented objects are being judged. That harmoniza
tion is, in fact, what actually occurs whenever cognitive
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judgments are made. But in the case of cognitional 
judging, of course, the harmonization is ruled by the 
conceptual unities which the judgment-power is applying 
via the schemata to the sensible objects.

Taste judgments, however, as aesthetical 
judgments of reflection, do not involve the application 
of concepts to objects. Rather, they refer imagina
tively apprehended empirical forms to the subject's mental 
state and to his feeling thereof. So they do not require 
a conceptually determinate harmony between an imaginative 
synthesis and a conceptual unification of the represented 
obj ect.

Yet, as judgments upon sensibly represented 
objects, they do require the harmonization between 
imagination and understanding that is a subjective pre
requisite for any and all such judgments. Taste judging, 
then, subsumes imagination itself under the under
standing. It involves the harmonization of two cognitive 
faculties that are cognitionally disengaged. The 
imagination, being free from conceptual determinations, 
"schematizes without any concept" (s.35.1, B129). In 
other words, its apprehension of the empirical manifold, 
without being ruled by concepts, presents a synthetic 
orderliness such as normally would mediate the judg
mental application of conceptual unity to perceptual 
diversity.
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That free schematization, in turn, is exciting 
for the understanding, which, as it were, gains an 
assurance that perceptual diversities conform to its 
unity rules even when it is not legislatively active. 
Taste judgments thus presuppose and realize judgmental 
functioning in general, but they do so without deter
mining objects conceptually. That is why taste judg
ments rest on a subjective feeling "of the reciprocal 
[animation] of the imagination in its freedom and the 
understanding with its conformity to law" (s.35.1, B129). 
Taste judgments rest on a feeling of an applicational 
functioning that is conducive towards cognition but cog- 
nitionally disengaged. That reflective functioning is 
a principle of aesthetical purposiveness, insofar as 
aesthetical purposiveness is "the conformity to law of 
the judgment[-power] in its freedom" (s.29GR.12, Bill). 
The feeling-awareness of aesthetical purposiveness lets 
us judge the represented object in terms of its sub
jective purposiveness, as an object whose apprehended 
form promotes the free interplay of the cognitive 
powers.

Thus taste, as the subjective judgment-power, 
contains a principle, indeed, iŝ  a principle according 
to whicli the imagination freely harmonizes with the 

understanding or is noncognitionally subsumed under the
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understanding. More simply, taste is the ability 
to harmoniously interrelate imagination and under
standing without determining objects. That ability or 
principle is the subjective principle of judgment-power 
in general. Taste is the subjective condition of all 
judgments upon represented objects. So the principle 
of taste--i.e., taste itself--is an important a priori 
principle of cognition in general. But it remains to 
be seen how this principle validates the a priori claim 
of universal validity made by taste judgments or how 
it explains their logical peculiarities.

Taste: The A Priori Principle of Taste Judgments

The extremely concise "Deduction of judgments 
of taste" (s.38), with its accompanying note and remark, 
is lucid if one has understood Kant's phenomenological 
validation and has grasped the problem and method of 
the transcendental deduction. A pure taste judgment,
Kant begins, is one which results when a feeling of 
disinterested favor is combined with the mere judging 
or reflecting upon the apprehended form of an object, 
apart from any sensate or conceptual interests. What 
we feel during this judging process is the subjective 
purposiveness of the apprehended form for the judgment- 
power itself. We feel that this subjective purposiveness 
is part and parcel of the represented object.
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What does subjective purposiveness for the 
judgment-power entail? With respect to the formal 
rules of judging, excluding the sensate or conceptual 
matters that can be judged, judgment-power can only- 
direct itself to the subjective conditions of its own 
employment. That is, in fact, what judgment-power does 
when it reflects upon beautiful objects. Those sub
jective conditions have been explained previously as 
imagination, understanding, and their harmonious in
terrelation in taste. They are subjective conditions 
that can be presupposed to exist in the same way in 
all humans, as the subjective prerequisites of all the 
universally valid cognition that is generally possible 
for humans.

Thus the harmonization of a representation 
with those universal, subjective conditions of judgment- 
power can be assumed to be valid a priori for everyone.
A pure taste judgment refers the represented object 
to those subjective conditions. Since it simply reports 
the feeling that a representation is subjectively pur
posive, or, in other words, that a representation 
harmonizes with the interrelated imagination and under
standing, a pure taste judgment may rightly claim uni
versal validity for "the pleasure or the subjective 
purposiveness of the representation for the relation 
between the cognitive faculties in the act of judging 
a sensible object in general" (s.38, B132).
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The gist of the deduction is this, according 
to the attached "Remark." When we pass taste judgments, 
we can justifiably presuppose that the subjective con
ditions of judgment-power we feel within ourselves-- 
imagination and understanding in free interplay-- are 
found universally in every man. For if they were not 
subjectively universal, no cognition whatsoever would 
be possible. Furthermore, we can assume that we are 
able rightly to refer the represented object to those 
conditions when we make taste judgments. Or, as Kant 
puts it, we may assume "that we have rightly subsumed 
the given object under those conditions" (s.38R, B133).

We can not be certain whether we have correctly 
subsumed the represented object under the sensible 
free interplay in any concrete taste judgment. Such 
uncertainty does not annull the principial legitimacy 
of the a priori claim for universal validity in taste 
judgments any more than incorrect subsumption under an 
objective principle invalidates that objective principle 
or the principial validity claimed by logical judgments. 
Judgments are fallible by nature. "Truth and error,"
Kant had noted in the First Critique, "...are only to 
be found in the judgment, i.e. only in the relation of 
the object to our understanding" (A293-B350, p .  297).
But fallibility does not undo the universal validity 
claimed by judgments. So long as they are formed 
tastefully, according to taste, taste judgments can
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legitimately claim universal validity.

Although Kant does not make it explicit, he 
has now explained the logical peculiarities of taste 
judgments and has validated their peculiar a priori 
claim from a transcendental viewpoint. Taste judgments 
are singular, synthetical judgments because they 
refer single represented objects to the individual's 
feeling of favor or disfavor. Yet they can claim that 
feeling to be universal because it can be assumed to 
be a self-consciousness of the subjective, universal 
conditions of universally valid cognition in general.
Taste judgments necessarily claim a priori that favor 
is valid for everyone because that feeling rests on an 
a priori subjective principle of judgment and cognition 
in general--i.e., on the harmonious relation between 
imagination and understanding, on taste. Yet their 
necessity can not be proved from that principle or from 
any other ground, because the ground of tasteful necessity 
is not a concept, but a subjective relation or functioning 
that can only come to consciousness in a self-conscious, 
nonconceptual feeling.

Taste: A Common Sense

The nonconceptual universality attributed 
to a feeling in taste judgments is so extraordinary that 
Kant devotes two more sections to it (ss. 39, 40).
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His conclusion is that taste, which he had seen as 
the ability to harmoniously interrelate imagination 
and understanding noncognitionally, is a kind of common 
sense (sensus communis). Usually that name is ascribed 
to the ordinary understanding every human has, so that 
"common” indicates a feature of humanity that is uni
versal but not particularly meritorious. Taste, however, 
is a common sense in a much higher way. It is a commu- 
nalizing sense (ein gemeinschaftlicher Sinn).

That is to say, taste is an ability of judging 
that takes account a priori of everyone else's mode of 
representation as it reflects upon its own. It compares 
its own judgment with the collective reason of humanity, 
thus escaping or abstracting from private, contingent 
limitations such as sensate charms or emotions in order 
to reflect solely upon the form of the representation or 
representative state. Judging tastefully, by means 
of a feeling of the universal subjective conditions of 
judging within one's self, puts the judging subject 
in everyone else's shoes. The man of common sense or 
taste reflects upon his own judgment from a universal 
standpoint.

So taste is an excellent example of the idea 
of a communalizing sense. Whereas ordinary under
standing rarely takes a universal standpoint, a universal 
stance is intrinsic to taste. It reflects upon itself
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as the universal subjective principle of cognition 
in general. And it has the sensory side that is the 
original significance of the word "sense" (Sinn).
For taste judging rests on the sensory effect of mere 
reflection upon the mind. It rests on a feeling of 
that effect, a feeling of the purposive mental state 
of free play present during the act of taste judging. 
Accordingly, Kant advances two new definitions of 
taste:

We could even define taste as the 
faculty of judging of that which 
makes universally [shareable], 
without the mediation of a concept, 
our feeling in a given representation 
(s.40.4, B138) . Taste is then the 
faculty of judging a priori of the 
[shareability] of feelings that are 
bound up with a given representation 
(without the mediation of a concept)
(s.40.6, B138).

As this communalizing power of feeling-judgment, taste
is the a priori principle that makes possible taste
judgments which claim a priori that the feeling of
favor they articulate is universally valid.

8.3. Appraisal

While exegetically reformulating Kant's 
validation of taste judgments, I have said little 
about the strengths and weaknesses of his attempt.
What is Kant explaining? Do those explanations make 
sense? Do they hit or miss some key points? As a 
first step towards appraising Kant's validation, I 
shall now summarize what I take to be his main arguments.
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Kant's Validation in Brief

Kant says there is something peculiar about 
a taste judgment. It claims that everyone should 
necessarily share the particular feeling one person 
has in the presence of an object he reflectively 
judges to be beautiful on the basis of his own feeling. 
That claim is made in an a priori fashion, but it can 
not be proved. Now judgments can legitimately claim 
to be universally necessary only if they rest on 
some universally necessary a priori principle. Since 
taste judgments are aesthetical judgments of reflection, 
they have no logical or objective principle. They can 
only have a subjective principle. What can that prin
ciple be?

During the process of taste judging, the 
form of the represented object is referred by means 
of feeling to the very faculties that are involved in 
taste judging and in all empirical judging. If it is 
felt that that form harmonizes with those faculties 
and is being used to place those faculties in just the 
harmonious mental state that is necessary for every 
cognition... If, at the same time, the judging subject 
is content simply to be referring the apprehended form 
to himself, merely feeling his own mental state of 
free play... And if the resulting taste judgment 
reports that the represented object is felt to be pur

posive for a harmony of the disengaged cognitive
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faculties, a harmony that is purposive for cognition 
in general... Then the fact that the cognitive faculties 
and their playful harmony are felt to be lying at the 
basis of this taste judgment is the principle that 
allows a taste judgment to claim universal validity 
for the feeling it binds up with a representation, 
because that feeling can be taken to be a universally 
necessary self-consciousness, a common sense, of those 
faculties and their interrelation which are the universal 
subjective prerequisites for any universally valid cog
nition.

I believe my summary coincides with Kant's 
own concise argument in the Second Introduction, from 
which I now quote:

If pleasure is bound up with the 
mere apprehension (apprehensio) of 
the form of an object of intuition, 
without any reference of the appre
hension to a concept for a definite 
cognition, then the representation 
is thereby not referred to the object, 
but simply to the subject; and the 
pleasure can express nothing else 
than the object's conformity 
[Angemessenheit] to the cognitive 
faculties which are in play in the 
reflective judgment-power, so far as 
they are in play; hence the pleasure 
can only express a subjective formal 
purposiveness of the object. For 
that apprehension of forms in the 
imagination can never take place 
without the reflective judgment- 
power, even though unintentionally 
[unabsichtlich], at least comparing 
the apprehended forms with its own 
faculty of referring intuitions to 
concepts. If, now, in this comparison 
the imagination (as the faculty of
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a priori intuitions) is unintentionally 
Junabs i ch 11 i ch ] placed in agreement with 
the understanding (as the faculty of con
cepts) by means of a given representation, 
and thereby a feeling of pleasure is 
aroused, the object of intuition must be 
regarded as purposive for the reflective 
judgment-power....
. . .he who feels pleasure in the mere 
reflection upon the form of an object 
of intuition, without respect to any 
concept-- although this judgment be em
pirical and singular--justly claims the 
agreement of all men, because the ground 
of this pleasure is found in the universal, 
although subjective, conditions of reflective 
judgments, viz. [in] the purposive harmony 
of an object of intuition (whether a product 
of nature or of art) with the mutual inter
relation of the cognitive faculties (the 
imagination and the understanding), facul
ties which are requisite for every empirical 
cognition. The pleasure, therefore, in the 
judgment of taste is indeed [zwar] dependent 
on an empirical representation and cannot be 
bound up a. priori with any concept. . . . But 
the pleasure is still [doch] the determining ground 
of this judgment only because we are conscious 
that the pleasure rests merely on reflection 
and on the universal, though only subjective, 
conditions of the harmony of that reflection 
with the cognition of objects in general, 
for which harmony the form of the object is 
purposive (SI: VII.3,5; B26, 28).

The Validity of Contingent Lawfulness

The importance of a principial critique of 
taste for the entire critical philosophy is quite 
noticeable in the passage just quoted. Besides the wider 
question concerning the relation between nature and 
freedom, which shapes the entire Critique of Judgment, 
the fundamental issue of the validity of contingent 
lawfulness is at stake in Kant's validation of taste
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judgments. Kant zeroes in on that issue through his 
attempts to ground principially the validity or law
fulness of aesthetic awareness and the lawfulness of 
our awareness of aesthetic lawfulness.

In his Second Introduction, Kant maintains 
that the only principial ground for contingent lawful
ness is the a priori principle of the formal purposive
ness of nature for the cognitive faculties, a tran
scendental principle that reflective judgment-power gives 
to itself. That principle is merely subjective: it 
justifies no a priori cognition of objects. Yet it 
makes possible any and all reflective searches for 
necessary universals in the presence of objects experienced 
in their contingent individuality. That principle, in 
fact, is the very functioning of reflective judgment- 
power itself. When Kant grounds the awareness of 
aesthetic lawfulness in taste as a subjective principle, 
as a harmonious interplaying between two cognitive 
faculties, he seems to regard that principle as a tran
scendental principle of judgment-power and of cognition 
in general. Thus he is exposing his basic epistemo- 
logical assumption that all reflection, indeed, all 
cognition, rests on the subjective state that is pre
supposed by taste judgments (and by all judgments) to 
be the same in all individual judging subjects. Only 
a skeptic can debate such a presupposition, so far as 
Kant is concerned.
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One need not skeptically deny the presupposed 
subjective similarity among all judging individuals 
to question Kant's attempt to validate the reflective 
awareness of contingent particulars, however. Kant 
argues that aesthetic awareness and reflection in 
general are lawful or can validly claim to be univer
sally valid, because the subjective conditions of all 
reflective awareness of contingent particulars are 
universal conditions without which there would be neither 
reflection nor universally valid cognition in general.
But since the subjective universal conditions are them
selves the means of such awareness, Kant's position 
reduces to a circular hypothesis. Since reflection must 
be lawful, the means of reflective functioning are 
the a priori law for such functioning, not only for one 
reflecting subject, but for all reflecting subjects in 
general. That circular hypothesis runs throughout Kant's 
validation of taste judgments. He himself states 
that in taste judgments, the judgment-power "is itself, 
subjectively, both object and law" (s.36.2, B130).

I see no reason why any awareness of contingent 
individuality or any individual awareness needs to 

derive its lawfulness from the very functionings involved 
in such an awareness. If those functionings are lawful, 
then they must be subject to law, as Kant recognizes.
But one could argue just as easily that the laws to
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which those functionings are subject do not themselves 
originate in those functionings. It is feasible to say 
that awarenesses are subject to laws for awareness and 
that those laws can not have the same ontic status as 
awarenesses. That can be said without denying the 
lawfulness of awarenesses. Lest the discussion become 
a general philosophic debate, I shall not pursue this 
line of argument further. I shall now turn instead to 
the conditional issues of philosophical aesthetics 
addressed by Kant's validation of taste judgments.

Validity and Aestheticity

To Kant, as an eighteenth-century phi-losopher, 
it is a commonplace that the awareness of beauty is both 
contingent and necessary, both individual and universal, 
both unique and common. Another obvious fact for him 
is that aesthetic awareness has a necessity, universality, 
and shareability that differs qualitatively from ordinary 
experience and from morality.

Kant has grounded experience and the theoretical 
intensification of experience in a priori categories that 
hold universally and necessarily for nature. He has 
grounded morality in reason's inexorable moral law-idea, 
which comes to humans as a categorical imperative. For 
Kant, experiencing nature as a causal system is as 
universally unavoidable as knowing one's moral obligations.
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In contrast, being aware of beauty is not 
so unavoidable, Kant thinks. Some people simply have 
no taste. Even if everyone can be aware of beauty, 
they usually disagree in their awarenesses. One person 
calls an object beautiful. Another finds it uninteresting. 
That situation, Kant would say, certainly is unlike 
the tendency in natural sciences and in ordinary experi
ence for everyone to seek and establish universally 
necessary facts. It is also unlike the universal ten
dency for everyone to share the same notions about duty 
and value.

The myths of scientific objectivity and rational 
morality have been exploded since Kant's day. Today 
it is easier to conceive that aesthetic awareness is 
perhaps no less objective, necessary, universal, or 
lawful than any other mode of awareness. Individual 
differences are as readily apparent in science and 
morality as they are in aesthetic evaluation and appreci
ation. Now the difficulty is to view any of those 
kinds of awareness as being somehow lawful. That is 
why Kant's struggle with the question of aesthetic 
validity is particularly instructive for contemporary 
aesthetics.

For the presence of contingent individuality 
in matters of taste does not tempt Kant to deny aesthe
tic lawfulness. He redoubles his efforts to ground
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all modes of awareness in the transcendental principles 
of the higher cognitive faculties. What Kant has shown, 
in his own rationalistic way, is that aesthetic aware
ness is a universal and unavoidable feature of human 
existence, a feature made possible by certain laws 
that differ from natural laws and moral laws. Aesthetic 
awareness and the objects of aesthetic awareness are 
not merely momentary happenstances. They are lawful, 
even though actual awarenesses of aesthetic objects 
arise out of the contingent circumstances and individual 
responses of the human subjects who exercise that 
awareness. Kant has also argued successfully that 
aesthetic laws are not generalizations from aesthetic 
experiences. Instead they are conditions that hold for 
such experiences and make them possible. In addition, 
he has consistently maintained that humans are aware 
of the lawfulness of aestheticity. They are aware that 
their aesthetic responses are conditioned by aesthetic 
laws, even if they do not or can not articulate those 
laws in theoretical formulae. Each of these sides to 
his validation--the lawfulness of aestheticity; aesthe
tic laws as conditions; awareness of aesthetic law- 
fulness--is an important contribution to philosophical 
aesthetics, as I shall argue in greater detail.
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The Lawfulness of Aestheticity

Kant's validation seemingly coalesces aesthe
tic contingency, lawfulness, and laws in the universal 
voice or common sense that every taste judgment pre
supposes and posits as the ideal norm. This is truly 
remarkable. For in this manner every individual's 
aesthetic response is lawful because it embodies a 
universal similarity among human beings and it appeals 
to the same universal norm. No matter how many dis
agreements he encounters, the individual still expects 
or wishes that others share his aesthetic appreciations 
and evaluations. Even if every individual must confer 
validity on his own aesthetic awareness, such validity 
is not merely a matter of individual preference.

The weakness of such an account, in my opinion, 
is that it identifies interindividual similarities with 
universal laws. So each aesthetic subject must somehow 
posit the same norm in the same way even while that 
norm conditions each individual's positing. The 
explanation of the normativity or validity of the 
individual's aesthetic activity is left in a vague 
assumption that his aesthetic awareness resembles theirs 
by virtue of the fact that it tries to approximate 
the norm everyone else generates. That assumption 
turns every individual's activity into a norm which is 
not so much a norm as a similarity. The norm is given, 
and yet it is to be attained. Perhaps it is unattainable.
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Cerf's comments are incisive in this regard:
A common sense, like the mythical 
griffin, half creature of the air, 
half of the earth, seems to combine 
normative and factual universality 
into this unholy mess--everyone 
necessarily shares my pleasure in 
the beautiful-- for this is what the 
common sense, if there were one, is 
meant to guarantee.^

Despite such criticisms, however, I believe 
Kant's validations give a more encompassing account 
of aesthetic lawfulness than individualist or univer
salist explanations. By turning each person's aesthetic 
awareness into its own law, individualism turns aesthe
tic awareness into something essentially private and 
contingent. Universalism, on the other hand, belittles 
the responsibility of an individual human being for 
his own aesthetic awareness, and it erases the 
concrete differences in individual aesthetic awarenesses, 
turning them into mere instantiations of some abstract 
human consciousness.

At the risk of oversimplification, one could 
say that Kant has recognized the following realities: 
Because humans are humans, their aesthetic awarenesses 
are always human aesthetic awarenesses. Aesthetic 
awareness, while distinct from other modes of human 
awareness, is an unavoidable dimension of every human 
consciousness. As a distinct dimension of human sub
jectivity in general, aesthetic awareness must be subject
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to "a priori" laws--subject to conditions that hold 
universally and unavoidably for all individual aesthetic 
subjects. Besides, because human consciousness includes 
the awareness that humans are responsible for their 
activities as humans, aesthetic awareness contains an 
appeal to those aesthetic laws as conditions valid for 
everyone, conditions to which everyone is called to 
respond. No matter how disparate aesthetic awarenesses 
might be, they share the universal feature of aestheti
city, of being aesthetic awarenesses, subject to aesthe
tic laws. They all appeal to those laws to ground the 
lawfulness that the individual human subject seeks to 
display in his aesthetic awareness and that he calls 
upon others to display in their aesthetic awareness.
As a transcendental philosopher, Kant is especially interested 
in uncovering what those a priori laws of aestheticity 
might be.

Aesthetic Laws

Kant sees several "subjective" conditions as 
an a priori complex constituting the transcendental 
principle of taste: imaginative and conceptual func
tionings; their free interplay; and the common sensory 
self-consciousness of that free interplay. Basically 
all those conditions reduce to the faculty of taste 
as an aesthetically reflective, a priori judgment- 
power, "the faculty of judging a priori of the 
[shareability] of feelings that are bound up with a



given representation (without the mediation of a con
cept)” (s.40.6, B138). Taste, then, is its own a 
priori condition: "it is itself, subjectively, both 
object and law" (s.36.2, B130). Kant believes he has 
thus validated taste judgments, insofar as taste in
volves the functionings requisite for cognition in 
general and therefore universally and necessarily 
common and communalizing.

Apart from the fact that taste could involve 
the same functionings as cognition without therefore 
being requisite for cognition, I can not conceive how 
taste can be the condition that makes itself possible. 
Can laws hold for laws or subjects be subject to sub
jects? Are not subjects subject to laws? Do not laws 
hold for subjects?

It is one thing to consider taste to be a 
universal feature of human consciousness without which 
human consciousness would not be what it is. It is 
quite another matter to call that feature an a priori 
condition of itself and of all consciousness. A feature 
common to all subjects of one kind points to a universal 
condition valid for all those subjects. But that 
feature is not its own condition.

In other words, I would counter Kant’s valida
tion as follows: The presence of taste among all
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human beings reveals that all humans are unavoidably 
subject to aesthetic laws. But their taste does not 
condition itself by positing some ideal common sense 
or taste. Rather, humans are tasteful in response 
to aesthetic laws and they appeal to those laws when 
they respond aesthetically in the presence of other people. 
The laws are universal--they always hold for every 
aesthetic awareness, act, or object. And they are 
necessary, in the sense that they can not be avoided, 
although they can be ignored, obeyed,or disobeyed in 
many various ways.

Kant has seen rightly, however, that the 
diversity and contingency of concrete aesthetic aware
nesses and objects do not denigrate their lawfulness 
and unity as responses of an aesthetic kind to univer
sally valid aesthetic laws. Such laws, he has also 
noticed, are different from physical, perceptual, 
technical, logical, and "moral" laws, so that aesthetic 
acts are not primarily any of these: predictable 
physical reactions, simple sensory perceptions, means- 
end achievements, conceptual cognitions, or realiza
tions of civic and moral responsibilities. But the 
question Kant finds especially intriguing is this:
How can we validly be aware of the peculiar laws that 
make aestlreticity lawful?
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Valid Awareness of Aesthetic Lawfulness

During the course of my explorations into 
Kant's critique of taste, I have repeatedly stressed 
the paradoxical identity of taste as a combination 
of feeling and judging. But thus far I have not con
sidered one of the fundamental reasons why Kant does 
not resolve the paradox. I believe it has to do with 
Kant's conception of the nature and validity of the 
awareness of aesthetic lawfulness.

As I understand Kant's critique of taste, 
he tries to show that human aesthetic awareness always 
involves a consciousness of the lawfulness or validity 
of that awareness. He does not want to reduce such 
consciousness to a matter of theoretical or practical 
cognition. The appropriation of beauty is a matter 
of noncognitional feeling. Nevertheless, cognition 
is the only awareness of lawfulness that Kant recog
nizes as universally valid. So the appropriation of 
beauty must be the business of the cognitive faculties, 
even if they are cognitionally disengaged. That is 
the only way Kant can account for the consciousness 
of lawfulness bound up with aesthetic awareness.

I have already expressed the opinion that 
acts of aesthetic appreciation are not identical to 
acts of aesthetic judgment (cf. pp. 242-45 above). I 

should like to extend that line of thought by introducing



a distinction between implicit and explicit awareness 
of aesthetic lawfulness, in the hope that this will help me 
evaluate Kant's theory.

I believe Kant has recognized that the con
sciousness of lawfulness is implicit in aesthetic aware
ness. Everyone feels that his favor should be shared 
by everyone else, Kant says. But, approaching 
aesthetic awareness via what are commonly known as taste 
judgments, he turns such implicit awareness into an in
ternal sensory effect grounded on the explicit judging 
of aesthetic lawfulness. The contortions of grounding 
feeling-judgments in cognitionally disengaged cognitive 
faculties evidence Kant's struggle to validate both 
implicit and explicit consciousness of aesthetic lawful
ness together in the same reflective act.

By implicit consciousness of aesthetic aware
ness, I point to the circumstance that humans are con
scious that their aesthetic activities are subject 
to certain laws even while they are thoroughly wrapped 
up in those activities. This consciousness need not 
be articulated nor conceptualized. Perhaps a paradigm 
for such implicit awareness of aesthetic lawfulness 
can be found in artistry. It often proceeds "intuitively." 
Yet it aims at achieving a certain aura, and does not 
rest until that aesthetic effect appears. Another 
example is the common experience that a certain room
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arrangement strikes us as unaesthetic, but we can not 
put our finger on what is wrong with it. The con
sciousness that activities and objects are subject 
to aesthetic laws, a consciousness contained in those 
very activities and in the aesthetic awareness of those 
objects--this is an implicit consciousness of aesthetic 
lawfulness.

Such implicit consciousness becomes explicit 
in logical or judgmental awareness. For it is the 
very nature of judgmental functioning to identify the 
conditions under which phenomena are what they are 
and to evaluate phenomena as responses to conditions.
If someone taking an aesthetic stance towards an object 
wishes to make clear the outcome of that meeting, he 
judges the object and states his judgment. Should he 
report that the object is unaesthetic, he would be 
expressing an explicit consciousness that no matter 
what the object might otherwise be, it is not an object 
of an aesthetic kind. It is not aesthetically lawful. 
Furthermore, he would be articulating the consciousness 
that his own aesthetic stance towards the object is a 
response to aesthetic laws or conditions.

It seems to me that neither implicit nor 
explicit consciousness of aesthetic lawfulness generates 
such lawfulness. Both types of consciousness themselves
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are subject to laws, as are the aesthetic phenomena 
on which they focus. The crux of the matter is that 
the judgmental consciousness of aesthetic lawfulness 
is itself subject to logical laws which condition its 
identification and evaluation of aesthetic phenomena.
The problem for an epistemology of aesthetic judg
ments, as Kant partially recognizes, is to explain 
how judgmental consciousness remains subject to 
logical laws even while it synthetically grasps the 
lawfulness of alogical aestheticity.

In other words, what conditions hold for 
aesthetic judgments; i.e., for judgments that logically 
measure things against aesthetic laws? The question 
resembles the one that confronts all theories about 
the nature of judgments that are not merely logical, 
which Kant calls synthetical judgments a priori. But 
I am unable to enter a sustained analysis of the nature 
and conditions of aesthetic judgments at this point.
So I shall conclude my appraisal of Kant’s validation 
by suggesting a further implication of the distinction 
between implicit and explicit awareness of aesthetic 
lawfulness.

Appreciation and Criticism

Perhaps one of the most damaging effects 
of rationalism has been to burden people with the expec

tation that every aesthetic experience must be articulated
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and conceptualized before it can be a valid experience.
I say "burden" advisedly, for it seems to me that 
aesthetic appreciation and aesthetic evaluation or 
criticism are not equivalents. The first involves an 
implicit, the second, an explicit consciousness of 
aesthetic lawfulness.

Kant's notion of noncognitional judgments 
loosens the hold of the rationalist attitude, but 
does not break it. The joyful aesthetic apprehension 
of some object that captures one's attention--that 
aesthetic awareness is valid in its own right. It 
does not need logical explication in order to become 
valid, for aesthetic awarenesses and objects are subject 
to aesthetic laws.

At the same time, I am not countenancing 
any artificial conflicts between appreciation and criticism, 
such as have plagued artistry and aesthetics since the 
nineteenth century. The distinction between aesthetic 
consciousness of aesthetic lawfulness and its judgmental 
explication is not an opposition. One of the strengths 
of Kant's validation is that it emphasizes how smoothly 
the two kinds of consciousness work together. It is 
normal for mature persons to judge aesthetic objects 
even while they enjoy them. Those two sides of our 
consciousness before aesthetic objects support each 
other. As a person becomes more discriminating, his



appreciation deepens. And as he gains more aesthetic 
experience, his discrimination becomes more acute.

A corollary to all this, which I mention 
in concluding this chapter, is that I must reject Kant's 
opinion that transcendental critique is the only theo
retical approach to aesthetic lawfulness. Kant's 
view on that score probably gains a favorable hearing 
from contemporary thinkers who view aesthetics as 
metacriticism. But it seems to me that aestheticity 
and its laws are no more and no less intractable to 
special scientific treatment than physical, perceptual, 
historical, or economic functionings and laws. Explora
tions in the area of philosophical aesthetics, such 
as Kant undertakes, must be supported by and must give 
support to scientific aesthetics.
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1 Barrows Dunham, A Study in Kant's Aesthetics:
The Universal Validity of Aesthetic Judgments 
(Lancaster, Pennsylvania: [Science Press],
1934), pp. 7-9, 40-52.

2 Gf. Kant's discussion of transcendental critique 
and transcendental philosophy in his Introduction 
to GPR: A11-16-B24-30, pp. 58-62.

3 Bernard and Meredith translate allgemeine Mitteil- 
barkeit as "universal communicability." My 
exegesis follows Cerf's suggestion that lingual 
communication is only a secondary emphasis, while 
"the main stress of the Kantian mitteilen is on 
the sharing or participating by other subjects
in what has some sort of privileged relation to 
this or that individual subject" (Cerf, op. cit., 
p. 121, note 3). H. W. Cassirer also observes 
(in his Commentary, pp. 195-96) that Kant does 
not mean to say that one individual can let an
other know precisely what his own state of mind 
is, but that the feelings of the two persons 
are (or should be) identical in character.

4 Kant seems to have this universal intersubjectivity 
in mind when he recommends the term "common validi
ty" (Gemeingultigkeit, "general validity" in the 
Bernard and Meredity translations) to signify
"the validity of the reference of a representation, 
not to the cognitive faculty, but to the feeling 
of pleasure and [displeasure] for every subject"
(CJ: s.8.3, B49). Strangely, he introduces the 
term only to ignore it thereafter.

5. See Crawford, Kant's Aesthetic Theory, pp. 78-91,
and Theodore Edward Uehling, Jr., The Notion of Form 
in Kant's "Critique of Aesthetic Judgment" (The 
Hague; Mouton, 1971), pp. 35-73, for more detailed 
comparisons of Kant's theory of taste judging with 
his general theory of cognition.

6 Cf. Chapter 3, "The Incentives of Pure Practical 
Reason" in CPrR, pp. 74-92, and pp. 402-409 below.

7 There is considerable merit to Crawford's explana
tion (in Kant's Aesthetic Theory, pp. 128-30)
that Kant regards common sense both as a universally 
shareable feeling and as the mental faculty or capacity 
for having a universally shareable feeling. That 
interpretation coincides with Kant's usual distinc
tion between general faculties (such as the 
feeling of pleasure and displeasure or the faculty
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of judgment-power), specific functions of those 
faculties (such as the feeling of favor or 
taste judging), and the results of those func
tions (such as a disinterested satisfaction or 
a judgment of taste). As a faculty or possi
bility, common sense can be regarded as the ideal 
norm or subjective principle that can never be 
exemplified fully in actuality. That becomes 
more obvious in Kant's transcendental deduction.

8 I have followed Meredith's translation, based
on Erdmann's correction, here. Bernard follows 
Kant's clause--"die zu jedem empirischen 
Erkenntnis erfordert wird"--translating it as 
"a harmony which is requisite for every empiri
cal cognition." But Erdmann's substitution of 
"werden" for "wird," tying the "die" to the 
cognitive faculties, is more consistent with 
Kant's other pronouncements on this topic.
I have revised some other parts of Bernard's 
translation. Besides those indicated by the 
German terms in parentheses, there are revisions 
to clarify pronomial references. Also, I have 
translated "Urteilskraft" as "judgment-power" 
throughout. "Gegenstand" has become "object 
of intuition," and "Objekt," simply "object," 
although Kant apparently uses the two terms inter
changeably in the Third Critique.

9 Cerf, Comments, op.cit., note e, pp. 122-23.



CHAPTER 9. THE CONFIRMATION OF TASTE

As portrayed in Chapter 7.1 above 
(see pp. 222-29), the eighteenth-century notion of 
taste was an enigma that ultimately challenged the 
rationalism of its originators. Faced by its 
mixed character, its subjective normativity, and 
its contingent necessity, the practicalists usually 
searched for standards of taste (and of beauty) in 
the area of scientific formulations, believing 
all the while that such formulations could guide 
educated people into a reasonable communion in 
matters of taste. Even Kant’s early Observations 
seemed to share that optimistic belief when it 
posited "the feeling of the beauty and the dignity 
of human nature" as the universal principle of 
true virtue and, indirectly, of true taste (cf. 
pp. 66-81 above).

By 1790 such optimism was passe, at least 
for Kant. The limits to theoretical knowledge had 
become clear to him. He had shown that damaging 
confusions arise from attempts to overstep those 
limits, and that the most important thing in life-- 
rational morality--would only be destroyed beneath 
the scalpel of natural science and speculative meta
physics. It is safe to conjecture that Kant saw
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in similar fashion that attempts at scientifically 
formulating the standard of taste seemed not only 
to fail, but also to raise conflicts foreboding 
scepticism in matters of taste. For the critically 
idealistic Kant, the certification or confirmation 
of taste and beauty on principial grounds constituted 
part of his critical mission from its inception 
(cf. pp. 81-91 above).

To accomplish that confirmation was not 
an easy task, however. The enigmatic notion of 
taste seemed to elude the grasp of scientialists, 
practicalists, and the imposing system of critical 
philosophy as well. Nevertheless Kant struggles 
throughout his critique of taste to ground this per
plexing feature of human awareness in its principial 
sources, acknowledging at the outset that his solution 
has "some hardly avoidable obscurity" (Pref.7, R6) 
which is especially apparent in the concluding "Dialectic 
of the Aesthetical Judgment[-power]." Despite such 
obscurity, the Dialectic is very important in the critique 
of taste. For here Kant situates that critique within 
his critical philosophy in such a way that he finds 
sanctions for the necessity, certainty, or truth 
character of taste judgments within the limits of taste 
itself and also via a reference to the supreme sanctions 
of all human awareness--i.e., to reason, freedom, and
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the ideal moral world. In the Dialectic, as Genova
and Crawford have also argued,^ Kant finally solves
the principial problem of taste to his own critically
idealist satisfaction, for he shows how the a priori
claims of taste judgments can be obligatory as well
as legitimate, truthful as well as lawful. Here the
idealist Weltanschauung, described by Kroner and
Dooyeweerd as the driving force behind all of Kant's

2critical philosophy, surfaces with noticeable force.

My final chapter will be an intensive, and 
therefore rather extensive, five-part examination of 
Kant's confirmation of taste. It will be loosely tied 
to the order of Kant's Dialectic of taste. After 
reviewing (in 9.1) the background and main argument 
of sections 55-57 in the Third Critique, I shall try 
(in 9.2) to decipher Kant's solution for the antinomy 
of taste by deriving clues from his broader theory of 
the determinability of a priori concepts. Then I 
shall expand upon that solution via an exploration 
(in 9.3) of two similar notions--the aesthetical idea 
defined in the first Remark of section 57, and the 
aesthetical representation of purposiveness described 
in the Second Introduction, section VII. The fourth 
section will be an exegesis of the conclusion (s.59) of 
the Dialectic, where Kant finally consolidates an important 
link between taste and practical reason, between beauty 
and morality. And then I shall recapitulate my findings
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before evaluating (in 9.5) what I understand to be 
Kant's confirmation of taste. This last section will 
also conclude my explorations into Kant's philosophical 
aesthetics, for it will draw not only on the earlier 
sections of Chapter 9, but upon the earlier chapters 
as well. It is my hope that the entire chapter will 
come to grips with Kant's account of the truth 
character of taste judgments and with his affirmation, 
rooted in his Weltanschauung, of the value, meaning, and 
certainty of taste and beauty.
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9.1. Dialectic and Antinomy in the Critique of Taste

Although, if my earlier summarization be 
correct (see Chap. 4.1, pp. 96-104), a critical 
idealism Underlies all parts of Kant's Critiques, that 
perspective seems most clearly delineated in the 
dialectical portions which synthesize and extend the 
expositional and validational sections. A review of how 
Kant conceives the tasks and consequences of his earlier 
Dialectics will bring forward some of the perspectival 
issues at stake in his "Dialectic of the Aesthetical 
Judgment[-power]" as well.

The Sceptical Method, Certainty, and Perpetual Peace

The Critique of Pure Reason explains "transcen
dental dialectic" as the exposure of certain transcendental 
illusions which naturally and unavoidably arise when 
people philosophize, but which threaten or even injure 
both true theoretical knowledge and true morality. Since, 
as I noted earlier, Kant's Critiques are driven by a 
concern to conserve the scientific and moral pursuits 
of rational humans, such illusions must be unmasked.
They must be stripped of their deceptive power, though 
their continued existence cannot be prevented, since they 
are generated by the requirements of reason itself 
(CPR: A422-B450 , p.394).
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The rational requirements Kant has in mind 
are the demands for the unconditioned. By its very 
nature reason (or philosophical thinking) seeks for 
totality, for complete synthetic unity, for the maximum, 
for the unconditioned ground of all that is conditioned. 
When people regard this mandatory unconditioned as an 
object of experientially determinate cognition, which 
object must always be conditioned, then transcendental 
illusions arise. The mistake is entirely natural and 
unavoidable, for reason does constantly demand that 
experiential cognition be brought to the highest possible 
degree of unity: "...the principle peculiar to 
reason in general, in its logical employment, is: --to 
find for the conditioned knowledge obtained through the 
understanding the unconditioned whereby its unity is 
brought to completion" (CPR: A307-B364, p.306). The 
required attempts to unify verständlich cognition beyond 
its experiential specificity can easily result in 
assertions that surpass any refutation or confirmation 
via experience. Those assertions may seem to be 
established truths of the highest kind. But if they 
are passed off as experiential truths, as they often 
are, they are merely deceitful, injurious illusions.

Among the various sorts of illusions, Kant 
regards those having to do with the composition, division, 
origin, and dependence of all appearances as crucial.
They seem most natural and unavoidable, but also most
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sufficiently soluble (CPR: A478-B506, p.431). These 
perplexing pairs of contradictory assertions, each of 
which expresses an inescapable interest of reason and 
admits of valid proof, these "antinomies," as Kant calls 
them, tempt people either into dogmatism or into 
skeptical despair towards the rational pursuits of 
metaphysics and morality. Thus they call for a critical 
resolution which traces them back to their sources in 
the ideas and principles of reason.

Kant employs the "sceptical method" to strip 
the antinomies of their deceptive power. Especially 
significant about this method is its even-handed approach 
to contradictory assertions for the sake of a 
peaceful solution that is permanently certain because 
it is rationally grounded. In Kant's words, he tries 
to discover "whether and in what way, despite this 
contradiction, does there still remain open to reason 
a path to certainty" (CPR: A421-B449, p.394). The critical 
dialectician is skeptical not as an unbeliever, but 
as a judge. He is an impartial but interested umpire 
who listens carefully to both sides in the antinomous 
dispute, not to decide in favor of one or the other, but 
in order to detect the rational origins of the illusion

3over which they both are mistakenly fighting. Such 
skeptical listening results in a critical solution for 
the antinomies, a solution "which allows of complete
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certainty" because it considers the disputed question 
"in relation to the foundation of the knowledge upon 
which the question is based" (CPR: A484-B512, p.435).
The illusion is replaced "by teaching which, in correcting 
the misinterpretation that has been the sole source 
of the conflict, brings reason into agreement with 
itself" (CPR: A516-B544, p.454).

Kant foresees a reconciliatory outcome for 
his approach: a vexing battle can be transformed into 
a perpetual peace.^ His method forces the opposed 
parties "to sacrifice proud claims; but a lasting and 
peaceful reign of reason over understanding and the 
senses [is] thereby... inaugurated" (CPR: A465-B493, p.423). 
With a devout hope that recalls his Pietist past, Kant 
believes troublesome antinomies can be turned into "the 
most fortunate perplexity in which human reason could 
ever have become involved... (CPrR, p.111). It is as 
if for those who love reason enough to be critical--to 
be skeptical in order to attain certainty--, these 
antinomies work together for the following good:

(1) The transcendental ideality of appearances is 
proved indirectly (CPR: A506-B534, p.449).

(2) Reason or metaphysics is forced to surrender all 
its proud pretensions to theoretical knowledge of
the supersensible, and is restricted in its theoretical 
employment to the regulative function of leading 
empirical cognition towards a more complete,
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systematic unity (CPR: A701-702-B7 29-7 30 , p.569).
(3) A view into the supersensible moral world

is discovered, "a view into a higher immutable 
order of things in which we already are, and in 
which to continue our existence in accordance 
with the supreme decree of reason we may now, 
after this discovery, be directed by definite 
precepts" (CPrR: pp.111-12).

In other words, the critical solution via the skeptical 
method uses the antinomies to deny theoretical knowledge 
of the supersensible in order to make room for rational 
morality and moral faith (CPR: Bxxx, p.29). That 
solution opens prospects for a perpetual peace among 
rational people, in which practical reason has primacy 
through its self-given moral law. If no such solution 
were possible, the antinomies would be vicious rather 
than fortunate perplexities, for, as Beck notes, "it 
would be morality and not science that we should have 
to surrender."^

Despite its brevity, the "Dialectic of 
Aesthetical Judgment[-power]" embodies similar concerns. 
The antinomy of taste, like the antinomies of theoretical 
and practical reason, must undergo a skeptical treatment 
for the sake of a critical solution. Kant's concerns 
seem to be twofold.

First, he wants to protect a fundamental mode 
of human awareness. That is to say, he is trying to
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establish taste upon firm grounds of its own, to 
insure its certainty and legitimacy in the face of 
dogmatic and sceptical critiques of taste, so that 
the unsettling conflict between those two mistaken 
positions can be transformed into a permanent peace.
One could say, as I shall elaborate in section 9.2, 
that Kant is restricting theoretical and practical 
knowledge to make room for taste. His primary objec
tive is to develop his position vis-à-vis the prin
cipiai grounds of taste as one that not only reconciles 
the conflicting alternatives offered by Baumgarten 
and by the empiricists but also supercedes them, 
because his own critical solution allows taste judgments 
to resemble other kinds of judgments but still keeps 
them distinct, legitimate, and certain on their own 
grounds, even though those grounds may surpass human 
understanding.

The second concern, which flows out of the 
first, is to show how taste gives support to and receives 
leadership from those rational factors which ultimately 
sanction all the various modes of human awareness as 
valid, worthwhile, and improvable. Kant wants to situate 
his critique of taste within his critically idealistic 
system in such a way that the certainty of taste (as 
well as of reason) stands out in stronger relief. So, 
while establishing taste on its own firm grounds, he 
also ties it to the source, meaning, and final destiny 
of human life -- to reason, freedom, and the ideal
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moral world, respectively -- as I have indicated in 
Chapter 4.1 and shall explain in section 9.4. My 
entire investigation of how Kant's critique of 
taste belongs to his critical apologetics will make 
evident the close connection between the two main concerns 
of the Dialectic, especially in sections 9.3 and 9.5.

The Dialectic

The "Analytic" and "Deduction" in Kant's 
critique of taste seldom tie taste to the faculty of 
reason except via obscure analogies (cf. ss. 12, 17, 22,
42, 49). Taste is a matter of imagination, under
standing, reflective judgment-power, and feeling; but 
by definition it is neither cognitional nor rational.
If transcendental dialectic is a "logic of illusion"
(CPR: A293-B349, p.297) that deals with the "transcendent 
concepts" and "the transcendent and dialectical inferences" 
of pure reason (CPR: A309-B366, p.307), how can there 
be a Dialectic in the critique of taste? Kant addresses 
that question in section 55, where he explains precisely 
what his Dialectic of taste involves.

It is correct, Kant says, that taste judging 
per se is never dialectical. Taste judgments commonly 
conflict. But they are not rationalizing (verniinftelnd) 
judgments: they do not lay claim to such universality
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a priori as would allow them to serve as major premises 
in syllogisms. As singular judgments which ground their 
a priori call for universal agreement upon a subjective 
principle, they allow for contrary judgments as something 
expected though not necessarily accepted.

The Dialectic of taste has to do instead with 
the contradiction that arises in rationalizing judgments 
about taste judgments from which inferences are made 
about their identity, validity, and certainty. That 
contradiction arises in rational, scientific considera
tions of taste such as Kant himself is pursuing 
(cf. s.34.2): i.e., in the critique of taste with 
respect to the principial grounds which make possible 
taste judgments in general:

...here concepts that contradict one 
another...naturally and unavoidably 
present themselves. The Transcendental 
Critique of Taste will therefore 
contain a part which can bear the 
name of a Dialectic... only if and so 
far as there is found [in critiques] an 
antinomy of the principles of this 
faculty which renders its conformity 
to law, and consequently also its 
internal possibility, doubtful (s.55, B182).

We can anticipate in the Dialectic a reconsideration of
the principial issues addressed in the phenomenological
and transcendental validations.

Naturally one questions why Kant plans to 
belabor issues that were supposedly resolved earlier.
The repetition does not seem to have bothered him,
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however, although he does keep his Dialectic brief. I 
v-ould propose several reasons for a revival of the 
principiai problem of taste. Besides meeting the 
two large objectives described above, I think Kant wants 
to make explicit the outcome of his investigations by 
critiquing other critiques of taste. Thus he can 
point to his notion "of a merely reflective aesthetical 
judgment[-power]" as "the proper concept of taste"
(s.57.9, B186). And he can affirm an idealistic 
rationalism of the principle of taste in contrast to 
empiricism as well as to realistic rationalism (s.58). 
Then, too, the principiai problem is a particularly 
difficult one, as it had been throughout the lengthy 
germination of Kant's critique of taste (cf. Chapter 3.3, 
pp. 81-91 above).

Kant seems unwilling to let the problem go 
until he has tried every possible means of solving it. 
Somehow he must overcome the apparent inadequacies 
even within his own critical philosophy for giving an 
account of the principiai grounds that make possible 
aesthetical judgments which claim universally necessary 
subjective validity as judgments of reflection. Already 
in his Preface he had singled out the problem as crucial, 
and his solution as perhaps less than satisfactory:

This perplexity about a principle 
(whether it [be] subjective or 
objective) presents itself mainly in 
those judgments that vre call aesthetical....
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And, nevertheless, the critical 
investigation of a principle of 
judgment[-power] in these is the 
most important part of a critique 
of this faculty. For although they 
do not by themselves contribute to the 
knowledge of things, yet they belong 
to the cognitive faculty alone and 
point to an immediate reference of 
this faculty to the feeling of pleasure 
or [displeasure] according to some 
principle a priori....
But I hope that the great difficulty 
of solving a problem so involved 
by nature may serve as excuse 
for some hardly avoidable obscurity 
in its solution, if only it be clearly 
established that the principle is 
correctly stated. I grant that the 
mode of deriving the phenomena of 
the judgment[-power] from it [from 
the principle] has not all the clear
ness which might be rightly demanded 
elsewhere, viz. in the case of 
cognition according to concepts...
(Pref. 6,7; B5, 6).

Kant returns to the problem in his transcendental
validation of taste judgments. There he tries to show
the source, character, and applicational limits of the
a priori principle that makes possible a kind of judgment
having two logical peculiarities:

The judgment of taste determines 
its object in respect of satisfaction 
(in its beauty) with an accompanying 
claim for the assent of everyone, 
just as if it were obj ective (s.32.1, B123; 
my emphasis).

The judgment of taste is not deter
minable by grounds of proof, just as 
if it were merely subj ective (s.33.1, B125).

The same problem -- what are the principial grounds for judg
ments seemingly both subjective and objective while really 
neither? -- now receives a final consideration in the
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Dialectic, where Kant acknowledges that the thesis and 
antithesis in the antinomy of taste are nothing else than 
those two logical peculiarities in reversed order (s.57.1, 
B184).

The Antinomy
Although Kant does not state it explicitly in 

section 56, he seems to view the antinomy in the critique 
of taste as a more complex version of a familiar conflict 
in the premises from which people reason about the prin- 
cipial grounds of taste. Some people, especially if they 
want to defend their own lack of taste, cite the common
place that "everyone has his own taste." In other words, 
taste rests on merely subjective, private grounds, from 
which it can be inferred that taste judgments merely are 
opinions about one's personal preferences, similar to 
aesthetical judgments of sense about pleasantness. Others, 
who would disagree and would attribute a claim for univer
sal validity to taste judgments, cite a second common
place, the "de gustibus non disputandum est" maxim. In 
effect these people are admitting that taste rests on 
objective, universal, but indeterminate grounds, from which 
it could be inferred that taste judgments are rational 
judgments involving indeterminate objective concepts, thus 
resembling judgments about goodness or perfection.

Everyone seems to recognize that there is no 
disputing about taste. Even if the determining ground of
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taste judgments be objective, it can not be reduced to de
terminate concepts from which conflicting taste judgments 
could be proved or disproved. But the fact remains that 
people do quarrel [streiten] about taste judgments with 
good reason even though there is no sense disputing 
[disputieren] about them. People do try to bring their 
conflicting taste judgments into agreement, but not by 
using determinate concepts as grounds of proof. Rather they 
appeal to everyone's taste itself as a common sense. So 
there is a third saying, not yet proverbial, but still at 
the back of everyone's mind: "there may be a quarrel about 
taste (although there can be no controversy [disputieren]" 
(s.56.3, B183). Since quarreling implies a hope for re
solving the conflict on grounds that are not merely private, 
this third proposition implies that taste judgments do not 
rest on merely subjective, private grounds. So it contra
dicts the first, and an antinomy arises in the way people 
regard the principiai grounds of taste judgments. Both 
propositions can be validly argued. Both seem to account 
for a normal state of affairs.

In more careful formulation, the antinomy with 
regard to the principle of taste is this: (1) Thesis:
Taste judgments do not rest on concepts as their principiai 
grounds. Otherwise they could be disputed and proved 
through argumentation that would appeal to those concepts 
as the grounds of proof. (And is it not so that only con
cepts could permit such disputes, and only the lack of 
grounding concepts could disallow them?) (2) Antithesis:
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Taste judgments do rest on concepts as their principiai 
grounds. Otherwise people would not quarrel about 
conflicting taste judgments, nor would they call 
upon everyone to agree of necessity with their own 
taste judgments, for they would have nothing on 
which to base their hope for reconciling the conflicts 
through quarreling. (Why else would people quarrel 
and expect universal agreement?)^

Thus Kant has captured in one succint 
statement the various conflicting strands within the 
enigmatic notion of taste as it arose during his century, 
an amalgam of immediate sensing and contemplative 
reasoning, of mere individuality and purported univer
sality, of indefensible certainty and defensible 
uncertainty. But he will not leave taste floundering 
for lack of critical insight. This important mode of 
human awareness should be certified as such. The 
antinomy of taste must be resolved. In the process 
of resolving it, the Dialectic ends up grounding taste 
with even greater firmness than Kant's phenomenological 
and transcendental validations of taste.
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Kant's earlier Critiques lead one to expect 
his solution for the antinomy of taste to be a critical 
examination of the cognitive faculties out of which 
the illusionary contradiction naturally and unavoidably 
arises, complemented by an indication of the means 
and outcome of its removal. It will not purport to 
prevent the illusion from arising, but only to strip it 
of deceptive power by showing the contradiction to be 
only apparent, not real. The latter can be accomplished 
by indicating either that both the opposed assertions 
are false, or that both, when correctly interpreted, 
are true and non-contradictory (CPR: A528-32-B556-60, 
pp. 461-64). The solution of the antinomy of taste 
takes the second route. Kant interprets the thesis 
and antithesis in such a way that both are true.

His argument in section 57 is a simple one.
The opposed assertions do not use the term "concept" 
univocally. The thesis correctly asserts that taste 
judgments, which are aesthetical (noncognitional) 
judgments of reflection,can not rest on determinate con
cepts , for they can not be disputed and proved, unlike 
all determinate judgments resting on determinate con
cepts. The antithesis correctly states that taste 
judgments, which do claim universal and necessary 
validity, do rest on indeterminate concepts, for such a 
claim and its attendant quarrels can only be made

9.2. A Critical Solution
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possible by some a priori conceptual ground, although 
that ground might not function as a ground of proof 
for judgments. Once the apparently opposed assertions 
are thus correctly interpreted, all equivocation and with 
it all contradiction disappears. Both assertions can 
be true. More insight into the principial grounds of 
taste is unnecessary and probably impossible. "The 
subjective principle, viz. the [indeterminate (un- 
bestimmt)] idea of the supersensible in us, can only 
be put forward as the sole key to the puzzle of this 
faculty [taste] whose sources are hidden from us; it 
can be made no further intelligible" (s.57.8, B186).

It is important, in my opinion, to respect 
Kant's sincere humility in face of the limits to 
human insight. Indeed, humility is a motivating factor 
for the entire critical enterprise, which teaches dogmatic 
metaphysics to deny its proud claims for theoretical 
knowledge of the supersensible and to take up its 
restrictive cross of a merely regulative relationship 
to theoretical knowledge, while it also teaches skeptical 
empiricism to surrender its arrogant denial of the 
moral awareness of the supersensible. Kant is willing 
to leave the incompréhensibles incomprehensible. So 
one should not expect him to be theoretically precise 
where he is being careful not to say too much.
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But at the same time, Kant has a high regard 
for the powers of reason, especially its self-critical 
powers. Thus one can expect more from his critical 
solution of the antinomy than the simple argument I 
have just summarized, especially since he is readdressing 
the central problem of his critique of taste in its 
deepest dimension: What principial grounds make taste 
judgments possible in such a way that, though they be 
merely subjective and noncognitional, they claim a 
priori to be universally and necessarily valid, and 
they make this claim with exemplary certainty? And 
Kant does say more, albeit cautiously and somewhat 
cryptically. For he wants to resolve the antinomy once 
and for all, to propose a solution that supercedes the 
opposed assertions because it meets the demands of reason 
for a critique of taste and it best accords with the 
peculiar character of taste judgments.

Nowhere does Kant specify how reason's 
demand for the unconditioned gives rise to the antinomy 
of taste. But since he has described this antinomy as 
one which arises in the critique of taste, one can 
plausibly conjecture that reason's demand for a complete 
justification of taste is what lies behind the antinomy. 
Those who hold the thesis, try to meet that demand by 
saying taste judgments are completely valid on merely 
subjective, private grounds of empirical pleasantness. 
Their opponents try to meet that demand by saying
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taste judgments are completely valid on objective grounds 
of the a priori concept of perfection. Kant suggests 
that his more adequate account for the peculiar validity 
of taste judgments has the double advantage of reconciling 
those opposed views while also pointing back to the 
very faculty whose demands generate the antinomy: i.e., 
to reason, which demands that the claims of taste 
judgments be completely justified.

But it is this implicit reference to reason 
and its ideas which also introduces a new piece to the 
puzzle. For Kant begins to identify the principial 
ground of taste judgments as an indeterminate concept, 
just as if it were an idea of reason. Now if he actually 
locates that ground in a rational idea, then he would 
seem to be dissolving all his arguments for the unicity 
of taste judgments. Then they would not have a 
distinct a priori principle for themselves. Rather they 
would be disguised forms of teleological or practical 
judgments based on rational ideas. This, of course, would 
not be historically inexplicable, in light of Kant's 
earlier view of the principle of true virtue as a feeling 
of human beauty, or in light of the intimate tie between 
moral feeling, freedom, and the moral law in the Second 
Critique. But certainly the thrust of Kant's critique 
of taste is to establish taste judgments as specifically 
aesthetic judgments of reflection grounded on a unique 
a priori principle peculiar to reflective judgment-power
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itself. So I would maintain that Kant's concise solution 
does not always employ adequate terminology, and that 
he indirectly alleviates that inadequacy in the Remarks 
attached to section 57. "Indeterminate concept" is 
simply another way to indicate the unique, a priori, 
subjective principle of taste that grounds taste judgments. 
That there are definite reasons why Kant uses this 
seemingly inadequate phrase will appear in my subsequent 
discussion.

Prior to the Dialectic, Kant has used various 
terms--principle, idea, ideal norm--to indicate the 
a priori ground of taste. He has not tried to give 
them a technical significance. To do so would necessitate 
continual qualifications of usages in the first two 
Critiques. Thus it is not so surprising to find him 
describing the a priori principle of taste as a "concept 
of [a] general ground of the subjective purposiveness 
of nature for the judgment[-power]" or an "indefinite 
[unbestimmt] idea of the supersensible in us"
(s.57. 5, 8; B185, 186) . It is a little more surprising 
to meet the phrases "transcendental rational concept of 
the supersensible" and "the mere pure rational concept of 
the supersensible" in the same context (s.57.2, 4;
B184, 185, my emphases), even though the introductions 
have already equated and interchanged the terms "concept," 
"idea," and "principle" in connection with nature's 
formal purposiveness.
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So the terminological obscurity of section 57, 
along with its brevity and tentativeness, invite one to 
formulate a plausible interpretation that elucidates 
Kant's solution to the antinomy of taste. To that end,
I shall be exploring three questions in the present and 
subsequent sections: (1) If it be granted that the in
determinate concept grounding taste judgments is the 
same as the a priori subjective principle of taste un
covered in the validations, how does this concept differ 
from verständlich concepts? (2) Assuming Kant is not 
contradictorily equating that indeterminate concept with 
the transcendental ideas reason employs theoretically 
and practically, how does it differ from those ideas?
(3)Since Kant introduces a technical distinction between 
rational and aesthetical ideas, is the relationship 
between aesthetical ideas and that indeterminate concept 
one of identity or not? The larger implications of 
this lengthy analysis will emerge later when I go on 
to examine the encyclopedic role of Kant's critique 
of taste in section 9.4.

The Grounding Concept of Taste as "Unverständlich"

The problem for Kant's validation was to uncover 
a peculiar a priori principle of judgment-power grounding 
the claim of taste judgments to intersubjective 
universality and necessity despite their subjective, 
noncognitional, and nonobjective character. Previously,
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validity by showing that those judgments presuppose 
either a priori intuitions and a priori concepts of 
objects, or ideational laws for the maxims according to 
which objects are produced. But those approaches were 
insufficient to account for an intersubjective validity 
that is subjective rather than objective. So Kant has 
grounded the validity claimed by taste judgments in the 
freely playful harmonization of imagination and under
standing with one another and with the judged object 
during the act of taste judging, a harmonization which 
refers the judged representation to that which alone 
can be universally shareable and valid--i.e. to cognition 
in general (without referring it to a determinate concept) 
--by virtue of the fact that interfaculty harmonization 
is a subjective prerequisite for any and all empirical 
cognition. Taste--the ability to institute that freely 
playful harmonization-- is the a priori ground, the 
subjective principle, of all taste judgments, while the 
feeling of favor (as a sensory self-consciousness of 
that a priori ground) is the determining ground of any 
particular taste judgment.

In section 57, however, Kant seems to be moving 
his validation closer to the validations of experiential 
and moral judgments, for he argues: "The judgment of 
taste must have reference to some concept or other, 
as otherwise it would be absolutely impossible for it to
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lay claim to necessary validity for every one" (s.57.2,
M206). Concepts, according to the First Critique, are 
representations which refer to objects "mediately by 
means of a feature which several things may have in common." 
They can be of two basic kinds: those that originate 
in the understanding and are applicable to experience, 
either as empirical or as pure, a priori concepts; and 
those that reason generates from itself and from the 
pure concepts of understanding, concepts of reason which 
transcend the possibility of experience, more properly 
called "ideas" (CPR: A320-B377, p. 314). Judgment-power, 
it is worth reminding ourselves, generally does not 
produce concepts but merely relates them (cf. FI: II.4, p.9). 
Furthermore, taste judgments neither rest on concepts 
nor aim at producing them (cf. s. 5.1, B44). But these 
statements must be seen within their contexts as compatible 
with the present claim that a concept grounds taste judg
ments. The questions of immediate interest are these:
What kind of concept is Kant admitting as the principial 
ground of taste? Does it originate in understanding, 
in reason, or elsewhere? Of what is it a concept? And 
why must taste judgments be grounded on this concept?

Kant seems to rely upon his standard distinction 
between concepts and ideas to argue next that taste 
judgments need not be provable from their grounding 
concept, because that concept may be undetermined and 
undeterminab1e rather than determinable. In fact they
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can not be proved from a concept. Therefore their 
grounding concept can not be a concept of understanding, 
since verständlich concepts "are determinable through 
predicates of sensible intuition which can correspond 
to them" (s.57.2, B184).

The Critique of Pure Reason had already established 
that concepts of understanding, whether empirical or a 
priori, are intrinsically applicable to sensible objects, 
though determinative judging is always required to apply 
those concepts via schemata, examples, and intuitions 
in general, an application Kant describes as "determining 
a concept of [sensible objects] for the understanding"
(57.3, B184). Unless they apply to intuitions of sensible 
objects, verständlich concepts are empty, devoid of 
objects. A concise summary of that point comes later, 
in section 59.1: "Intuitions are always required to 
establish [darzutun] the reality of our concepts" (B196).

In other words, concepts of understanding must 
be intuitionally determinable, or, according to Remark 1.4 
of section 57, they "must, as such, always be demonstrable...; 
i.e. the object corresponding to them must always be 
capable of being given in intuition (pure or empirical), 
for thus alone could they become cognitions" (B187-188).
In more contemporary parlance, concepts of the under
standing have cognitive value insofar as they are 
empirically or intuitively verifiable. Their truth
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consists m  their agreement with sensible objects. They 
must allow of being made experientially determinate, of 
being demonstrated through proofs or definitions that 
appeal to a priori or empirical intuition. Judgments 
which employ those concepts can be disputed on such 
experiential grounds.

Kant is emphatic about the dissimilarity 
between verständlich concepts and the grounding concept 
of taste judgments. The latter concept can only be 
indeterminate and indeterminable, for it is as indemonstrable 
as the taste judgments it grounds. They can not be proved 
nor disproved through appeals to intuitions of sensible 
objects, nor do people normally try that route of experiential 
verification. Taste judgments appeal to every individual 
subject’s feeling of delight in the presence of the object 
of sense. Such a feeling has no intrinsic reference to 
the intuited object but only to the subject's own mental 
state. Thus taste judgments have to do with sensible 
objects only as reflective judgments which refer a single 
intuited object to the subjects' own feeling, not as 
determinant judgments which tie sensory experience to 
verständlich concepts of objects through schemata and 
examples.

There is an immediacy and an indetermination 
in the reflective (reflexive) reference to feeling, to 
the subjective determining ground upon which the object

7
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is classified as beautiful. Consequently taste judgments 
seem to be based solely on private preferences, as if 
their validity be limited to the individual taste judger.
The validity and certainty of my taste judgment does not 
depend upon any empirical proof that others agree with 
it nor upon any a priori proof that it does or does not 
concur with the rules of beauty which critics may adduce 
(cf. s.33.2-3). In this way taste judgments are as 
immediately certain as judgments expressing private 
preferences. They neither need nor permit a cognitive 
defense or demonstration.

Although Kant does not raise the question 
directly, it is fair to ask what makes taste judgments 
and their grounding concept indemonstrable. Since they 
are judgments relating the imaginatively intuited object 
to the free play relation between imagination and under
standing, there are two alternatives: either the grounding 
concept, like rational concepts in general, is such that 
no adequately correspondent intuition can be given, or 
else the intuition is such that it can not be used to 
make any concept determinate, not even the grounding 

g
concept. Certainly Kant's emphasis on imaginative free
dom in the apprehension of the form of a beautiful object 
suggests that his sympathies lie with the second alternative. 
I shall return to this point in my discussion of aesthetical 
ideas. For now I shall simply posit that on Kant's 
theory, the grounding concept of taste judgments is
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indeterminate; more specifically, it is indemonstrable; 
and most specifically, it is not so much a concept that 
transcends intuitive experience as a concept whose 
intuitive basis can not function as an experientially 
verificational schema or example.

The Nonrational Grounding Concept of Taste

If we grant Kant his point that taste judgments 
are not cognitive judgments and their grounding concept 
is not one of the understanding, then we must ask whether 
their grounding concept is one of reason, so that they 
are rational, perhaps practical judgments. Though the 
obvious answer would seem to be "No,” this is 'not so clear 
from the language of section 57. Kant cites as a 
paradigm of undeterminable and undetermined concepts "the 
transcendental rational concept of the supersensible, 
which [supersensible] lies at the basis of all sensible 
intuition,...and therefore cannot be theoretically 
determined further" (57.2, B184). Stress should be 
placed on "theoretically" [theoretisch], which was in
serted in the second edition, for, as we shall soon see, 
at least one transcendental rational concept, the concept 
of freedom, can be practically determined further.

Kant is recalling his elaborate analysis of 
the ideas of reason in the earlier critiques. There he 
had argued that for theoretical cognition, these rational 
concepts are used indeterminately though objectively.
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They serve no more than a regulative function as guide
lines for the systematization of experience. They 
lead understanding on towards complete unity, towards 
wholeness or totality. But they themselves are not 
determinable through predicates of sensible intuition, 
since no objects of intuition can correspond to them.
Only supersensible objects correspond, objects-in-the- 
idea (such as the soul, the world, and God) which function 
as schemata for seeking systematically unified knowledge 
(of all the inner appearances of our mind, all the 
sensible conditions of natural appearances, and all 
connections in the world, respectively).^ As objects - 
in-themselves, however, those supersensible objects lie 
beyond the limits of sense-bound experience. As Kant 
summarizes towards the end of the Critique of Judgment:

For the existence [Dasein] of the original 
Being as a Godhead, or of the soul as 
an immortal spirit, absolutely no proof 
in a theoretical point of view is 
possible for the human reason which can 
bring about even the least degree of be
lief (Fiirwahrhaltens ]. For determining 
our ideas of the supersensible we have 
no material whatever, and we must derive 
this latter from things in the world of 
sense, which is absolutely inadequate for 
such an object. Thus, in the absence of 
all determination of it, nothing remains 
but the concept of a nonsensible some
thing which contains the ultimate ground 
of the world of sense, but which [concept] 
does not furnish any knowledge (any 
amplification of the concept) of its inner 
constitution (s.90.8, B318).
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Thus a theoretical indeterminacy and an 
immunity to demonstration through sensible intuition 
makes the grounding concept of taste judgments resemble 
rational ideas. Those same features account for its 
unverständlich character. In other words, the grounding 
concept of taste neither empirically arises from normal 
perception and theorization, nor does it make them 
possible a priori. Like all rational concepts, it can 
not be determinately applied to ordinary experience so 
as to furnish a cognition of perceptual objects: "the 
judgment of taste is based on a concept...; from which, 
however, nothing can be known and proved in respect of 
the object, because it is itself undeterminable and use
less for knowledge" (s.57.5, B185).

The sentence just quoted turns up an imprecision 
in Kant's argument, however, which gives unwarranted 
weight to the unverständlich character of the concept in 
question. In the context of his earlier discussion of 
taste judgments, as well as within his general theory 
of concepts and proofs, Kant should have been more care
ful to point out that the indeterminacy of concepts only 
entails their lack of theoretical provablencss, not 
their total lack of provableness. Concepts "indeterminate" 
in the sense that they are indemonstrable (incapable 
of intuitive, experiential authentication) are not 
therefore beyond proof, as Kant himself indicates
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in section 57.R1.4-5.

Indeed, the concluding sections of the Critique 
of Judgment argue carefully that the rational concepts 
of freedom, God, and the immortal soul, although 
theoretically indeterminate and thus incapable of proof 
through appeal to intuition, yet are determinate from 
a moral point of view, as postulates necessary for 
obeying the moral law. They can be proved by pure 
practical reason. Indeed, the idea of freedom is a "thing 
of fact," whose objective reality can be proved by means 
of a corresponding intuition. While it is a causality 
determined by the practical laws of pure reason, freedom 
is at the same time a causality that lets itself be 
established [dartun] "in actual actions, and, consequently, 
in experience" (s.91.4, B321). The other two ideas are 
"things of faith." They can be proved as things that 
must be thought a priori as absolutely necessary conditions 
for attaining the highest good which reason's moral law 
commands as the final purpose of human freedom. Thus 
concepts of supersensible objects, though theoretically 
indeterminate and beyond theoretical proof or demonstration, 
nevertheless are morally determinate and provable, so 
much so that their moral proof results in a belief 
[Fürwahrhaltens] that is not merely a persuasion 
(Überredung) but a moral conviction (moralische Überzeugung 
--s.90.2, B314) .
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Kant summarizes this important refinement to
his earlier critiques as follows:

These two conceptions [Begriffe], both 
that of God and that of the soul (in 
respect of its immortality), can only 
be [determined] by means of predicates 
which, although they themselves derive 
their possibility entirely from a super
sensible source [Grund], must, for all 
that, prove their reality in experience, 
for this is the only way in which they 
can make possible a cognition of a 
wholly supersensible being. --Now the 
only conception [Begriff] of this kind 
to be found in human reason is that of 
the freedom of man subject to moral laws 
and, in conjunction therewith, to the 
final end [Endzwecke] which [reason] 
prescribes by means of these laws....

Hence, the source of the failure of the 
attempt to attain to a proof of God and 
immortality by the merely theoretical 
route lies in the fact that no knowledge 
of the supersensible is possible if the 
path of natural conceptions [Naturbegriffe] 
is followed. The reason why the proof 
succeeds, on the other hand, when the 
path of morals, that is, of the conception 
of freedom [Freiheitsbegriff], is followed, 
is because from the supersensible, which 
in morals is fundamental (i.e., as freedom), 
there issues a definite [bestimmtes] law 
of causality. By means of this law the 
supersensible [freedom] here not alone 
provides material for the knowledge of the 
other supersensible, that is of the moral 
final end and the conditions of its prac
ticability [des moralischen Endzweckes 
und der Bedingungen seiner Ausführbarkeit], 
but it also substantiates [dartut] its own 
reality, as a matter of fact, in’actions.
For that very reason, however, it is unable 
to afford any valid [ground of proof-- 
Beweisgrund] other than from a practical 
point of view... (s.91.9-10, Ml48-49).

Thus in the case of those ideas--freedom, the highest
good, the immortal soul, and God--Kant emphasizes their
theoretical indeterminacy and indemonstrableness, but
also their moral, practically rational determinacy and
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provability.

It would be a hasty conclusion, however, to 
say that because it can not supply any proof for taste 
judgments, therefore their grounding concept is not a 
rational concept. I have only established that it is 
not an idea used by reason in a purely practical or moral 
manner. It could be an indeterminate concept used by 
reason for the systematization of experience, though 
the fact that it is "useless for knowledge" seems to 
preclude such an option. But there are still two other 
possibilities. Perhaps, in the first place, the grounding 
concept is a rational concept used by reason simply for 
the sake of taste judging itself, though also compatibly 
with both the theoretical and moral purposes of reason.
A second possibility, mentioned earlier (cf. pp.345-46 
above), is that the grounding concept is not so much 
a concept as a principle peculiar to reflective judgment- 
power. Kant's discussion does not preclude either of 
these last two options. Rather, it allows for both, 
as I shall briefly indicate now.

Two Possible Interpretations

In the first place, there are several indications 
that Kant conceives the grounding concept as an idea 
reason uses primarily for the sake of taste, but also 
for its own purposes. He had already left that option
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open when he first dealt with the "idea" or "indeterminate 
norm" of a common sense (cf. pp. 288-89 above). Perhaps, 
he had suggested in section 22, a still higher principle 
of reason turns that idea of a common sense into a regu
lative principle for producing a common sense within 
us for the sake of higher rational purposes. Perhaps 
taste is "only the Idea of an artificial [kiinstlich] 
faculty still to be acquired" and "the judgment of 
taste with its expectation of universal assent [is] in 
fact only a demand of Reason to bring forth such 
unanimity of feeling." Perhaps "the objective necessity 
with which the feeling of everyone should flow together 
with the particular feeling of each" only indicates "that 
it is possible to bring about this harmony" and "the 
judgment of taste [is] but one example of the application 
of this principle" (s.22.2, C50). Maybe the grounding 
concept of taste and of taste judgments is a rational 
idea applied to taste judging for the sake of higher 
rational purposes. The same option seems to be implied 
in section 5 7 when Kant likens the grounding concept 
to "the mere pure rational concept of the supersensible 
which underlies the object (and also the subject judging 
it), regarded as an object of sense and thus as phenomenal," 
to "the concept of that which may be regarded as the 
supersensible substrate of humanity," and to an in
determinate concept "of the supersensible substrate of 
phenomena" (s.57.4,5,7; B185, 186). Remark II places 
that grounding concept in tandem with the rational ideas
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at the basis of the antinomies of speculative and 
practical reason. Even when Kant distinguishes 
aesthetical ideas from rational ones, he claims 
that "both kinds of ideas...must have their principle 
...in reason" (s.57.R1.7, B189), although here 
"Vernunft" probably points to the cognitive faculties 
in general.

However, there is also weighty counter
evidence that the grounding concept of taste judgments 
can not be an idea of reason for it is a concept 
peculiar to reflective judgment power which, as taste, 
involves understanding, imagination, and feeling, 
not reason. The Preface and Introductions emphasize 
that the concept or idea of the formal purposiveness 
of nature for reflective judgment-power is an a priori 
principle peculiar to judgment-power, given by itself 
(SI: IV.5 and V.7), without which judgment-power "would 

not be set apart by the commonest critique as a 
special cognitive faculty" (Pref. 5, B5). It is this 
principle which surfaces in taste judgments as their 
a priori ground (SI. VIII.3-4). Kant apparently has 
the very same principle in mind during his discussion 
of the grounding concept of taste judgments, for he 
describes the latter as a concept of a "general ground 
of the subjective purposiveness of nature for the 
judgment-[power]" and as "the subjective principle"
(s.57.5,8; B185, 186). Even the concurrent stress
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on the supersensible as the object of this concept or 
principle does not necessitate that the concept be 
one of reason. Kant's polemic is directed against 
those who would turn the grounding concept either 
into a private gratification in that which pleases 
the senses in sensation, or into a confused verständlich 
concept of perfection which should then be intuitively 
demonstrable. The supersensible in this context 
need not indicate that which only reason can think, 
but simply that which lies beyond verständlich deter
mination and beyond the mere sensation of external 
objects. The very character of the formal purposive
ness transcendentally presupposed by reflective 
judgment-power (especially in its acts of taste 
judging) is that it is not determinable through either 
sensation or concepts, whether those be concepts of 
understanding or of reason, either theoretically or 
practically employed .

In either case, Kant's resolution of the 
antinomy of taste has a triple advantage. First, 
he has explained those features of taste judgments 
to which the opposed positions appeal in their 
formulations of the principiai grounds of taste 
judgments. To those who deny that taste judgments 
rest on concepts, Kant concedes that they are immediate, 
indeterminate, and unprovable. To those who claim 
that taste judgments do rest on concepts, he concedes
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that they do claim to be universally and necessarily 
valid. He can account for both positions by saying 
that taste judgments rest on an indeterminate concept 
that gives grounds for the claim for intersubjective 
validity but does not make taste judgments any less 
immediate or unprovable.

The second advantage is this: Kant has 
given the grounding concept sufficient content to 
show that, while distinct from the concepts employed 
by theoretical and practical cognition, it nevertheless 
has a weighty reference to that which lies at the 
basis of all cognition and morality, namely, to the 
supersensible, as Remark II makes clear. The grounding 
concept is nothing other than the principle of 
nature's subjective purposiveness for the judgment- 
power, a transcendental principle indispensable for 
cognition (SI: V), though in itself it does not supply 
a ground for objective, provable cognition. What 
could be a firmer ground for taste judgments than 
a concept of "the supersensible substrate of humanity" 
or of "the supersensible substrate of phenomena" even 
if "it can be made no further intelligible" (s.57.8, 
B186)?

Thus there is a third advantage. Kant's 
solution points those who reason about taste beyond 
the sensible to the most important side of existence,



the supersensible. It is there where they can find
a perpetual peace instead of constant conflict:

And thus here, as also in the 
Critique of Practical Reason, the 
antinomies force us against our 
will to look beyond the sensible 
and to seek in the supersensible 
the point of union for all our a 
priori faculties, because no other 
expedient is left to make our 
reason harmonious with itself.
(s.57.9, B186-87).

Kant has stripped the illusion of its deceptive
power. He has restricted theoretical and practical
cognition to make room for taste. And he has pointed
out a path to peace for those who find themselves in
antinomous contradictions when they reason about the
principial grounds of taste.

But the first Remark introduces a distinction 
between aesthetical and rational ideas that renews 
the reader's curiosity. What does the distinction 
imply? Is the indeterminate concept grounding taste 
an aesthetical idea? Or is it intimately connected 
to an aesthetical idea? By speaking of an aesthetical 
idea after resolving the antinomy of taste, is not 
Kant creating a new antinomy? These are some of 
the questions to be answered next through a careful 
exegesis of the first Remark of section 57 and some 
pertinent portions from Kant's introductions 
(especially SI: VII). I shall be trying to establish
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the following points in an interpretation which, 
though complex, seems to be warranted by the text 
of the Third Critique: (1) There is an intimate 
reciprocal connection between reflective judgment- 
power's subjective principle of purposiveness and 
imagination's aesthetical idea. (2) Since an 
aesthetical idea is a representation bound up with 
or identical to an inexponible internal intuition 
subject to the merely subjective principle of 
the mutual harmony of the cognitive faculties, and 
since the aesthetical representation of purposiveness 
arises in taste judgments as an internal intuition, 
reflective perception, or reflective feeling of 
the playful harmony between imagination and under
standing, an aesthetical idea is the same as (if not 
identical to) an aesthetical representation of 
purposiveness. (3) In so far as an aesthetical 
representation of purposiveness (i.e., a beautiful 
object) is a presentation of the reflective judgment- 
power's subjective principle of purposiveness, an 
aesthetical idea can be regarded as such a presentation 
also. (4) Since the indeterminate grounding concept 
of taste is equivalent to the transcendental principle 
of nature's formal purposiveness, the aesthetical 
idea and the aesthetical representation of purposive
ness constitute presentations of that grounding 
concept, similarly to the way the idea of freedom 
and the feeling of respect make evident the existence
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of the moral law. Thus the peculiarity of the in
determinate grounding concept is that it can be 
presented only by an aesthetical idea or representation 
of purposiveness for which adequate verständlich con
cepts can never be found, exactly as one would expect 
of a concept or principle that a merely reflective, 
aesthetical judgment-power legislates heautonomously.

9.3. An Elaboration: Aesthetical Idea and Indeterminate
Concept

At first glance, the notion of an aesthetical 
idea appears antinomous. How can an idea, which is a 
"concept formed from notions and transcending the 
possibility of experience" (CPR: A320-B377, p.314), 
be aesthetical, i.e., sensible? This is not a new 
paradox. It stems from the same problem Kant emphasizes 
in the Preface, the one he tries to resolve in his 
validations and again in the Dialectic-- the principial 
problem of taste. It has already appeared in earlier 
contexts that a fundamental tenet of Kant’s critical 
philosophy seems to be at odds with his critique of 
taste. I refer here to his doctrine that those 
a priori concepts or ideas of objects which make 
synthetic judgments possible are thereby the a priori 
grounds of their objective validity, universality, 
and necessity. Together with its supportive terminology 
and conceptual framework, that doctrine seems in
adequate to account in a principial manner for
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aesthetical judgments claiming universal subjective 
validity as judgments of reflection, rather than as 
determinant theoretical and practical judgments 
claiming objective validity.

I have had occasion to question at least 
five of Kant's conclusions, many of them paradoxical, 
which indicate the tensions generated by tying the 
objective validity of awareness to the a priori 
constituents of cognition: (1) Feelings are non- 
cognitional and merely subjective (cf. pp. 157-159 
above). (2) Aesthetical judgments of reflection, whose 
determining ground is the feeling of favor, are non- 
cognitional and subjective; their predicates can 
never be concepts of objects, even though as judgments 
they do involve representations of objects and the 
higher cognitive faculties (cf. pp.233-245 above).
(3) Purposiveness, which per se is the conceptually 
recognized causality of a concept with respect to 
its object, is perceptually (not conceptually) 
recognized in aesthetical judgments of reflection 
as a subjective purposiveness without purpose 
(cf. pp.166-169 above). (4) The a priori principle 
of taste, which is also an a priori principle of 
judgment-power in general, if it be a principle 
strictly defined, should be a synthetic universal 
proposition derived from or based on concepts, a
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proposition that makes possible the objective 
judgments which prove its reality.'*'® Nevertheless 
Kant calls it a "subjective principle," one which 
makes taste judgments possible a priori and grounds 
their claim to universality and necessity, but yet 
does not function as a ground for proving taste 
judgments, nor can it be proved by an appeal to 
objective reality. It is not a cognitive proposition, 
but rather a mental faculty, a mental state, a 
feeling capacity, a feeling-principle for feeling- 
judgments of reflection (cf. pp.253-57 and 297-320 
above). (5) The transcendental principle of nature's 
formal purposiveness, the principle by which reflec
tive judgment-power makes its own judgments possible, 
is a subjective and noncognitive principle, even 
though transcendental principles by definition 
state a priori the universal, necessary condition 
under which things can generally be objects of 
cognition (cf. pp.125-26 and 136-37 above).

The same paradoxes will return presently, 
for the notion of an aesthetical idea is just another 
of Kant's approaches to resolving the principial 
problem of taste. So rather than rehearsing my 
earlier questions, I shall simply examine what Kant 
means by this notion and how it relates to the 
indeterminate concept of the previous section. A 
more critical appraisal will occur in my conclusion
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(in section 9.5 below). Still it will soon become 
plain that the indeterminate concept and the 
aesthetical idea in the Dialectic are variations 
upon the problematic, principial theme of the entire 
critique of taste.

Aesthetical Ideas and Their Subjective Principle

Kant introduces "aesthetical" and "rational 
ideas" in section 57.R1 as technical terms for 
distinguishing between "ideas" and "concepts of the 
understanding." This fact is important. It places 
the stress in Kant's subsequent definitions upon 
the unverstandlich character of both rational and 
aesthetical ideas, rather than on the difference 
between such ideas. With the aid of section 49, one 
can see more easily, then, that an aesthetical idea 
can be the counterpart of a rational idea precisely 
because of their common unverständlich character. 
Aesthetical ideas may be called ideas "partly because 
they at least strive after something which lies 
beyond the bounds of experience..., but especially 
because no concept can be fully adequate to them as 
internal intuitions" (s.49.5, B157, my emphasis).
The same stress predominates in the first Remark, 
where Kant proposes the following general definition: 
"Ideas...are representations referred to an object, 
according to a certain principle (subjective or 
objective), in so far as they can still never become
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a cognition of it" (s.57.Rl.l, M209-210). Aesthetical 
ideas are representations "referred to an intuition, 
according to a merely subjective principle of the 
mutual harmony of the cognitive powers (the imagina
tion and the understanding)." Rational ideas are 
representations "referred to a concept according to 
an objective principal" (S.57.R1.1, B187). But as 
ideas, neither can become cognitions of the object, 
whether the object be intuited (in the case of 
aesthetical ideas) or conceived (in the case of 
rational ones).

Since I have already reviewed the distinction 
between rational ideas and concepts of the under
standing with regard to their functions in experiential 
cognition and their respective indemonstrability and 
demonstrability (as separate from their provableness 
as such--see pp.355-58 above), it need not detain 
us now. More important presently is the distinction 
between verstandlich concepts and aesthetical ideas.
But immediately it appears Kant lacks a genus proximum 
for that distinction. Once he becomes specific, he 
identifies an aesthetical idea as a representation 
of the imagination, one that not merely refers to 
an intuition, but is_ an intuition. Rational ideas 
at least are concepts, though reason, not under
standing, is their proper origin. But if aesthetical 
ideas be intuitions, they can not be concepts of any
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kind. Intuitions and concepts are, for Kant, 
irreducibly distinct modes of knowledge,1'*' and, 
furthermore, aesthetical ideas simply are not modes 
of knowledge at all. A further difficulty is implied. 
Not being concepts, aesthetical ideas can not properly 
be called "ideas" (which, according to the First 
Critique, are concepts of a certain kind) any 
more than the representation of the colour red, which 
it is "intolerable to hear... called an idea" and 
which "ought not even to be called a concept of under
standing. . ." (CPR: A320-B377, p.314).

It would seem, then, that Kant actually 
is building a distinction between intuitions which 
can function as cognitions and those that cannot, 
rather than between verständlich concepts and an 
aesthetical type of idea. Perhaps he fails to 
counterpose the two kinds of intuitions because, in 
the first place, he wants to indicate the similarity 
between aesthetical "ideas" and rational ones, and 
because, secondly, he intends to set both these off as 
being beyond verständlich cognition, as being "in- 
exponible" and "indemonstrable," respectively.

One can fill the lacuna in Kant's Remark by 
reviewing the kinds of intuitions that are exponible, 
to which aesthetical ideas contrast as inexponible ones.
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Those that can be expounded, that can be raised to a 
concept or captured in it (aufbringen--s.5 7,R1.7) are 
intuitions which can function as presentations 
(Darstellungen) or sensible illustrations (Versinn- 
lichungen) of verständlich concepts. Exponible in
tuitions can be used to demonstrate or empirically 
verify such concepts. They can be used in determinant, 
cognitive judgments either as examples of empirical 
concepts or as schemata of pure concepts (cf. s.59.1-4). 
For example, five points set alongside one another, 
thus, ...... are an example or image of the concepts
of the number five. The intuitive awareness of the
lawful temporal succession of manifold appearances is

12a schema of the concept of causality in general. In 
contrast, aesthetical ideas are inexponible intuitions 
on at least three accounts. They are merely internal 
intuitions whose completeness surpasses understanding. 
Their presentational function arises in taste judgments 
that, as noncognitional and merely reflective, are not 
governed by verständlich concepts. And they are generated 
in conformity with a merely subjective principle.
Each reason deserves separate comment.

Kant seems content to leave the actual con
tent of aesthetical ideas vague since they are in
trinsically vague. This attitude resembles his stance 
towards feeling (which, as a noncognitional element in 
consciousness, seems to be beyond definition --



cf. pp.148-51 above). Noting the resemblance is 
instructive. It intimates that perhaps feeling is a 
key feature of an aesthetical idea. I should like to 
propose that the whole internal intuition (die ganze 
innere Anschauung) which "the imagination binds up 
with a given representation" and which "the under
standing by its concepts never attains" (s.57.R1.7,
B189) -- this whole internal intuition is permeated 
by that feeling of purposiveness which serves as 
determining ground for taste judgments. Kant's 
stress on the internality of the intuition (cf. s.49.5) 
offers a good clue for such a reading. Even though in
ternal intuitions may have to do with externally 
sensible objects, they are primarily the results of the 
inner sense by which the mind intuits itself or its
inner state as it is inwardly affected by itself, the

13form of this inner sense being time. The faculty of 
feeling (as a capacity for the sensory self-conscious
ness of mental states , a self-consciousness which can not

14serve in cognizing the subject itself as appearance ) 
is also an inner sense which Kant occasionally describes 
in that manner (cf. ss.15.4, 40.5). Thus a feeling of 
pleasure or displeasure could also be described as an 
internal intuition lying beyond the reach of verständlich 
concepts.
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In section 49, where Kant gives more content 
to aesthetical ideas in his account of the genial 
origins of beautiful art (an account that thus lies 
outside the scope of my inquiry), several presenta
tional functions emerge which are noteworthy in the 
present context as contributory to an inexponible 
quality. Apparently aesthetical ideas can function 
as presentations of various mental products and states 
lying beyond verständlich comprehension, and they must 
themselves be presented.

In the first place, aesthetical ideas "seek
to approximate to a presentation of concepts of
reason (intellectual ideas)," expanding those concepts
and giving them the appearance of objective reality
(s.49.5-6, B157-58). Aesthetical ideas tie forms
or aesthetical attributes together in such a manner
that the latter serve as "approximate representations"
(Nebenvorstellungen) expressing the consequences of
a given concept and its kinship with other concepts.
An aesthetical idea, then, is not a direct presentation
of rational ideas (which can never be presented
directly). Rather it

...serves the above rational idea 
as a substitute for logical presenta
tion, but with the proper function, 
however, of animating the mind by opening 
out for it a prospect into a field 
of kindred representations stretching 
beyond its ken (s.49.7, M177-78).
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In the terminology of section 59, aesthetical ideas 
are symbols or indirect presentations of rational 
ideas.

They also present indeterminate verständlich 
thinking (which might be the same thing as rational 
ideas in section 49). Since in aesthetical ideas the 
imagination creatively remolds the experiential material 
nature supplies according to the perceptual laws of 
association "into something different which surpasses 
nature" (s.49.4, B157), the understanding, which 
ignores this new material in its ordinary functioning, 
can be stimulated to use it "not so much objectively 
for cognition, as subjectively for quickening the 
cognitive faculties, and hence also indirectly for 
cognitions..." (s.49.10, M179). Here the understanding 
steps out of its normal cognitional role along with 
the imagination. It engages in much thought but 
generates no determinate concepts, just as the imagina
tion synthesizes "a multiplicity of partial representa
tions" (s.49.9, M179) into an aesthetical idea which 
can not schematize or exemplify determinate concepts.
As Kant has written earlier, "the understanding is at 
the service of imagination, and not vice versa 
(s.22GR.4, B79). Together understanding and imagina
tion are in an animated, indeterminate state of mind 
containing much "ineffable" (Unnennbares) that can be 
felt but not determinately conceived or lingually
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captured. It is from such a mental state and its 
ineffable element that an aesthetical idea emerges as 
the embodiment or presentment thereof.

However, an aesthetical idea not only is_ a 
presentation of rational ideas, playful thinking, 
feeling, and so forth. It also must be presented or 
expressed. To do so in the beautiful arts requires 
not only spirit ("the animating principle of the 
mind" and "the faculty of presenting aesthetical ideas"
-- s.49.2,3, B185), but also a determinate concept of 
what the artistic product should be, as well as taste 
for making the presentment universally shareable (s.50. 
1-2) . But even natural beauty can be regarded as the 
presentment or expression of aesthetical ideas because, 
as I shall explain next, the taste judging of natural 
beauty involves the same mental processes required for 
generating aesthetical ideas.

It is not my intent to explore the further 
implications of the presentational roles of aesthetical 
ideas for Kant’s philosophy of art. The difference in 
presentational functions between exponible and incxponiblc 
representations of imagination is sufficiently clear 
now. Exponible intuitions function as direct examples 
and schemata by which determinate concepts of under
standing can be applied to the ordinary experience wherein 
those concepts can be empirically demonstrated or
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intuitions, function as indirect presentations or 
symbols of rational ideas and as indications of in
determinate verständlich thinking, of ineffable, playful 
mental states, and of any determinate verständlich 
concept of what a beautiful artistic product should be 
(a product in which an aesthetical idea is expressed).

It is noteworthy that Kant carries these 
presentational functions into the representation of 
any beautiful object whatsoever. He claims in 
section 51.1 that in so far as the perception of beauty 
involves the same indeterminate thinking, playful 
interfaculty harmonization, and undefinable feeling as 
the artistic production of beauty, "We may describe 
beauty in general (whether natural or artificial) as the 
expression of aesthetical ideas..." (B164) . Though 
Kant does not make all the connections explicit, his 
theory of taste judgments makes that claim cogent. It 
would be very easy for him to argue as follows: Taste 
judgments upon natural beauty involve a mere reflection 
upon a given intuition, and that reflection, apart from 
any determinate concepts of the object, awakens and 
makes shareable an inexponible internal intuition 
permeated by a feeling of favor. In other words, the 
process of taste judging produces an aesthetical idea.
Or at least it takes the intuited object to be an 
expression of an aesthetical idea and thus to be a
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beautiful object, just as if nature were a master 
artist producing beautiful art works for us (cf. s.10.2). 
During this reflective process imagination transforms 
the given intuition into an aesthetical idea presenting 
the indeterminate verständlich thought which that idea 
itself occasions. In determinate judging imagination 
represents and presents things according the conceptual 
rules of understanding. It "submits to the constraint 
of the understanding and is subject to the limitation 
of being conformable to the concept of the latter"
(s.49.10, B160) . In reflective taste judging, however, 
imagination freely harmonizes with understanding and 
"schematizes without any concept" (s.35.1, B129) .

And so we are brought to the third reason 
why aesthetical ideas are inexponible; i.e., their 
conformity to a merely subjective principle. In 
Kant's epistemology, imagination does not make pre
sentations of itself. Its representations are used 
as presentations by judgment-power. In determinant 
judgments, judgment-power subsumes intuitions under 
verständlich concepts and applies the latter to the 
former via the imaginative schemata and examples it 
uses to present those concepts. So too in taste 
judgments of reflection, judgment-power interrelates 
the imagination and understanding by means of the 
imaginative representation it uses as the presentation
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of the playful mental state and indeterminate thinking 
incurred by that interrelation (cf. pp. 389-97 below).
But here the principle governing judgmental functioning 
is not an objective one derived from categorical rules 
of experience. Rather it is a subjective principle 
given by judgment-power to itself, "a merely subjective 
principle of the mutual harmony of the cognitive 
powers" (S.57.R1.1, B187). That principiai difference 
constitutes the most fundamental division between 
exponible and inexponible representations of imagination. 
Exponible intuitions can be captured in the verständ
lich concepts they present because the a priori concepts 
of the understanding govern the cognitional judging 
in which they function, concepts that anchor the 
cognition of sensible objects. Inexponible intuitions 
can not function cognitionally because they function 
within reflective judging that is aesthetical or non- 
cognitional, governed by a subjective principle 
judgment-power gives itself, one which does not hold 
for the cognition of sensible objects, but only for 
noncognitional reflection upon sensible objects.

Thus an intimate connection exists between 
the inexponible intuition and its subjective principle. 
The latter governs the former. Yet the principle 
would have nothing to govern if the representation 
were not there. In fact, as the next subsection will 
show, the principle could not even come to consciousness
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if there were no inexponible intuition to function 
as a presentation of that very principle.

Nature's Formal Purposiveness: Aesthetical Representa
tion and Transcendental Principle

The Second Introduction summarizes the 
difference between the aesthetical and the logical 
representations of the purposiveness of nature as 
follows:

Thus we can regard natural beauty 
as the presentation of the concept 
of...formal (merely subjective) 
purposiveness, and natural purposes 
as the presentation of the concept 
of real (objective) purposiveness.
The former of these we judge of by 
taste (aesthetical[ly], by the 
medium of the feeling of pleasure), 
the latter by understanding and 
reason (logical[ly], according to 
concepts) (SI: VIII.1, B30).

The immediately subsequent paragraphs emphasize the 
essential role of a critique of taste within the 
Critique of Judgment as the only part containing the 
principle that reflective judgment-power introduces 
completely a priori at the basis of its reflection 
upon nature -- the transcendental principle of 
nature's formal purposiveness for the cognitive faculties 
(cf. pp.134-35 above). That emphasis is significant.
It points to a parallel or a close similarity between 
two relationships and their respective relata : between 
the relationship of the aesthetical idea to its subjec
tive principle of mutual interfaculty harmony, on the
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one hand, and the relationship of the aesthetical 
representation of nature's purposiveness (natural 

beauty) to the judgment-power1s transcendental principle 
of nature's formal purposiveness, on the other hand.
If natural beauty can be regarded as an expression 
of aesthetical ideas; and if aesthetical ideas present 
their subjective principle, though not in an objec
tively schematical or determinate fashion; then a 
striking similarity exists between aesthetical ideas 
and natural beauty with regard to their principial 
groundwork, for natural beauty is also a presentation, 
as it were, of the transcendental principle of 
nature's formal purposiveness. Close attention to 
that similarity can help elucidate further the 
"aesthetical idea" and "indeterminate concept" of 
the Dialectic, I believe.

Thus the discussion returns now to Kant's 
compact explanation of the aesthetical representation 
of purposiveness (natural beauty) in section VII of 
the Second Introduction.1'’ Along with the parallel 
sections VII and VIII of the First Introduction, it 
offers excellent clues for interpreting the paradoxical 
notions in the Dialectic of taste as well as those in 
the Analytic and Deduction. For section VII sets 
Kant's mature theory of beauty and taste within 
the wider context of his general epistemology. Perhaps 
it will yield answers to questions such as these:
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How can natural beauty be regarded as a presentation 
of nature's formal purposiveness? Does that presenta
tional relationship coincide with the one implied in 
the Dialectic between an aesthetical idea and its sub
jective principle? What then is the relationship between 
an aesthetical idea and the indeterminate grounding 
concept of the supersensible? And what are the further 
consequences of those relationships for interpreting 
Kant's view of natural beauty as the symbol of morality?

The first five sections of the Second Intro
duction, after reviewing Kant's two-realm theory of 
philosophy and cognizable existence, point to judgment- 
power as a mediatrix. It can link the realms of nature 
and freedom through its reflective capacity to legis
late heautonomously the transcendental principle of the 
formal purposiveness of nature for reflection itself 
(and thereby for the cognitive faculties in general), 
a principle that makes possible all reflective searches 
for unifying universals for diverse, given particulars 
(as in theoretical induction or in practical contempla
tion of the morality of given actions and maxims). In 
brief, ICant argues that since such rcflectivc judging 
occurs, there must be an a priori principle that makes 
it possible. That principle can not be derived a 
posteriori from actual reflective judgments. It can 
not be derived from understanding or reason either, 
since otherwise the judging would determine objects as
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falling under universals already given, rather than 
reflecting upon them in search of universals. Thus 
reflective judgment-power must contain within itself 
an a priori principle that makes its own activity 
possible. The principle does not and can not determine 
objects a priori. It simply applies to judgment-power 
itself as it reflects upon objects.

Since the principle does not apply a priori 
to objects, Kant does not concern himself with the dis
tinction between principles and concepts, an important 
one in the earlier Critiques, especially in the Critique 
of Practical Reason.1  ̂ The distinction is unimportant 
here because the concept or principle in question 
is not objectively determinant. It is a mere hypo
thesis, a subjectively necessary assumption which 
judgment-power uses to furnish itself with concepts or 
universals for given particular objects. In fact Kant 
calls the principle an idea or concept by which nature 
is represented indeterminately. It is the subjectively 
necessary idea of the systematic unity and lawfulness 
of nature in its empirical contingency in so far as 
such unity and lawfulness are beyond the power of 
understanding and reason to establish. This idea or 
principle enjoys the peculiar status of being subjective 
and indeterminate but also transcendental. The principle 
of nature's formal purposiveness provides a "guiding 
thread for... experience" (SI: V.5, B22) and "actually
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but our concept of nature" (s.23.5, B84).

Even more peculiar than this subjectively 
transcendental status, however, is the immediate 
reference of the principle to the feeling of pleasure 
and displeasure, a reference always present in taste 
judgments, where the principle also clearly reveals 
itself as the distinctive principle of reflective 
judgment-power (cf. Pref. 6). Section VI of the 
Second Introduction, which has no parallel in the First, 
uncovers an intrinsic reference common to everyone's 
experience in the occurrence of an aha I Erlebnis. 
Discovering empirical unity among diverse empirical 
laws through inductive reflection is made possible by 
the a priori principle that such unity can be assumed. 
Since "a very marked pleasure" accompanies such dis
coveries, "therefore the feeling of pleasure is deter
mined by a ground a priori and valid for every man" 
(i.e., by the a priori, subjective principle of nature's 
formal purposiveness for reflection -- SI: VI.2,3; 
B23-24).

Having established the reference to feeling 
in ordinary experience, Kant then goes on in section 
VII to investigate whether there is a representation 
in which the formal purposiveness of nature assumed 
by reflective judgment-power can only come to conscious
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ness as a feeling, a feeling which nevertheless rests 
upon the a priori principle of purposiveness and 
articulates that principle. Is there, in other words, 
an aesthetical representation of the purposiveness of 
nature?

One should notice right away that "aesthetical
representation of purposiveness" is an unusual notion
for Kant. Purposiveness in general is "the causality
of a concept with respect to its object" (s.10.1, C24),
a causality that can only be represented conceptually
or logically, not by means of sensibility or aesthetically
(cf. pp.166-69 above). Kant is quite emphatic on this
point in other contexts, where, in opposition to
Baumgarten's aesthetics, he argues that perfection
can only be recognized through concepts, not through

17sensibility. We perceive objects as purposive -- as 
good, useful, or perfect -- Kant says, only if we have 
a concept of what they should be. That there can be 
an aesthetical representation of purposiveness thus 
requires careful explanation.

I have noted earlier (cf. pp.144-49 above) 
that Kant uses the term "representation" (Vorstellung) 
to indicate any part of the human awareness of objects, 
and that he excludes feelings from his list of 
representations. Following his basic division between 
the sensible and the supersensible, Kant classifies
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representations as either aesthetical (sensible) or 
logical (supersensible or intelligible), with intuition 
marking the point of division. However, according to 
the First Introduction (VIII.1, pp.25-26), there is 
an "inevitable ambiguity” in the phrase "an aesthetic 
mode of representation" because "aesthetic" or "sensible" 
fsinnlich) can denote two different references:
(1) the reference (Beziehung) of the representation 
to an object cognized as a phenomenon via those forms 
of intuition (space and time) discussed in the "Tran
scendental Aesthetic" of the First Critique; (2) the 
reference of the representation to the subject's 
mental state via his feeling of pleasure or displeasure, 
the reference intended by Kant's description of the 
third chapter in the Critique of Practical Reason as 
an "aesthetic of pure practical reason" dealing with 
sensibility "regarded not as a faculty of intuition 
but merely as feeling...” (CPr.R, p.93). Those two 
references have sensibility in common. They differ in 
the connection to cognized objects or to the subject's 
mental state.

Kant seems to have that inevitable ambiguity 
in mind when he begins section VII with two definitions: 
(1) The aesthetical character of the representation 
of an object is whatever is "merely subjective" in 
the representation, whatever makes up the reference 
of the representation "to the subject and not to the



object." (2) The logical validity of the representation 
is whatever in the representation "serves or can be 
used for the determination of the object (for cognition)..." 
(SI: VII.1, B25). He then shows that both the reference 
to the subject and the determinative, cognitional 
reference to the object are present together (kommen 
zusammen vor) in the cognition of an object of sense.
Space is a merely subjective element in representations 
of external objects since, as a "subjective condition of 
sensibility" (CPR: A26-B42, p.71), it resides in the 
human mind, not in objects. But space is also an indis
pensable ingredient of the cognition of objects as ap
pearances. It is a "form a priori of the possibility of 
their intuition" (SI: VII.1, B26). Likewise sensation, 
as "the effect of an object upon the faculty of represen
tation" (CPR: A19-B34, p.65), is a merely subjective 
element in representations of external objects. Yet it 
is the material of representations used to cognize external 
objects as existent things. Thus, by implication, if there 
can be a merely aesthetical character to a representa
tion of the purposiveness of an intuited object, that 
aesthetical character will reside neither in the space 
nor in the sensation by which intuited objects are given. 
Though they are "aesthetical" as having to do with 
sensibility, space and sensation both function prominently 
in the determination and cognition of phenomenal objects. 
They are not completely subjective, not merely 
aesthetical.
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Now Kant takes a crucial step. He claims 
(in section VII.2) the pleasure or displeasure bound 
up with a representation is that subjective element 
in a representation which can never become an in
gredient of cognition (was gar kein Erkenntnisstuck 
werden kann). In other words, pleasure or displeasure 
is the merely aesthetical character of a representation 
through which "I cognize nothing in the object of
the representation” (B26), although the pleasure may

18result from some cognition. The rest of the para
graph indicates that a certain kind of purposiveness 
might also be that subjective element in a representation 
which can never be an ingredient of cognition. If so, 
then granted that feelings are the only such completely 
subjective element, this kind of purposiveness will 
be the same as the pleasure bound up with a representa
tion. This purposiveness will be equivalent to the 
aesthetical character of a representation, and the 
representation can be called an aesthetical representa
tion of purposiveness, even though purposiveness is 
usually represented conceptually as perfection, good

ness, or utility.

An expanded version of Kant's argument in 
this paragraph would go something like this: Even if 
the purposiveness of a thing is represented in per
ception (and, by inference, not in concepts or ideas),
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it still is not a quality of the perceived object. 
Purposiveness is not like space. We can perceive the 
extension of an object because we inevitably perceive 
spatially. But usually purposiveness can not simply 
be perceived in an object, although in judgments upon 
goodness or perfection, it may be inferred from a 
cognition of things. Now if a certain kind of 
purposiveness, being basically perceptible rather than 
intelligible, still can not refer jto the obj ect in a 
sensible manner either; and if, preceding the cognition 
of an object, this purposiveness is immediately bound 
up with the representation of the object, even apart 
from any intention to use that representation for 
cognition; then such purposiveness is that subjective 
element of the representation which can never become 
an ingredient of cognition. Such purposiveness is 
merely perceived, not conceived, but perceived apart 
from the normal perceptual ingredients of cognition also. 
And the object is called purposive only because the 
representation is immediately bound up with the feeling 
of pleasure. In fact, as Kant states more explicitly 
elsewhere, "the representation of subjective [purposive
ness] in an object is the same as the feeling of 
pleasure" (FI: VIII.10, p.33). A representation in 
which an object is merely perceived as purposive 
(apart from any concepts of the object) would be a 
representation immediately bound up with the feeling 
of pleasure, and vice versa. It would be an aesthetical
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representation of purposiveness. The question is 
whether there is such a representation. Or, to rephrase 
the question, is there a type of judgment in which 
representations receive such a merely aesthetical or 
completely subjective reference that purposiveness can 
be perceived in them apart from a cognition of the 
object?

Kant's affirmative answer in section VII.3
elucidates the purely aesthetical representation of

19purposiveness in terms of the functional process in
volved in referring such a representation merely to the 
subject and not to the object. The purposiveness is 
perceptible. So that process includes the three acts 
and faculties belonging to every empirical concept: 
apprehension (Auffassung) by imagination; synthesis 
fZusammenfassung) in a concept by understanding; presenta
tion iDarstellung) in intuition by judgment-power 
(cf. FI: VII.3, p.24). Kant's argument is familiar by 
now, so I shall not reconstruct it.

The outcome is as follows. There is an 
aesthetical representation of purposiveness. It 
arises during the process of taste judging. It is a 
representation in which pleasure is bound up with 
the mere apprehension of the form of an object of intuition, 
without reference to a concept for a determinate cog
nition and also without regard to the sensation matter
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of this representation. That pleasure or harmonious
20state of mind arises when the reflective judgment 

power, without intending to produce any cognition, 
simply compares the mere apprehension with its own dual 
ability (to reflect upon intuitions in search of con
cepts, and to present concepts in intuitions) and 
finds that the given representation (more specifically, 
the apprehended form) places the imagination in un
intentional agreement with the understanding. Thus 
that pleasure, a completely subjective and yet sensible 
element in the representation, expresses nothing else 
than that the representation unintentionally conforms 
to the disengaged cognitive faculties harmoniously 
playing together during the exercise of reflective 
judgment-power. Since purposiveness is :'the conformity 
to law [Gesetzmassigkeit] on the part of that which 
is in itself contingent" (FI: VI.2, p.22), that pleasure 
expresses that the represented object is reflected 
upon and is felt to be subjectively and formally pur
posive for the reflective judgment-power. Any representa
tion in which such a pleasure is immediately bound up 
with the mere apprehension of the form of the intuited 
object during the process of reflective judging -- any 
such representation is an aesthetical representation 
of the purposiveness of an object.

It is the peculiar feature of aesthetical 
judgments of reflection or taste judgments that they
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give rise to such a representation and report that 
the representation is one which is perceived to be 
purposive. They base their report upon the pleasure 
bound up with the mere imaginative apprehension of forms, 
upon a pleasure which sensibly indicates that imagina
tion and understanding are in a harmonious relationship 
during the reflectively judgmental act, a relationship 
which is sensible in the pleasure it arouses (cf. FI: 
VIII. 2, p.27). These taste judgments are merely 
reflective, not determinant. They neither ground them
selves on any present concept of the object, nor do 
they provide any such concept. They are mere reflections 
upon apprehended forms, reflections that perceive a 
pleasure to be immediately bound up with those forms.
But somehow, Kant continues in section VII.3, taste 
judgments also claim that this pleasure is bound up with 
the representation of the object necessarily and uni
versally, for every judging subject in general. Where 
judgments claim necessity and universal validity, some 
a priori concept or idea or principle must ground that 
claim. In this way we are brought back to the connection 
between the subjective, transcendental principle of 
reflective judgment-power and the aesthetical representa
tion of purposiveness in taste judgments. As Kant 
writes in his First Introduction:

...judgment on these [particular 
natural] forms acquires a claim to 
universal validity and necessity, as 
a purely reflective judgment, through



the relation [of] the subjective 
[purposiveness] of the given representa
tion for the judgment[-power] [to] 
the principle of a priori judgment 
[-power] of nature's purposiveness 
in its empirical conformity to law 
in general. Thus an aesthetic 
reflective judgment can be regarded 
as resting on an a priori principle...
(FI: XI.5, p.47).

ICant has already established that a feeling 
of pleasure is merely subjective in the three-fold 
sense mentioned in Chapter 7 (cf. pp.253-54 above): 
it can not be an ingredient of cognition; it is primarily 
concerned with the subject's mental state; and it 
rests on no determinate a priori concept or idea. He 
is also aware the Second Critique had shown that the 
feeling of respect accompanying the determination of 
the will through moral concepts is recognized through 
those concepts as necessarily and universally bound 
up with representations of actions and maxims as moral 
ones. So he has to emphasize in section VII.4 that 
the pleasure in taste judging "can never be comprehended 
from concepts as necessarily bound up with the

representation of an object" since this connection must 
be recognized "only by means of reflective perception" 
(B27). The question remains, then, as to what prin- 
cipial ground gives a taste judgment the right to 
declare a pleasure to be universally and necessarily 
bound up with a representation, as it does when objects 
are called beautiful on the basis of that pleasure.
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The ground can not be the schemata, categories, 
and natural laws which make possible experience in 
general, for taste judgments are reflective and they 
involve a perception through an intrinsically non
objective and noncognitional feeling -- a reflective 
perception not tied to any concepts of the object.
Much less can the ground be the ideas of reason, since 
those transcend perceptual experience. The ground can 
only be whatever is reflectively perceived, in so far 
as this is universally and necessarily valid.

What is reflectively perceived? The subjec
tive, formal purposiveness of the object of intuition. 
During the act of reflection it is felt that the 
apprehended form of the object harmonizes with the con
formity to law generally present whenever judgment-power 
successfully deals with intuited objects. That general 
conformity to law is the agreement or unity between 
imagination and understanding requisite for any 
empirical judging. The harmonization of an apprehended 
form with judgmental law-conformity is contingent.
That is to say, it is not determined under a priori 
concepts or ideas of objects by judgment-power and 
the other higher cognitive faculties. Since purposive

ness is the law-conformity of the contingent, the 
harmonizing object is perceived as purposive, but only 
subjectively so -- with respect to the subject's 
cognitive faculties, which always require such inter-
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faculty unity as the apprehended form of the object 
supports, not in terms of any concepts of what 
objects ought to be.

Now it is precisely such contingent harmoni
zation between an intuited object and reflective 
judgment-power that the latter assumes in the transcen
dental principle without which none of its reflection 
would be possible. That such contingent harmonization 
can be assumed a priori is the principle of the formal 
purposiveness of nature for our cognitive faculties.
The contingent harmonization assumed by all reflection 
is actually perceived during acts of taste judging.
It is perceived in a pleasure that brings to conscious
ness "a relation between the two cognitive faculties 
which [relation] forms the subjective and merely 
[sensible] condition of the objective employment of 
the faculty of judgment..." (FI: VIII.3, pp.27-28). 
Indeed, that contingent harmonization is the ground of 
that pleasure. Because it is also "the universal, 
though subjective, condition of reflective judgments" 
(SI: VII.5, B28), that ground gives taste judgments 
the right to claim a universally necessary connection 
between the representation of an object and the pleasure 
immediately bound up with the apprehended form of that 
object during the act of mere reflection upon this form.



In other words contingent harmonization is 
the key feature in the reflective process from which 
an aesthetical representation of purposiveness arises . 
Reflective judgment-power posits the subjective, 
formal purposiveness of nature a priori. By proceeding 
under this principle in acts of taste judging, reflective 
judgment-power brings an assumed purposiveness to 
sensible consciousness in the pleasure felt for the unity 
between imagination and understanding, a unity brought 
about by its own act of noncognitional reflection upon 
the object. This feeling of pleasure is "fundamentally 
the same" as "the concept of the formal but subjective 
purposiveness of objects, resting on an a priori prin
ciple..." (FI: VIII.13, p.34), for both are noncognitional, 
subjective elements perceived in representations during 
mere reflection. The purposiveness is thus "represented 
in an object given in experience on a merely subjective 
ground as the harmony of its form...with the cognitive 
faculties..." (SI: VIII.1, B29).

The picture that emerges from section VII is 
a deeper version of the reciprocal relationship of 
bilateral causality depicted in Chapter 6 on the basis 
of the Third Moment (cf. pp. 178-186 above) . There is 
a very intimate relationship between the aesthetical 
representation of purposiveness and the transcendental 
principle of nature's formal purposiveness. Just as 
the very marked pleasure arising whenever someone
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discovers empirical unity in diversity is intrinsically 
connected to the a priori assumption that such dis
coveries are possible, so the feeling of pleasure 
arising whenever someone discovers an empirical form 
that harmonizes with the cognitive faculties and that 
puts them in a cognitionally disengaged harmony -- so 
that feeling is intrinsically connected to the same 
a priori assumption that nature contingently harmonizes 
with the cognitive faculties or is formally purposive 
for them, an assumption which allows reflective judgment- 
power to refer an empirical form to itself in its act 
of taste judging. Taste judgments call the phenomenal 
object displaying such a pleasurable form "beautiful." 
Reflective judgment-power uses the beautiful object, 
the aesthetical representation of purposiveness, to 
set its own a priori concept or principle of nature's 
formal purposiveness into a correspondent intuition.
It does so aesthetically, by means of feeling, since 
the principle is subjective and noncognitional. That 
principle, the transcendental condition holding for 
every reflective judgment, makes possible all aesthetical 
judgments of reflection, all taste judgments. But at 
the same time, in taste judgments (which give rise 
to the aesthetical representation of purposiveness) 
that transcendental principle comes to consciousness 
only through the feeling of pleasure judgment-power 
binds up with the apprehended form of the represented 
object, a pleasure that marks this object as beautiful,



as an aesthetical representation of purposiveness.
And that is why "we can regard natural beauty as the 
presentation of the concept of the formal (merely 
subjective) purposiveness [of nature] ... (SI: VIII.1, 
B30).

The Indeterminate Grounding Concept Revisited

In light of my earlier analysis of aesthetical 
ideas (cf. pp.368-79 above), it is not difficult to 
see that an aesthetical idea is basically the same 
as an aesthetical representation of purposiveness, 
although the former ties more closely to the productive, 
genial functioning of imagination than to its merely 
reproductive function of apprehension. By extension, 
the relationship between an aesthetical idea and 
its subjective principle is basically the same as 
that between an aesthetical representation of purposive
ness and the transcendental principle of nature's 
formal purposiveness, since the two principles in 
question are equivalent.

The importance of feeling in an aesthetical 
representation of purposiveness provides sufficient 
warrant to reaffirm that feeling content makes an 
aesthetical idea inexponible and captures the ineffable 
in the mental state from which the idea originates. 
Perhaps "the ineffable" is the interplay among the 
cognitive faculties with the aesthetical idea or
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representation, a cognitionally disengaged inter
play such as can never be captured in determinate 
concepts but can be felt. The feelings of pleasure 
and displeasure, Kant has argued, can never be in
gredients of cognition. Indeed, "they can be felt 
but not understood" (FI: VIII.14, p.36). They are 
noncognitional, sensory self-consciousnesses or in
ternal intuitions of the subject’s mental state.
During the process of taste judging, and perhaps also 
during the artistic process, imagination and judgment- 
power connect feelings with the given representation 
of a phenomenal object according to the subjective, 
transcendental principle of the purposiveness of 
nature for the cognitive faculties. To the extent 
that this principle (as argued in Chapter 8, pp.293- 
301 above) is identical to the ability to noncognitionally 
harmonize the cognitive faculties by means of feeling 
in connection with an empirical representation dis
playing a form that encourages such harmonization, 
when imagination and judgment-power connect a feeling 
consciousness of that playful harmonization with a 
given representation, then they turn that representation 
into an aesthetical representation or an aesthetical 
idea of purposiveness. That is to say, they turn that 
representation into a inexponible intuition which 
functions as a presentation of that subjective principle 
of purposiveness, but not as a schema or example of 
a determinate concept. Thus, it also makes sense
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for Kant to describe the subjective principle under
lying the beauty of art works as "the supersensible 
substrate of all [the subject's] faculties (to which 
no concept of the understanding extends)" (s.57.R1.8, 
B189).

Further evidence has surfaced now to clarify 
my earlier attempts at interpreting the indeterminate 
concept grounding taste judgments. I had left two 
options open (cf. pp.358-61 above). Either the 
grounding concept is an idea reason uses primarily 
for the sake of taste but also for its own purposes.
Or it is the same as the distinctive principle of 
reflective judgment-power, the principle of the formal 
purposiveness of nature for reflection. Now it is 
clear that the concept need not be one of reason.
The First Remark of section 57 and the Second Intro
duction indicate that the indeterminacy of the concept 
hinges just as much on the kind of intuitive presenta
tion it does receive as on its intransigence to 
being theoretically demonstrated. An aesthetical 
idea and an aesthetical representation of purposiveness 
are inexponible presentations of the concept of 
nature's subjective, formal purposiveness. They 
cannot be captured in verständlich concepts. That 
is why the concept of purposiveness they present can 
only be indeterminate. Since that concept is 
identical to the subjective principle underlying all
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taste judgments, a principle peculiar to reflective 
judgment-power, the reflective judgment-power presents 
its own a priori principle as an indeterminate concept 
grounding taste judgments. It presents that concept 
or principle noncognitionally in the aesthetical 
representation of purposiveness that arises while 
it engages in taste judging.

One can attribute the fact that Kant also 
seems to conceive this grounding concept as a concept 
of reason to two factors. First, prior to the 
Critique of Judgment, he had explained the concept of 
purposiveness as a rational idea, one which brings
about the greatest systematic unity in theoretical

21cognition. The Third Critique devotes special 
attention to the concept of subjective, formal pur
posiveness as a distinctive principle of reflective 
judgment-power, one which makes reflection possible.
But it is still reason's demand for complete systematic 
unity which necessitates reflection. It is therefore 
easy for Kant to transpose the purposiveness pre
supposed by reflection into the systematic unity 
demanded by reason, although his arguments certainly 
drive at keeping them distinct, yet closely related. 
Secondly, Kant is not only interested in firmly 
grounding taste on its own a priori principle or 
concept. He also wants to certify taste further by 
revealing its ties to rational morality. So any indication
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that the ground of taste is compatible with rational 
morality will strengthen his case. Simultaneously, 
it will help him uncover the ultimate ground for the 
necessity claimed by taste judgments, a necessity 
closer to obligatory duties of morality than to 
demonstrable facts of experience. How he achieves 
these latter aims more explicitly constitutes the 
topic of my next section.

9.4, The Rational Sanctions of Taste

The moral sanctioning of taste seems to be 
a major objective for Kant. Nevertheless he does 
not finally accomplish it until the last section of 
the Dialectic, although the earlier sections have 
prepared the way. Section 59 is like a coda. Driving 
motives mostly submerged throughout the critique of 
taste finally emerge here in a brief but glorious 
upsurge. Here Kant at last grounds the necessity 
or truthfulness of taste in its connection with 
morality. Here he traces the analogies between taste 
and rational morality, suggested already in section 12 
(cf. pp.277-79 above), back to the principles and 
procedures of reflective judgment-power, thereby 
giving full rein to his critically idealistic perspec
tive while adding a new dimension to his epistemology.
By analyzing section 59, with appropriate references 
to sections 41 and 42, I hope to accent the perspectival
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concerns that seem to be active throughout the critique 
of taste, also in its treatment of ontological and 
conditional issues as I discussed those in Chapters 
4, 7, and 8 above. After summarizing a couple impor
tant notions from the Critique of Practical Reason,
I want to investigate how Kant certifies taste through 
the similarity between tasteful and moral feelings and 
through the symbolical reference of taste awareness 
to morality accomplished by reflective judgment-power.
A summary of the entire Dialectic of taste will then 
conclude the present section and will lead into my 
final appraisal.

The Beautiful, the Morally Good, and Analogous Feelings

The section just completed made plain that 
for Kant the aesthetical representation of purposive
ness, like all representations that undergo imaginative 
syntheses, is not only an apprehended particular to be 
subsumed under some universal, but also a presentation 
of the universal under which it is subsumed. That 
representation--the beautiful object--not only occasions 
an aesthetically reflective comparison with the 
harmonious mental state instituted through that 
comparison. It also indicates in a sensible fashion 
that a free interplay purposive for cognition in 
general is present. Natural beauty both "gives us 
occasion to perceive the inner purposiveness in the 
relation of our mental faculties in judging certain



of [nature's] products" (s.58.9, B196) and also "seems 
to be regarded as the presentation of an indefinite 
[unbestimmten] concept of understanding" (s.23.2, B82) 
or, more precisely, of judgment-power itself.

The last section of the Dialectic expands 
the presentational role of the aesthetical representa
tion of purposiveness in a manner that recalls the 
several presentational functions of aesthetical ideas 
(cf. pp.373-77 above). It shows the beautiful to be 
more than an inexponible presentation of the purposive
ness principle of reflective judgment-power. The 
beautiful is, in addition, a symbol or indirect 
presentation of the rational concept of the morally 
good. And it is because of this symbolical role that 
the beautiful is regarded in taste judgments "as the 
object of a necessary satisfaction" (s.22.3, B77). In 
preparation for a closer examination of the faculties 
and principles that give the beautiful its symbolical 
function, I should like now to summarize two notions 
from the Critique of Practical Reason that figure 
prominently with respect to that function: the concept
of the morally good, and the feeling of respect for

22the morally good.

According to the Second Critique, the good 
(as distinct from well-being or das Wohl) can be an 
action, a maxim, or a character or disposition, so long
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as it be judged by reason to be a desirable end or 
purpose. It is an object of practical reason, a 
"necessary object of the faculty of desire... according 
to a principle of reason” (CPrR, p.60), an effect con
ceived to be possible through a free choice. But 
choices can be free in at least two ways. Minimally 
defined, freedom is the capacity of spontaneity, 
of choosing to initiate a new causal series in time 
independently of conditioning by previous phenomenal 
events. But human freedom, as a freedom governed by 
pure practical reason, is also the capacity of autonomy, 
of rationally giving oneself the moral law according
to which one ought to choose to act, and of legislating

2 3this independently from any pregiven laws. Accordingly 
the good can be conceived in two different ways. Either 
the good is an object of spontaneity, of minimal free 
choice; in other words, it is whatever is conceived to 
be good as a means to achieving some desired purpose, 
as the useful link in a causal process. Or the good 
is an object of freedom as autonomy; in other words, 
it is "the good in itself," the object of a will deter
mined by the moral law, a law which prescribes maxims 
without reference to any object or purpose. Kant 
calls the latter good the morally good. It includes 
whatever can be intended under the moral law. Concepts 
of the morally good are all concepts of "freedom" in 

both senses of that word.



Among the sorts of things that can be con
ceived as good, actions seem to be the only ones that 
can be conceived either as useful or as morally good.
In contrast, the maxims whereby the will intends actions 
and the will itself can be good only in the sense that 
they are ends or purposes in themselves. They must be 
conceived as intended effects not only of free choice, 
but of autonomy. Thus when Kant calls the beautiful 
a symbol of the morally good, he is being very general, 
although he definitely is excluding the useful from 
the good that beauty symbolizes. The beautiful can 
symbolize any action, maxim, or disposition which the 
faculty of freedom -- the will -- can intend to 
produce in subjection to the moral law. But one should 
note that among such moral goods, a will that obeys 
the moral law and a disposition to be obedient (virtue) 
are the most important, for they enable one to choose 
morally good maxims and actions simply for the sake 
of their moral goodness. Such will, disposition, maxims, 
and actions are universally necessary duties for human 
beings, who, as both sensible and rational creatures, 
are always unavoidably obligated by their self-given 
moral law to strive, despite all sensible hindrances, 
to be obedient and virtuous and to choose maxims and 
actions out of such obedience and virtue.

In what Kant tentatively describes as the 
"aesthetic of pure practical reason" Chapter 3 of
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the "Analytic of Pure Practical Reason" -- he portrays 
the feeling of respect arising from the determination 
of the will through the moral law as an incentive that 
moves all people to obey the moral law. Respect is 
produced by pure practical reason and its moral law. 
Reason's constant determination of the will (of itself) 
through the moral law has the effect of thwarting all 
inclinations based merely on feeling, all self-conceit. 
This humiliating effect gives rise both to a feeling 
of displeasure and to a more pleasant feeling of respect 
for a law that is so superior to sensory inclinations. 
Especially remarkable about that feeling is this:
"Respect- for the moral law...is a feeling produced 
by an intellectual cause, and this feeling is the 
only one which we can know completely a priori and 
the necessity of which we can discern" (CPrR, p.76).
Such a feeling, known a priori to be necessary, applies 
to persons whose actions, maxims, and character exemplify 
the moral law. Hence respect for the moral law is 
also a respect for the morally good. It is a feeling 
that necessarily arises whenever something is judged 
to be obedient to the moral law.

From that description of respect, it is obvious 
that the feeling which accompanies recognition of the 
morally good resembles the feeling of favor central to 
perceiving natural beauty. In fact their similarities 
are crucial to Kant's account of how obligatory necessity
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can be transferred from respect to favor and hence to 
the aesthetical representation of purposiveness, so that 
the beautiful can quite naturally function as the 
symbol of the morally good. I shall elaborate on that 
transfer later. But for now, let me summarize the 
important similarities between tasteful favor and moral 
respect.

The feeling of favor is free, disinterested, 
and immediate. It purports to be normatively universal 
and necessary. And it arises from a purposive, freely 
playful causality inherent in the subject's mind. Like
wise, the feeling of respect is free and disinterested 
as a moral incentive. That is to say, this feeling 
is not attached to any sensate inclinations, incentives, 
or interests, even though, as a feeling produced by the 
free setting of the will to obey reason's moral law, 
it does yield a moral interest bound to rational concepts 
and principles. Respect is immediate: it arises 
directly from the moral determination of the will or 
directly from a moral judgment, independently of the 
outcome of the actions intended through such determination 
and judgment. It is universal and necessary, a feeling 
everyone ought to possess and does possess in so far 
as he is conscious of the obligations the supreme moral 
law places upon him. And obviously it does arise from 
a purposive causality inherent in the subject’s mind 
whenever the intentional causal faculty (the will)
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determines itself to act according to the moral law, 
to attain those morally good purposes that meet the 
demands of the moral law.

Because of such similarities, the beautiful 
object judged with favor can easily present the morally 
good for which we inevitably feel respect. We perceive 
the beautiful as an object that is purposelessly pur
posive through the entirely disinterested feeling which 
we recognize in taste judgments to be universal and 
necessary, apart from any sensations or concepts of 
that object, a feeling which arises from the free inter
play of imagination and understanding in their disengaged 
and yet purposive, self-maintaining mode of functioning. 
Similarly, we conceive the morally good as an object 
that is morally purposive, as whatever ought to be. 
Recognition of the morally good inevitably gives rise 
to a sensately disinterested (but rationally interested) 
feeling, one which we know a priori to be universal and 
necessary because it arises from the determination of 
the will by reason through the moral law.

I believe the similarities between respect 
and favor elucidate the main conclusions of the 
"Analytic of the Beautiful." They place Kant's conception 
of the beautiful in close proximity to his conception 
of the good, closer in some respects than to his view 
of the perceptual object of cognition. At the same
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time they highlight the dissimilarities which transformed 
the coalesced objects in the Observations into two 
irreducibly distinct types of objects in the critical 
philosophy. But even more important in the present 
context is the fact that Kant uses those affinities to 
explain why people naturally regard the beautiful as 
a symbol of the morally good, even though the one is 
a sensible object we receive with favor, while the other 
is, in itself, a supersensible object (an intended 
effect) that we ought to produce and that we ought to 
respect. Such affinities, Kant argues, give good 
grounds for the common attitude which transfers moral 
attributes to beautiful objects and imputes the symbolical 
treatment of beautiful objects as a universal duty.
The following example shows how common this attitude 
is :

We call buildings or trees majestic 
and stately, or plains laughing and 
gay; even colours are called innocent, 
modest, soft, because they excite 
sensations containing something 
analogous to the consciousness of 
the state of mind produced by moral 
judgments (s. 59. 7, M225).

Kant's initial explanation of that attitude in section
42 relies heavily upon the similarities between favor
and respect, as I shall now explain further.
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Intellectual Interest and Implicit Obligation

The transcendental validation of taste 
judgments explicated in Chapter 8.2 dovetails into a 
discussion of the beautiful arts through four fascinating 
sections (39-42). The first two of these expand upon 
the notion that taste is a kind of sensus communis, 
ein gemeinschaftlicher Sinn, a faculty of nonconceptually 
judging a priori the shareability of the feelings bound 
up with a given representation (cf. pp.301-303 above).
The next two sections investigate the two kinds of 
interest people normally tie to the beautiful object 
of taste, in the hope that this investigation might 
turn up an interest intrinsic to tasteful feelings.
Since an interest, "which can never be attributed to 
a being which lacks reason," "indicates an incentive 
of the will so far as it is presented by reason," the 
discovery of such an intrinsic interest would unravel 
the mystery of the obligatory necessity attributed to 
tasteful feelings. At least it would if the interest 
were a moral one, "a pure nonsensuous interest of the 
practical reason alone" (CPrR, p.82). But an interest 
obviously can not be intrinsic to the feeling of favor, 
for disinterest is the distinctive characteristic of 
that feeling and of taste judgments based upon it.
Yet Kant wants to explore the question of interest with 
a view towards accounting for the normative necessity 
of taste judgments:
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If we could assume that the mere 
universal [shareability] of a feeling 
must carry in itself an interest for 
us with it (which, however, we are 
not justified in concluding from the 
character of a merely reflective 
judgment[-power]), we should be able 
to explain why the feeling in the 
judgment of taste comes to be imputed 
to everyone, so to speak, as a duty.
(s.40.7, B138).

Though no interest be intrinsic to the feeling of favor, 
the interests people normally attach to that feeling 
because of its purported universal shareability may 
give rise to its purported obligatory necessity. Per
haps people impute the feeling of favor as a duty because 
they can view its universal shareability as serviceable 
for fulfilling practical desires.

Section 41 considers the empirical interest 
people naturally feel towards the beautiful because the 
tasteful awareness of beauty (with its purported 
universality of feeling) can serve to further the natural 
human inclination towards society [Gesellschaft]. 
Sociability [Geselligkeit] belongs to humanity. In so 
far as the universal shareability attributed to the 
favor felt for beautiful objects promotes sociability, 
taste and tasteful feelings are means of being sociable. 
So people naturally take an interest in favor and taste 
on this basis, and they expect everyone to share their 
feelings toward beautiful objects and to possess such 
universally shareable feelings. Indeed, the highest 
civilization makes delight in beautiful forms "almost
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the main business of refined inclination, and sensa
tions are only regarded as of worth in so far as they 
can be universally [shared] (s.41.3, B140). Since, 
however, this interest "indirectly attaches to the 
beautiful through our inclination to society," through 
an empirical inclination, it is an empirical interest, 
one dependent on inclinations which, though natural 
and inescapable, are not obligatory a priori. It is 
easy to confuse this interest with all empirical 
inclinations that culminate in the society of a rococo 
world, inclinations that are not morally necessary as 
inclinations that ought to be cultivated for the 
sake of morality. The empirical interest tied to 
sociability can not help us explain why our feeling of 
favor comes to be imputed a priori as a duty, and it 
"can only furnish a very ambiguous transition from 
the pleasant to the good" (s.41.4, B140), a transition 
crucial to the moral progress of human beings in face 
of their strong sensate inclinations.

In section 42 Kant ponders the second kind 
of interest people feel towards the beautiful to see 
whether it furnishes a less ambiguous transition and 
offers a better explanation for the obligatory character 
of a tasteful feeling. His comments are fascinating 
signs of the Shaftesburian background to his attitude 
towards natural beauty and of his stress upon rational 
morality above all other cultural and civilized attain-
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merits. More significant right now, however, are their 
implications for interpreting section 59. Kant's 
explanation of this second interest spells out more 
concretely what he later systematizes into a theory 
of intellectual interest in the presence of natural 
beauty, akin to the interest which the moral law 
obligates people to take towards the morally good. He 
introduces that view with the question whether taking 
an interest in the beautiful marks good moral character. 
Plainly it does not in the case of beautiful art, Kant 
says. Connoisseurs frequently suffer from moral weak
nesses. But taking an immediate interest in natural 
beauty (apart from any concept of the purposes it 
serves such as are needed to take an interest in beauti
ful art) does always mark good moral character. When 
habitual, and when willingly bound up with the contemplation 
of nature, that interest "at least indicates a frame 
of mind favorable to the moral feeling..." (s.42.2,
B141). The one who takes such an interest pays no 
regard to societal inclinations or to any other sensate 
desires or empirical purposes. His interest in the 
beauty of nature is "an immediate and [in fact] an 
intellectual interest..." (s.42.3, B141), "intellectual" 
here indicating an interest generated by thinking about 
the object rather than merely by sensing it.

As Kant explains this interest further, he 
begins to hint that it helps people free themselves from
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empirical interests in the pleasant for an intellectual
interest in the morally good, while it also helps us
explain the obligatory character of tasteful feelings
which taste judgments claim to be universally shareable.
His explanation (in s.42.6-8) hinges on the kinship
between the tasteful feeling of favor and the moral

24feeling of respect described earlier. In taste 
judgments, according to section 42.6, the forms of 
beautiful objects are judged nonceptually by means of 
an entirely disinterested satisfaction tied up with 
the mere act of judging. When people judge in this 
manner, they turn that satisfaction or feeling into 
a universal rule (Regel). Similarly, in moral judgments 
the mere forms of practical maxims, in so far as they 
are judged to be accordant with the moral law, are 
wrapped up with an intellectual satisfaction. Such judg
ments determine that satisfaction a priori as one all 
people ought to feel for maxims having a properly 
universal form, maxims which are morally good. Thus 
when people judge in the moral manner, they turn that 
satisfaction -- the feeling of respect -- into not 
merely a rule but into a universal law (Gesetz) , no
doubt because that feeling is a consciousness of the 

25moral law. This moral satisfaction and the moral 
judgment are disinterested on one level: they arise 
independently of any empirical interests. On another 
level that satisfaction is an interest or produces one 
in two aspects: practical reason and judgment set forth
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the morally good maxims (for which people feel respect) 
as objects whose existence people are obligated to desire 
or will; and this feeling or satisfaction functions as 
an incentive for such desire.

The moral feeling of respect, then is a 
universally necessary satisfaction, an immediate, a 
priori interest felt for whatever we judge to be morally 
good according to concepts of freedom that are them
selves determined by the moral law. But reason has 
another interest, one very similar to moral interest according 
to section 42.7. It is impossible to determine a 
priori that moral maxims and moral character can and 
will have consequences in the sensible world, even though 
the moral law obligates us to desire these moral goods.
At the same time, in the words of the Second Introduction,
"the concept of freedom is meant to actualize in the 
sensible world the [purpose] proposed by its laws..."
(SI: II.9, M14), and "the effect in accordance with the 
concept of freedom is the final [purpose] which (or the 
manifestation of which in the sensible world) is to 
exist..." (SI: IX.1, M37-38). Thus "it also interests 
reason that the ideas (for which in moral feeling it 
arouses an immediate interest) should have objective 
reality..." (s.42.7, B143). Kant has already shown 
that taste judgments turn the entirely disinterested 
satisfaction felt for the forms of natural beauty into 
a universal rule which presents a contingent harmony
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between nature and the cognitive faculties according to 
the purposiveness principle of judgment-power. Now he 
claims that the agreement between nature and an entirely 
disinterested, universally shareable satisfaction must 
interest reason. Why? Because that agreement indicates 
that the sensible world can and will harmonize in a 
law-conforming manner (gesetzmass ige Übereinstimmung) 
with universally necessary moral interests and with 
moral ideas or purposes. Natural beauty gives a hint 
that nature contains within itself some (supersensible) 
ground for assuming that its products lawfully agree with 
universalizable feelings that are free from empirical 
interests, whether those feelings be tasteful or moral.

Consequently, humans can not reflect upon 
natural beauty without finding themselves interested in 
its existence as an indication that nature harmonizes 
not only with tasteful feeling and taste but also 
with moral feeling and morality. At least they can not 
fail to do so if their moral interests are strong.
The intellectual interest felt for natural beauty is 
akin to moral interest, since the feeling of favor 
resembles the feeling of respect. As a matter of fact, 
the former interest arises only if one has firmly grounded 
his interest in or respect for the morally good. That 
is why it is not a common interest, but rather is 
"peculiar to those whose mental disposition either has 
already been cultivated in the direction of the good
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or is eminently susceptible of such cultivation"
(s.42. 8, B143). If a person takes an immediate in
tellectual interest in natural beauty, this indicates 
his good moral character or his tendency thereto.

A more important conclusion is in the offing,
however. Having shown that, besides an indirect,
empirical interest tied to sociable inclinations, the
universal shareability of favor must call forth an
immediate, intellectual interest to the extent that
people have moral interests, as they all ought to,
Kant has begun to indicate why favor comes to be imputed
as a duty. Later he suggests that people quite naturally
require all others to take an interest in natural
beauties indicating a potential harmony between nature
and freedom to the contemplative mind, just as they
rightly demand that all seek to cultivate a morally good
disposition, to which belongs a cultivated respect for
or interest in the morally good:

This happens as a matter of fact 
when we regard as coarse and 
ignoble the mental attitude of those 
persons who have no feeling for 
beautiful nature (for thus we des
cribe a susceptibility to interest 
in its contemplation), and who confine 
themselves to eating and drinking 
-- to the mere enjoyment of the 
sense (s.42.10, B145).

If Kant is implying here that an immediate interest
in natural beauty is obligatory a priori, though not
therefore innate but rather cultivable, then he is
finding a clue from which to "detect for our faculty of
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judging a means of passing from sense enjoyment to 
moral feeling" so that people can "be the better guided 
in employing taste purposively," i.e., on behalf of 
morality. He is beginning to discover "a link in the 
chain of human faculties a priori, on which all legislation 
must depend." He is uncovering how taste can promote 
a "transition from the pleasant to the good" and so 
serve the supreme sanction of human existence, namely, 
morality (s.41.4, B140).

Although Kant does not make this claim until 
section 59, the intellectual interest in natural beauty 
entails an implicit obligation wrapped up with the 
tasteful feeling whose universal shareability supports 
that interest. Kant's reasoning seems to go something 
like this: Since everyone is duty bound to feel 
respect for the morally good, they are to that extent 
also obligated to take an intellectual interest in 
objects for which a purportedly universalizable feeling 
is felt. If they ought to take an intellectual interest 
in beautiful objects, they also ought to share the 
universalizable feeling which makes possible that 
intellectual interest through its resemblance to the 
feeling of respect. In section 59 he argues more 
forthrightly that a normative necessity, an obligation 
always attached to the favor felt for beautiful objects, 
derives from the natural connection of analogy between 
beauty and morality:
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Now, I say, the beautiful is the 
symbol of the morally good, and only 
in this light (a point of view 
[Beziehung] natural to every one, 
and one which every one exacts from 
others as a duty) does it [the beautiful] 
give us pleasure with an attendant 
claim to the agreement of every one else, 
whereupon the mind becomes conscious 
of a certain ennoblement and elevation 
above mere sensibility to pleasure 
from impressions of sense, and also 
appraises the worth of others on the 
score of a like maxim of their judgment 
[-power] (s.59.5, M223- 24).

The similarity between favor and respect is only one
aspect, albeit an important one, of that analogous or
symbolic connection.

Taste, Reflection, and Symbolic Reference

From a transcendental viewpoint, the a priori 
faculties and principles that make possible the symbolic 
reference of beauty to morality are even more crucial 
to an account of the normative necessity of taste 
judgments and tasteful feeling than the similarity between 
the favor felt in taste judging and the respect tied 
up with moral judging. The opening paragraphs of 
section 59 stress those faculties and principles while 
defining two types of presentations. A presentation 
[Darstellung] in general, it will be recalled, is an 
intuition that establishes the sensible reality of a 
concept. It is a sensible illustration, a Versinnlichung 
of a concept. Two sorts of presentations parallel the 
two sorts of a priori concepts. Schemata can be used 
to directly demonstrate a priori concepts of understanding.
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Symbols can be used to indirectly present a priori 
concepts (ideas) of reason by means of analogy, though 
not demonstratively. I have shown already that 
aesthetical ideas function both as symbols of rational 
ideas as well as inexponible presentations of the 
purposiveness principle of reflection. Similarly, Kant 
now is arguing that the aesthetical representation of 
purposiveness, the beautiful object, not only presents 
the purposiveness principle of reflection but also symbolizes 
the concept of the morally good. For such a symbolic 
reference, the functionings of the two presentational 
faculties are most important: imagination, which 
synthesizes the representations used as presentations; 
and judgment-power, which uses those representations as 
presentations. In the context of concluding the 
"Critique of the Aesthetical Judgment[-power],” the 
second of these faculties deserves further scrutiny, 
especially because it contains the principle for using 
beauty as a symbol, although the first faculty can not 
be neglected.

Judgment-power occupies a central position 
in Kant's epistemology, as is indicated by his summary 
of the general problem of transcendental philosophy 
("how are synthetical a priori judgments possible?"
-- s.36.4, B131), and by his introductory expositions 
of judgment-power as the mediatrix between understanding 
and reason (FI: II; SI: III). In fact, along with the
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imagination, which can produce illusory representations
-- dreams and delusions -- to which no objects corre-

2 6spond, judgment-power is the seat of both truth and 
error in cognition for Kant: "Truth and error, therefore, 
and consequently also illusion as leading to error, 
are only to be found in the judgment, i.e. only in the 
relation of the object to our understanding (CPR: A293- 
B350, p.297). As this quote implies, Kant views truth 
as the conformity of our concepts with the object, a 
conformity whose criteria lie in the a priori representa
tions which are universally and necessarily valid for
objects because they make those objects possible, whether

2 7those objects be perceptual, tasteful, or moral.
Among such a priori representations, the principles and 
the procedures by which judgment-power brings objects 
into relation with the higher cognitive faculties are 
essential criteria of truth, in addition to the a priori 
concepts and ideas that anchor the judgmental process.
The requisite procedures vary with the kind of judgment 
and concept. Some of them are presentations. Others 
function similarly to presentations, but actually they 
are supersensible constituents of awareness corresponding 
to ideas that can not be presented or sensibly illustrated.

Kant has already explicated several fundamental 
procedures through which judgment-power can accomplish 
truthful relation or mediation. He has done so in each of 
the first two Critiques. The "Schematism" of the First Critique
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discusses the a priori imaginative schemata or tran
scendental time-determinations whereby judgment-power 
can apply the categories to all sensible objects.
The "Appendix to the Transcendental Dialectic" explains 
how judgment-power can use certain rational ideas as 
regulative "schemata" for leading the understanding and
experience towards the complete systematic unity reason

2 8demands in principle. Likewise, the "Typic of the 
Pure Practical Judgment" considers the verständlich 
concept of a universal natural law as the type or 
"schema" by which judgment-power can apply the moral 
law of freedom to possible specific actions. The 
"Dialectic of Pure Practical Reason" presents immortality, 
autonomous freedom, and God's existence as postulates 
which any human being (presumably his judgment-power) 
needs to try to bring his actions, maxims, and will into 
complete alignment with what reason demands in its 
moral law. In all these passages, judgment-power fulfills 
a mediatory, relational role, subsuming objects under 
universals by using representations or procedures given 
by other faculties, always in subjection to the universal 
a priori concepts of understanding or of reason.

The symbolical role of the beautiful object 
turns that imaginative representation into another 
procedure used by judgment-power to pass or to claim to 
pass true judgments, in this case, true taste judgments.
My earlier analyses have emphasized that Kant views
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taste as a reflective judgment-power which interrelates 
or mediates imagination and understanding via an 
aesthetical representation of purposiveness in subjection 
to its own a priori principle; i.e., in subjection to 
itself, since taste is for itself both object and law.
How such a faculty can claim and attain truth or cer
tainty is thus difficult for Kant to explain. Taste 
must be the source and standard of its own truth, and 
yet it has no a priori law for obj ects such as would 
certify its judgments, except in the sense that its own 
a priori principle applies to itself as an object. How 
then can there be truth or error in taste judgments which 
do not relate to objects under the aegis of a priori 
objective concepts or ideas? On what grounds can such 
judgments claim to be necessary or true, as they apparently 
do? Kant has correctly argued that faulty subsumption 
of represented objects under taste in taste judgments 
does not cast doubt either on the legitimacy of their 
claim to a priori validity or on the principle (taste 
itself) which grounds that claim, any more than faulty 
logical subsumption of objects under concepts places 
categorical principles in jeopardy (cf. S.38R). But 
he has not shown to his own satisfaction how taste 
can be the source of the necessity, certainty, or 
truth claims embodied in its own taste judgments. The 
resolution of the antinomy of taste via the notion of 
an indeterminate concept has, however, cleared a path 
by pointing to the supersensible substrate of both
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subjects and objects, a substrate that grounds the
subjective purposiveness of nature for judgment-power 
and is a "point of union for all our a priori faculties..." 
(s.57.9, B187).

Kant's concluding certification of taste does 
not treat it in its independent purity. Instead 
section 59 views taste as a mode of reflective judgment- 
power which can refer a given representation beyond 
its own principle to higher moral principles, making 
this reference all the while in accordance with that 
transcendental principle of nature's formal purposive
ness which grounds all reflective judging, tasteful 
and otherwise. It is reflective judgment-power that 
gives the beautiful a symbolical reference to morality, 
a reference (Beziehung) "natural to every one... 
which every one exacts from others as a duty..."
(s.59.5, M223).

Symbolical presentation occurs where the 
concept to be presented is a rational one, an idea, 
to which no sensible intuition can be adequate. The 
symbol which judgment-power uses to present such a 
concept is

...an intuition such that the procedure 
of judgment-power in dealing with it is 
merely analogous to the procedure it 
observes in schematism. In other words, 
merely the rule of this procedure, not 
the intuition itself, therefore merely 
the form of reflection, not the content,
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harmonizes with the concept (s.59.2, 
my translation).

So the symbolical presentation of an a priori rational
concept requires that judgment-power transfer its
reflection upon an object of intuition in terms of one
concept to a new concept to which no intuition could
ever directly correspond, thus performing a double
function:

...first in applying the concept to 
the object of a sensible intuition, 
and then, secondly, in applying the 
mere rule of its reflection upon that 
intuition to quite another object, of 
which the former is but a symbol 
(s.59.4, M222) .

However, Kant's general description of 
judgment-power's symbolical functioning is slightly 
misleading with regard to the symbolical role of beauty. 
To begin with, the beautiful object, as I emphasized 
in section 9.3 above, is not a schema of an a priori 
concept. It is rather an inexponible presentation of 
judgment-power's own subjective principle of reflection. 
The beautiful object is a presentation generated 
according to that principle when imagination "subjec
tively schematizes," when it noncognitionally harmonizes 
with understanding, freely and playfully, apart from 
any verstandlich concepts. So with regard to a 
beautiful representation, the procedure of judgment- 
power is a merely reflexive comparison of the representa
tion's empirical form with its own functioning, and 
that functioning is the rule for such a subjective
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schematism rather than any objective concept or 
principle. Judgment-power's own functioning is the 
rule, then, upon which it must reflect if it would 
engage in an analogous procedure with respect to the 
concept of the morally good in order to apply that 
rule to the object of the latter concept. Since the 
reference of the beautiful to the morally good is an 
act of reflective, not determinant, judgment-power; 
and since the same purposiveness principle presupposed 
by tasteful reflection upon the beautiful is the 
transcendental principle for all reflection, we confront 
a circularity here that resists straightening. Judgment- 
power carries out the symbolical referral of beauty 
to morality by reflecting upon its own tasteful 
reflection according to the purposiveness principle 
that makes possible all judgmental reflection, a 
principle that in tasteful judging is identical to the 
functions of judgmental reflection. Kant fails to make 
any of this explicit, but his earlier validation and 
his theory of symbols do entail such an interpretation.

The certainty and truth taste attains through 
symbolical reference does not reside wholly within the 
circle, but outside it as well. That reference embodies 
an obligation only because it points to the morally 
good, an object all humans are necessarily obligated 
to will according to the supreme moral law of reason.
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beautiful as something conducive towards moral goodness, 
to treat it as an object whose judging via favor frees 
one from slavery to sensate pleasures for the freedom 
of a life motivated by respect for the morally good 
and the moral law. Because everyone is thus obligated 
to view the object for which favor is felt as a symbol 
of the morally good, everyone also expects all others 
to share the favor he feels for the object he judges 
to be beautiful. The normative attribution of taste 
or the lack of taste contained in taste judgments 
depends, in the final analysis, upon the fact that 
reflective judgment-power follows this necessary 
maxim: beauty should be viewed symbolically, and the 
purposiveness principle grounding taste judgments should 
be referred to the concept of the morally good. We 
quarrel about our taste judgments and hope to resolve 
such quarrels because we judge the worth of other people' 
taste judgments according to "a like maxim of their 
judgment[-power]" (s.59.5, M224). It is because every
one must make that symbolical reference that we put 
forward our own taste judgments as necessary or true. 
Hence judgment-power's symbolical reference of beauty 
to morality according to the principle of the formal 
purposiveness of nature is

...that intelligible to which taste 

...extends its view. It is, that is 
to say, what brings even our higher 
cognitive faculties into common 
accord, and is that apart from which 
sheer contradiction would arise between
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their nature and the claims put
forward by taste (s.59.5, M224).
The question now arises about what similarities 

between the principle governing taste and the concept 
of the morally good facilitate our natural reflection 
upon the beautiful as the symbol of the morally good. 
Expanding upon Kant's comparisons in section 59.6, I 
should like to show how they are similar in their 
sources, characters, and applicative limits.

The principle governing taste is an idea of 
the formal purposiveness of nature for our cognitive 
faculties. Reflective judgment-power gives this 
principle to itself a priori, heautonomously, in in
dependence from the heteronomy of empirical laws which 
reflective judgment-power assumes in principle to be 
completely unified as reason requires. Similarly, 
the concept of the morally good is a concept of the 
purposiveness of freedom. That is to say, it is a 
concept of whatever ought to be brought into existence 
as an object of a free will, of a will that spontaneously 
and autonomously determines its own intentions through 
the moral law. The free will (i.e., pure practical 
reason) gives itself this a priori concept in conformity 
to its own self-given moral law, and in independence 
from the heteronomy of empirical concepts and. principles 
according to which the will otherwise intends to act 
when sensible effects determine its choices. Though 

the concept of nature's formal purposiveness is "quite
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different from practical purposiveness (in human art 
or in m o r a l s ) i t  is certainly thought according 
to the analogy of these last” (SI: IV.5, B17).

Furthermore, there are resemblances in the 
way these concepts govern our awareness. The principle 
of purposiveness comes to consciousness in taste judging 
as an immediate and entirely disinterested feeling 
of favor, which judgment-power binds up with the 
representation of the beautiful object. The concept 
of the morally good as a duty commanded by the moral 
law also comes to consciousness in an immediate feeling 
that has no admixture of sensible interest, though as 
respect for the moral law this feeling is an intellectual 
interest, an incentive to obey the moral law by doing 
one's duty. Besides, both concepts generate an aware
ness of lawful freedom. In taste judging the imagina
tion, the highest cognitive faculty belonging to 
sensibility, is free from the empirical laws of 
association and the a priori rules of understanding.
Yet it harmonizes with understanding, which by 
nature conforms to law. In moral judging the will, 
which often is subject to sensate influences, is free 
from those influences to the extent that it harmonizes 
with itself as a pure practical reason which gives it
self the moral law.

Then too, both concepts are universally
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and necessarily valid for all subjects. But the 
principle of nature's formal purposiveness does not 
determine any objects a priori, while the concept of 
the morally good does so by specifying what objects 
are universally necessary duties according to the moral 
law.

It is on the basis of such analogies that
reflective judgment-power inevitably refers its principle
for judging beautiful objects to the concept of the
morally good. Because such a reference is tied up
with all taste judging, taste has a right to make truth
claims as a faculty that serves rational morality:

Taste makes, as it were, the transition 
from the charms of sense to habitual 
moral interest possible without too 
violent a leap, for it represents the 
imagination, in its freedom, as 
[purposively determinable] for under
standing, and teaches us to find, even 
in sensuous objects, a free delight 
apart from any charm of sense 
(s.59.7, M225).

The Completed Confirmation

Despite the fact that I have found it necessary 
to be most expansive where Kant is most brief, I hope 
my efforts are justified by the light they shed on 
how Kant confirms taste and beauty out of a critically 
idealist perspective within the general framework of 
his critical philosophy. To finish those efforts, I 
should like now to recapitulate my interpretation of
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Kant's confirmation before appraising it. The issue 
of aesthetic truth is, I believe, important enough 
to merit further attention.

The first section of the present chapter 
pointed out that, corresponding to those in the earlier 
Critiques, the Dialectic in the critique of taste has 
two primary objectives as it attempts to critically 
resolve the antinomy produced by reasonings about 
taste judgments aimed at completely justifying their 
claims to validity: (1) to protect taste from Baum- 
gartian dogmatism and empiricist skepticism by grounding 
taste within its own limits, by restricting morality 
and perceptual cognition to make room for taste; (2) 
to certify taste further by showing how it supports 
and receives leadership from rational morality through 
its transitional or mediatory role within the system 
of human faculties. To meet those objectives, Kant 
readdresses the principiai problem of taste in terms 
of a contradiction between two major positions. One 
argues with good reasons that taste judgments do not 
rest on concepts, the other claims with equally good 
reasons that they do.

Kant's reconciliatory solution, according 
to section 9.2 above, is to say that taste judgments 
rest on an indeterminate concept, idea, or principle 
of the supersensible substrate of judging subjects
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and phenomenal objects as the general ground of Nature's 
subjective purposiveness for judgment-power. This 
led me to ask whether Kant was grounding taste in a 
rational idea, or in a principle peculiar to judgment- 
power, more specifically, to taste itself. From a lengthy 
analysis of Kant's theory of concepts, ideas, and 
their determinability, I concluded that the grounding 
concept could not be a rational idea employed in either 
theoretical or practical cognition. But it could be 
a rational idea used for taste judging itself but also 
on behalf of rational pursuits, a possibility first 
suggested by section 22.2 in the Critique of Judgment- 
Power. The second viable option would be to interpret 
the grounding concept (in line with the main thrust 
of the phenomenology and validation of taste judgments) 
as the principle of nature's formal purposiveness, a 
distinctive principle of the reflective judgment-power.

The next section in the present chapter 
explored the evidence favorable to the latter option.
It compared the notion of an aesthetical idea to that 
of an aesthetical representation of purposiveness, both 
of which reflective judgment-power uses to present its 
own transcendental principle of purposiveness in an 
indeterminate manner. However it has become apparent 
in section 9.4 that this second option does not preclude 
the first, since in Kant's view the beautiful does 
more than merely present judgment-power's purposiveness
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principle. Reflective judgment-power also uses the 
beautiful in accordance with that principle to 
present indirectly, to symbolize the rational concept 
of the morally good determined by the moral law. When 
they pass taste judgments upon beautiful objects, 
people naturally view them as symbols of the morally 
good, and they necessarily expect all others to adopt 
the same viewpoint. They do so because everyone is 
obligated not only to try to bring about the morally 
good and to take a rational interest in (feel respect 
for) it, but also to take a rational interest in the 
existence of beautiful objects which (because they 
contingently harmonize with a disinterested feeling 
and a freely playful, purposive mental state) can be 
viewed as sensible indications that nature will conform 
to morally good intentions and will lend itself to the 
only incentive (respect) to morality.

It is not hard to document that for Kant the 
principle of nature's formal purposiveness contains 
within it the thought that nature serves not merely 
reflective judgment-power and cognition in general, 
but morality in particular. Consequently, any reflection 
according to that principle, whether tasteful or other
wise, must ultimately refer the judged particulars to 
moral universals, although indeterminately. In taste, 
according to section 59.5, judgment-power

...finds a reference in itself to
something in the Subject itself and
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outside it, and which is not nature, 
nor yet freedom, but still is connected 
with the ground of the latter, i.e., 
the supersensible -- a something in 
which the theoretical faculty gets 
bound up into unity with the practical 
in an intimate [gemeinschaftliches] and 
obscure manner (M224J .

The Second Introduction assigns the same transitional
role (from nature as theoretically determined to
freedom as morally determined) to the principle of
nature’s formal purposiveness. Preparing to discuss
how reflective judgment-power makes possible such
mediation through its distinctive a priori principle
or concept, Kant writes:

Albeit, then, between the realm of 
the natural concept, as the sensible, 
and the realm of the concept of free
dom, as the supersensible, there is a 
great gulf fixed, so that it is not 
possible to pass from the. former to the 
latter (by means of the theoretical 
employment of reason), just as if they 
were so many separate worlds, the first 
of which is powerless to exercise in
fluence on the second: still the latter 
is meant to influence the former -- that 
is to say, the concept of freedom is 
meant to actualize in the sensible 
world the [purpose] proposed by its 
laws; and nature must consequently also 
be capable of being regarded in such a 
way that in the conformity to law of its 
form it at least harmonizes with the 
possibility of the ends to be effectuated 
in it according to the laws of freedom.
-- There must, therefore, be a ground of 
the unity of the surpersensible [sic] 
that lies at the basis of nature, with 
[the supersensible that] the concept 
of freedom contains in a practical way, 
and although the concept of this ground 
neither theoretically nor practically 
attains to a knowledge of it, and so 
has no peculiar realm of its own, still
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it renders possible the transition 
from the mode of thought according to 
the principles of the one to that 
according to the principles of the 
other (SI: II.9, M14).

The final section of the Second Introduction powerfully 
argues the same conception. Though I am quoting 
significant portions, it should be read in its en
tirety :

The.concept of freedom determines 
nothing in respect of the theoretical 
cognition of nature; and the concept 
of nature likewise nothing in respect 
of the practical laws of freedom.
Yet although the determining grounds of 
causality according to the concept of 
freedom*•.have no place in nature, 
and the sensible cannot determine the 
supersensible in the Subject; still the 
converse is possible (not, it is true, 
in respect of the knowledge of nature, 
but of the consequences arising from 
the supersensible and bearing on the 
sensible). So much indeed is implied 
in the concept of a causality by free
dom, the operation [Wirkung] of which, 
in conformity with the formal laws of 
freedom, is to take effect in the world.
The word cause, however, in its applica
tion to the supersensible only signifies 
the ground that determines the causality 
of things of nature to an effect in con
formity with their appropriate natural 
laws, but at the same time also in unison 
with the formal principle of the laws 
of reason.... The effect in accordance 
with the concept of freedom is the 
final [purpose] which (or the manifes
tation of which in the sensible world) is 
to exist, and this presupposes the 
condition of the possibility of that [purpose] 
in nature (i.e., in the nature of the 
Subject as a being of the sensible world, 
namely, as man). It is so presupposed 
a priori, and without regard to the 
practical, by judgment[-power]. This 
faculty, with its concept of a [purposive
ness] of nature, provides us with the 
mediating concept between concepts of nature 
and the concept of freedom -- a concept 
that makes possible the transition from
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the pure theoretical [legislation 
of understanding] to the pure 
[legislation of reason] and from 
conformity to law in accordance 
with the former to final [purposes] 
according to the latter. For through 
that concept we cognize the possibility 
of the final [purpose] that can only 
be actualized in nature and in har
mony with its laws....

In respect of the faculties of 
the soul generally, regarded as higher 
faculties, i.e. as faculties containing 
an autonomy, understanding is the 
one that contains the constitutive 
a priori principles for the faculty 
of cognition (the theoretical knowledge 
0^ nature) . The feeling of pleasure 
and displeasure is provided for by the 
judgment[-power] in its independence 
from concepts and from sensations 
that refer to the determination of 
the faculty of desire and would thus 
be capable of being immediately 
practical. For the faculty of desir-e 
there is reason, which is practical 
without mediation of any pleasure of 
whatsoever origin, and which determines 
for it, as a higher faculty, the final 
[purpose] that is attended at the same 
time with pure intellectual delight in 
the Object. -- Judgment [-power 1 s ] 
concept of a [purposiveness] of nature 
falls, besides, under the head of natural 
concepts, but only as a regulative 
principle of the cognitive faculties 
-- although the aesthetic judgment on 
certain objects (of nature or of art) 
which occasions that concept, is a 
constitutive principle in respect of the 
feeling of pleasure or displeasure. The 
spontaneity in the play of the cognitive 
faculties whose harmonious accord con
tains the ground of this pleasure, makes 
the concept in question,... a suitable 
mediating link connecting the realm of 
the concept of nature with that of the 29 
concept of freedom in its consequences, 
as this accord at the same time promotes 
the sensibility of the mind for moral 
feeling (SI: IX.1,3; M37-39).



Noting that the principle of nature's 
formal purposiveness contains the thought that 
nature serves morality, makes it easier to clarify 
how taste serves morality in a self-confirming manner.
Taste is a mode of reflective judgment-power which 
presents its a priori principle of nature's formal 
purposiveness in an aesthetical representation of 
purposiveness. At the same time, taste uses that 
representation as a symbol of the morally good. Thus 
it functions in such a way that the possibility of 
a link between sensible nature and supersensible 
freedom is assured. Whereas we derive many of our 
practical maxims, actions, and dispositions empirically, 
in terms of the pleasures aroused in us by sensate 
objects, taste judging involves those faculties required 
for empirically appraising sensible objects (i.e., 
understanding and imagination) in their playful freedom 
from all sensate desires and interests. So taste 
judging prepares us to consider our maxims and actions 
apart from the sensate pleasures they might produce.
Whereas some of our practical maxims, etc., are
chosen by the pure, free will which as pure practical
reason legislates the moral law for itself regardless
of the sensible desirability or possibility of whatever
that law demands, taste judging takes sensible
beautiful objects to be indications that what ought to be, can
be and will be brought about in the sensible world.
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The faculty of taste reassures us that our
actions, which, being sensible, are subject to
natural laws, can at the same time be moral as well.
People need such reassurance in order to continue
using the verstandlich concept of natural law as the
type for judging possible actions in terms of whether

30their maxims meet the moral law. Taste gives this 
reassurance because it presupposes in its a priori 
principle that nature is purposive for human judgment- 
pow.er, and because it finds its presupposition presented 
in sensible objects.

Taste also reassures us that the happiness 
we naturally desire need not remain subject to merely 
empirical principles. It binds up a necessary feeling 
of pleasure with representations of sensible objects, 
indicating thereby that the contingent feelings 
of happiness we derive from sensate objects can also 
be subjected to the supreme condition of the highest 
good -- subjected, in other words, to a virtuous 
disposition which chooses its actions and maxims on 
the basis of a necessary feeling of respect for the 
moral law. Taste promises, as it were, that we can 
find true happiness, happiness which comes as a reward 
of virtue or morality. This encourages us in our 
necessary hopes for attaining, through postulating our 
immortality and God's existence, the highest good
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-- for attaining the ideal world in which virtue
reigns and happiness appropriately rewards virtue.
For taste presupposes that the feeling of favor 
it connects with sensible objects is subject to an 
a priori principle, that favor is a common sense of 
whatever in nature harmonizes with the higher cognitive 
faculties which guide us toward the ideal world.
Thus taste points us towards the world for which 
the moral law obligates us to strive: towards a 
sensible world transformed into a completely moral 
system, a world unlike the present one where rational 
virtue does not necessarily produce experiential 
happiness and happiness very seldom comes as the 
reward of virtue.

So Kant's confirmation of taste is complete. 
Taste contributes to morality, not as a faculty that 
makes morality possible, but rather as a faculty which 
presupposes that nature, whether as external, sensible 
objects affecting man or as the sensible side of man 
himself, is amenable to moral purposes. It presupposes 
in its a priori principle that moral actions and morally 
appropriate happiness will (eventually) take place 
in nature itself. Thus their supportive role for 
morality sanctions taste and beauty. The contingent 
harmonization both between the beautiful and taste 
and within taste itself is necessary for effective 
morality. That is the ultimate reason why taste judgments
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can rightfully claim to be true even though no a 
priori concepts of objects ground that claim.

9.5. Conclusion: Aesthetic Truth in Kant's Perspective

The multivalent issue of aesthetic truth 
seems to be especially fascinating for contemporary 
aestheticians. But I think they often overlook its 
perspectival character, to the impoverishment of their 
own theories. In this last chapter, nevertheless, I 
have been trying to show from the text itself that 
the critically idealist perspective underlying Kant's 
entire critical philosophy is what gives rise to or 
at least undergirds his attempts in the Critique of 
Judgment to ground taste so as to certify its claims 
for obligatory necessity. My efforts toward that 
end have themselves arisen out of a certain perspective, 
of course. My hope that present-day aestheticians might 
reexamine the perspectival roots to Kant's position 
on aesthetic truth -- this hope rests upon a Weltanschauung 
which views any philosophic stance towards truth as 
a stance informed by a philosopher's believed vision 
of the origin, meaning or calling, and hope of 
existence, a vision he usually shares with other people 
of his age, united with them by a common spirit of 
that age.

-  4'10 -
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argue his Weltanschauung to the point of conviction.
Kant would also acknowledge this point. Arguments 
on behalf of one's perspective must presuppose it.
Thus they always seem to beg the question for one whose 
Weltanschauung differs. It is not, therefore, my 
intent to argue against the perspective behind Kant's 
critique of taste, even though I shall find occasion 
in my concluding remarks to contrast it with my own. 
Rather, I want now to highlight the strengths and 
weaknesses I see in Kant's critically idealist position 
with regard to the problem of aesthetic truth.

Critical Idealism and Aesthetic Truth

At the outset of this final section, I should 
review what I have said earlier about Kant's perspective 
and his notion of truth. In Chapter 4 I characterized 
his Weltanschauung as a critically idealist form of 
epistemological subjectivism. As I understand Kant's 
view, objects are knowable only because human cognitive 
faculties operating within the limits of their own 
a priori principles govern those objects. Phenomenal 
objects are knowable experientially and theoretically. 
Noumenal objects are merely thinkable in a theoretical 
manner, but they are knowable or believable in a morally 
practical manner. The general concern and outcome 
of this view is that the various sorts of human aware
ness are purified, restricted to their legitimate 
realms, and protected against all encroachments. The



ultimate concern is the strengthening of general 
human interests in morality so that everyone can be 
free to strive for an ideal moral world according to 
the moral law they command to themselves through 
reason, the supreme ruler of human existence.

The perspective just summarized surfaces in 
Kant's general notion of truth. He regards truth as 
the conformity of our concepts with the conceived ob
ject, a conformity whose criteria lie in the a priori 
concepts or ideas of objects which, because they make 
possible those objects and our objective awareness, 
are universally and necessarily valid for objects 
(cf. pp.419-24 above). Kant does not abandon this 
position in his critique of taste. Yet it has been 
apparent throughout Part Three of my discussion that 
Kant's general notion of truth seems inadequate to 
account for the truth character or necessity claimed 
by taste judgments which rest on no a priori concepts 
of objects. What I find especially instructive in his 
approach, however, is that he does not therefore con
clude that taste judgments are untruthful, unnecessary, 
or uncertain. Nor does he reduce their peculiar truth 
claims either to affirmations of mere preference or 
to moral convictions. Furthermore, Kant does not 
require that taste judgments be logically or theoretically 
defensible to be true. He tries instead to locate 
the grounds for aesthetic truth as best he can: in
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the a priori principle of reflective judgment-power 
as it refers aesthetic awareness to morality.

Compared to the scientialists' preference 
for systematically scientific criteria of truth and 
to the practicalists' tendency to locate those criteria 
in benefits for human happiness, Kant's critically 
idealist treatment of aesthetic truth constitutes a 
valuable corrective, in my opinion. It is just as 
incorrect, Kant says, to measure aesthetic awareness 
by natural scientific standards as it is to place its 
standards of truth in elementary feelings and sensations. 
Aesthetic awareness is of a different order; it has 
its own standard of truth. Though he posits an alter
native standard that seems inadequate and forced, I 
believe Kant's attempt at certifying taste yields many 
important insights. To appraise those insights, I 
shall be considering three topics in tandem with my 
earlier discussion of aesthetic lawfulness (cf. pp.
312-317 above): (1) the truthfulness of aesthetic 
awareness; (2) the standards of aesthetic truth; (3) the 
awareness of aesthetic truth. The reason for this 
similarity in treatment is that aesthetic truth and 
aesthetic lawfulness connect closely, both in Kant's 
conception and in my own. Taken in its most basic 
sense, as I shall explain later, truth in my view has 
to do with spiritually directed responses to laws 
which reveal the Creator of the respondents subject to



those laws. Thus the laws holding for aesthetic aware
ness are also standards for aesthetic truth, and the 
truthfulness of aesthetic awareness includes its law
fulness .

The Truthfulness of Aesthetic Awareness

Kant explains the necessity or, in my terms, 
the truth character of taste judgments as a conditional, 
exemplary necessity that is implicitly obligatory.
Lying behind the judgment that something is beautiful 
is the idea that, if you have taste, as I can validly 
presuppose you do or ought to, you ought to find it 
beautiful also. It has appeared that Kant takes 
two approaches toward grounding this presupposition 
of taste. The first, stated explicitly in section 21, 
is to show that as a common sense, taste can be pre
supposed with good reason as a subjective condition 
without which normal experiential knowledge would be 
impossible. The second, intimated in question form 
in section 22.2 but not explicated until section 59, 
is to show that taste, as a mode of reflective judgment- 
power, naturally comes to be viewed as a faculty 
everyone ought to exercise in the presence of beautiful 
objects because exercising that faculty will help 
them meet moral obligations.
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Though I can not accept either approach, I 
find Kant's acknowledgement of the truth character 
of taste judgments instructive. If-then conditionality 
and an obligatory character would seem to be undeniable 
features of taste judgments, perhaps of all "normative" 
judgments. Kant sees that one can advance a taste 
judgment articulating his aesthetic awareness as true, 
and yet can leave latitude for differing taste judg
ments based on variant aesthetic awarenesses. In 
other words, aesthetic responses to aesthetic laws 
are the responsibility of the particular aesthetic 
subjects involved. Since aesthetic subjects exist under 
the same laws, however, their responsibilities are a 
co-responsibility. Once one acknowledges such co
responsibility, a further question arises: Do certain 
aesthetic subjects have more authority in exercising 
their co-responsibility, in the sense that their responses 
indicate how other subjects should respond? Do the 
responses of certain aesthetic subjects carry more 
weight? Do their responses themselves become positive 
norms for others to follow?

Kant emphasizes the equal capacity of 
all aesthetic subjects to put forward their judgmentally 
framed aesthetic awarenesses as positive norms. I 
would not quibble here, to the extent that I agree 
that all aesthetic subjects have an aesthetic co
responsibility. But I would place greater emphasis
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on Kant's suggestion that certain judgments and 
products of taste, particularly in the arts, are in
dispensable examples that carry authority and cul-

32tural power. Certainly it is up to each aesthetic 
subject to choose or at least to accept particular 
aesthetic traditions and particular contemporary 
judgments upon what is aesthetically normative. At 
the same time, however, there are people who, by dint 
of their cultural position, and hopefully also by 
virtue of their aesthetic insight, engage in aesthetic 
activities and pass aesthetic judgments which give 
a binding shape to the ongoing aesthetic traditions 
for other aesthetic subjects. Critics, artists, 
aestheticians, and educators are all in such a position 
of cultural, aesthetic leadership, along with those 
who make up what can be called the "art world." Then 
too there are those who set the aesthetic tone within 
cultural organizations and institutions -- within 
businesses, mass media, governments, and churches, 
for example.

When such people pass and enact aesthetic 
judgments, they tend to give positive content to the 
"if" condition, the "if you have taste" implicit within 
all aesthetic judgments. So contrary to Kant's 
opinion, the taste to which aesthetic judgments appeal 
is not a mere idea or ideal norm. Someone who calls 
a given structure aesthetically sound expects others



to find it likewise, on the assumption that they 
should share his taste; i.e., that they should acknow
ledge with him that the culture-shaping aesthetic judg
ments embodied in that structure are truthful. The 
situation does not seem much different with taste 
judgments upon so-called natural beauty, for they, like 
judgments upon crafted artifacts, presuppose definite 
cultural conventions as to what constitutes aesthetic 
lawfulness. It seems to me to be an impossible hope 
that all differences in taste judgments can be reconciled. 
In so far as Kant seems to proffer that hope by treating 
the "if" condition as an ideal norm or indeterminate 
concept without positive content, he overlooks the 
patent facts of daily experience. There may be 
good reasons why the hope arises. But the supposed 
existence of an ideal taste to which everyone can 
appeal both gives insufficient grounds for that hope 
and ignores the primary, though not exclusive, appeal 
in taste judgments to aesthetic traditions, conventions, 
and authorities that are de facto diverse.

Another question remains with respect to 
the truth character of taste judgments. Is it different 
from that of other kinds of judgments, and if so, why? 
Kant has argued cogently that it is. And he has 
contrasted it quite specifically to the necessity 
claimed by other judgments, empirical and a priori, 
both theoretical and practical. Taste judgments,
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according to Kant, claim a "subjective” necessity 
because they do not rest on any determinate concepts 
but rather appeal to a subjective state everyone can 
be presupposed to possess. I have already questioned 
Kant's view of the subjectivity of taste judgments, 
even though I can appreciate his attempt to set them 
apart thereby from perceptual and theoretical judgments.
The introduction in the Dialectic of an indeterminate 
grounding concept would seem to alleviate the contradiction 
of an alogical judgment, however. Besides, because 
it approximates the contemporary notion of aesthetic 
concepts, Kant's usage of the notion of an indeterminate 
concept to discuss the reasons one can adduce for 
taste judgments probably gives fruitful leads for 
understanding such concepts.

It is particularly significant that the 
Dialectic ties the indeterminate concept to an unusual 
quality of objects that can be perceived reflectively 
but not determinately conceived; i.e., to their sub
jective purposiveness. Picking up where I concluded 
in Chapter 6 (cf. pp.204-217 above), I would now 
suggest that Kant's insight is as follows. Because 
aesthetic objects function as aesthetic objects only 
in the presence of aesthetic subjects, in response 
to laws holding for both subjects and objects, the
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perceptual basis for an aesthetic awareness and for 
a judgment articulating such an awareness must be 
more than elemental. The subject's perceptual experiences 
of the object and the perceptible features of the 
object that are relevant for aesthetic awareness 
and for aesthetic judgments are ones that actually 
exist only when there is an aesthetic awareness of 
the object as an aesthetic object. If empirical veri
fication of an aesthetic judgment be demanded, one 
can not meet that demand by appealing to those ordinary 
perceptions of spatial, kinetic, or physically causal 
qualities which serve to authenticate judgments in 
the physical sciences or in elementary perceptual 
cognition. It is the aesthetic perception itself, 
the "aesthetical representation of purposiveness" 
in Kant’s terms, which presents or empirically 
verifies a taste judgment. The only empirical verifi
cation possible for aesthetic judgments is in terms 
of aesthetic perceptions which themselves presuppose 
aesthetic awareness.

Tied to this peculiarity are the notorious 
difficulties in giving convincing reasons for aesthetic 
judgments. If someone does not see or hear a 
particular object aesthetically, then he will be 
unable to conceive of it in aesthetic terms. So he 
will remain unconvinced no matter how many valid 
arguments and appeals to perception be presented. Further
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more, and this is Kant's fundamental insight, if 
someone lacks an aesthetic awareness of the object as 
an aesthetic object, he can neither perceive nor 
conceive of it aesthetically, since he is not 
exercising the absolutely essential awareness on which 
all aesthetic perception, conception, and verification 
hinge -- i.e., aesthetic awareness itself. If in 
addition, as Kant indicates, aesthetic awareness per 
se is playful, indeterminate, or ambiguous, then, 
given a high regard for the physical sciences in the 
modern western world, it is doubly difficult to acknow
ledge the truthfulness of aesthetic judgments whose 
criteria of truth differ markedly from those holding 
for what Kant calls empirical and theoretical judgments. 
It is to Kant's credit and to the advantage of con
temporary aestheticians that he builds a strong case 
for the existence of distinct standards for the 
truth or necessity of aesthetic judgments, and of 
aesthetic awareness and perception as well. I now 
intend to discuss those standards further.

The Standards of Aesthetic Truth

One of Kant's main contributions to philo
sophical aesthetics, as I have repeatedly emphasized, 
is his argument for the unicity of aestheticity which 
does not isolate it from other regions of existence.
A transcendental philosopher, his concern is to 
uncover laws or conditions for aestheticity that are



both distinct from the laws of other modes of aware
ness and yet interrelated with them. Because such 
laws are also the criteria of the truthfulness of 
those modes, the same concern applies to the standards 
of aesthetic truth. One can readily see this from 
the two arguments through which Kant acknowledges 
taste -- the faculty-principle of nature's formal 
purposiveness as aesthetically revealed -- as the unique 
but not isolated ground for truth claims in taste 
judgments: it can be presupposed as a necessary 
condition for all empirical cognition; and it can be 
viewed quite naturally as something which facilitates 
morality.

Be that as it may, Kant still has difficulty 
showing that taste itself can serve as an adequate 
criterion for aesthetic truth. It is one thing to say 
taste judgments claim to be true as examples of taste, 
as displays of principially grounded reflection upon 
the formal purposiveness of nature feelingly perceived. 
It is quite another matter to say taste can serve as 
the criterion of the truth of its own judgments. How 
can anyone be certain that the taste to which taste 
judgments appeal is a dependable, constant standard 
for their truth claims, since taste is generated and 
is posited by the very judgments appealing to it?
It is up to the subjects passing taste judgments to 
reveal taste. To be convinced that the judgment
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"This x is beautiful" truly claims "It is true that 
this x is beautiful," one needs to assume not only 
that the person judging has taste, but also that he 
has exercised taste in passing that judgment. The 
only way to find out whether the criterion of truth 
has been met, however, is to also exercise taste in 
passing a taste judgment on the same object. But who 
is to say, in the case of conflicting taste judgments, 
which ones display taste and which do not, especially 
since all taste judgments claim to display taste, 
which is to say, they all claim to be aesthetically 
necessary or true?

Carried to such consequences, Kant's subjec- 
tivistic location of the criterion of aesthetic truth 
in the faculty of taste seems to end in a total impasse. 
Even the independent warrants brought in to shore up 
taste -- its ties to empirical congnition and to 
morality -- do not suffice to establish it as a reliable 
standard of aesthetic truth, simply because taste 
remains a court of appeal where the appellants are 
all judges of equal standing whose only law is the 
precedent established by their own appeals. In all 
fairness to Kant, I should hasten to recognize that 
he gives just as much weight to the principial side 
as to the facultative side of taste. Perhaps the
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transcendental principle of reflection present in 
taste judgments is a better way to account for the 
standard of aesthetic truth.

The principle of the formal purposiveness 
of nature is one which posits a basic coherence or 
harmony in existence that can not be captured in 
verstandlich concepts but must be assumed if reflec
tion is to be possible. Kant describes this coherence 
principle in various ways: as a coherence among the 
faculties of the human subject; among all human sub
jects; between judging subjects and judged objects; 
between the two irreducible sides of existence, whether 
subjective or objective -- the sensible or nature, 
and the supersensible or freedom and among individuals
under universals or parts of wholes. At root, then, 
the notion of nature's formal purposiveness is a 
recognition that existence is a cosmos. Kant would 
maintain that it might not be a cosmos, but we assume 
it to be so for the sake of our own awareness, which 
is all that is permissible and necessary from a critically 
idealist standpoint. The notion corresponds to what 
Dooyeweerd has called the "temporal coherence of 
meaning." The question I want to raise is whether 
it makes sense to locate the standard of aesthetic truth 
in this notion.



It is historically understandable that cosmic 
harmony and the awareness of beauty come together in 
Kant's critique of taste. As I noted earlier (cf. p.23 
above), the usual conception of beauty in the European 
tradition was one of the harmony or proportion of the 
world, often mathematically characterized. Possibly 
there are also systematic grounds for the conjunction 
of cosmic harmony and beauty awareness. I think Kant 
has seen that aesthetic awareness, as does any other 
mode of awareness, operates on the basis of the given 
coherence of creation as standing under the same 
constant laws. What is unique to aesthetic awareness 
is that it is the most elemental way in which people 
are conscious of such coherence. Such aesthetic con
sciousness of coherence is not only pre-conceptual and 
pre-rational, but also ambiguous and playful, though 
at the same time normative. Aesthetic consciousness 
for Kant is a matter of playfully feeling the coherence 
of the object with the subject and the coherence within 
the subject. It is a matter of adopting a playful, 
harmonizing stance towards the object.

Of course there is more to Kant's account, 
since he focuses his attention on taste judgments, not 
on aesthetic awareness as such. Taste judgments, 
because they articulate aesthetic awareness, are the 
most elementary form of synthetic judgment in which 
the identification of a creatural coherence meshes
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thoroughly with a non-identifying consciousness of 
that coherence. Perhaps this is why taste judgments 
do not have the same "objectivity" as the ordinary 
judgments of perception that they resemble. Elemen
tary perception simply operates within the given coherence 
of creation. It does not in itself involve a conscious
ness ojf coherence. Thus judgments of perception can 
identify the coherence as beyond question. Anyone 
with normal senses can perceive that something has 
a certain length, weight, color, and so forth. This 
does not require conscious reflection upon the coherence 
of the object with the subject. The judgment "This 
thing is red" identifies a perceptual coherence between 
the thing and one's perception, but the perception does 
not itself require a consciousness of that coherence. 
However, to perceive an aesthetic quality requires a 
conscious relating of the object to one's own aesthetic 
awareness. And taste judgments can only be carried 
out on the basis of such conscious relating, a relating 
that requires consciousness of the coherence or relation 
between the object and the subject.

If my interpretation is on the right track, 
it should also help explain why Kant finds taste to 
be so crucial as a mediatrix. For the ability to pass 
taste judgments "raises" the most elementary conscious
ness of coherence to a judgmental level. Thus Kant 
can easily view taste as a faculty which provides
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reason with a primary indication that the total coherence 
it demands for theorization and practice is possible 
in principle. If judgments are identifications of 
relations or coherences, it is very important for 
all judgments, whether theoretical or practical, that 
there be a type of judgment which involves a conscious
ness of coherence both distinct from and not dependent 
on an identifying consciousness of coherence. If 
all consciousness of coherence were identifying in 
character, there would be no way to account for any 
judgmental consciousness of coherences consciously 
recognized but not yet identified. But such an indeter
minate judgmental consciousness is fundamental to human 
awareness. Without it perhaps there would be no dis
coveries of coherence, no hunches, hypotheses, or "leaps 
of intuition."

Given that a taste judgment is an identifi
cation of an aesthetic coherence of which there is a 
non-identifying consciousness in aesthetic awareness, 
then the principle of creatural coherence is an impor
tant general criterion of the truthfulness both of 
aesthetic awareness and of taste judgments. Because 
aesthetic awareness is a consciousness of coherence, 
part of its truth depends on how well it grasps 
coherence. The aesthetic awareness of an object can 
be true only if its playful stance towards the object 
unfolds its aesthetic qualities. For example, one
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who is aware of an elegant object as elegant grasps 
the coherence between the particular, aesthetically 
perceptible quality of that object and one's own 
perceptually based aesthetic stance. If one views 
an elegant object as nothing more than a handy tool, 
then he has not grasped such a coherence, and to that 
extent his aesthetic awareness is not true. Inciden
tally, this mode of explanation returns us to the 
difficulty of deciding whose aesthetic awareness is 
true: if aesthetic awareness is not an identifying 
consciousness of coherence, arguments from identifying 
grounds must lack persuasive power.

The principle of coherence can function as 
a criterion of the truthfulness of aesthetic judgments 
in an analogous fashion. One could entertain the 
hypothesis that a taste judgment based on one's 
aesthetic awareness can only be true if it grasps the 
coherence between an aesthetically perceptible and 
conceivable quality of an object and one's aesthetically 
based conception of the object. The coherence between 
an object's elegance and the concept of elegantness 
is what the judgment "This object is elegant" identifies. 
If there were no such coherence, that judgment would 
be false, as would a judgment that denied the coherence 
when there is one. The problem remains, however, 
of explaining why someone's concept of elegance can 
be mistaken and why the coherence in question comes
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to be articulated as true for everyone, not just 
for the person who calls the object "elegant."

I have made these comments about coherence 
and aesthetic truth hesitantly, fully aware that 
pursuing them further would land me in numerous 
difficulties. My intent has not been so much to develop 
a positive theory, as to indicate what Kant may have 
been approximating when grounding the truth of taste 
judgments in the principle of nature’s formal purposive
ness. I am not prepared at this point to hold out 
for some version of the coherence theory of truth any 
more than I would endorse correspondence, pragmatic, 
or performative theories. In addition, it should be 
remembered that coherence is an extremely general 
criterion. If applicable to aesthetic truth, it un
doubtedly applies to many other varieties of truth.
A more specific criterion is needed if aesthetic truth 
is to be a distinct kind of truth.

Unfortunately Kant has little to say on 
this last subject, partly because he approaches aesthetic 
awareness via taste judgments. In fact he seems content 
to place the standard of aesthetic truth in the very 
faculties which generate and articulate aesthetic 
awareness, sufficiently idealized to function as a 
necessitating norm. I have previously argued that 
such an approach is mistaken, in my opinion, on three
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accounts. It locates the criterion of truth within 
the subjective awarenesses that appeal to that criterion. 
It overlooks the normative power of aesthetic traditions 
and authorities. And it confuses the criterion of 
aesthetic truth with the criterion for the truth of 
aesthetic judgments. From my perspective, I would 
maintain that the specific criteria for aesthetic 
truth are the aesthetic laws that constantly hold for 
all aesthetic subjects and objects. To be an aesthetic 
subject, one must be responding, whether obediently 
or disobediently, to the calling that comes in 
aesthetic laws. Thus those laws are the standards to 
which people must appeal, in however implicit a fashion, 
if they would be certain that their aesthetic activities 
and functionings are true. How to theoretically for
mulate those laws is one of the formidable questions 
challenging the science of aesthetics. I shall leave 
it as an open question, turning now to the deepest 
dimension of aesthetic truth—  spiritual direction -- 
in a discussion of how people are aware of the truth
fulness of their aesthetic awareness.

The Awareness of Aesthetic Truth

If it be granted that the standards of 
aesthetic truth are aesthetic laws, then to be aware 
that one’s aesthetic awarenesses and judgments are 
true, one must be aware of those aesthetic laws. Such 
awareness, I have said elsewhere, can be implicit or



explicit, even though Kant does not pay sufficient 
attention to that distinction. But more must be 
said. Kant rightly indicates that lawfulness is not 
the same as necessity or truthfulness, nor is an aware
ness that one's aesthetic responses are subject to law 
the same as an awareness that one's aesthetic responses 
are true, although in each case the latter includes 
the former. That point comes across forcefully in 
section 59 where Kant concludes that at bottom the aware
ness of necessity embodied by taste judgments stems 
from an awareness that taste indirectly serves the 
purposes of morality.

This conclusion takes one into the under
pinnings of Kant's critique of taste, into a level 
where counterarguments would be pointless. Kant has 
taken a perspectival stance towards aesthetic truth 
that argumentation can not undermine. All I can hope 
to do is to counterpoise my own stance with enough 
emphasis to show why I find his unacceptable.

It seems to me that any awareness of truth, 
whether aesthetic or otherwise, is at bottom a faith 
shared with others whose lives are gripped by a common 
spirit which moves them towards the same goal. In 
my own Christian tradition, the awareness of truth 
rests upon faith in Jesus Christ and upon the communion 
of believers whom his Spirit leads towards the kingdom
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of God. To the extent that a Pietistic upbringing 
permanently shaped Kant's perspective, one can look 
for a parallel, albeit critically idealist, account 
of the awareness of aesthetic truth in his critique 
of taste. Let me elaborate by outlining my own 
perspective on the matter, and then suggesting some 
telltale parallels in Kant's account.

To begin with, I should express my conviction 
that truth has to do with the covenantal relation 
God keeps with creation through his Word or ordinances. 
God is true or faithful to his Word and thereby to 
creation. His Word is Truth, and it truly reveals 
him. And creatures respond truly or falsely to God's 
ordinances, either obediently keeping covenant or dis
obediently breaking it. Thus the laws that hold as 
standards for aesthetic truth are trustworthy ordinances 
through which God calls his creatures to respond 
obediently in aesthetic ways. To be aware that one's 
aesthetic responses are true, one needs to be aware 
not only that they are lawful, but especially that 
they are obedient.

However, to be obedient and to be aware 
of one's obedience requires that one live in Spiritual 
communion with the Truth within the body of those who 
are obedient. Aesthetic obedience, indeed all obedience 
is not merely a matter of responding correctly to
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aesthetic laws. It involves doing so under the 
guidance of God's Spirit, standing in the total Truth. 
That Truth is Jesus Christ, the Word Incarnate who 
reveals God. He is the source of all obedience, because, 
although he is the Word ruling creation, the Word in 
whom creation coheres, he has lived in complete 
obedience to God's Word. In turn he imparts his 
obedience to all members of his body through his Spirit 
so that they can with him restore a creation blighted 
by sin, also by aesthetic disobedience, to an obedient 
covenant relation with God. The restored creation is 
the kingdom of God towards which the Spirit leads 
the body of Christ in its activities, aesthetic and 
otherwise. The Spirit thus leads Christ's body into 
the Truth. At the same time the Spirit calls all 
other people to be aesthetic subjects and, in conflict 
with other spirits, wrestles for their aesthetic 
obedience.

It is my conjecture that Kant tries to account 
for many of the same aspects to the awareness of 
aesthetic truth out of his own critically idealist 
perspective. It is not so surprising that his 
critique of taste concludes near the moral realm, since 
reason and the moral law reside there, and these, for 
Kant, are like God and his Word. But even on the level 
of taste itself, there are striking parallels to the 
position I have just outlined.
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Kant locates the standard of taste in an 
indeterminate concept of purposiveness and in an idea 
of taste as a common sense. The awareness of beauty 
embodies that idea as a call given by each taste 
judger to all others to exercise taste in the presence 
of the beautiful object. In so far as they exercise 
taste, their aesthetic awarenesses are necessary or 
true. To be aware that one's aesthetic awareness is 
true requires more than reflectively comparing the 
object to the subject's own judgmental faculties. It 
requires a comparison by means of, under the guidance 
of, a feeling of favor for the playful mental state, 
just as true morality does not consist in a mere 
following of the letter of the moral law but rather 
in obeying the law out of a feeling of respect for 
the law, in obeying in the spirit of the law (CPrR, 
pp.74-75). As a common sense, the feeling of favor 
places one in an ideal communion of fellow judgers, 
as it were, for it is a feeling made universally share
able by the faculty of taste. The source of this 
obedience and communion is reflective judgment-power.
As the judgment-rpower, it is the source of all truth 
(and error) because it can function according to the 
laws of the higher cognitive faculties and it can 
impa.rt conformity to law to the lower faculties and to 
the objects of awareness. As taste, it is a law for 
itself and for feeling. In so far as one's aesthetic 
awareness is in taste, it is true and universally 
shareable.



But at root the truth taste imparts to 
aesthetic awareness stems from its reference to 
the supreme Truth, the moral law. Only that law is 
completely trustworthy as reason's law for freedom.
Only an ideal "holy will"^ could be fully obedient 
to it, though human beings can emulate that ideal while 
they strive to attain a virtuous will, one disposed 
to obey the moral law despite the hindrances of 
sensible nature. The feeling of respect leads them 
to become virtuous. This respect dwells in every 
person's consciousness. It impels people to obey the 
moral law and to live in a community of morality, so 
that nature may be harmonized with freedom and "the 
kingdom of God" may come as a world where happiness 
flows from moral obedience and moral obedience leads 
to happiness. To the extent that taste refers to 
morality and the moral law, it partakes in a reconciliation 
of the sensible world with reason, and thus it imparts 
truth to aesthetic awareness. Taste is a means reason 
can use to win people away from disobedient slavery 
to sensible inclinations into morally obedient free
dom. The spirit of feeling favor supports the spirit 
of feeling respect. Emulating the ideal norm of a 
common sense in taste judgments prepares one, as 
Kant sees it, to stand in the Truth of a holy will, 
emulating it in a virtuous will. The principle of taste 
is a principle of nature's formal purposiveness 
which points aesthetic awareness towards the supreme
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rule of truth, the moral law, and its author, reason.

I hardly need to restate my fundamental 
disagreement with Kant's final confirmation of taste 
and beauty. I would not expect aesthetic truth and 
the awareness of it to come from a judgmental faculty, 
principle, and feeling that reconcile the sensible 
world with reason, simply because I do not link evil 
with the sensible side of existence nor expect salvation 
through the operations of human judgment. Nevertheless,
I think Kant has seen something significant about the 
nature of our awareness of aesthetic truth. He has 
noticed that both certainty in aesthetic awareness 
and the awareness of aesthetic truth grow out of the 
fundamental commitments people share in some spirit 
or another with respect to the calling and hope of 
their lives.

Kant believes, of course, that such sharing 
is, or ought to be, worldwide. In his perspective 
all people should give first place to practical reason 
and to rational morality. Also their tastes for 
beauty should somehow support and receive leadership 
from dutiful obedience done in respect for reason's 
moral law. That is why, in my judgment, Kant concludes 
his critique of taste with the following words:
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Mow faith is at bottom a faculty 
for judging of the sensible illustra
tion of moral ideas (by means of a 
certain analogy involved in our re
flection upon both these), and it is 
from this faculty also and from the 
greater susceptibility grounded thereon 
for the feeling arising from the 
latter (called moral feeling) that 
that pleasure is derived which taste 
regards as valid for mankind in general 
and not merely for the private feeling 
of each. Hence it appears plain that 
the true propaedeutic for the founda
tion of taste is the development of 
moral ideas and the culture of the 
moral feeling, because it is only 
when sensibility is brought into 
agreement with this that genuine 
taste can assume a definite invariable 
form (s.60.4, B202).
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Notes

1 In his article "Kant’s Transcendental Deduction 
of Aesthetical Judgments," JAAC 30 (Summer 1972): 
459-475, Anthony C. Genova finds two levels of 
justification for aesthetical judgments in Kant's 
argument:

. . .one expounded in his systematic 
deduction of the beautiful which 
grounds itself on the intellectual 
conditions of reflective judgment in 
general and is somewhat analogous 
to the deduction of the categories; 
and the other is implied in his subtle 
discussions about the necessity of 
presupposing a moral disposition in 
the agent if he really is to experience 
the pristine unadulterated feeling 
of beauty and sublimity, and this is 
somewhat analogous to the "deduction" 
of the moral law (p. 469).

Similarly, Crawford (Kant's Aesthetic Theory) 
claims that the final stage of Kant's deduction 
consists in linking taste to morality, in order 
to "go beyond showing the possibility of an inter- 
subjective response and fully justify the force 
of our judgments of taste and their implications 
for others..." (p. 133).

2 Herman Dooyeweerd in A New Critique of Theoretical 
Thought, trans. David H. Freeman and William S.
Young ("Philadelphia: Presbyterian and Reformed 
Publishing Co., 1953-58), 1 (1953): 325-402, argues 
that a "transcendental freedom idealism" is the 
typical "ground-idea" motivating Kant's critical 
philosophy:

Henceforth, the transcendent root 
of human existence is no longer sought 
in limited mathematical and natural 
scientific categories but rather in the 
rational moral function of sovereign 
personality, as it is expressed in the 
transcendental Idea of human freedom....

In Kant's epistemology the postulate 
of the sovereignty of mathematical thought 
remains in full force with respect to 
knowledge of nature, but the ideal of 
science...cedes its primacy to the ideal 
of personality (1: 356).

3 Cf. CpR: A422-24-B449-52, pp. 394-95; A464-B492, 
p. 423; A501-B529, pp. 445-46.



One can detect the strength of the ideal of 
"perpetual peace" as a motivating factor for 
Kant's philosophy in his treatise on inter
national law bearing that title [in On History, 
ed., with an Introduction by Lewis White Beck; 
trans. L. W. Beck, Robert E. Anchor, and Emil 
Fackenheim (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill,
Library of Liberal Arts, 1963), pp. 84-135].
The treatise concludes as follows:

If it is a duty to make real (even 
if only through approximation in endless 
progress) the state of public law, and 
if there is well-grounded hope that this 
can actually be done, then perpetual 
peace...is not an empty ideal. As the 
times required for equal steps of progress 
become, we hope, shorter and shorter, 
perpetual peace is a problem which, 
gradually working out its own solution, 
steadily approaches its goal (p. 135).

Lewis White Beck, A Commentary on Kant's "Critique 
of Practical Reason" (Chicago: Univ. of Chicago 
Press, Phoenix Books, 1960), p. 26 (hereafter 
cited as Beck's Commentary).
Crawford notes in Kant's Aesthetic Theory, 
pp. 64-65: "This puzzling argument seems to 
rely upon the Aristotelian assumption that no 
natural human activity is in principle pointless, 
that the possibility of a resolution of dis
agreements of taste is a necessary condition 
for...engaging in controversy over such judgments. 
But this argument is no better than arguing 
that God must exist because people pray to him." 
Regardless of its merits as an argument, however, 
it seems to me that one should see how closely 
this argument ties to Kant's large notion of 
purposiveness, which has not only an Aristotelian 
but more specifically a Leibnizian background 
(cf. pp. 40-42, 78-81 above).
Cf. CPR: A58-B82-83, p. 97; A642-43-B670-71, 
p. 532; and pp. 419-22 below.
Cf. CPR: A664-65-B692-93, p. 546: "But the 
acts of the understanding are, without the 
schemata of sensibility, undetermined; just 
as the unity of reason is in itself undetermined, 
as regards the conditions under which, and the 
extent to which, the understanding ought to 
combine its concepts in systematic fashion."



Cf. CPR: A663-88-B691-716; pp. 545-61.
Cf. CPR: A299-302-B355-59, pp. 300-303; and 
A737-B765, p. 592.
Cf. CPR: A19-B33, p. 65; A50-52-B74-76, 
pp. 92-93; A67-69-B92-94, pp. 104-106.
Cf. CPR: A137-147-B176-187, pp. 180-187.
Cf. CPR: A22-23-B37, p. 67; and B156, p. 168.
Cf. CJ: s. 3. 2-3 and s. 9.8-9, B40 and 53-54.
Although I have called attention to SI: VII as 
a crucial passage in several earlier contexts, 
its arguments and their implications can best 
be examined during a discussion of Kant's dialec
tical confirmation of taste. For brief indica
tions of their bearing on Kant's theory of the 
characteristics of aesthetic objects, the 
nature of aesthetic judgments of reflection, and the 
validation of such judgments, see the above passages, 
respectively: pp. 187-90; 231-32; 305-306.

Kant could have argued, as he seems to suggest 
in FI: II, that the concept of the purposiveness 
of nature offers us the principle that nature 
can be assumed to be purposive for human cog
nition as a system in its empirical laws.
The principle, in turn, gives rise to the 
concept of the purposiveness of nature. It 
allows us to use that special concept not as 
an empirical or purely verständlich concept, 
but rather as an indeterminate one. However this 
distinction between concept and principle is so 
slight as to be negligible.
Cf. CJ: s.15, B62-65 and FI: VIII.7-14, pp. 30-36.
Two kinds of pleasure which, according to Kant, 
result from some cognition are the respect that 
accompanies reason's determination of the will 
through the moral law, and the marked pleasure 
arising from empirical discoveries.
I have used the adverb "purely" advisedly here.
In SI: VII Kant seems to restrict his discussion 
to the purest instance of an aesthetical representa
tion of purposiveness. If the Second Introduction 
were as expansive as the First, it might have 
indicated that there are at least three sorts 
of aesthetical representations, connected with 
three sorts of aesthetical judgments. Transcen- 
dentally defined as "a state of the mind in 
which a representation is in harmony with itself,
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as the basis either simply for conserving 
itself...or else for creating its object," 
pleasure can be bound up with a representation 
as "gratification" through an "aesthetic-pathological 
judgment" upon that which pleases the senses in 
sensation; or as "esteem" or "respect" through 
"aesthetic-practical judgment" upon that which 
pleases by means of reason through the mere 
concept of it; or as "favor" through an 
"aesthetic judgment of reflection" ( F I: VIII.14, 
pp. 35-36; CJ: 3-5, B39-45). But since the 
first two pleasures are bound up with deter
minant judgments upon the obj ect as well as 
with material constituents of cognition (sensa
tion and concept), they are not paradigms of 
the completely subj ective element crucial to 
a search for a noncognitional representation of 
the formal purposiveness of nature assumed a 
priori by reflective judgment-power.

20 Cf. Kant's transcendental definition of pleasure 
in FI: VIII.14, quoted above in note 19.

21 Cf. CPR: A686-704-B714-32, pp. 559-70.
22 My understanding of Kant's notions of the 

morally good and respect owes most to Beck's 
Commentary, pp. 126-54 and 209-236 and to 
Chapters 2 and 3 of the "Analytic of Pure Practical 
Reason" in CPrR, pp. 59-92.

23 For an illuminating analysis of free choice and 
autonomy as two distinct but intertwined notions 
of freedom, correspondent to the distinction 
between Willkür and Wille in Kant's moral 
philosophy, see Beck's Commentary, pp. 176-208.

24 Strictly speaking, moral feeling and respect are 
not identical. As Beck points out (Commentary,
p. 223), the former "is, stripped to its essentials, 
the same as respect" but "it contains some other 
feelings that are corollary to respect."

25 Kant apparently has little difficulty moving 
between the assertion that the feeling of respect 
is a consciousness of the moral law and the 
implication that therefore respect is a universal 
law. Likewise, he seems to experience little 
difficulty treating the feeling of favor for 
beauty both as an awareness of the principle of 
formal purposiveness and as that principle itself. 
Behind such an easy transition lies the conception 
of the principial "feeling of the beauty and
the dignity of human nature" of the Observations 
(p. 60) discussed earlier in Chapter 3 (pp. 73-76 
above).
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26 Cf. CPR: B278-79, p. 247; A376-77, p. 350; and 
A769-71-B797-99, p. 613.

27 Cf. CPR: A57-62-B82-86, pp. 97-99; A642-51-B670 - 79, 
pp. 532-38; A820-31-B848-59, pp. 645-52. Al
though Kant discusses truth in terms of theoretical 
cognition, his use of the same notion of universal 
and necessary validity for objects in his theory
of practical cognition gives a sufficient 
warrant for the expanded treatment of truth 
found in my subsequent discussion, I believe.

28 Cf. especially CPR: A664-66-B692-94, pp. 546- 
47, where Kant calls the idea of the maximum
in the division and unification of verständlich 
knowledge an "analogon" of an imaginative schema.

29 I have moved the phrase "in its consequences" 
from the position indicated by an ellipsis to 
modify "the concept of freedom," in keeping 
with the German text and Bernard's translation.
The words "purpose," "purposiveness," and
"judgment-power" replace Meredith's translation 
of "Zweck," "Zweckmässigkeit," and "Urteilskraft" 
as "end," "finality," and "judgement" [sic], 
respectively, throughout this quote.

30 Cf. "Of the Typic of Pure Practical Judgment" 
in CPrR, pp. 70-74.

31 For Kant's conception of the ideal world where 
virtue and appropriate happiness are reconciled, 
see the "Dialectic of Pure Practical Reason"
in CPrR, especially pp. 114-139, and pp. 102-104 
above .

32 Cf. ss. 32.5, 49.12-13, and 60.1-3; B124-25,
161-63, 200-202.

33 For Kant's conceptions of the "holy will" the 
"kingdom of God," and other aspects of his moral 
philosophy summarized in this paragraph, see 
the "Dialectic" in CPrR, pp. 111-153.
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